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ADVERTISEMENT.

Tnis volume forms the twelfth of a series, composed of original memoirs on dif-

ferent branches of knowledge, published at the expense, and under the direction, of

the Smithsonian Institution. The publication of this series forms part of a general

plan adopted for carrying into effect the benevolent intentions of James Smithson,

Esq., of England. This gentleman left his property in trust to the United States

of America, to found, at Washington, an institution which should bear his own

name, and have for its objects the "increase and diffusion of knowledge among

men." This trust was accepted by the Government of the United States, and an

Act of Congress was passed August 10, 1846, constituting the President and the

other principal executive officers of the general government, the Chief Justice of

the Supreme Court, the Mayor of Washington, and such other persons as they might

elect honorary members, an establishment under the name of the "Smithsonian

Institution for the increase and diffusion of knowledge among men." The

members and honorary members of this establishment are to hold stated and special

meetings for the supervision of the aflfairs of the Institution, and for the advice

and instruction of a Board of Regents, to whom the financial and other affairs are

intrusted.

The Board of Regents consists of three members ex officio of the establishment,

namely, the Vice-President of the United States, the Chief Justice of the Supreme

Court, and the Mayor of Washington, together with twelve other members, three of

whom are appointed by the Senate from its own body, three by the House of

Representatives from its members, and six persons appointed by a joint resolution

of both houses. To this Board is given the power of electing a Secretary and other

officers, for conducting the active operations of the Institution.

To carry into effect the purposes of the testator, the plan of organization should

evidently embrace two objects : one, the increase of knowledge by the addition of

new truths to the existing stock; the other, the diffusion of kjiowledge, thus

increased, among men. No restriction is made in favor of any kind of knowledge;

and, hence, each branch is entitled to, and should receive, a share of attention.
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The Act of Congress, establishing the Institution, directs, as a part of the plan of

organization, the formation of a Library, a Museum, and a Gallery of Art, together

with provisions for physical research and popular lectures, while it leaves to the

Regents the power of adopting such other parts of an organization as tliey may

deem best suited to promote the objects of the bequest.

After mucli deliberation, the Regents resolved to divide the annual income into

two equal parts—one part to be devoted to the increase and diffusion of knowledge

by means of original research and publications—the other half of the income to be

applied in accordance with the requirements of the Act of Congress, to the gradual

formation of a Library, a Museum, and a Gallery of Art.

The following arc tlie details of the parts of the general plan of organization

provisionally adopted at the meeting of the Regents, Dec. 8, 1847.

D K TAILS O 1^' THE K I K S T P A U T () 1'' 'IM I 1<; PLAN.

I. To INCREASE Knowledge.—R ifs projmed in fitimuhdc research, hy oferimj

rewards for or'ujiual memoirs on all Huhjccls of invesiicjatlon.

1. The memoirs thus obtained, to bo published in a series of volumes, in a (^uarto

form, and entitled "Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge."

2. No memoir, on subjects of physical science, to be accepted for pul)lication,

which does not furnish a positive addition to human knowledge, resting on original

research; and all unverified speculations to be rejected.

3. Each memoir presented to the Institution, to Ijo submitted for examination to

a commission of persons of reputation for learning in the branch to wlii(;h the

memoir pertains; and to be acce[)ted for pul)licii,tion only in case the report of this

commission is favorable.

4. The commission to be chosen by the officers of the Institution, and the name

of the author, as far as practicaljle, concealed, unless a favorable decision be made.

5. The volumes of the memoirs to be exchanged for the Transactions of literary

and scientific societies, and copies to be given to all the colleges, and principal

libraries, in this country. One part of the remaining copies may be offered for

sale; and the other carefully preserved, to form complete sets of the work, to

supply the demand from new institutions.

6. An abstract, or popular account, of the contents of these memoirs to be given

to the public, through the annual report of the Regents to Congress.
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II. To iNcnKASE Knowledge.—It iN dho jn'fiposcd to (ippropriafe a jmrtioti of the

income, annudlly, to special ohjectH of research, uttder the direction of auUahle

persons.

1. The ()l)j('cts, and tlio aiMoiiiit a[)i)r()i)riatc(], to Ik; ro(;(}miricii(l<'(l hy couiiHctllors

of the Institution.

2. Appropriations in diflbrent years to difTerent objects; so that, in course of time,

each brancli of knowledge may receive a sliare.

3. The results obtained IVoin th(!se appropi'iations lo bi; ]»iibli,sbi'(l, wjlb lb<'

memoirs before mentioned, in the volumes of the Stnithsonian (.'oiitri billions to

Knowledge.

4. Examples of objects for which appropiiations may be made:

—

(1.) System of extended moteonjlogical observations for scjlviug the proI)lein of

American storms.

(2.) Explorations in dcsciiptive natural history, and geological, mathematical,

and topographical surveys, to collect matcriid for tbf' formation of a Physical Atlas

of the United States.

(3.) Solution of exi)erlrnental problems, such as a. )iow dijtenriinatiou of the

weight of the earth, of the velocity of electricity, and of light; chemical a,nalys(!S

of soils and plants; collection and publication of articles of science, accumulated

in the offices of Government.

(4.) Institution of statistical inquiries with reference to physical, moral, and

political subjects.

(5.) Historical researches, and accurate surveys of places cel(;biatod in American

history.

(G.) Ethnological researches, paiticularly with reference to the difTerent races of

men in North Anu'rlca; also explorations, and accurate surveys, of the mounds
and other remains of the ancient people of our country.

T. To DIFFUSE Knowledge.—It is proposrA to prJ/Ush a series of reports, fjlvln/j an

account of the neto discoveries in science, and of the chutujeH 'made from yea/r to year

in all branches of Icnowledye not strictly 'professional.

1. Some of these reports may Ije published annually, others at longer intervals,

as the income of the Institution or the changes in the branches of knowledge may
indicate.

2. The reports are to be prepared by collaborators, eminent in the diflerent

branches of knowledge.
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3. Each collaborator to be furnished with the journals and publications, domestic

and foreign, necessary to the compilation of his report; to be paid a certain sum for

his labors, and to be named on the title-page of the report.

4. The reports to be published in separate parts, so that persons interested in a

particular branch, can procure the parts relating to it, without purchasing the

whole.

5. These reports may be presented to Congress, for partial distribution, the

remaining copies to be given to literary and scientific institutions, and sold to indi-

viduals for a moderate price.

The folloioiny are some of the subjects tohich may be embraced in the repoi-ts:—

I. PHYSICAL CLASS.

1. Physics, including astronomy, natural philosophy, chemistry, and meteorology.

2. Natural history, including botany, zoology, geology, &c.

3. Agriculture.

4. Application of science to arts.

n. MORAL AND POLITICAL CLASS.

5. Ethnology, including particular history, comparative philology, antiquities, &c.

6. Statistics and political economy.

7. Mental and moral philosophy.

8. A survey of the political events of the world; penal reform, &c.

III. LITERATURE AND THE FINE ARTS.

9. Modern literature.

10. The fine arts, and their application to the useful arts.

11. Bibliography.

12. Obituary notices of distinguished individuals.

II. To DIFFUSE Knowledge.—It is proposed to pnhlish occasionally separate treatises

on subjects of general interest.

1. These treatises may occasionally consist of valuable memoirs translated from
foreign languages, or of articles prepared under the direction of the Institution, or

procured by oflfering premiums for the best exposition of a given subject.

2. The treatises to bo submitted to a commission of competent judges, previous

to their publication.
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DETAILS OF THE SECOND PART OF THE PLAN OF ORGANIZATION.

This part contemplates the formation of a Library, a Museum, and a Gallery of

Art.

1. To carry out the plan before described, a library will be required, consisting,

1st, of a complete collection of the transactions and proceedings of all the learned

societies in the world; 2d, of the more important current periodical publications,

and other works necessary in preparing the periodical reports.

2. The Institution should make special collections, particularly of objects to

verify its own publications. Also a collection of instruments of research in all

branches of experimental science.

3. With reference to the collection of books, other than those mentioned above,

catalogues of all the different libraries in the United States should be procured, in

order that the valuable books first purchased may be such as are not to be found

elsewhere in the United States.

4. Also catalogues of memoirs, and of books in foreign libraries, and other

materials, should be collected, for rendering the Institution a centre of bibliogra-

phical knowledge, whence the student may be directed to any work which he may
require.

5. It is believed that the collections in natural history will increase by donation,

as rapidly as the income of the Institution can make provision for their reception

;

and, therefore, it will seldom be necessary to purchase any article of this kind.

6. Attempts should be made to procure for the gallery of art, casts of the most

celebrated articles of ancient and modern sculpture.

7. The arts may be encouraged by providing a room, free of expense, for the

exhibition of the objects of the Art-Union, and other similar societies.

8. A small appropriation should annually be made for models of antiquity, such

as those of the remains of ancient temples, &c.

9. The Secretary and his assistants, during the session of Congress, will be

required to illustrate new discoveries in .science, and to exhibit new objects of art;

distinguished individuals should also be invited to give lectures on subjects of

general interest.

In accordance with the rules adopted in the programme of organization, each

memoir in this volume has been favorably reported on by a Commission appointed
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for its examination. It is however impossible, in most cases, to verify the state-

ments of an author; and, therefore, neitlier the Commission nor the Institution can

be responsible for more than the general character of a memoir.

The following rules have been adopted for the distribution of the quarto volumes

of the Smithsonian Contributions:

—

1. They are to be presented to all learned societies which publish Transactions,

and give copies of these, in exchange, to the Institution.

2. Also, to all foreign libraries of the first class, provided they give in exchange

their catalogues or other publications, or an equivalent from their duplicate volumes.

3. To all the colleges in actual operation in this country, provided they furnish,

in return, meteorological observations, catalogues of their libraries and of their

students, and all other publications issued by them relative to their organization

and history.

4. To all States and Territories, provided there be given, in return, copies of all

documents published under their authority.

5. To all incorporated public libraries in this country, not included in any of

the foregoing classes, now containing more than 10,000 volumes; and to smaller

libraries, where a Avhole State or large district would be otherwise unsupplied.
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NTRODUCTOKY LETT EH.

Washington, March 7, 1860.

Professor Joseph Henry, LL.D.,

Secretary of the Smithsoniim Inslitution

:

Dear Sir: The records of the astronomical observations made under the direc-

tion of Dr. Kane, in the second expedition to the Arctic regions, Avere placed in

my hands by his late lamented father. Judge Kane, in December, 1857.

Dr. Kane had selected Assistant Charles A. Schott, of the Coast Survey, for the

reduction of a considerable portion of the observations made in that expedition;

and I, therefore, placed these in Mr. Schott's possession for reduction and discussion.

The work has been faithfully performed, and I recommend it for publication in

the " Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge." It is proper to state that the

instruments were furnished in part by the U. S. Coast Survey, and that the com-

putations have been made at the expense of the Smithsonian Institution.

Very respectfully, yours,

A. D. BACHE.





ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS AND REDUCTIONS.

Of the astronomical observations made by the second Grinnell Expedition, under

command of Dr. Kane, those for the longitude of Van Rensselaer Harbor, the

winter quarters during 1853-54: and 185-i-'55, were most numerous and most

carefully attended to. The geographical location of the shore line, traced by the

expedition, depends for its longitude on that of Van Rensselaer Harbor, as the

central meridian. The latitude of Van Rensselaer Harbor, or Fern Rock Ob-

servatory, was likewise carefully determined, as far as the instrumental means of

the expedition permitted. The astronomical and geodetic material collected by

the various travelling parties, and required for the geographical position of their

tracks, is given in Appendix No. 6, to the second volume of the Narrative of

the Expedition. Part of this material was collated with the manuscript, and the

revised results will be given, in the present paper, after the discussion of the latitude

and longitude of Van Rensselaer Harbor. The record of the observations discussed

is taken from the original log-book, or other manuscript documents, belonging to

the expedition. The astronomical observations were under the special care of Mr.

Augustus Sonntag. The principal instruments for the determination of the geo-

graphical positions, were sextants, a Gambey theodolite, a transit instrument, and

five mean time chronometers.

Fern Rock Observatory was established on the northernmost of the rocky group

of islets in Van Rensselaer Harbor: the highest point of Observatory Island is

twenty-nine feet above mean tidal level. For directions to sites of Van Rensselaer

Harbor, it will be sufficient to refer to note 56, page 430, of the first volume of the

Narrative.^

On the 25th of August, 1853, a general survey of the harbor was made, and on

the 12th of September following, the site of the Observatory was selected. This

observatory consisted of four walls of granite blocks, cemented together with moss

and water, and the aid of frost. These walls were covered in with a substantial

wooden roof, with openings in the direction of the meridian and prime vertical.

The transit and theodolite were mounted on piers, formed by a conglomerate of

gravel and ice, well rammed down, in iron-hooped pennnican casks, and cemented

by freezing water. These piers were found as firm as the rock on which they rested.^

' For a copy see appendix (No. 1) to this paper. ' See page 116, vol. I, of tlie Narrative.

1
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Observations for Latitude of Van Rensselaer Harbor Observatory, and the Winter

Quarters of the Brig Advance.

The first observation for latitude was made on September 12, 1853, with the

theodolite. Later observations were obtained by means of a sextant and artificial

horizon. The Gambey theodolite^ was furnished with repeating circles; the diame-

ter of the horizontal circle was six inches, with the limb divided from five to five

seconds, and provided Avith two verniers ; the vertical circle has four verniers, and

is of the same size and graduation as the horizontal circle. The following observa-

tions were made by Mr. Sonntag, at Washington, D. C, for the angular value of a

division of the large level belonging to the instrument.

Level readings. Difference.
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The north end of the level was always read first ; the temperature of the air, and
the barometer and attached thermometer readings, are taken from the meteorologi-

cal record, and discussed by me in 1859 (see Smithsonian Contributions to Know-
ledge, vol. XI, Farts I and III, of the Meteorological paper).

Thermometer + 22°. 6 Fahr. Approximate latitude + 78° 37' 12".

Barometer 29.70 inch. Approximate longitude 4'' 43™ 28" west of Greenwich.

Attached thermometer 66°. From a preliminary discussion of the moon culminations.

Time is noted by the pocket chronometer.

We find : Reading of O's centre, corrected for level .

O's apparent zenith distance

Correction for refraction ....
"

for parallax ....
O's corrected zenith distance

Hence, by the usual formula :

—

Apparent time of observation .

Equation of time .....
Mean time of observation . . . . . 22 28 12.3

Chronometer time of observation . . . . 27 11 38.2

195° 21'
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Tlie following observations were made with the Gambey sextant and artificial

mercurial horizon. The mercury was covered with a glass roof, the sides of which

were reversed during the observations, in order to eliminate any error arising from

a want of parallelism in the surfaces of the glass. The zero-point of the sextant

w^as examined, and its index determined for each set of observations. The positive

sign of the index error indicates that the zero-point is on the large arc, and that

the correction to the observed altitude is subtractive. The long astronomical

telescope belonging to the sextant was always used.^ In Appendix, No. X, of the

second volume of the Narrative," Dr. Kane remarks, that the sextants used were

made by Gambey, and divided to ten seconds; he believed that an error of ten

seconds, depending on the want of parallelism in the glass cover of the horizon,

could not exist in the results.

The time observations, with the transit instrument, made between November

18, 1853, and January 10, 1854, will be found recorded and discussed after the

completion of the latitude observations ; the following record, and result for time

on February 20, 185-4, however, is here inserted, as made with the Gambey sextant,

and in order to follow the date as near as may be convenient.

February 20, 1854. Ob.servatioQ of the altitude of Saturn, for time.

(Witli Gambey sextaut and artificial horizon.) Time noted by pocket chronometer.
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May 14, 1854. Oljservatioiis of circum-iiieridiau altitudes of tlio sun, for latitude.

Gambey sextant ; on the floe near the brig.

Pocket chronoraete

o
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May 10, 1854. Observations of circum-meritliau altitudes of the sun, for latitude.

Gambey sextant ; on the floe near the brig.

Pocket chronometer.

O i^ 29™ 15"*

32 56

34 05

Q 4 35 36
36 35

37 41

Double altitude.
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unusual amount of refraction in the morning, or else the rate of the chronometer
has changed in the interval.

Afternoon altitudes of the sun. 1st set.

O's corrected altitude (for index, refraction, and parallax) 25° 05' 11"
O's declination . . . . . . . . 19 10 18
And the hour angle

Equation of time ....
Mean time of observation

Chronometer time of observation .

Chronometer error on Fern Rock mean time

Mean

3" 47"" 12'.

5

3 53.4

3 43 19.1

8 22 45.5

2d set.

25° 22' 44"

19 10 26

31. 40m 24«.9

3 53.4

3 36 31.5

8 15 55.0

4 39 26.4 _ 4 39 23.5

— 4 39 24.9

May 17, 1854. Observations of equal altitudes of the suu, for time.

Gambey sextant ; on the floe near the brig.

Pocket chronotneter
A. M.

Oil 26-" 45^

17 37
18 36

20 23
21 13

22 15

Double altitude. Pocket chronometer.
P.M.

O 48° 10'

15

20

O 47 25

30
35

55"» 39^.5

54 36

53 48.5

52 18

51 23
50 24.5

Pocket chronometer.
A. M.

Oh 23"' 32"

24 20

25 22

26 48

27 44
28 34

Double altitude. Pocket chronometer,
P.M.

O 48° 45'

50
55

O 48

5

10

gh 49m 148 2

48 22.5

47 21.5

8 46 26
45 35
44 41

For A. M. observations, index error— 7' 46". I = + 9°.3 F. b = 30.00 in. t = -\- 53°.

For P. M. observations, index error— 7' 28". t = + 14°.l F. h = 29.95 in. t = + 56°.

A.M. Chronometer time 0'' 19°^ 28M
A. M. Chronometer time 26 03.4

Equation of equal altitudes

Middle chronometer time .

Chronometer time of apparent noon.

Equation of time

Chronometer time of mean noon

Chronometer error on Fern Rock mean time

P.M. Chronometer time 9,^ 53™ 01^5 set 1.

P. M. Chronometer time 8 46 56.7 set 2.

— 50^8(setl.) — 50^2(set2.)
4I' 36°' 14.8 4I' 36"" 30.0

4 35 24.0

+ 3 52.5

4 39 16.5

4 35 39.8

+ 3 52.5

4 39 32.3

— 4 39 24.4
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May 17, 1854. Observatious of circum-meridian altitudes of tlie sun, for latitude.

Gambey sextant ; on the floe near the brig.

rocket
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The pocket chronometer was made to indicate Greenwich mean time witliin a
few minutes; between October 5 and October 10, 1853, it ran down; October 29, it

was carried about for nine hours; again, November 4, it was carried on a journey
for three days; on the 22d of November it ran down, and on December 21 it was
exposed for four hours to a temperature of —38° F. Its rate, as indicated by the
other chronometers, 21-13, 370, 2721, and 2(54 (all mean time clironometers), was
tolerably uniform, and varying between 3^6 and ()\0.

May 20, 1854. Observations of circum-meridian

Gambey sextant ; on the floe
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which result is to be used for the reduction of astronomical observations taken on

or near the brig; it gives also the position of the meteorological observatory on

the floe.

In the above reductions, Ivory's refraction tables have been used, as given in the

convenient form for logarithmic computation (and extended if required) in Lee's

Collection of Tables and Formulie. All observed altitudes were greater than 14]°.

Observations for Lonrjitude of Van Rensselaer Harbor Observatory, and the Winter

Quarters of the Brig Advance.

Observations of Transit for Time and of the Moon and Moon Culminating Stars for

Longitude of Fern Rock Observatory.

The transit observations commence November 18, 1853, and end January 10,

1854. The time was noted by the pocket chronometer, showing within a few

minutes Greenwich mean time. The transit instrument was supplied with five

wires, and the observations are recorded, from I to V, in the order in which the

star (or moon) passes them at the upper culmination, the- circle being east of the

telescope. The letter E., attached to the name of the object observed, indicates

that its transit was observed reflected from a mercurial horizon ; this method of

observing became necessary for the measure of the inclination of the axis, in con-

sequence of the intense cold affecting the length of the bubble of the level to such

a degree that it became useless. At temperatures below —40°, no use could be

made of the instrument. The instrument was properly adjusted, an operation

somewhat troublesome in so high a latitude, and at so low temperatures. For the

azimuthal adjustment there remained but an arc of 11 3° between the pole and the

zenith; Dr. Kane remarks,^ "Some of our instruments, in consequence of the cold,

became difficult to manage in consequence of tlic unequal contraction of brass and

iron."

Appendix No. VIII, of vol. II of the Narrative, contains the record of the

transit observations, as made by ]\Ir. Sonntag. The following pages contain the

same extracted from the manuscript.

In the reduction, I have adopted the latitude 78° 37^', and the longitude 4'' 43™

28" W. of Greenwich (an approximate result from the moon culminations). The

reduction was made by application of the method of least squares; to know the

instrumental deviations' Avith the greatest accuracy is not of so much importance

for the moon culminations, since the result for longitude depends more on the dif-

ferences of time between the transit of the moon and stars, but it is otherwise with

the occultations, where the chronometer error must be known with the greatest

precision.

A peculiarity in the construction of the instrument requires to be noticed, viz:

it does not permit direct observation of a star elevated more than about 50° above

the horizon, hence all observations upon the pole star, and others near the zenith,

had to be taken reflected.

Page 154, veil. I, of the Narrative.
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Observations of the Transit of the St^vrs and the Moon at Fern Rock Observatory.

Transit instrument. A. Sonntao, Observer.

Object.
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Object.
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Object.
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E = error of chronometer
-j_ |- when j ^^°^^ j- of sidereal time at an assumed time T.

Eq = an assumed chronometer error and t its correction ; E = E^ + i.

'i 'a '3 • • • = the observed times of transits of a group of stars, already corrected for rate of chronometer
and collimation.

AI{^— t, = e^ AB^—I^ = e, AR^— t^ = e., and (-,— i'^ = n, e.,— E^ = v.^

The values a, h and t can be deduced from the normal equations

:

S t + 2 .la + 2 i>6 = 2 n

2 Jj + 2 yl^a + 2 ABh = -z An
xBs + s. ABa +-zB"'h=y, Bn.

It is essential, however, that the instrument be not disturbed during the time of

the ti'ansits of the group of stars.

For the reduction of the incomplete transits and for deducing the collimation

error, the equatorial intervals of the wires have been deduced from transits of 18

stars, as follows:

—

For circle eaM and upper culmination.

I
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November 18, 185;!. Cin-Ie West.

Object. Mean of wires.

d II. S. p.

fi Oeminor s. p.

f Geminor s. p.

()'' r)()'"00'.8

7 06 2.3.0

7 27 07.5

0».0

+ 2.6

+ 6.1

O-.O

0.0

0.0

6'' SO-" 00'.

8

1 06 2.5.6 I —0''16"'24^8

7 27 13.6 —0 37 12.8

Deduced siderei

time of moon';
limb.

17'>57"M:5».2

18''14™07M 17 r>1 42.3

18 34 56.4 17 57 43.6

The result by t Gem. has the weight 2 ; fi Gem. the weight 1 ; the former star having very nearly

the same level and azirauthal factor.

Obje

Polaris R.

rj Urs. maj. s. p.

a Arietis

a Bootis s. p.

y Ceti

Circle East.

(3 Urs. min. s. p. R.

Mean of i

13'' 49"

14 33
14 49
15 00
15 26

29^8
12.7

44.0

00.4

34.2

15 42 46.2

R.
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November 23. Circle East. 1
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DcccrabtT 1-2, 1853. Circle East

Object. ! Mean of wires.

6 Arictis

5 1-

r] 'I'lmri

27 Tauri

A' Tauri

21. igm 02^.9

2 45 14.6

2 54 22.7

2 56 03.7

3 11 38.6

0.0

+1.5
+1.8
+4.3

Aa.
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December 14, 1853. Circle West.

Object.

t Urs. mill.

€ I.

€ U.
Tauri

6 Ononis

f Tauri

a Ononis

fi Geminor

p. R.

Mean of wires.

4'' ogm OP.

7

4 18 17.9

20 30.1

26 12.8

31 56.6

36 14.8

54 34.4

21 22.5

R.

1^9
0.4

0.0

0,9

1.9

2.6

5.6

+ 10.0

Cc.

—10^4
+ 1.5

1.5

1.5

1.4

1.5

1.4

1.4

Mean + iJ+ Cc.

16i» 08" 49«.4

16 18 19.0

16 20 31.6

16 26 15.2

16 31 59.9

16 36 18.9

16 54 41.4

17 21 34.0

6" OO" 55 ".9

52.2

33.2

55.4

16.2

07.7

T = 161^ 20"'.5 J^o = + 12^ 52"' 40»

The normal equations : + 6f+ 7.1a+ 9.3 6 = — 58.2 give a = 5^0
+ 7.1 f + 10.2 a + 18.3 6 = — 102.0 6 = _3.3
+ 9.3 J + 18.3 a + 50.3 6= — 245.1 £ = + 1.3

Object.

CI.
<L11.
o Tauri
6 Orionis

f Tauri
a Orionis

/i Geminor

B6.
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Object.

o Tauri — 1 \i
f Tauri —1.4
a Orionis —O.t

(y Draconis s. p.) +2.3
d II.

I

—1.6
/t Geiuinor — 1.4

-20^6
-20.6

-22.9

-21.5

-20.6

-20.6

16'' 22"" 15\3
16 32 18.3

37.0

38.0

00.7

30.4

+ 47"" 4;")". 4 .5'" 18"' 52».3

+ 'S1 42.4

-1-19 23.7

-1-13 22.7

28 55.4

47 16.2

53 10.3

7 29.7 6 14 07.8

6" Oe'" 37».7

6 06 37.8

6 06 39.9

(6 06 33.0)

6 06 38.4

6 06 38.1

Excluding y Draconis, we obtain from the mean of four stars the deduced AH of the moon as above.

January 8, 1854. Circle West.

Object.

a Bootis S. p.

845 B. A. C.

rt Arietis

a Ceti

CI.
Saturn centre

17 Tauri
r; Tauri

27 Tauri

Mean of wires.

11" 37'° 55^2
12 05 53.8

12 09 58.0

12 23 26.2

12 41 58.5

01 59.7

04 52.8

07 28.9

09 09.6

R.

—10^5
— 5.9

— 5.2

— 3.1

0.0

+ 3.3

-I- 3.8

-I- 4.2

+ 4.5

—P.

5

+ 1.4

+ 1.4

+ 1.4

+ 1.4

+ 1.4

+ 1.5

+ 1.5

+ 1.5

+ 24-\9

+ 24.9

+ 22.4

+ 24.9

+ 24.9

+ 24.9

+ 24.9

+ 24.9

+ 24.9

M+R+ Cc+ Aa.

ll" 38" ^M
12 06 14.2

12
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January 10, 1854. Circle We.st.

Object.

y Pegasi

a Cassiop. R.
Polaris R.

a Bootis s. p.

T= 10'' 30"

Mean of wires. R.

gh 27m 07^6
9 54 04.9

10 39 39.7

11 30 03.0

—10^3
— 5.8

+ 1.5

+ 9.8

+ 1».4

+ 2.4

+ 54.6

— 1.5

M+R+Cc.

9" 26'" 58».7

9 54 01.5

10 40 35.8

11 30 11.3

AR.

0'' 05"° 42«.0

32 13.3

1 05 57 3

2 08 59.1

+ H"" 38"" 40^ The normal equations give a = + 10^9
b= + 20.6

, =_ 3.5

RECAPITULATION OF THE DEDUCED SIDEREAL TIMES OP THE MOON's LIMB.

1853. Nov. 18
" 21
" 23

Dee. 8
" 9
" 12

<L II. s.

<L II. s.

<Lll.

<L I.

€ I.

C I.

20
10

(1

8

43^2
00.7

25.0

31.5

53.8)?

35.6

1853.

1854.

Dec. 13
" 14
" 14
" 15

Jan. 8

CI.
€ I.

CII.
<t II.

<LI.

4h 19n

5 10

5 13

6 06
3 13

IIM
53.8

06.4

38.4

14.5

The longitude is deduced from the above values by a method received from Prof.
Peirce in 1851, an account of wliich is given in Coast Survey Report for 1858,
Appendix No. 21, p. 186.

From the Greenwich observations' we have the following corrections to the
tabular places of the moon's right ascension, as given in the Greenwich Nautical
Almanac:

—
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REDUCTION OP THE LONGITUDE OF VAN RENSSELAER IIARIilUl OBSERVATORY.
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The weighted mean from nine observations is 4'' 43™ 34' jf 13\ If we combine
the results according to tlie moon's limb, we find:

—

From observations of <I I i^ 43m 14s v^reio-ht 8.5

c: n 4 43 50 " 10.5

Mean 4 43 32

which last value I have adopted.

Record and Reduction of the Occultations and Eclipse, observed at Van
Rensselaer Harbor.

The observations of occultations and of an eclipse were made at the Winter
Quarters in latitude 78° 37' 04", and in approximate west longitude 4'' 43°" 32^

In the following record, the times are given by chronometer, uncorrected for

error and rate, in the two accounts of it in Appendix No. IX., second volume of the

Narrative, pages 398 and 399, and in No. 1017 of the Astronomische Nachrichten,
pages 135 and 136, the time is mean local time, as made out by Mr. Sonntag.

Occultation of Saturn. December 12, 1853.

Immersiou at 1^ 03'" IP.G Pocket chronometer. A. Sonntag, observer.

7 28 49.0 Chronometer No. 2143. Dr. Hayes,

1" before the complete disappearance.

Emersion at 7 36 50 Pocket chronometer. A. Sonntag, observer.

Perhaps 10' too late.

JVbfe.—Moon's limb much undulating. The telescopes were one of English make and one by Fraun-
liofer, each of thirty-inch focal length. At immersion the time was noted when the last point of Saturn's

ring disappeared behiud the moon's limb ; at the emersion, the time is given when the last point of the

ring parted from the moon's limb. Chronometer comparisons :

Pocket chronometer G'' 21™ 19^3 No. 2143 6'' 47™ 1

22 36.0 " 370 40
,,, ^. ,

Qj q i
f)

„ Q^g, in > All mean tnne chronometers.

26 30.7 " 264 29
J

Occultation of Saturn. January 8, 1854.

Immersion at lO'' 10" 30' Pocket chronometer. A. Sonntag, ol)server.

Doubtful, perliaps obscured by a cloud.

Emersion at 11 07 06.5 Pocket chronometer. A. Sonntag, observer.

Moment when the last point of Saturn's ring parted from the moon's limb.

For points of contact see note to the occultation of the 12th of December. Chronometer comparison
Pocket chronometer lO'' 18™ 30'. No. 2143 10'' 45'"

Occultation of Saturn. February (4) 5, 1854.

Pocket chronometer. A. Sonntag, observer.

No. 2143. Dr. Kane,

Disappearance of last point of ring.

Pocket chronometer. A. Sonntag, observer.

Saturn's centre,

at 5 51 13.0 No. 2143. Dr. Kane, observer.

Last contact of ring. The moon's limb was much undulatinfi:.

Immersiou at 4''
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Clironomctcr comp.arisons :

—

Pocket chronometer 4'' SS"" l'7^2

34 48.4

36 01.4

37 17.9

No. 2143 5'' 01'"

" 370 4 5S

" 2721 20

" 2fi4 40

The sky was very clear. Thermometer at immersion—53° (corrected temp. =—58°. 2), at the emer-

sion —52° (corrected temp. =—54°. 6).

Occultation of Mars. February 13, 1854.

Immersion, first contact at l^^ 04™ 59^0 Pocket chronometer. A. Sonntag, observer.

" second " at 1 06 01.5

(Disappearance.)

" " " at 1 33 47.0 No. 2143. Dr. Kane, observer.

(Disappearance.)

Emersion, last contact at 1 36 05.5 Pocket chronometer. A. Sonntag, observer.

Chronometer comparisons :

—

Pocket chronometer 1'' 14™ 01^2 No. 2143 1^42™

15 51.2 " 370 40

16 20.8 " 2721 9

17 18.0 " 264 20

]Sfote.—Moon near the horizon, limb much undulating. Immersion reliable, emersion doubtful
;
per-

haps too late. The planet reappeared at a different place than expected.

The observations for time, for the above occultations, were made with the eighteen inch transit

instrument.

Observation of the solar eclipse. May 15, 1855.

The original entry of the observations of this eclipse I could not find: the follow-

ing has been copied from the published account in the Narrative :

—

Mean local time of beginning 9'' 13™ 41^ Dr. Kane, observer.

38 A. Sonntag, "

" " " ending 10 55 44 Dr. Kane, "

52 A. Sonntag, "

Altitude of the sun at beginning 10° 17', at ending 8°. The time was obtained

from observations of equal altitudes of the sim.

Reduction of the preceding Observations for Longitude.

Converting the chronometer error on sidereal time to its equivalent on mean

time, we have, from the preceding transit reductions, the following results :

—

1853. December 8

9

12

13

14

15

7'' 13"

7 54

10

9

11

9

02
17

38
56

i; = _4i' 42"

—4
—4
—4
—4
—4

42
42
42
42
42

24'.

8

17.9

23.9

48.9

16.6

00.5

22s.

2

Mean, December 13.5 E = —i 42 22.1 ± 5^

The differences in the values of E are due to the imperfect transits arising from

the difficulty of obtaining a reliable azimutlial determination, and since the rate of

the chronometer has been found by frequent comparisons with the other mean

time chronometers to be uniform, I have preferred to use the mean E from the
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several determinations. The next reliable time observations are on February 20,

1854, which gave E =— 4'' 42°" 5P.4 at 7" 56° (mean time); the daily rate is

accordingly — 0'.42 (gaining), and the chronometer error on mean time for the

several occultations becomes:

—

1853. December 12, U''

1854. January 8, 18
" February 4-5, 1

13, 20

£' = _4i' 42™ 21'.

7

—4 42 33.3
—4 42 44.8

—4 42 48.2

Occultation of Saturn.

of Mars.

That the rate of the pocket chronometer during the above times was. uniform is

proved by the comparisons with the other chronometers; between December 12

and January 8, 2143 had a gaining rate on the pocket chronometer of 1'.9, between

the latter date and February 5 it was 2'.3, and between the last date and February

13 it was 2'.2. The true rate of 2143 is, therefore, — 2'.2— O'A =— 2^6.

The following table contains the observed times of the several phases of the

occultations of Saturn and ring:

—

Van Rensselaer mean time.
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Immersion.

C's horizontal paral. at Van Rensselaer 53' 56".

7

Relative parallax h . . . 53 55.T

—62° 19 21.1

— 10 00.09

— 48 51.19

890.9

a —a^p^

Augmented semidiameter C

Emersion.

C 's horizontal paral. at Van Rensselaer 53' 56'

Relative paralla.x tt

a—

s

a'—a=p=

Augmented semidiameter C

. 53 55.4

-70° 26 31.5

10 38.50

49 20.16

890.5

The following quantities were computed for the purpose of plotting the pheno-

menon to obtain the points of contact on the ring, and the required radial correc-

tion to the moon's semidiameter to refer the point on the ring to the centre of

Saturn.

Appro.ximate a £ at immersion 3'' 38™ 22". 58

a )2

" 3 39 09.11

At emersion 3'' 39" 26'. 35

3 39 08.71

At immersion.

Relative approximate difference in AR (reduced to a great circle) —11' 06".3

" " " in declination . . . . + 9 31.6

Geocentric elements of Saturn's riuj

^ = _2° 38'

a= 45". 6

6= _18.6

+ 4' 12".5

+ 14 23.5

)a'= 30".3

b'= —12.3 V From the Greenwich N. A.

Southern surface visible. )

By means of the above numbers, the moon's path relative to Saturn was plotted,

and the correction to refer the points of contact to the centre was obtained graphi-

cally. See above diagram, showing the position of the planet and ring, and con-

tacts of the moon's limb.
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Reduction to centre

/t'= ....
k'-\-h'=

k'—b'=
d'=

m—n^
Reduction to time of true 6

—n"5
873.4

+ 1445.0

+ 301.8

+ 17° 19' 12".l

+ 90.65

118^09

+8 04.2

14 20 48.8

14'' 23>" 53^0
4,'=40o-52'.7

Time of true 6 in Van Rensselaer mean time

Reduction to centre

k'= ....
k' + b'=
l'—h'=

a' +2^—^=
m—?i=

Reduction to time of true 6

t ....

+ 11".5

902.0

+ 1765.5

+ 38.5

+ 17°21'37".0

—911.66

118M4
—30-' 52^0

14 54 18.3

14'' 23-" 26^3
.^'=106° 48'.0

14'' 23'" 53^0 + 1.84 dB from immersion.

14 23 26.3 —%MdB from emersion.

dB =— 3".0 Hence longitude of Van Rensselaer Harbor from immersion 4'' 43"" 5P.8
from emersion 4 43 51.8

Longitude from the Observations of the Occultation of Saturn's Ring.

.lanuary 8, 1854.

Immersion, last contact of ring 12'' 42-

Emersion, " "13 39

25^7
I
Sidereal time or 22'' ll™ 28«.7 ) Appro.x. Grecu-

115 j at Van Rensselaer 23 08 05.2 ) wich mean time.

From the Greenwich Nautical Almanac, as corrected by the Greenwich observations :

—

At immersion, a C . . .3'' 32"° 49^.40

At emersion . . . . 3 34 40.95

(CoiTcction to Nautical Almanac—0^.36.)

At immersion, 6 C . . . +17° 47' 21".3

At emersion . . . . 17 56 22.2

(Correction to Nautical Almanac—10".0.)

At immersion, horizontal parallax <L 54' 14".9

At emersion . . . . .54 14.3

(Correction —0".l according to Adams.)

At immersion, semidiameter C . . 14' 47".

6

At emersion . . . . .14 47.4

(Correction—l".l according to Oudeman.)

Immersion.

(L 's horizontal paral. at Van Rensselaer 54' 04".5

Relative parallax « = . . 54 03.5

a—s= .... —137° 24 04.5

a'_a=p= . . . _ 7 36.83

«'—«=?= ... — 52 59.54

Augmented semidiameter <L . 889.7

At immersion, o h . . .3'' 33"" 10\75
At emersion . . . . 3 33 16.45

(Correction to Nautical Almanac +0^.18.)

At immersion, 5 h . . . +17° 00' 34".3

At emersion . . . . 17 00 33.9

(Correction to Nautical Almanac —9".0.)

Horizontal paralla.x h

Semidiameter h

Mean time of 6 , Greenwich

I".0

8".9+ l".0

22'' 25"' 18'.

9

Emersion.

C 's horizontal paral. at Van Rensselaer 54' 03".9

Relative parallax « = . . 54 02.9

o—s= .... —151° 07 39

a'—a.=l}= . . . — .5 25.96

S'-«=</= ... — 53 24.21

Augmented semidiameter C . 889.

2

For the construction of the diagram the following quantities were used :

—

Apparent a C at immersion . . . .3'' 32"' 18''94

Relative apparent difference in AR (reduced) . ^13' 49".4
" " "

in deciinatiun . — 6 12.5

At emersion 3'' 34"" 19^22

+ 15' 0O".O

+ 2 24.2

Geocentric elements of Saturn's ring:

—

p = —2° 26'

a = 44".3
6=— 17.9

a'= 29."4

f/=_]2.0
Southern surface visible.
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The radial correction, obtained graphically, see diagram, is, therefore,

—20". Reduction to centre

869.1 k' ....
+ 491.3 k'Jrh' .

4-1242.2 k'—h' ....
+ 16° 57' 28.0 d' ....

+ 364.18 a'+p=a

Reduction to centre

k'= .

k'+h'=
k'—b'=
d'

a'-{-2}=a

111M8
+ 12™ 23.3

11'' 21 56.1

11 40 20.0

I

m—n ....
Reduction to time of true 6

t ....

+ 21".0

910.2

+ 1054.3

+ 166.1

+ 11° 01' 46.0

—1265.89

111^83
—42™ 58.4

IS'' 24 33.2

11 41 34.8

y=no° 53' 02"

Reduction to time of true 6

t ....
* ....
V=334° 38' 20"

Time of true 6 in Van Rensselaer time ll"^ 40"' 20^0— 1.01 dB

11 41 34.8 — 0.34d5 Hence c?i? =— 1 1 2.

Lona;itude of Van Rensselaer from immersion and emersion ^^ 43°> 06^; but since the immersion is

marlvcd doubtful, I give the weight one-half to the above result, and combine it with the uncorrected

result from the emersion, viz:
4''^ 43™ 44M. The resulting longitude becomes 4'' 43™ 31^

Longitude feom the Observations of the Occultation of S.\turn's Ring and Centre.

Appro.ximate

February 4-5, 1854.

Immersion, last contact of ring 20" 44™ 20\8 \ Sidereal time or 5'> 4'' 25™ 55^2

Emersion, centre . . .21 42 21.8 V at Van Rens- 5 23 52.8

last contact of ring 21 42 49.1 ) selacr 5 24 14.0

Greenwich

mean time.
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From tlie Greenwich Nautical Almanac, as corrected by the Greenwich observations :—

.

At immersion, a <L . . .3^ oO" 51M3
At emersion ( C) . . . 3 32 46.19

(M) . . . B 32 4T.50

(Correction to Nautical Almanac —0^.35.)

At immersion, « (L . . . +17° 51' 04".3

At emersion (C) . . . 18 00 24.4

(B) . . . 18 00 2T.9

(Correction to Nautical Almanac —5".5.)

At immersion, horizontal parallax C 54' 34".4

At emersion ( C) . . . .54 33.4

{R) . . . . 54 33.4

(Correction +1".0 according to Adams.)

At immersion, semidiameter <L . .14' 52".5

At emersion (C) . . . .14 52.3

{R) . . . . 14 52.3

(Correction —l".l according to Oudeman.)

At immersion, o >2 . . . S'' 32™ 30'. 91

At emersion (0) . . . 3 32 31.09

(iJ) . . . 3 32 31.09

(Correction to Nautical Almanac +0^25.)
At immersion, « >z . , . +17°05'46".4

At emersion (C) . . . 17 05 47.7

{R) . . . 17 05 47.7

(Correction to Nautical Almanac —8". G.)

Horizontal parallax \
Semidiameter 'h

l."0

3.4+ 1.2

Greenwich mean time of 6 5'' 5'' 15™ 57^5

Immersion {R). Emersion (C). Emersion (7J).

Cs horizontal paral. at Van Rensselaer
Relative parallax 7t . . . .

a.—s .......
a'—a=jp ......
&'—&= q
Augmented semidiameter C .

—258° 22

+ 11— 51

54' 23".9

54 22.9

16.5

06.42

36.75

896.1

—272° 25

+ 11

54' 22".9

54 21.9

15

20.72

50 46.80

896.6

—272° 30

+ 11
— 50

54' 22".9

54 21.9

24
20.68

46.56

896.6

For the construction of the diagram the following quantities were used:

Apparent a C at immersion
Relative app. dif. in AR (red.)

" " in declination

31™36M6
—13'05".l
— 6 18.9

Geocentric elements of Saturn's ring

:

;; = -2° 24'

ffl= 42.1

b= —17.1

At emersion (C) S"" 33™ 32M 7

+ 14' 35".5

+ 3 49.9

a'= 28.0
6'=—11.5

Southern surface visible.

(R) 3^ 33™ 32". 88

+ 14' 45".7

+ 3 53.6
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The radial correction, obtained graphically, is as follows:

—

Reduction to centre .

k' .

k'-i-b'

k'—b'
d' . . . .

a' 4-p=a .

m—n

Reduced to time of true 6

t . . . .

Time of true 6 m Van Rensselaer mean time 5'' 0'' 32™ 37^0— 1.01 dB
32 44.6 — 0.5G dB
32 23.1 —0.56 dB

Hence longitude of Van Rensselaer from immersion 4'> 43" 27^6

—19".5
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Reduction of oI)servation of immersion, first and

I. Horizontal paral. at Y. R. .
56' 01".

8

Relative parallax n . . 55 49.5

a—s== . . . —104° 10 39

a'—a=jj=
g'_5= g=
Augmented seraidiameter <L .

k'=
k'-\-b'= . . . .

k'—b'= . . . .

a' -\-p=a=

in—?i= ...
Reduction to time of true 6

(4,'=328° 32')

—10 5t.8

—54 16.4

921.4

929.6

+ 444.3

+ 1414.9

+ 149.13

1759.6

+ 5™ 05M
20'' 22 10.8

second contact :

—

II. Horizontal paral. at V. R.

Relative parallax jt .

a—s= . . . -

a —o.=p=

Augmented semidiamuter C

k'= . . . .

k'+ b'= . . . .

k'—b'= . . . .

a'+p=a=
m—n . . . .

Reduction to time of true 6

t

20 27 15.9

(4,' =326° 59')

Reduction of observation of last contact—emersion (marked doubtful) :

—

([ 's horizontal par. at Van Rensselaer 56' 02".

4

Relative parallax «

a —a=j5=
6'_g=g= .

Augmented semidiametcr (L

k'= .

k'-^h'=
k'—b'=

55 50.1

-111° 42 55.5

—10 29.98

—54 33.0

15 21.1

929.3

+ 23.7

+ 1834.9

fl'+jj=n=

m—n=
Reduction to time of true 6

(4,'=257° 02')

Greenwich time of 6

56' 01".

9

55 49.6

-104° 24 12

—10 57.2

—54 16.9

921.4

913.2

+ 415.6

+ 1410.8

+ 122.15

1759.6

+ 4" 09«.9

20'' 23 06.6

20 27 16.5

—842". 19

1759.5

—28"" 43M
20'' 53 17.3

20 24 34.2

Ih 10i» 45».0

For the time of the true conjunction in Van RensselaCT time, we have from the

mean of the two phases of the immersion and from the emersion

—

20'' 27'" 16'.2 + 2.46 dr — 0.02 dR + 1.31 dB
20 24 34.2 — 9.28 fZr — 9.28 d7i+ 9.04 rfZ?

and omitting dr and dR, we find by subtraction dB

kmmtude

—

+ 21", and the resulting

From immersion (1)+ 4'' 43"' 02^5

(2) 4 43 00.2 S- Mean 4'' 43"° 01 '.2.

" emersion (3) 4 43 01.0

LONCIITUDE FROM THE ObSERVATION.S OF THE SOL.VR ECLIPSE OF M.\Y 15, 1855.

Observations at Van Ren.«sclaer Harbor :

—

Immersion, first contact ....
Emersion, last contact ....
Approximate Greenwich mean lime, immersion

9'' 13'" 39^5 mean time. 12'' 46"" 32\7 .sid. time.

10 55 48.0 " " 14 28 58.0 "

13 57 11.5

15 39 20.0
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From the Greenwich Nautical Almanac, as corrected from the Greenwich oljscrvations :

—

At immersion, a O .
.3'' 28'" 59." 69

At emersion . . . 3 29 16.60

(Correction to Nautical Almanac +0.^23)

At immersion, i O . . +18° 56' 19".

5

At emersion . . . . 18 5T 19.7

(Correction to Nautical Almanac —0".8)

Semidiameter O . . • 15' 50''.

4

Horizontal paralia.x O . - .
8". 48

At immersion, a C . . . 3^ 27™ 18.«19

At emersion . . . 3 31 05.89

(Correction to Nautical Almanac —0'.67)

At Immersion, 5 (L . . +19° 56' 09".

2

At emersion . . . . 20 1 4 45.

7

(Correction to Nautical Almanac —0".l)

At immersion, horizontal parallax C 57' 09". 1

At emersion " " 57 00.

6

(Adams' correction —3".
8)

At immersion, semidiameter (L . .15' 35".

At emersion "
. . 15 34.3

(Oudeman's correction —2". 3)

Observations at Dorpat, Russia :

—

See No. 966 of the Astronotnische Nachrichten.

Commencement and middle of eclipse before sunrise, end of the eclipse was ob-

served as follows:

—

Miidler, with the great refractor 20'> 01™ 19.P sidereal time.

Clausen, with a five foot telescope . . . 20.6

Lais, with a two foot telescope . . . 21.9

Strong undulations of the sun's limb, at 5° altitude, caused a perceptible uncertainty. [M.]

Giving the weiglrts 3, 2, 1, to the above observe^ times, the adopted sidereal time at Dorpat is 20''

01'" 20M.

Latitude of tlie Dorpat Observatory .... +58° 22' 47".l

Longitude

Dorpat mean time of end .

Approximate Greenwich mean time

The corrected data from the Nautical Almanac are :

—

—26
— I''

43

46"

38.4

54^6

From Dr. Gould's table

in the American Eph.

& Nautical Almanac.

16'' 28"' 19^.6

14 41 25.0

a C
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Reduction of the observations of the end of the eclipse at Van Rensselaer :—

Horizontal par. (L at Van Rensselaer=56' 55".62

Relative parallax « = . . 56 41.14

Correction to a

a'—oi=p=

i'—S=q=
Augmented semidiameter (T

b'= S+ q=
i'—D=b'= .

k'+b'=
k'—b'= .

a'+p=a=
Reduction to true 6 .

t, or observed time

+ 0'.27

10" 57" 51».8

—192".49

—3361.19

936".65

+ 19= 18'38".5

+ 21 18.8

+ 3165.15

+ 608.15

—1661.16

—53™45^6
lO"" 55 48.0

10 02 02.4

Correction to « +11".6

,=101° 03' 02"

it'= 1886". 95

^l±j^=d'= + 19° 01'59."1

,n—n= 1853".99

+'= 131° 20' 6"

Reduction of the observations of the end of the eclipse at Dorpat :

—

$'=58° 12' 31".

2

Horizontal par. C at Dorpat

Relative parallax « .

Correction to a

a.—S=

6'-6=g=
Augmented semidiameter C
«'=«+3=
8'_Z)=6'= .

k'+V= .

k'—b'= .

a' +p=ffl=

Reduction to true 6 .

I, or observed time

= 56' 59". 13

=56 51.25

OS. 00

le" 32™ 23^0

+ 1169". 08

—2960.85
= 936". 13

19° 14' 54".

4

+ 18 08.1

+ 2915.13

+ 191.13

+ 138.8

+ 4" 29".

7

16i> 28 19.6

16 22 -49.3

Correction to 6

,=103° 09' 13'

yt' = 1886".43

+ 10".

1

^+j? = d' = + 19°05' 50"

m_M=1852".65
+'=144° 45' 8"

We have, therefore, the following expressions for the time of true conjunction in—

Van Rensselaer mean time

Dorpat "

10'' 02" 43M + 2.08 dr + 2.08 dR + 0.29 dB (phase 1)

10 02 02.4 — 2.SS dr— 2.SS dR— 1.90 dB (
" 2)

16 32 49.3 — 2.51 cZr- 2.51 rfiJ— 1.45 d5 ( " 2)

Neglecting the smaller terms dr and dR, ^\e find, from the Doi-pat observations,

fJB = — 15".3 ; and substituting this value in the two preceding equations, we

obtain the longitude of Van Rensselaer harbor

—

From the commencement of tlic eclipse

" end " "

Adopted longitude, mean value .

+ 4" 43" 33^9 — 0.29(?5 = + 4>' 43" 38^3

+ 4 44 14.6 +1.90</-B= + 4 43 45.5

+ 4 43 41.9
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Recapitulation of results for longitude of Van Rensselaer Ilarljnr I)y oecultations of planets and a

solar eclipse :

—

Oeciiltatiou of Saturn

of Mars
Eclipse of the sun

December 12, 1853

January 8, 1854

February 4-5, 1854

February 13, 1854

May 15, 1855

Mean

4'' 43'" 51«.8

4 43 31.0

4 43 27.0

4 43 01.2

4 43 41.9

4 43 30.7 ± &"

Resulting longitude from moon culminations, 1853-54 1
4'^ 43" 32. ''0 ± 13»

" " " 4 oecultations and one eclipse, 1853-4-5
|
4 43 30.7 ± 6

Final longitude of Fern Rock Observatory and Van Rensselaer

Harbor winter quarters, adopted 4'' 43°' 31« ± 7' W. of Greenw.

= 70° 52' 45" ± If

The approximate longitude adopted by Mr. Sonntag, as given in the Narrative,

page 398, Appendix No. IX, vol. II, is 4" 42" 40% or 70° 40' 00"; in my reduction

of the magnetic observations of the expedition, this approximate result was retained,

it should therefore be increased by 51% or 12' 45"; in my reduction of the meteoro-

logical observations, I have adopted a value resulting from a preliminary reduction

of the moon culminations, viz. :
4'' 43'" 32% or 70° 53'.

If we compare any of the separate results for longitude with the final value, and,

in considering the probable errors, it should be remembered that one degree of lon-

gitude in the parallel (78° 37') of Van Rensselaer is but 11.88 nautical miles, thus

the above uncertainty of 7% in the final result for longitude, is but half a mile of

linear measure.

The following pages contain the record and reduction of some astronomical

observations obtained on the coast of Greenland by the expedition, in 1853, when

on the way to Van Eensselaer Harbor. The names of these stations arc as fol-

lows:

—

1. Fiskernaes, flagstaff near the Governor's house.

2. " small island, on the northern side of the harbor.

3. Proven, place near the Governor's house.

4. Upernavik, garden near the Governor's house.

5. Fog Inlet, or Refuge Ilarbor, southwest end of inner harbor.

6. " "
hill to the northward of the harbor.

7. Bedevilled Reach, afterwards called Cape Inglefield.

8. Marshall Bay.

~5
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Fmlrrnacs, July 1, 1853. Station on small island on the northern side of the liarbor.

Observations of double altitudes of the sun with the sextant, for latitude.

Chronometer time.

5'' 18°i 1.5"

19 25
20 34

5 23 14

24 II

25 01

Double altitude.

91° 59' 10"
49 00

39 25

?91 14 35
04 40

89 50 30

Chronometer time

o

5" 29"' 30-*

30 31

31 15

5 35 47

36 29

31 07

DouMe altitude

89° 16' 05"
08 00
01 05

89 21 15

15 05

8 50

Index error of sextant —8' 45". Temperature about 43° F. Aneroid barometer 30.05 inches.

O's apparent altitude

A
Chronometer time .

Chronometer error

Mean time of observation

Apparent time

Meridional arc

Meridional arc + latitude

Latitude ....
(This result is only approximate.)

Reduction.

45° 32' 49"

45 31 56
5h 21m 47^7

— 3 21 45.6

2 00 02.1

1 56 32.1

63° 57' 06"

127 00 06

03 03 00

44° 40' 14"

44 39 20

51. 33,n 26«.5

— 3 21 45.6 Assumed.

2 11 40.9

2 08 10.8

63° 15' 45"

126 18 25

63 02 40 Mean 63° 02' 50'

Proven, July 19, 1853. Station near the house of the Governor.

Observations of the sun's altitude for time.

Chronometer time.

o

Ih 54m 43s

56 -10

57 31

1 59 33
2 01 00

2 43

Double altitude.

71° 28' 10'

35 45
42 00

72 54 55

73 01 40

09 10

Chronometer time.

G

O

2h- 5.11 26»

6 41

7 37

2 9 5G
11 19

12 32

Double altitude

73° 21' 50"
28 05
32 05

72 38 50
45 20
51 00

Index error of sextant —3' 0". Approximate temp. 40° F. Approximate bar. 29.5 inches.

Approximate longitude 55° 25' W. of Greenwich.

O's apparent altitude

Latitude (approx.) .

Hour angle

Equation of time

Mean time of ol)servation

Chronometer time

Chronometer error .

The longitude is probal

Reduction.

36° 10' 48".;

30 09 34.9

69 10 20

72 23 00

36° 34' 35".

8

36 33 22.5

69 10 23

72 23 00

24''—!'' 49>" 33^9 241^—11' 39"" 17^0

5 5C.7 5 56.8

22 16 22.8 22 26 39.8

25 58 36.6 26 08 55.2

. —3 42 13.8 —3 42 15.4 Mean —3" 42" 14«.

6

y greater than the above value, assumed 3'' 42"^ 30° or 55° 37'.5.

? Probably 90= 12' 35".
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Proven, July 19, 1853. Place near the Governor's house.

Circum-meridian altitudes of the sun, for latitude.

Chronometer
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obtained the'result for latitude 72° 50'; a better observation August 26, 1855, by
means of a mercurial horizon, gave 72° 46'.2.

Focj Inlet, or Befugc Harbor,^ August 10, 1853. Station on southwesit end o
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Forj Inlet, or Eefiuje Harbor, August 11, 1853.
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Bedevilled lieac/i (station aftenvards called Cape Ingleiiekl), August 12, 1853.
Observations with the theodolite, circum-meridian altitudes of the sun, for latitude.

Circle west

o

G

Circle east.

o

Chronometer.

o

4h 53m 32..

4 b1 32

5 02 02

5 05 24

N. 10.0

S. 11.5

12.2

9.2

C.2

14.8

15.3

5.0

Read ing.

20G° 45' 50'

25
30
45

207 17 55
45
35
50

04 05 10

30
30
25

64 37

5

10

10

Circle west. Chronometer.

o

Circle east.

o

o

511 IQm 52»

5 14 37

5 19 3G

5 23 07

Level.

10.0

11.0

10.3

10.3

15.8

4.2

20G°

207

64

8.0 64

12.4 ;

42' 25'

41 50
42 00
42 10

13 5

12 50
12 30
13 00

10 10

30
20
25

5

20
20

20

44

Approximate long. 72^° W. of Gr. Approximate temp. 33° F. Approximate bar. 29.7 inches.

G W.
G E.

4" 55'n 32=

5 03 43

Eeduction.

207° or 44"
II G W.

64 21 14 G E.

5i 12°' 44»

5 21 22
206° 57' 28"
64 27 14

At 4'' 59™ 37^5
" 5 17 03.0

O's apparent zenith distance.

63° 39' 45"
63 44 53

Apparent altitude.

26° 20' 15"
26 15 07

20° 18' 21"
2G 13 13

Chronometer error .

Mean time of observation

Hour angle

A + X .

G's declination

Latitude

196"

41.9

26° 19' 03"

14 52 58

78 33 55

. 4'' 44" 55^

.

. 14 42

. 10 00

Meridional arc

Meridional arc -f ^

Latitude

Mean

See below.

(jh 32m 08=

27 29

. 750 01' 06"

. 153 35 17

78 34 11

78 34 03

/
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]
Bedevilled Beach (Station Cape Ingkfield), August 12, 1S53. Theodolite observations for time.

Circle east. Chronometer.

Circle west.

IQb 23™ 27=

10 26 57

10 30 28

10 35 IG

8.0

12.0

15.2

5.0

12.2

11.2

10.0

Rending.

1i° IT 55''

18 05
18 05
17 50

74 28 10

15

15

5

75 10 15

30
25
20

195 58 5

58
57 45
58 5

O

O

Circle east.

o

lOi" 39'" 35''

10 42 32

10 4G 34

10 50 49

11.4

10.4

10.5

11.2

11.8

10.0

13.0

8.2

Reading.

195° 45' 30''

5

10

6

50

50

5

52 40
52 40

52 55

76 10 30
40

45

45

195 5

4

4

5

194 53

(Note.—Between the 13th and 14th there were two more observations taken, for which, however,

there is no need.) Atmospheric temperature and pressure as above.

Reduction.

Taking means, we find O E. 10'' 25°' 12^

O E. 10 30 28

W. 10 37 25

OW. 10 44 33

0E. 10 50 49

50'^ 74° 46' 37'O E.

O W.
101' 27"

10 40 59

Mean | 10 34 25

Apparent altitude

A

Time of observation

Time by chronometer

Error

Mean

195 25 15

74 40 42

15 19 18

15 15 48

75 11 17

78 34 30

84 30 48

86 12 14

5U 49m 308.3

10 34 25.0

74° 22' 56'

75 10 18

195 51 36

194 58 53

76 10 35

O W.
O E.

Reduction to G + 15' 50"

_15 50

195° 14' 43''

75 54 45

75 20 01

14 39 59

74 36 19

75 11 26

78 34 30

84 11 07

89 31 06
6U 02"" 4:5'.

1

10 47 41.0

10'' 47"' 4P

-4 44 54.7 4 44 55.3

-4 44 55.0 which was used in the reduction for latitude.

August 23, 1853. Station 3 miles E. S. E. from the brig (either in Force Bay or Van Rensselaer

Harbor). Sextant observations of circum-meridian altitudes of the sun.

Chronometer time.

O 4'' 37 "> 2»

39 17

40 42

O 4 43 25

44 30
46 00

Double altitude.

45° 14' 30"
14 45
15 00

46 18 00

18 10

18 10

Chronometer time.

4h 48m 20^

49 43

50 40

4 52
54
55 12

Doub
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3Iar,haU Bay. Scptciiil.cr 3, 1853. According: to p. 390, vol. II. of tlic Narrative, this station is

from bearings 1° 59' cast of the winter quarters, and hence in longitude 08° 54'. Rate of diro-
nometer about 2^5 gaining daily ; error, September 12, on Fern Rock mean time —4'' 43'" 2G«.

Theodolite observations. Circum-meridian altitudes of the sun, for latitude.

O

4h 13m 27'

4 20 25

4 27 22

Reading.

N.
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Dctcrmiiiatiuii of the elevation of station on Marsliall Bay by means of tlie depression of the sea
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Cache Tslniul, positicm T.XVII, .Tiiuc II anil IT., 1854.

Ddiililc iiltiliidr O . 07° 43'.5 Ct° r)4'.0

G8 47.5 68 51 5

68 15.5 C8 25.7

Iiitlcx error .... —3.5 —3.9

68 12.0 34 06.0 68 21.8 34 10.9

Correction for refraetion ami paralla.x .
—1.4 —1.3

34 04.6 34 09.6

Peelination 23 17.1 23 22.1

Latitude . 79 12.5 79 12.5

Gape Andreio Jackaov, position LVII, June 21, 1854.

Observations with pocket se.xtant and artificial horizon. One mile from entering eape of the channel.

Double altitude ©66° 21'.5

O 67 27.5

GG 54.5 33 27.2

Correction for refraction and parallax — 1-3

33 25.9

Declination 23 2i.5

Latitude 80 01.6

Cape Jefferson, position LI, June 24, 1854.

Double altitude O 64° 59'.5

O 66 04.0

65 31.8 32 45.9

. Correction for refraction and parallax — l--^

Altitude O 32 44.6

Declination 23 25.8

Latitude 8" 41.2

Cape Madison, position LIY, June 26, 1854.

Double altitude O 65° 35'.0

O 66 40.0

^07.5 33 03.7

Correction for refraction and parallax •

Altitude© ^^ "^-^

Declination -<> -.

Latitude
80 20.2

(The data given on page 383, vol. II. of the Narrative, for longitude of the two

last stations, are insufficient; the resulting longitude, as given on the map must

therefore be adopted. The index error of the sextant has been applied to the ob-

serA-ations of the preceding three stations.)
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Litlh-lon T>^!aml, June 12, 1855.

Tlie latitude (if Littleton Islautl is determined by a set of circum-meridian altitudes of the sun, made

on the cast end of the island ; the individual observations give (when corrected for refraction)

—

Altitude O's centre . . . .



Latitude.
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Nov. 2, 18.53. "A star observed at 2 P. M., and on tlic following day at half past one o'eloclv;

on the 4th the thermometer had to ))e read by means of a lantern at 3 P. M., and on the fol-

lowing day at 2 P. M."

Nov. 1, 1853.—"Observed the first faint streak of daylight at G A. M. On the following day, stars

of the 2d magnitude were visible at noonday; on the 2d instant, Capella had been seen at the

same hour, and but for the misty haze probably earlier." Polaris was seen at noou on the 10th.

Nov. 22, 1853.—"The darkness is now (nearly) complete, being barely able to read at noonday."

Sun's centre below the horizon 8° 09' (temp. —35°).

Dec. 22, 1853.—Maximum depression of the sun's centre below the horizon at noon 11° 23'; temp.

—35°.

Jan. 4, 1854.—"To-day at noon a distinct zone of illumination was seen to the south clearly defining

the highest hills. This is the first departure we have had from our uniform darknes.s. The

largest print is illegible at noon." Sun's centre below the horizon 10° 41' (temp. —11°).

On the following day, the first appearance of twilight was noticed at 7 A. M. ; on the tth and

18th, the largest print was not yet readable at noon.

Jan. 19, 1854.—"To-day at noon read the title page of my prayer book by turning the type towards

the illuminated sky to the southward." Sun's centre below the horizon 8° 11' (temp. —51°.)

Jan. 20, 1854.—"A faint appearance of brownish-red appeared above the hills to the southward

between 11 A. M. and 1 P. M." On the 22d the standard thermometer could be read at noon

without a lantern, and on Feb. 3, at 9 A. M.

Feb. 13, 1854.—" The light at noonday had a decided yellow tinge."

Feb. 20, 1854.—"At noon saw the sun's rays shining on the cliffs on the eastern side of the bay."

Astrtmomically, the sun's upper limb should reappear on the horizon on the 16th. On the 2d

and 4th of March twilight appeared at 3 A. M."

March 26, 1854.—" The standard thermometer is read at midnight without artificial light. On the

30th, stars of the 2d magnitude still visible at 1 A. M."

Oct. 29, 1854.—"The red of the graduated zone of sunset is deep cherry-red, running into crimson,

which, after being cut by bluish-gray strata, blends with the higher blue by rosy pink."

Nov. 15, 1854.—"Can read type in Parry's Narrative at noon, but with great diificulty." Sun's

centre below the horizon 6° 25' (temp. —35°).

Nov. 19, 1854.—"At noon cannot read PaiTy's type." Sun's centre below the horizon T° 26' (temp.

—14°).

Dec. 31, 1854.—"The twilight was remarkably apparent at noon to-day."

For comparison with the above, the following information has been extracted

from Gehler's Physical Dictionary: In latitude 51°, Brandes was able to read the

largest type, with the book turned toward the light, the sun's centre being 102°

below the horizon; ordinary large type was read with the sun's depression of 82°.

At Van Rensselaer Harbor, in latitude 78*, the limits of legibility, for ordinary large

type, were with a depression of 7° 26' and 8° 11'. It is generally assumed that, in

temperate latitudes, complete darkness sets in when the sun's depression reaches

18°; on the 2d of March, the first appearance of twilight was noticed at a depres-

sion of 15° 0' (temp. —37°) in latitude 78i; thus it appears that in this high lati-

tude twilight is more feeble with the same depression of the sun than in lower

latitudes. This circumstance is, doubtless, owing to the diminished height of the

atmosphere (by contraction, on account of the cold, and by compression) in these

hii^h latitudes.
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I)irc(iioiin to Silcs of Ilensselacr Harbor.

1. The observatory was placed upon the nortlicriimost of the rocky group of islets that formed our

harbor. It is seveuty-six English feet from the highest and northeriiraost salient point of this island, in

a direction S. 14° E., or in line with said point and the S. E. projection of the southernmost islet of the

group.

2. A natural face of gneiss rock formed the western wall of the observatory. A crevice in this rock

has been filled with melted lead, in the centre of which is a copper bolt. Eight feet from this bolt and

in the direction indicated by the crevice stood the magnetometer. This direction is given in case of local

disturbance from the nature of the surrounding rocks.

3. On the highest point of the island mentioned in paragraph 1 is a deeply chiselled arrow-mark Oiled

with lead. This is twenty-nine feet above the mean tidal plane of our winter quarters for the years

1853-4. The arrow points to a mark on a rocky face denoting the lowest tide of the season; both

of these are referred by sextant to known points.

4. In an enlarged crack five feet due west of the above arrow is a glass jar containing documents.

5. A cairn calls attention to these marks : nothing is placed within it.

Extracl from Apjxndix No. X, 2d volume of the Narvalive, pp- 400—404, on methods of surwy.

" It is proposed in the following sketch to give a general account of the methods used in surveying

the coasts of Smith's Straits, and of Greenland as far south as Melville Bay. For a large portion of

this labor I am indebted to my assistant Mr. Sonntag.

"It will be seen that the survey conducted by the returning expedition has more claims to accuracy

than is attainable by a mere running or flying survey, although the operations wore limited l)y the pecu-

liar condition of the party.

" The means emplo3'ed were, of course, not new
;
yet a short and precise account of the methods used

to secure as perfect a delineation of the shore line as circumstances would i)ermit may be properly given,

with a view to a comparison of results with other surveys of the same region.

" It may be remarked at the outset that the geographical results of the expedition dei»end altogether

for their longitude on the meridian of Rensselaer Harbor. The establishment of this prime meridian

was, therefore, an object of great attention.

"As a general rule, the geographical positions were determined on shore whenever practicable; on

some occasions on large floes, which afforded a firm basis for the artificial horizon. On several occa-

sions in Smith's Straits, observations for latitude and longitude were made by means of a theodolite.

This instrument was provided with a vertical circle of ten inches diameter, and its limb was divided to

four seconds : attached to it was a very sensitive level, the value of a scale-division of which had been

determined at Washington, and was found to equal 1".13.

" For latitude a number of measurements of the altitude of the sun's upper and lower limb were taken,

commencing about twenty minutes before and ending twenty minutes after the culminations. An equal

number of readings of both limbs were taken with the instrument in the direct and reversed position.

A screen of pasteboard (irotected the instrument from the direct action of the sun's rays.

" Observations for time (and longitude) were taken about *J o'clock A. M. or 3 o'clock P. M.
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" The apparent patli of the sun in these high latitudes is but slightly inclined to the horizon ; and the
azimuth of any object was determined from the transit of the sun's first and second limb over the vertical

wires of the instrument. The time being known, the azimuth of the zero of the limb is easily calculated,

and nothing remained but to measure the horizontal angle between that direction and any object the

astronomical bearing of which was desired. The azimuth is reckoned from north by east round to 300°.

As objects for azimuthal determination, well defined glaciers, bluffs, islands, prominent capes, and the

most distant headlands were selected ; and, in order to make sure of the stability of the instrument
during the jieriod of observation, a second set of observations of the sun for azimuth of zero of limb

was obtained.

"By means of two positions thus determined, a number of objects were located by the intersections of

the bearings of the known points, and whenever practicable a third or check azimuth was obtained ; in

this latter case any discrejjancy was properly taken into account according to known principles.

" In observing with the sextant for altitude of the sun, the usual precautions were taken, and in par-

ticular the parallelism of the upper and lower surfaces of the covering-glass of the artificial mercurial

horizon was tested. An error of ten seconds, it is thought, cannot exist on this account, although

another roof gave results differing as much as fifteen minutes (?) in the direct and reversed position, and
consequently had to be rejected.

" The sextants used were made Ijy Gambey, and divided to ten seconds. They were provided with an
astronomical telescope, which has invariably been made use of in connection with the artificial horizon.

When observing for latitude, multiplied observations were generally taken : first, three of the sun's upper

limb ; next, three of the lower ; and finally, again three of the upper limb. These observations were

commenced eight or ten minutes before noon. The corresponding index error was always determined.

" Observations for longitude were never made nearer than three hours from noon ; and, whenever

weather and time permitted, corresponding observations in the forenoon and afternoon were secured.

On these occasions twelve observations, divided into four groups, and an equal number for the ui)per and

lower limb, wore taken. In observing corresponding altitudes, the index was set to an even five or ten

minutes, and the time noted when the contact was perfect. The successive changes of the index were

regulated according to the sun's relative changes in altitude. * * *

* * * * * " In working up the observations, index error, refraction, and change of

the sun's declination, during the interval, were properly taken into account.

" In a few instances, when the weather or other causes prevented an observation for latitude at noon,

two sets of oljservations were taken, as far distant from oue another as practicable, and latitude and

longitude deduced accordingly. Such was the case at Fiskernaes and Refuge Inlet. This method proved

very accurate, provided one set was not more than two hours from noon, and the other at least two
hours distant from the first.

" Time was noted by a pocket-chronometer, which was compared before and after each set of observa-

tions with four box-chronometers, the rates of which had been determined at Xew York before leaving

port. At St. John's, Ne^'foundland, and at different times in our winter quarters the box-chronometers

were rated by Mr. Sonntag by means of a transit instrument. The mean rate of the pocket-chronometer

as found by comparison with each box-chronometer was adopted. As an approximate longitude of the

prime meridian of Rensselaer Harbor, T0° 40' W. of Greenwich has at present been adopted. A slight

change is anticipated from some observed occultations of planets by the moon and a solar eclijise

:

these observations have not yet been worked up. Any change made hereafter in this longitude will, as

has already been remarked, equally affect all the other longitudes.

" For the determination of azimuths by means of a sextant, the angle between the sun's centre and the

object was measured and the time noted. For this purpose the smaller telescope was used, and some-

times a pocket-sextant. Whenever the object, the azimuth of which was to be found, was farther

removed from 120° than from the sun, the angular distance of an intermediate object, about 90° from

the sun, was introduced. At the same time the altitude of the sun was observed, to allow for the

reduction of the arc of the horizon ; this reduction was always small, since the sun was seldom higher

than 30°, and in no case higher than 36°.

" When the azimuth of an object was thus determined, a number of other conspicuous objects were

connected with it by horizontal angles. Two determinations of the azimuth of an object, obtained from

two astronomically-determined points, seldom differed more than seven minutes.
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" 'I'hc priiieip;il puiiils ol' the coast luivc thus liccoiiic known, ciilu-r li\- direct observations of huitiulc
and longitude, I)y hititudc and soKar bearing, or by the intersection of two azimuths, aeeording to
metliods explained above.

" The filling in of the minor or secondary points remains yet to be explained. The po.sition was
generally obtained by solar or compass bearings and estimated distances. In regard to the solar bearings,
it may be remarked that their frequent application rendered the construction of a table of douljle entry
for every degree of altitude of the snn from 5° to 3fi°, and for every degree of angular distance from
10° to 125°, quite an acceptable improvement in facilitating the reduction. In regard to magnetic
bearings, it is to be remarked that they were taken with a pocket-compass, the face of which, divided into

degrees, was fastened to the bottom of the box to allow the needle free play. The magnetic declination

(variation of compass) observed with this instrument at different times at the same place seldom differed

more than three degrees, while on the contrary, other compasses, with the card fastened to the needle,

would remain stationary in any position in which they were placed, in consequence of the small hori-

zojital force in the region traversed. Care was taken to keep the compass perfectly level, and in .sighting

the eye was kept directly over the north end of the needle.

"The estimation of distances of intermediate points was the only thing loosely obtained; but it must
be remembered, however, that these distances were always checked by means of astronomically determined

positions, and hence, no error of this kind, although they were of frequent occurrence, could be propa-
gated. Distances estimated at the same time have in some instances received a proportionate correction

obtained from the check of any single line directly from comparison with astronomical data. At other

times, distances paced were found to agree remarkably well with their distance astronomically determined.

In this way a journey undertaken in March, 1854, was found correct to within one-thirtieth of the whole
distance travelled over in six days.

" The survey of bays and harbors was conducted in the ordinary way, by means of a base-line measural,

either with a cord properly stretched or by pacing. Angles were then measured at each extremity, and
occasionally another point was determined trigonometrically. The head-lands, prominent bluffs, and
islands for these maps generally were determined astronomically. * * * *

* * * " The whole survey, made as explained above, embraces that portion of the coast

north of Capes Alexander and Sabine. That portion of it included between Cape Alexander and Uper-
navik, which was in revision of the work of our English predecessors, as laid down in the Admiralty
charts, was made during the escape of the party in boats. For the greater portion of this lalwr I am
indebted to Mr. Sonntag. E. K. K."
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PLUCTUATIONS OF LEVEL

NORTH AMERICAN LAKES,

In the year 1838 a remarkable rise was observed in all the Lakes, since

which date I have neglected no opportunity to collect information concerning the

fluctuations of level that occur in these waters. For Lake Erie, by the assistance

of various observers to whom I have given credit in the proper place, I am now
able to present daily measurements for four entire though not consecutive years,

besides registers for parts of several years, and also to give some statistical tables

for other Lakes.

The observations show three kinds of fluctuation.

1. A general rise and fall, extending through a period of many years, which may
be called the secular variation of level, having no regular period of return, and
depending upon peculiar combinations in the meteorology of the country drained

by the tributaries to the waters of the great Northern Lakes.

2. An annual rise and fall within certain limits, the period of which is completed

in about twelve months. This, which is caused by changes of the seasons within

the year, and can be predicted with much certainty, may properly be called the

annual variation. It occurs regularly, without reference to a general height of the

waters.

3. A sudden, frequent, but irregular movement, varying from a few inclies to

several feet. This is of two kinds : one due to obvious causes, such as winds and
storms; another resulting from rapid undulations in calm water, the cause of which
is not yet satisfoctorily explained. Both classes may be styled transient fluctuations.

In this paper I shall do little more than classify the statistics which I possess.

Meteorological registers for the Lake regions, owing to the recent settlement of

the country, are very scarce; and such as are to be found do not extend through

many years. The Army Meteorological Reports embrace the greatest length of

time, but reach no farther back than the year 1822.

In the reports of the regents of the University of New York there is much
valuable information on meteorology in general ; a part of which refers to the basin

of the great Lakes. Half a centvu-y hence, when, by means of the records now
established, a good annual abstract of the temperature, rain, and cloudiness of the

1
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region can be made out, I have no doubt that tliere will be found a direct corre-

spondence between the secular fluctuations of the level of the Lakes and the

meteorology of the surrounding country.

When a wet, cold, and cloudy year is succeeded by another of the same character,

the reservoirs, into which so many rivers, creeks, and streamlets discharge their

waters, gradually fill up. A contrary combination, viz: a series of dry, warm, and

clear seasons, by diminishing the supply and increasing evaporation, will produce a

visible depression of the surface of the Lakes. To discuss thoroughly the pheno-

mena of fluctuation we need daily registers, kept at difl"erent and distant places on

each I^ake, for a period of at least twenty-five years. It is probable that within

that length of time the seasons complete a cycle, and return to pass again through

a similar course of changes. To establish and continue such registers Avould, how-

ever, require the assistance of the government. Tlic Topographical Bureau has

required its agents at the Lake harbors, in some cases, to keep water tables; and

these form the most minute and reliable information we possess. This corps, how-
ever, is engaged in harbor constructions only at irregular intervals, and consequently

leave in their records many blank spaces. Government has, however, through its

light-house keepers, the means of procuring perfect registers of water levels on all

the Lakes, with the least possible expense; and there would be little difficulty in

pointing out numerous practical results that would justify such a system of obser-

vations, without regarding the unseen benefits that always follow the acquisition

of scientific knowledge. In this case there are important benefits accruing to

commerce, not requiring demonstration. The soundings, made in the prosecution

of the hydrographical survey of the Lakes, to be reliable marks for knowing the

depth, should be referred to a well determined stage of water. Docks, Avarehouses,

and harbor channels derive their value from being at all times accessible to vessels.

The tables now presented show extreme changes of level of seven feet ; and from the

average of entire months, in difierent years, a difference of five feet three inches.

There are some vessels on the Lakes that draw more than nine feet, and, there-

fore, a dock constructed at the time of high water, into which a vessel of this

draught could enter, would require between five and six feet of dredging, in order

to be used during low water.

As a question of science and of utility, the whole subject has engaged the atten-

tion of prominent men. De Witt Clinton and General Cass, among others, have

bestowed upon it the most careful study. General Henry Whiting, of the army,

while residing at Detroit, at and subsequent to the war of 1812, kept the first

registers to which we can refer. Dr. Douglass Houghton, the lamented geologist

of Michigan, made it one of the objects of his examination during his short but

active life.

I have condensed, from all sources within my reach, information respecting the

state of the waters since the settlement of the Lake country. This is put into a

tabular form ; but is in many cases based upon general report, upon tradition, and

the memory of living Avitnesses, but latterly upon measurements. The authorities

are given on the same sheet, so that the value of what it contains may be properly

estimated.
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Since 183S, reliable measurements have greatly increased. That which I have
given for Lake Erie is an abstract of the registers at three ports—one at each end
of the Lake, and one near the middle or widest part.

At Detroit, Messrs. A. E. Hathan and S. W. Higgins made use of the base of
the hydraulic tower connected with the water-works of that city as a bench mark,
counting downwards to the surface of the water in the river. At Cleveland the
liigh water line of June, 1838, has been used as zero, also reckoning downwards.
This line was two feet below the surface of the cast pier, at the south end of the

steps leading up the parapet wall. The mitre sill of the guard lock at Black Rock
was at first used by the engineers of the State of New York on which to register

the depth of water. When the enlargement of the Erie Canal was commenced,
Mr. John Lothrop, C. E., transferred the measurements to the bottom of the canal,

at Buffalo, which is one foot below the mitre sill of the guard lock. (See Plate I.,

No. 1.)

As the records at different places are but seldom of the same dates, it is not easy

to bring them into comparison with each other. To effect this, in the only manner
they admit of, I neglect the descent of the Detroit River from that city to the Lake,
and regard the surface of the Lake as level. The longest period of the Detroit
tables, which correspond with those at Cleveland, was compared by the mean of

both, which gave the elevation of the stone water table of the hydraulic tower
above the Cleveland zero at three feet iVo ths- By Mr. Hathan's register this mark
was, in June, 1838, three feet ^Vot'^^ above the surface of the river.

During the month of July, 1851, Mr. Lothrop, at Buffalo, and I myself, at Cleve-

land, kept registers. The fluctuations of this month were small, the weather being
very calm. The high water line of June, 1838, by this comparison, corresponds to

a depth of water in the enlarged canal of eleven feet yVo^^^- The base of the

hydraulic tower is, therefore, fourteen feet yVij^lis above the bottom of canal.
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TABLE OF WATER LEVELS
All the measuremeuts reduced to one expression, which is the depth

MONTHLY AVERAGE.

Jan. Feb. March. April. May. June. July. Augr Sept. Oct. Nov. Deo,

1788 to

1790
1796
1797
1798
1800
1801
1802
1806
1809
1810
1811

1812

1813
1814
1815
1816
1819

1820
1821
1822
1823
1824
1825
1826
1827
1828
1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
1835
1836
1837
1838

1839
1840

1842
1843
1844

1845
1846

1847
1848
1849

1850

1851

1852
1853
1856
1857

Mean

7.74

6.92

6.68

8.99

7.88

7.49

8.35

9.56

7.86

8.07

9.40

8.42

9.49

8.33

7.04

7.30

9.47

10.07

8.78

9.50

8.37

10.33

6.95

{9..50)

9.50

8.96

9.21

(9.30)

8.26

8.80

8.46

8.07

9.40

8.96

10.07

10.15

6.30

7.30

8.82

8.57

9.82

8.S2

11.40)

9.83

8.42

(10.90)

7.15

9.24

(8.57)

9.34

(9.49)

(10.30)

10.08

(8.60)

10.33

(8.57

(9.46)

9.46

10.20

(10.15)

9.40

6.30

6.30

9.82

(10.07)

10.64

(11.40)

10.13

(7.99)

8.30

8.71

8.34

9.34

(9.49)

9.97

10.10

11.16

9.33

8.11

9.30

9.07

9.15

9.61

9.89

10.41

(10.30)

8.04

9.10

6.86

6.87

8..50

8.94

0.13

8.99

9.35

9.31

7.84

0.85

9.21

8.74

9.10

8.30

9.32

9.46

9.40

7.61

6.97

8.50

9.07

7.90

9.32

of

level.

1.94

2.09

2.56

1.68

1.34

1.66

1..58

2.00

2.23
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FOR LAKE ERIE,

of water on the Mitre Si of the cnlarfred Erie Canal at BulTalo.

1 78.S to

1T!)0

IT'.K)

1797
171)8

1800
1801
1802

180G
1809
k810
1811

1812

1813
1814
1815
1816
1819

1820
1821
1822
1823
1824
1825
1826
1827
1828
1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
1835
1836
1837
1838

18.39

1840

1842
1843
1844

1845
1846

1847
1848
1849

1850

1851

1852
1853
1856
1857

0IiSEUV.\T10M

K. t-ndof Ijaki

Erie
W'rii Rcsei-v(

BuftUlo

Clevclmul
Detroit

Clevclami
Detroit

Bumilo&Erie
Buflalo

Erie. Pa.
Detroit

Cleveland
Detroit

Black Rock

Mean

Clevelaad
Canada
Cleveland

Canada
Detroit

Cleveland

Detroit

Buffalo

Cleveland
Detroit

Black Rock
Detroit

Black Rock

Detroit
Black Rock

Cleveland

Cleveland
Buffalo

Detroit
Buffalo

Cleveland

EXPLANATIONS, REMAEKS, ETC.

Alonzo Carter

j\r. Sanford
tV Lake Captain

Capt. Dol.bin
Ool. Whiting
A. Carter
Col. Whitinjr

(Jon. Dearborn
A. Carter
Mr. McTaKffart

A. Walworth
A. Merchant
Mc'I'afjuart

A. K. Hathan
Dr. ]Ioui;hton

S. W. ItisKins

Col. Whiting
A. AVahvorth

A. E. Hathan
J. Lothrop
Geo. C. Davies
S. W. Higgins

Com. Advertiser
A. E. Hathan
Com. Advei'tiser

A. E. Hathan
Com. Advertiser

T. B.W.Stockton

fohn Lothrop

C. Whittlesey
B. Stanard
C. Whittlesey

By tradition derived from the early settlers, very high; according to some as
high as iH.-is, hut this is doubtful.

By the first emigrants and surveyors, reported as very low—five feet below 1838.
Rising rapidly

;
statement of a lake captain to De'Witt Clinton.

Water continues to rise, but three feet l)elow June, 1838.
Very high; old roads flooded; report of old people to Dr. Hoiichton
.Still high.

"^

Very low ; reported by old settlers as lower than 1797.
Very low; reported by old settlers as lower than 1801-2, and declining regu-

larly to 1809-10, when it reached a level by many regarded as low as that
of 1819. Bird Island left bare and dry.

Rise of six inches in the spring over 1810, by measurement, and a fall of two
inches.

Rise of fourteen inches in spring over 1810, by measurement, and a fall of
three inches.

Rise of two feet two inches in spring over 1810, by measurement.
Rise of two feet six inches in spring above general level of 1813.
Rise of three feet above average level of 1814 ; also M. Sanford and A. Carter.
Water still high but falling, and continued to fall till 1819.
Lowest welvascertained level of the water in Lake Erie, though it was

reported to have been 1.60 feet lower at Detroit in February, 1819,
Old residents at Buffalo state, in August as low as 1819.
Rising, as reported by Major Lachlan and Mr. McTaggart, of Canada.
Rising ; in the spring four feet below June, 1838.
Rising ; in the spring three feet three inches below June, 1838.
Rising gradually.

Rising; lowest level three feet below June, 1838.
Rising; lowest level two feet ten inches below June, 1838.
About the general level of 1815.

Water still rising. See geological report of Michigan for 1839.
General level same as 1828. Mr. H. was topographer of Michigan.
Lower than last year; yearly change at least three feet.

General average two feet ten inches below June, 1838.
General average three feet two inches below June, 1838. i

Mr. Wolworth was the first agent of the works at the harbor. J

Mr. Hathan was at the time city engineer.
Mr. Lothrop was an engineer upon the Erie Canal.
From July to October inclusive, measurements several times a day.
Highest known level of Lake Erie, occurring at Cleveland in June, and

Detroit and Buffalo in August of this year.

Occasional measurements.
Measurements daily during

Engineer.
the summer mouths liy direction of the State

According to the Detroit register, the water in the Detroit River was com-
paratively lower, during the whole of the years 1840 and 1841 , than at Black
Rock. In September and October, 1841, the two records agree.

From 1838 to 1852, the Black Rock, Buffalo, and Cleveland figures are the
mean of daily measurements.

Col. .Stockton was the government agent for the works at the harbor, and
caused the water level, the barometer, and thermometer, to be noted three
times a day.

The Buffalo Commorcial AiJvcrtiser has occasionally published the results of

the observations made at Black Rock, particularly for the month of May,
and sometimes all the summer months, but I have not been able to procure
the original record.

Mr. Lothrop was the engineer of the enlarged Erie Canal, western division.

His zero is the mitre sill of the guard lock, Buffalo, which is one foot lower
than the sill of the old guard lock of Black Rock.

The agreement between the contemporaneous readings at Buffalo and at

Cleveland, in the year 1851, is very close.

At Detroit, the lowest observed month since 1838, was March, 1841, 6.65; at

Black Rock, October, 1841, 6.87; and at Cleveland. March, 1846. 6.91.

Greatest known difference at Detroit, six feet eight inches.

Greatest known difference at Cleveland (about), six feet.

Greatest known difference at Buflalo, fifteen feet six inches.

Greatest permanent diflerence of general level, five feet one inch.
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Neither general opinion nor tradition can be reduced to feet and inches, and I

have, therefore, discarded from the above table whatever depended solely upon the

recollection of one person, who had taken no measurements or preserved no memo-
randa. There are, however, certain objects, such as roads, wharves, and buildings,

that serve as points of reference for high and low water, and tend by association

vividly to impress upon the memory facts of this character. The old French inha-

bitants of Detroit have no tradition of a water level below that of the year 1819,

although Detroit has been occupied since 1702. At Buffalo the year 1810 is

remembered as one of low water, nearly or quite as low as 1819.

In discussing the data here presented, it is apparent that the surface of the Lake
is not strictly level, and thus there are discrepancies as to the time of high and low

water at different places. The form of the coast at Buffalo is such that the licight

of water is affected by it in connection Avith certain winds. Tliose from the east

and northeast keep back the waters, and cause a depression that may be observed

for one or two months at a time. The reverse occurs with prevailing winds from

the west and southwest. The waters driven eastward between two shores, con-

stantly approaching each other, are raised above the general surface like the tides

in the Bay of Fundy. On the 18th of April, 1848, it appears from the register of

Mr. Lothrop that a gale from the northeast reduced the level of the Lake to a point

fifteen feet six inches below the surface of October 18th, 1849, when a terrible

storm occurred from the southwest. At Cleveland the greatest observed local

fluctuation Avas three feet two inches, Avhich took place on the 19 th of November,

1845. As the Lake is broad opposite Cleveland, and the place is situated not far

from the middle, its surface would be less affected by winds; and here the level

during the summer of 1819 is regarded as the lowest.

But if that year did not differ from other years in the period of the annual rise

and depression, it must have been still lower in the winter tlian in the summer
months. Dr. Houghton has mentioned one observation, made some time in the

winter of 1818 and 1819, by which the water in the Detroit Kiver was six feet eight

inches below the flood time of 1838. The winter season, however, has been little

noticed, except by those who keep water tables ; and at that time a regular register

was not known.

For want of better data, the well noted low water in the summer of 1819 is com-

pared with the great rise of the summer of 1838, two of the most remarkable years

in the history of the fluctuations. In 1838, on the shores of Lake Erie, grounds

were submerged on which old orchards had come to maturity, and on forest lands

trees that were centuries old were killed by the overflow of the Lake water. In

the month of June I observed small boats passing from house to house in the streets

of the village, at the mouth of the Conneaut river, Ohio. The Avater rose at

Cleveland, in the month of July, so as to cover the floor of a warehouse to the

depth of one foot. These events served to revive the memory of past times, and to

stimulate observation in coming years.

Among the old inhabitants it brought up afresh the popular idea derived from

the aborigines, that the rise is periodical, occurring once in seven years. This

belief is very generally entertained, and many persons related the several years
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when the rise occurred. Tliis bclicjf sliows the tendency to liasty generalization,

and the superstitious proneness to attribute to the number seven a peculiar appli-

cability to the recurrence of natural phenomena.

By examining the table we have given, containing observations that have been

made since 1819, there will appear a continual rise until 1838, a period of nine-

teen years, without any decline. Other tables show an uninterrupted decline from

1838 to 1841, three years; in 18-11, a slight rise; from 1842 to 1851, a regular

decline of eight years. During a space of thirty-two years, there is no instance of

a return of high water in the period of seven years. For the years since 1838, I

am able to offer a much more satisfactory exhibit. To simplify the result, I have

constructed a diagram of curves whose ordinates are the monthly average of the

surface reduced to the Buffalo zero for such months and years as have a good mean.

There are four years complete, the means of which are consolidated into one curve,

which is placed, to prevent confusion, below the other curves. See Plate I, No. 1

.

The regularity of the annual rise and fall is evident from an inspection of the

form of the curves. The months of June and July are high as compared with other

months, whatever the general level may be. A depression follows immediately,

which reaches the lowest points in the months of December and January. This is

the law, to which there are exceptions, arising from variations of the seasons. In

fourteen of the best ascertained years high water occurred in June and July ten

times ; in ten years, the annual decline reached the lowest point in the months of

December and January six times. There is, therefore, a spring flood and a winter

ebb, the same as in the Mississippi and other large rivers or ponds. The surplus

water due to melting snows and spring rains causes an accumulation of water. In

winter the frost and drought, by diminishing the supply, causes the surface to settle

below that of summer. The amount of fluctuation within the year, deduced from

sixteen years' observation, is as follows:

—

Cleveland, greatest average montlily difference of high and low water .

Detroit,
" " " "

Buffalo,
" " " "

Mean annual difference of highest and lowest months . . . . 1 H

Lakes Huron and Michigan have not received much attention; but are known

to have been high in 1838 and low in 1819. It docs not necessarily follow that

the highest or lowest level of different Lakes will occur at the same time, nor

that the quantity of rise and fall should be the same. There should be, however,

in all of them an annual flux and reflux, and also secular fluctuations. As the

lower Lakes receive more water from those above during years that are high than

they do when there is a depressed surface, there should be a greater range between

high and low water in them than in those nearer the source of supply. Lake

Superior is the only one of the chain that exliibits the effects of conditions strictly

its own.

Feet.
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TABLE OF WATER LEVELS
Reduced to an expression of the depth of water

Year.
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FOR LAKE SUPERIOR.

on the Mitre Sill, head of Canal, Sault St. M.uj.

Year.
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duiin<; the mouth ; the course and strength of the wind were recorded, with occa-

sional observations of the barometer.

The mean elevation of Lake Superior above Lake Huron is not yet known,

nor tlie precise difference of elevation at any one time.

It is evident that tlie mean elevation of Lake Erie, or any of tlie Lakes above

the ocean, cannot be determined till the mean of its fluctuations are known. We
call the height of Lake Erie five hundred and sixty-five feet above mean tide at

Albany, because it was found to be so at the time when the Erie Canal was sur-

veyed. But without knowing the state of the water 'at Black llock or Buffalo at

that day, it is evident there may be an error of two and a half to three feet.

The same may be said of all the Lakes. The rise to be overcome by the canal

at the Falls of St. Mary's was reported by the engineers to be seventeen and one-

half feet ; but if there is a change of level in Lake Superior above the falls, it does

not follow, as has been just observed, that the same change of level would be

noticed below the falls where the river is wider.

Mr. Murray, of the geological survey of Canada, in 1848, examined the other

rapids of the St. Mary's river, and made their united descent two feet JJ^ths,

which, added to the above and neglecting the descent of the water between the

rapids, the difference is twenty feet j%\. As measured barometrically by Captain

Bayfield, the elevation of Lake Superior is six hundred and twenty-seven feet

above the ocean, and Lake Huron is stated by Mr. Iliggins to be five hundred and

seventy-eight, making a difference of forty-nine feet.

The elevation of Lake Huron is, however, subject to correction by future levels

along the connecting straits. 1 have not, in this paper, given the details of the

water tables, reserving them for publication within their respective States. The

results are shown in the proper tables, in the form of a monthly average, witli

remarks.

The register of Messrs. Finney and Sherwood for the six summer months of

1855 and 185G, show a difference between the depth of water at the lower and at

the upper locks of about ten inches during those years, as follows :

—

Feet. Indies.

Mean depth of water at Upper lock six months, 1855 .... 12 It. 00

185G .... 12 10.25

lower loek si.\ months, 1855 . ... . 12 00.38

1856 .... 12 1.00

These tables show conclusively the effect of winds in raising and depressing

the water in a narrow and crooked strait connecting two Lakes. On the morning

of July 16, 1855, the wind was from the northwest, and oft" I^ake Superior. As

usual, in that case, the water rose at the upper gate, varying from twelve feet one

inch to thirteen feet six inches, or about one and one-half feet.

At noon the wind had changed to the opposite quarter and blew from the

southeast. The water fell to eleven feet five inches, and at one F. M. to ten feet

nine inches, making a difference of two feet nine inches in less than eight hours.

On tlie od of June, 185(5, the observers witnessed a still more remarkable change,

because it occurred wliile the wind was steadily from the same quarter. It blew a
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roiitimicd giilr from the southeast during the entire doy. At 7^ A. M. tlie water
was low. At ,1'. P. M. it was still lower, being at nine feet nine inches, rising
in the space of three hours to thirteen feet ten inches, a change of four feet one
inch.

The highest monthly average is that of September, 1856, when the mean depth
in the canal was thirteen feet four and ^Vo inches. During the season of navi-
gation the water of Lake Superior is higher than during the winter months, but a
fall of four feet in the general surface of the Lake below the highest known state
would reduce the canal depth in September to nine feet four inches, and might
interfere with the passage of large craft.

At present the shallowest parts of the St. Mary's river are less than nine feet,

but the canal was intended to have a depth of water of never less than twelve feet!

Tins is an instance of the importance of Lake registers to engineers and those
engaged in improving navigation.
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TABLE OF WATER LEVELS
All tlie nieasureraeiits reduced to the zero, or line of reference, at
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FOR LAKE ONTAlUt).

Oswego, N. Y., reckoning downward from top of west pier.

Year. '
Place of

obsekvation
EXPLANATIONS AND GENERAL REMAKKS.

King.ston

iF't Niiia-ara181.T

1816
1817
1818
1819
1820
1821
1822
1823
1824
182.T

1826
1827

18S7 Oswego
1838

I

"

1839
j

"

1840
1841
1842
1843
1844
184.')

1846
1847
1848
1849
1850
1851
1852
1853
1854
1855
1856
1857

Mr. Weld

Edw. Giddinffs

Oswego &
Rochester

Ogdensburg

Lieut. R. C.

Smead.U. S. A.

J. W. Judson

J. W. .Judson &
H. T. Spencer

M. P. Hatch &
H. T. Spencer
W. S. Malcolm
W. E. Guest

Weld's TraveU in Canada, quoted by Major Lachlan. The lake reported to

be higher than during the previous thirty years, or since 1765 ; its overflow

destroying an orchard plimted that year.

Mr. Giddings kept a register while he resided at Port Niagara from 1815 to

1827, but has published only the extremes of each year. The lowest water

within the year occurred in the month of March nine times out of twelve, and

the highest months during fourteen years are June and July, divided in equal

numbers between them. The Niagara zero, or line of reference, was five feet

below the top of the sill of the dock. To reduce his figures to the Oswego
standard, the data are slight, but I have preferred to make the reduction, and

thus exhibit all the measurements for this lake at one view. The only months
of the Oswego and XiuLiura rcLiisters in common are those of .July and October,

1838. By them, Ml'. (Iiiltliirj-'- line of reference was ten feet below the Oswego
zero, and the top of tlir (-iii-ill nf the dock five feet.

Highest months of the year in parentheses.

Mean of yearly fluctuations for twelve years at Niagara two feet three inches.

Highest kxow.n rise.

The Oswego zero, or line of reference, is the top of the coping of the west pier,

near its southern end, at the boat-house, counting downwards to the surface

of the water.

Messrs. Smead, Judson, and Hatch were successively the agents of the govern-

ment in the construction of the harbor at Oswego.
Up to the year 1854, there are months in the Oswego register that are wanting,

and these are supplied by reducing the measurements made since li<46 for the

Regents of the New York University at Rochester harbor by H. T. Spencer.

By a comparison of twenty months, common to both registers. Mr. Spencer's

zero, or the top of the "Rochester dock, is two feet ten inches below the

Oswego zero.

Prior to tlie time of Messrs. Hatch and Malcolm, the readings were made only

occasionally in calm weather from one to eight times a month, but those gen-

tlemen observed the water daily. In all cases, the mean of all the measure-

ments is here given.

Dr. Guest's observations at Ogdensburg extend from February, 1851, to August.

1857, made from time to time with cm r;isi.iuiil vacant spaces. By a compari-

son of eight months, his zero beinu ilir \>ty <A' the railroad dock, is equivalent

to eight and seven-tenths inches 1m'1u\s tin' l (swego zero.

The range of the fluctualious is about tlic -.mm', and thus the descent of the

river may be ni'irli'itcd for tin' piir|rcisrs of tlii- talile.

Mean of yearly fluctuations at liochi'stcr and U.-wcgo for eighteen years, one

foot ten and a half inches.

Highest water in the month of June eight times. July six. May twice, August
once, January once.

Lowest water in November three times, Decemlier twice, January three times,

February t-wice, March three times.

Greatest absolute height of all observations, July. 1838.

(Jreatest absolute depression of all observations, March, 1824 and 1825.

Greatest absolute difference at Niagara, six feet six inches.

By comparing the records of both places, it is plain that for such periods as

are common there is a close correspondence. The two ports are about sixty miles

apart, situated on the same shore, and at about the broadest part of the Lake. In

the average of the seven last months of 1853 the greatest discrepancy occurs. The

difference is six and one-half inches. On both registers the year 1853 is one of

high and the year 1848 of low water. The year 1850, which is almost a blank in

the Oswego tables, shows tlie lowest month of the Rochester records.

Mr. Edward Giddings, in a pamphlet published at Lockport, New York, in 1838,

explaining his views upon the causes of the rise and fall in the surface of the
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Lakes, gives to thv public a ])art of his registers taken at the dock at Fort Niagara.

The fluctuations of the Niagara river are not exactly coincident with those in the

general surface of either the Lake above or the one below; but those reported by

Mr. Giddings vary so little that I have reduced them to the same standard as the

others and placed them in my abstract.

From the yearly average 1846 was the lowest, but differed only one-tenth of an

inch from 1851. That portion of 1846 which appears in the Oswego tables shows

the lowest stage observed there. Like Lake Erie, the spring rise is reached in

the months of June and July ; but there is more irregularity in the low water

months.

According to Mr. Spencer's observations, high water occurred in the months of

June and July, seven years in eight; the minimum of the year in the months of

November and December, four times; January and February, three; and INIarch,

once. The records of nineteen years at Oswego show that the month of July,

1888, was higher than any month since, which corresponds in time with the noted

flood on Lake Erie. From the high level of that year, the decline of Lake Ontario

was not as rapid as Lake Erie. The lowest state since 1838 on the last named

Lake is that of 1842, but on Lake Ontario that of 1848.

The question of the existence of a daily or lunar tide in this and other Lakes,

corresponding to that of the ocean, has been, like the idea of a seven year's rise and

a seven year's fall, so often brought forward that it deserves notice. In AVeld's

Travels in Canada, 1790-5, it is stated that "it is believed by many that the waters

of Lake Ontario are influenced by a tide that ebbs and flows frequently in the

course of twenty-four hours, as in the Bay of Quinte, where it has been observed

to rise fourteen inches every four hours."

The same idea had its origin on Lake INIichigan, at the head of Green Bay,

which, like that of Quinte, is a narrow inlet extending far inland.

Colonel Henry Whiting, of the army, observed the fluctuations at Green Bay, in

1828, during the months of July and August, and states that in no case did they

correspond to the passage of the moon over the meridian, and that there are no

lunar tides. Mr. George C. Davies, who assisted Mr. Walworth in keeping a

daily water table at Cleveland, in 1838, says, "I can say, without fear of contradic-

tion, that there is no lunar tide on Lake Erie."

Captain Jonathan Carver, who passed through the Upper Lakes, in 1766-9,

states that "observations made by the French at the Straits of Mackinaw show

that there is no diurnal flood and ebb there."

The difficulty of reducing observations made at one port to those made at another,

even on the same Lake, is owing to a want of correspondence in the rise and fall

of water in the same months at different places. It is also impossible to free the

readings from erratic "local oscillations," some of which are due to visible causes,

such as winds and the shape of the coast, and others to causes not visible, and not

yet well understood. This difficulty is apparent on comparing the means of the

same months at different places on Lake Erie, as shown in the table of levels.

We have for the years 1838, 1839, 1840, and 1841, pretty fair annual averages at
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Detroit and at Buffalo. The mean annual average, however, is quite difibrent,

being- "reatcst at the cast end of the Lake.

Me.vn Annual Difference for three years.

Dkthoit.

Foet.

1839 below 1838 1.33

1840 " 1830 0.09

1841 " 1840 1.00

Full in three years 3.32

Buffalo.

Feet.

1.25

1.25

1.05

4.15

Between the highest and lowest months within the 5'ear, the e.xtremes of fluctua-

tion are also quite different at different places.

Greatest Difference of Level by monthly averages within a year.

Clevki.and.Detroit.

Feet.

2.33

Buffalo.

Feet.

1.2'? 2.30

There is no way of eliminating such discrepancies, but by a more perfect series

of observations, and the rejection of such as are affected by sudden causes. This

cannot be done Avith the imperfect registers hitherto kept.

I now pass to the third class of "fluctuations," namely, transient fluctuations.

I shall here give some extracts from my memoranda upon the pulsations or oscil-

lations that occur on Lake Superior, in calm as well as in stormy weather. Those

of the 25th, 26th, and 27th of June, 1854, were very marked and regular.

The Lake for several days was without storms, winds, or waves. The first table

is from observations made on the 29th of June.

Time of flood

A. M.
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Time of flood
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ponod from high to Ioav, is the greatest in its range; but to this there are exceptionsOn the morning of the 12th the water was still in motion, as it was tlie evenin-^
before, the weather being very ealm, with a ground swell, coming in from the open
Lake At eleven o'clock A. M. it increased in rapidity, and in tiie range. About
the Hth of the same month, another severe gale set in from the northwest and
continued three days. The remainder of the month was calm.

In the year 185.5, the first oscillations of the season were noticed on the 2()tli
of June, at 10 o'clock A. M., the weather being calm and clear.
The same thing occurred in the same kind of weather on the 2()th, and a-ain on

the 13th of July. Hitherto, since the 22d of April, when the Lake ice broke up
there had been no prolonged gales nor storms, and only a ivw thunder--usts On
tlie 14th, 15th, Kith, 17th, 18th, 19th, the movements were almost continuous. At
the Sault, as Mr. Emerson informs mo, the water rose three feet three inches on
the ISth. The weather was cloudy and rainy, with frequent thunder-storms- but
the Lake was calm most of the time. From the 24th to the 31st fluctuations
occurred daily, with close, calm, cloudy, and foggy weather, the thermometer at
night varying from 55° to 88° F.

From the 1st to the 12th of August, inclusi\e, there was no cessation of the
oscillation, except for parts of two days. During this time there was but one o-ale
which was from the west, on the Oth instant, and lasted twenty hours. Thunder!
storms were frequent, between which the sky was clear and the" Lake calm.

I did not notice any more till the 25th of August. Li the meantime the autunui
winds had set in. During the afternoon of the 25th a violent thunder-storm arose
from the northwest, and the oscillations came on as rapidly and as marked as at
any period of the summer. Again, on the 3()th and 31st the same tiling occurred in
calm weather, a thunder-storm having taken place during the intervening night.
This phenomenon was observed in the month of September on eleven different
days, and three times during the first eight days of October; after which, my
residence having been changed, the observations ceased.
The month of September on this Lake and on Lake Erie was more stormy than

the month of October. Whether these movements occur in the winter season, I
am unable to say.

For the purpose of furnishing memoranda covering, as wide a space as possible, I
insert two more tables of an hour's readings each, one on the 2d, and another on
the 3d of August, 1855, in different parts of tin; day.
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OscTLLATioNS. Aiigust 2rl and 3d, LS55.

Ebb A.M.
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water. The oi)iiii()n has been so often iulvanccd that tliesc oscilhitory move-
ments are (hie to rapid vai-iutions of tlie barometrieal pressnre, tliat the" term of

I'

barometrieal waves" has eomt; to be llieir reeeived name. It is donbtful wlietlier,

if this be the case, a merenrial barometer wouhl sliow them. Tlie movements of the
cohimn are too shigjrish, and the apparatus for reading too imperfect to indicate a
change of pressure tiiat sometimes occurs in the space of one minute. INIy tables
show that an oscillation may be completed in that time. Some more sensitive
instrument is needed to indicate atmospherical changes that occupy at intervals of
so short a period.

Professor Mather's observations were taken under circumstances that should be
well considered in comparing them with others, made in calm weatlier and on the
open Lake. (See Plate II, No. o.)

Copper Harbor is a long narrow inlet, within which the movements are
augmented, and may also be broken up, by counter waves reflected from the
sides. During the time of Prof. M.'s observations, violent storms and winds were
raging at the liarbor, or were visible in the distance. Such agitations of the
atmosphere, although they do not prevent the regular oscillations, would materially
interfere with them. His observations were carefully made, and are the earliest
exact data of a scientific kind relative to this subject within my reach.

There is to be found, moreover, in the geological reports upon the Upper
Peninsula, a comprehensive historical notice of these phenomena.
Whether such movements have been observed upon the ocean, I am not aware.

But it would seem probable, that, whatever the cause may be, it should be
universal, and produce its effects on all bodies of water.

It IS plain, after the barometer recovered from the effects of the tornado in tlie

forenoon, it declined regularly till night, as might have been expected from the
stormy condition of the weather.

The pulsations within the harbor continued all day, although there is a break in
the readings from 11 A. M. till 2 P. M., with the exception of one at twelve hours
eight minutes. So far, therefore, as these observations indicate, there is no apparent
connection between the oscillations and the barometrical ]n-essure; at least the
movements for twelve hours were very marked, while the barometer was regularly
falling, except during the tornado. The day commenced with the barometer at

29.288, and closed with it at 29.150.

In the autumn of 1856 I had the first opportunity of comparing the state of the
barometer with the movements of the water. It was done with an aneroid recently
compared with a good cistern barometer. I had not assistants to enable me at the
same time to note the actual range of tlie wave in a vertical direction; but in this

respect it was apparently the same as is shown in the preceding tables.

On the 19th of October the Lake was calm, a light breeze blowing off shore from
the southeast. The weather was calm and foggy on the 20th, with a gentle breeze
from the south, and a liazy, warm atmosphere, like the Indian summer. It rained
during a greater part of the night between the 20th and 21st, and on the morning of
the last named day the wind was northeast by east, or about parallel with the coast

line. During the day rain continued to fixll, and the wind, continuing in the same
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quarter, increased to a gale, raising a lieavy swell niton the ]>ake. 'Die oscillations

were visible early in the morning, and continued with unusual Ki])idity all day. It

was not until late in the afternoon that a barometer could be procured.

The readings were made at the moment of the culmination, and also at the

lowest ebb of the wave or oscillatory movement. The results agree in general with

those of Professor Mather, and show a steady motion of the barometrical column

in one direction during the fluctuations of the water level.

REdisTER OF Barometrical Readings taken at the moment of the Ebb and Flood.

Eagle River, Lake Superior, October, 1856.

Day nnil liour.
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Registkr of Barometrical Readings—Continued.

21

I)ay and hour.
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To tlic facts here given I propose to add v(>ry little in the viay of a disrussion.

])nring the observations, erabracin<j^ parts of three days, the barometer was lowest

at the commencement, on the 21st. There had been no recent storms. The

weather was close, foggy, and warm for the season and the latitude. From 4

o'clock and 50 minutes in the afternoon of the 21st to 9 o'clock in the evening,

the rise was from 29.440 to 29.600. After a drizzling, foggy night, and a scarcely

perceptible northerly breeze, the column stood about as it did the evening previous,

and so remained until 3 P. M. of the 22d. The movements of the water were not

marked till about this hour, when the wind, still continuing in the north, increased

slightly, and the mercury began to rise.

On the morning of the 23d it was still higher, and the play of the waters very

lively, the wind continuing in the north. So long as the observations continued,

the nio\enients of the surface were slight in quantity, but rapid in time, with only

a slight wind. The barometer was all this time steadily rising. From 7 A. M. to

3 P. M. it rose from 29.640 to 29.870 inches.

For several days following the 23d there were moderate gales on the Lake, and

rain. On the 28th of the month the regular autumn winds commenced, with snow.

The middle day (the 22d) showed more fluctuation of the barometer and less of the

water than either of the others.

It is not easy to conceive of a change in the weight of the atmosphere that shall

be completed in an average period of ten minutes, and in some cases much less. Is

not the cause therefore still to be sought fori

By my observations there is no apparent connection with storms, except thunder-

storms. That season of the year, and the kind of weather when thunder-gusts are

most frequent, with intervening calms and fogs, is most prolific of oscillations.

There is a distinct class of movements due to the direct driving force of winds

that I shall notice below. For the consideration of those who wish to theorize

upon the flicts I have presented, 1 suggest that they turn their attention to the

agency of electricity.

In May, 1855, the surface of Seneca Lake, as reported in the Geneva Gazette,

rose and fell during two entire days as often as once in ten to thirty minutes,

ranging through a vertical distance of five inches to two feet. The presence of

storms is not mentioned. Could a difference of barometrical pressure exist on

different sides of a narrow inland Lake only a few miles across 1 If so, can we rely

upon the barometer to obtain difference of elevation"?

AVhile observing the influx and reflux at Eagle river, in July, 1855, the air was

frequently agitated by the usual detonations of lightning. Shocks in the atmo-

sphere which produce thunder, which stunned the ear, and cause walls and floors of

buildings to tumble, might also produce agitations of the surface of water. There

is physical force sufficient in the electricity of the atmosphere at all times to pro-

duce this effect; the difficulty occurs in applying it. Electrical movements may

be brought into existence by opposite conditions of the atmosphere which vests

ui)on the water and the surrounding shores, especially if there are adjacent

mountains.

Vaiior is condensed by winds which meet with peaks or mountain crests, and
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vain and thunder-storms arc produced in this way. A brr(>zc from the water press-

ing against the side of an abrupt liighUmd chain fnupicntly causes its summits to

be enveloped in fogs and clouds of condensed moisture. Fogs excite electrical

action like clouds, though with less intensity. Winds and unequally heated bodies

of air may produce the same effect, causing rapid undulations in the atmospliere,

and these may be transmitted to the water beneath.

Without offering this as a satisfactory explanation, 1 jjresent it for consideration.

To discuss the question rationally, we need observations upon the electrical state

of the atmosphere during a period of oscillations.'

Upon Huctuations caused by winds it will not be necessary to enlarge, as they

are produced by a visible cause, and little is left for speculation. The mecluini(-al

power of winds, heaping up water on a lea and depressing it on a windward shore,

is generally known. On the North American Lakes the registers show that it is

a force worthy of attention where the construction of harbors and piers is con-

cerned. In such cases there must be added to the general stage of water something

for the temporary rise due to storms.

Certain winds cause at the same place a greater rise than others. At each port

the amount of this kind of fluctuation is shown by the daily registers for each

direction of the wind. I select some instances from the tables in my possession,

choosing from among those on Lake Erie only such as were registered three times

a day, and on Lake Ontario once a day.

Those at Cleveland are from Colonel Stockton's observations; those at Buffalo

from Mr. Lathrop's; and at Oswego they are taken from those of Messrs. Hatch

and Malcolm.

[' The simplest hypothesis for the explanation of these phenomena is, that they are prodnccfl I)y the

pnssa-re of thunder-storms, and perhaps, in some eases, of water-spouts, across distant parts of the

Lake'' It is well established, by observations at this Institution, that rapid oscillations of the barometer

are produced during the passage of a thunder-storm across the meridian of this city. The mercury sud-

denly descends, then rises a little, and again falls, and after this regains its former level as the storm

passes oir to the east. A thunder-storm, therefore, crossing the lake at a distance, would transnnt to

the place of observation undulations from every point of its path, and these, arriving in success.o..,

would produce effects similar to those described. This hypothesis can be tested by the observations which

are now about to he established along the lake.-SEC. Smithsonian Instituti n.]



L'l FLUCTUATIONS OF LEVEL

Table showing the Gkeatest Change of Surface within a :\[untii aiusinci from the

Effect of Winds.

Cleveland.
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once. Lowest water occvirred under a westerly breeze, four times; and Avith

southerly (or off shore) winds, ten timc-s; nortlierly, four; and in cahn weather,

twice.

At Cleveland, therefore, northeast winds pile up the waters more than any other.

At Buffalo southwest, and at Oswego the west winds produce the same effect.

REGULARITY OF THE RISE AND FALL.

To show more perfectly the reg-ular progress of tlie changes of level within the

year, I have divided the observations for a few months into weeks, and constructed

curves accordingly. For Buffalo I have selected two months in a rising stage of

water, and for Cleveland five months in a falling stage. With these remarks the

diagram Avill be understood. (Plate II, number 4.)
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PREFACE.

In presenting the following Meteorological Observations to the public, it is

proper to offer a few words of explanation.

They were commenced in December, 1831, with the hope that a careful record

of the changes in the weather might be of use to myself and possibly to others in

after years. As month after month passed, I found myself gradually extending my
range of observation, and daily incorporating in my register a greater and greater

number of phenomena. And T at length came to embrace nearly all the points

which I supposed would be of special use in future meteorological researches. It

was my practice for several years to publish in one of the papers of this city

abstracts from my register, giving such general information as was most interesting

to the public. In the American Almanac of 1850 I published summaries of the

monthly mean height of the barometer, of the monthly and annual mean tempera-

tures, and the monthly and annual quantity of rain, &c. These summaries

extended from 1832 to 1848, inclusive. Similar ones have been continued in the

same work to the present time.

Dr. Henry, the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, learning that my

register extended without interruption over a period of nearly thirty years, was

favorably impressed with the service which its publication might render to the

progress of meteorological science, rightly judging that so long a series of observa-

tions made at the same place under the same general circimistances, and by the

same person, would have a value in developing the laws of atmosjiheric changes

which would not otherwise belong to them. The subject of their publication

having been fully considered, it was determined to place them among the Smith-

sonian Contributions to Knowledge.

For the information of meteorologists who may wish to know the position of

my place of observation, and the character of the instruments which I have used, I

may state that my residence, where the instruments have been used, is on College

Hill, a few hundred feet north of University Hall, Providence, at an elevation of a

little more than a hundred and fifty feet above tide-water in the river. The

geographical position of University Hall, as fixed by the determinations of the

coast survey, is lat. 41° 50' IT' N., long. 71° 23' 20" W. from Greenwich.

The barometer used from the commencement of the register till May, 1847, was

constructed with a flexible leather bottom. It was a good one of its kind, and

gave average results which are probably reliable. In respect to the barometric

range and the absolute heights it was probably less accurate than for mean results.



PREFACE.

In May of 1847, I procured an open cistern barometer, made by Mr. AVilliam

H. Temple, of Boston, with a micrometer screw for the adjustment of the surface

of the mercury in the cup to an ivory point. It was similar to others Avhich he

had constructed for the use of the coast survey. The Vernier is moved by rack-

work, and reads to the one-hundredth of an inch. The interior diameter of the

tube is very nearly three-tenths of an inch. In the reduction of the barometric

observations, no account has been taken of capillarity. •

The reductions to the temperature of 32° Fahr. and to the sea-level, with the

exception of the last year, were made under the direction of the Smithsonian

Institution, by Prof.. J. H. Coffin, of Easton, Pa. The reduction to sea-level was

based upon the result of direct experiment. The barometer, when standing at or

near 30.00 inches, with steady weather, was several times transferred from College

Hill to the water-level, and the mean result gave for the reduction +0.18 of an

inch. This is the correction which has been employed.

Several different thermometers have been used, but always the most accurate

which could be obtained in this country. For the three years (since April of 1857)

I have used the thermometers made by Mr. James Green, of New York, and

known as the Smithsonian thermometers.

The actual times of observation have sometimes differed a little from the hours

indicated at the head of the columns, although as a general practice the observations

have been made very nearly at the times specified. The direction and force of

the winds, and the degree of cloudiness have been determined without the aid

of special instruments. From the nature of the case these observations cannot

lay claim to any minute accuracy ;
yet it was thought desirable, and not without

its utility, to make a record of the facts as they would appear in the judgment of a

practiced observer.

Besides the deductions which appear on the current pages of the work, an

appendix has been added, containing elaborate summaries, which it is hoped will

facilitate the researches of scientific meteorologists, and thus repay in some degree

the labor which has been bestowed upon them.

I may state, in conclusion, that all due care has been bestowed upon the prepa-

ration of the manuscript, and upon the correction of the proof, as the sheets have

passed through the press, with a view to prevent and exclude errors. But in so

large a mass of figures it is hardly possible to secure entire accuracy ;
and I can

only hope that any errors which may have escaped notice will not be such as to

mislead the inquirer.

A. CASWELL.

Providence, ./mir (i, 1R(!0.



TABLES OF SUMMARIES,

I, Montlily and annual mean height of the barometer reduced to the sea level and to the

temperature of 32° Falir.

II. Monthly and annual mean height of the barometer for each of the three daily hours of

observation, viz: S. R. or 6 A. M. ; 1 or 2 P. M. ; and 10 P. M. In this Table 29
inches must be added to make the full height ......

III. Monthly and annual mean temperatures ........
IV. Monthly and annual mean temperatures at three hours of daily observation, viz: S. R,

or 6 A. M. ; 1 or 2 P. M. ; and 10 P. M

Y. Monthly and annual maximum and minimum temperatures and range .

VI. The number of days in each month and year in wliich the prevailing winds came from

each of the four quarters of the horizon. The figures 1, 2, 3, and 4 at the head of

the monthly columns indicate the quarters as follows : 1, from some point between

the N. and E.; 2, from some point between the E. and S. ; 3, ditto S. and W. ; 4,

ditto W. and N.
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VII. Monthly and annual force of the wind at each of the three daily hours of observation,

the force of the wind being expressed in numbers from 1 to 6, the latter indicating

a great storm or gale............ 175

VIII. Mean cloudiness for the three hours of observation, and for each month and year, the

degree of cloudiness being expressed in numbers from to 10; indicates that

the sky is clear, 10 that it is covered with clouds 176

IX. Monthly and annual number of days in which the ^cy was clear ; varialjle or cloudy

;

and on which rain or snow fell .......... 177

X. Monthly and annual quantity of rain and snow (reduced to water) in inches 179-
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THERMOMETER,

August, 1832.

2!l.S(i iO.S.T iin.S4

iSl.S.'i 1211.87 2SI.S7

:2!).SS -.i'.i. 8:2 29.77

rs 2:1.72 29.72

n 2!i. 72 29.76

29.82 2:>. 82 29.83

9.82 29.811 29.73

29.(33 29.(i2 29.."iS

29.98 29.9ti 29.93
29.91'29.82 29.82

29.79 29.71 29.i;l

29. .''iS 29.i;9 29.74
29.(15 29. S(l 29.89

29.92 2:1.94 29.92

29. (J4, 29. Ill 29. (.i4

29.75,29.74 29.80

29.81|29.75 29.73

29.72 29.7(1 29.74
29.7:' -':!. ":• 2:

29.^4 2:i.-:; 2:

29.87 2:l>^ 2:

29. 78,29. 68, 29. GO

Jk-ans 29.76;29.75!29.76

REDUCED TO SEA LEVEL

Max.
Mill.

Mean
Range

30.17 30.15 30.14

29.53^29.68 29.73

29.94 29.93 29.94

0.64 0.47' 0.41

Mean of montli 29.93'

E.Ktreme range 0.(J4

72.0

76.7

55.3

W'ly
W'ly
W'ly
Wly

S. W'ly
W'ly
S. W.
S. W'ly
S. W'ly
W'ly
N. W.
S. W.
s. w.
s. w.
s. w.
N. E.

N. E.

E'ly

S. W.
N. W.
S. W'ly
S. W'ly
W'ly
W'ly
N. W.
N. W.
N. W.
N. W.
W'ly
S. W.
S. W.

Va'ble, sh.

Variable
Clear

Variable
Va'ble, rn.

Va ble, rn.

Variable
bio, rn.

Kain
Va'ble, sU.

Clear

Clear

Clear

Clear

Clear

Cloudy, rn.

Rain
Clear

Rain
Clear

Variable
Va'ble, sh.

Clear

Clear, sh.

Clear

Clear
Clear
Clear

Clear

Clear

Cloudy, sh

0.10

0.58

September, 1832.

29.68

;9.85

;9.82

;9.75

:9.44 .

:i.67 2:

,9.74 29.75'29

29!7b129.8i|29.93

30.05 30.04'30.00

29.94 :',:!.* 1 29.6

9. .52 2:i. (id 2:1.7

9.81; 2:1.90 29. :i4

29.74
29.82

29.81

29.80
29.83

29.79
29.51

.4;i 29.

. (;o

29.

30.(1

29.92 29.

S

29.78'29.74

29.69|29.52

29.56 29.50

29

4 2:

30.01

30.01

29.82

29.73

29.45

29.55

.71

29.54 2:1.47 2:1

29.S4,2;i,s:; 2:1. s3

29.76|29.64 29.53

29.50 29.52 29.60

9.77i29.74 29.75

REDUCED TO SEA LEVEL.

Max.
Min.
Mean
Range

30.25]30.22!30.19

29.62'29.65|29.63

29.95129.92 29.93
0.63 0.57 0.56

I

Mean of montli 29.933

Extreme range 0.(33

59.7

54.3

62.3

62.0

51.7

52.3

61.3

65.0

64.3

62.7

69.7

67.7

65.0

64.7

55.3

54.0

55.3

53.0

58.3

62.3

59.0

60.7

60.3

38.0

N'ly

N. W.
W'ly
S. W.
W'ly
N. W.
S. W.
S. W.
W'ly
W'ly
s. w.
N. W.
N. W.
W'ly
s. w.
s. w.
S'ly

S'ly

S. W.
S. W'ly
S. E.

s. w.
N. W.
S. W'ly
S. W.
W'ly
W'ly
S. W.
N. E.

N. E.

Cloudy
Clear
Clear
Rain
Clear
Clear
Clear

Clear

Clear

Clear
Clear, rain

Clear
Clear

Clear

Clear

Clear

Clear
Clear

Clear

Clear

Rain
Rain
Clear

Variable
Rain
Clear

Clear
Clear
Rain
Cloudy

0.79

0.06

REMARK.

Frost in the vicinity o

BAROMETER, TlIERMOJIETEIt.

October, 1832.

;o 06 29.;is 29.93

Means;29.84l29. 82129.83

REDUCED TO SEA LEVEL,

30.35 30.38 30.42

2n.."i^'29.(;3 29.61
:;n.(i-':;(i. (Ml 30.01

(i,77l i:.;:. 0.81

Mean of mouth 30.010

Extreme range 0.s4

63
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THERJIOJIETEK.

December, 1832.

29.3fj 29.37 29.74

29.92 29.97129. 94

3u.:iii :;i

, l< ,;n.30

.Ii;-Hi.li3

.2t;i:!0.i7

1.9(1 29.81 29.56
29.2.') 29.1.^ 29.48

4 29. s:; 29.96
ii; 29. S7 29.

.11 29.47 2i>.64

11 -.1.:^- :*,ii.00

-1 -'.'.[•: 2:t. 83

ill 29.7(1 29.73

29.94 :>ii.ti(i 3(1.01

12 3U 00 29.9'

29.87 29.87J30.00
30.12 30.11 30.00

29.70 29.47'29.50

29. (il 29.70,29.90

29.91 29.9(3'30.2:

30.43 30.44|30.4:

30.30 30.20 30.15

Means 29.75 29.74 29.7

REDUCED TO SE.\ LEVEL

Max.
Miu.

Jlean

Ranm

30.61 30.62

28.90 28.95
'3 29.92

1, 1.67

30.60

28.93

29.95

1.67

Mean of month 29.890

Extreme range 1.72

25.0

20.3

33.3

32.7

23.7

32.0

32.3

47.3

43.3

38.3

38.7

36.7

24.3

34.0

37.3
29.0

37.0

36.3

31.7

27.0

22.0

16.3

18.7

27.7

34.0

30.3

33.0

30.7

22.7

22.7

42.0

N. E.

WUy
N. E.

W'ly
N. W.
W.
N. E.

S'ly

N'ly

W'lr
S. W.
N. E.

N.
W'lv
N. E.

N.

N. E.

W'ly
W'ly
W'ly
W'lv
N. W.
N. W.
N. W.
W.
N. E.

N'ly
W'ly
W.
W'ly
W'ly

^now
Clear

Rain
Variable
Clear

Clear

Variable
Rain ]

Rain
)

Clear
Variable
Rain
Cloudy
Mist
Rain
Cloudy
Rain
Variable
Variable
Clear
Variable
Clear
Variable
Clear

Clear

Cloudy
Rain
Clear
Clear

Clear

Variable

0.05

1.80

0.15

0.73

34.5i 30.21

47.3

16.3

31.0

48.0

REM.\KK.

The gener.al barometric mean
only for this month is corrected

for temperature, there being no

record of the attached thermome-

ter for tlie separate observations.

January, 1833.

Sun- ' At 1 .U V)

29.93129.

30.18,30.

30.24!30.

30.05 29

29.00 2!

29.75 29.

29.33:29
29.34 29

29.54 29,

30.04 :;(i,

29.05 29,

30.94,29,

29.83'29,

30.26,30

30.12;3O
29.78129

29.66:29

29.82 29,

29. SO 29,

29.00 29
29.41 29,

29.94 29,

29.68 29,

30.10 30
29.66

29.38 29

80 29.94
23 30.2'

17 30.30

94 29.90
1 29.75
2 29.52
:, 29.76

66 29.47

35 29.40

24 29.15

41 29.73
-1 29.96
>.' 29.

47 29.84
(15 29.81

07 29.51

11 30.03

,89 29.94
,35 30.32

.03 29.90

.70 29.65

.71 29.80

.83 29.8'

73 29.5:

.93 29.15

58 29.82

94 29.83

74 30.02

07 29.94

.56 29.52

.37 29.58

Atl At 1(1 Daily

Means 29.7429.72 29.75

REDUCED TO SEA LEVEL.

Max.
Min.
Mean
Range

30.44.30.53:30.50

29.18 29.11:29.33

29.92 29. 90J29.93
1.26 1.42 1.17

Mean of month 29.910
Extreme range 1.4:

49.0

35.3

37.7
51.3

55.7

55.0

34.0

28.0

32.7

34.3

14.3

16.3

23.0

25.3

20.7

40.7

14.0

27.7

7.7

.33.3

35.7

33.3

35.3

35.0

33.7

25.3

28.3

28.3

28.3

44.0

23.0

31.8

55.7

7.7

31.8

63.0

S. W.
w.

s. w.
s. w.
W'ly
W'ly
N. W.
N. E.

N. W.
Var.
N. W.
W'ly
S. W.
W'ly
W'ly
W'ly
W'ly
W'l'y

N. W.
S'ly

S'ly

N. E.

E'ly

E'ly

N. W.
W'ly
W'ly
W'ly
S. W.
S'ly

N. E.

Rain
Clear

Raia
Clear
Clear

Cl'dy, spr.

Variable
Cloudy
Clear

Cloudy
Clear

Clear

Clear

Clear

Clear

Snow& r'u

Clear

Clear

Clear

Clear

Fog & mist
Mist

Mist
Mist
Clear
Clear

Clear

Clear

Clear

Clear

Snow

0.G6

0.05

REMARK,

The general barometric mean
only for this mouth is corrected

for temperature, there being no

record of the attached thermome-

ter for the separate observations.

RAROMETER,

Sun- At 1 At 10

TnERMOMETER.

February, 1833.

29.63

29.80

29.73

29.77

29.77

29.63

29.41

29.87

29.62
29.87

30.00

29.68 29.57 29.70

29. 74^29.61 29.29

.67 29.9

03 29.93

02 30.01

82 29.71

30 29.43
2!i.4

50.09 30.1

',0.(12 30.1

29.89

29. 4i; 29.:

29. ,-.1 2:i

29.86 29

29.66 29

29.78 29

29.49 29

30,

29,

30

73 29.6^

77 29.95

48 29.21

.66 29.99

1129.92
57 29.87

.11 30.10

10
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THERMOMETER.

At 1 P. M. At 10 P. M.

August, 1838.

.58'29

73,29,

8829,
9829,
82 29,

54129.59

73 29.81

91 29.94

92 29.86

64 29.68
55'29.61

63 29.67

88 29.90

87 29.82

78,29.79

7129.63
56 29.66

,76129.81

,98l29.98

9329.88

,75J29.51
,37'29.54

,G7

29.95

9329.97
,92 29.89

4:i -I'.K

85129.;

Means;29. 74129.73 29.75

REDUCED TO SEA LEVEL,

Max.
Min.
Mean
Range

30.17 Sn.icmo.lfi

29.91 -l-i.'.'ii'-l:

0.6;'., uj;i, (

Mean of month
Extreme range

29.910

0.63

72
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THERMOMETER.

Sun- At 1 Alio Sun- At 1 At 10 Daily
p. H. P. H. I rise. P. H. p. M.

WEATHER.

February, 1840.

an 0220
3(1. (IS :',o

2:(.67 2!),

2y.b;i2y,

30.20 30,

so.os'so,

29.8ll29,

29.95 29.

29.80:29.

29.4129.

29.43J29.
29.75 29.

29.8229.

30.30 30.

29.46 29.

30.30 30.

30.08 30.

30.21 30.

30.07 30.

29.95 29.

29,9130.
30.17 30.

29.78 29.

29.67 29,

29.78 29,

29.79 29,

29.81 29,

29.94 29,

29.88 29,

95 30.03

04 29.87
70'29.77

93 30.12
.173(1.11

04 30.00

,8930.04
8329.79
7329.65
2929.23
46129.56

76 29.87

90 30.20

1829.65
7930.09
27 30.25

06,30.13
19'30.12

02'30.02

84 29.67
05 30.22

08 29.92
73 29.58
,73'29.78

,77|29.80

,63|29.57

,85:29.97

,85129.75

,88 29.86

Means 29.90 29.88,29.88

REDUCED TO SE.\ LEVEL.

Max.
Mill.

Mean
Range

30.48

29.59

30.08

0.89

30.45:30.43

29.4729.41
30.06|30.06

0.98! 1.02

Mean of month 30.067
Extreme range 1.07

24
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THERMOMETER.

At 6 All Alio Daily

WEATIIEK.

At 6 A. M. At 1 P. M. At 10 r. M,

June, 1842.

29.76
29.9(;

^9.95

29.8(1

29.68

29.56

30.03
30.22

29.95

29.55

29.53

29.98

29.90

29.86

29.71

29.67

29.75

29.50

29.

29.

29.

29.

29.

29.i;(>29.

2'.i.Ki 29,

29.71 29.

29.68 29,

29.62
29

29
29.52 29,

29.64

29.63

29.89
29.95

29.89

29.68

29.54

29.

30.13

30.22
29.68

29.45

29.83

29.95

29.84
29.90

9.84

29.67

29.71

29.73

29.52

29.71

29.

29.59

29.C2

29.59

29.41

Means 29.75 29.76 29.75

KEDUCED TO SEA LEVEL

Max.
Mill.

Mean
RaD£!e

29.68

29.93

0.72

29.5829.59
29.93!29.93

0.S4' 0.81

Mean of month 29.930
Extreme range 0.84

52
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THERMOMETER.

At 6 All At 10 Daily At 6 A. M. At 1 P. M. At 10 p.

TVEATHER.
(Tenths Cloi'DT.)

April, 1844.

1

2
3

4
6

6

S 7

8

9

10
11

12
13

S14
15

16
17
18
19

20
S21
22
23
24
25

26
27

S28
29
30

30.39 30.

30.60|30,

30.3930
29.7729,
29.7929.
30.2330
30.3530
29.9929,
29.7229,
29.91:29

29.92:29,

30.07:30

30.0629
29.55;29

29.71129

29.9029,
29.62^29

30. Of- 30
30.11 30

29.97 29

29.84 29

29.76 29

30.07 30
29.91 29
29.63 29

29.59 29

29.95 30.

29.87 29

29.79 29,

30.04:30

30.43

29.96

29.66

30.10

30.33
30.1

29.73

29.78

29.88

29.97

30.12

29.88

29.71

29.91

29.70

29.82

30.10

30.04

29.89

29.76
29.99

30.03
29.53

29.78
29.65

29.99

29.70

29.94

29.99

Means 29.95i29.93 29.94

REDUCED TO SEA LEVEL.

Max.
Min.
Mean

30.78 30.68 30.72

29.73 29.70 29.71

30.13 30.11,30.12

1.05 0.98! 1-01

Mean of month 30.120

Extreme range 1.08

42
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BAROMETER, THERJIOMETER.

At 6 At 1 At 10 Daily

April, 1847. New Moon, 15<i-
I''- 14™- A. M.

1

2
3

S 4
5

6

7

8

9

10
Sll
12
13
14
15

1()

17
S18
19
20
21
22
23
24

S25
26
27
28
29
30

30.10|30.07

29.70 29.73

29.76
29.65

29.86

29.94
29.02

30.U
29.91

29.77

29.84
29.78

30.00
29.62
29.89:

29.39

29.59

29.64
29.81

29. SI

29.98 29.99

29.81 129. G!^

29.74 a
29.79

29.84

29.58
29.98

29.78
29.78

29.65
29.5li29.70

29.41

29.63

29.57

29.81

29.84

30.30

30.17

29.99

29.84

29.70

29.85

30.25

30.13

29.82

29.77
29.89

30.11

30.19 30.11

29.87 29.68

29.40 29.31

29.68!29.69

29.50l29.34

29.45 29.42

29.47

29.77

29.67
29.96

9. 90
9.00

29

29.69
30.21

30.20

30.09

29.82
29.85

30.06

30.12
30.01

29.57
29.44

29.69

29.31

29.54

Means 29.81i29. 70 29.80

REDUCED TO SEA LEVEL,

Max.
Min.
Mean
Range

30.48 30.43 30.39

29.57 29.49 29.49

29.99 29.94 29.98

0.911 0.94 0.90

Mean of month 29.970

Kstreme r.ange 0.99

24.7

35.7

40.0

39.0

39.0

39.0

45.7

43.0

49.0

47.0

36.7

44.0
42.0
11.0

44.0

37.7
43.3

32.7

36.3

44.3

57.3
64.3

38.7

30.7

50.7

53.3

42.7

55.0

51.7

W.
S'ly

W.
N'ly

N. W.

1 N.W.
3, S'ly

lis. W'ly
I'S'ly

IN. E.

S. W'lyl S. W.
N.W'lyl N.W'ly
N. W. 1 W'ly
N. W. 1 N. W.
Wly 2 S. W'ly
N.W. IN. W.
S. W'ly US. W.
W'ly 1

1
N'ly

""^
i;s. w.

s. w.
IN. W.

2'S.W.
2 N.W.
2S. W.

N.W.
S.

N.W.
S. W.
N.W.
N.W.
S. W'ly 1 S. W.
S. W. 1 S. W.
S. W.
N. E.

N. W.
S. W.
S. E.

W.
:s.w.
N.W.

64.3

24.7

43.0

07.0

1 s. w.
2:N. E.

IN. E.

Is.

Is.w.
2 N.W.
2 N.W.
IS.W.
IS.W.

2 W'ly
1 N. W.
1 W'lv
2N. E.

2 N.W.
2 S'ly

2 N.W.
IW'ly

2 N. W.
4 N. W.
3 N. W.
2 S. W.
1 N. W.
3 N.W.
jN. W.

2 N. W.
3 S. W.
3 N.W.
2S.W.
2 S. W.
2 S. W.
3 N. E.

2!N. E.

N. E.

S.

S.W.
4 N.W.
2 S.W.
1 S. W.
1,N.W.

1.3 2.1 1.6

Prev.ailing wiuda from some
point between

—

Days.

N. & E 3

E. & S
S. & W 14

W. & N 13

Snow
7

10

5

5

7

Sh'r, 7

9

10

Misty
3

Misty

7

10

2

Misty
5

10
2

10
6

4
2

7

5

5

10
4
10
3

7

4
9

2
Rain
7
3

5

9

10

3

4

10

10

Rain

5

10
8

10
9

0, Haze
10

3

10, R'n
9

4.8

Clear . .

Vari.able

Cloudy .

Rain fell on

Days.

. 7

:!»
9

1st. Sdow about six inches deep on the ground.
Thei'muiueter lo^ at sunrise. Large portions of

the cove froze over last uight. The day pleasant,

2d. Snow fell in the morning about two inches
deep.

3d. Very fine.

4th. Mist, and occasional sprinkling of rain.

5th. Very fine.

6th. Rain in the evening, with thunder and
lightning.

7th and 8th. Pleasant.
9th. Shower from 4 to 5 A. M. The day very

blustering.
10th. Very blnstering. Dashes of rain during

the day.
llih. Cool, and rather blustering.
12th. Variable.
i:?ih. Fine.
17th. Small quantity of rain in the evening.
18th. Very blustering and cold for the season.

19th. Thermometer at sanrise stood at 24°: (lie

ground frozen quite hard. Air raw and chilly

through the day.
20th. Pleasant.
21st. Very warm and snltry. Observed a fnll-

gruwn, active grasshopper in the street—raraavis,

22d. Summer heat and sultry. Wind changed
from S. W. to N. E. from about 7 to 9 P. M.

2;Jd. Mist at sunrise. Gommeuced raining mode
rately from 8 to 9 A. M. Rain, hail, and suon
from 4 to 5 P. M., the snow faUiug in scattered

Hakes of extraordinary size, many of them being
fully an inch in diameter.

24th. Cold and blustering.

2.ith. Chilly.

27th. Cold and blustering i

28th. More pleasant at i

e, and the ground frozen.

29th. Light showers in the afternoon.

May, 1847. New Moon, 14'> lO''- 15™- A. M.

3

4
5

6

7
8

S 9

10
11

12
13
14
15

S16
17

18
19

20
21

22
S23
24
25
26
27
28
29

S30
31

,9.70 29.71

29.92 29.91

29.74 29.72
n; 3(1.(12

30.(10 311. ti2

29.97,29.92
29.74'29.57

30 29.26

29.57

29.80

29.73

29.70

29.64
29.75

29.67

29.72
29.7829.80
29.8329.85
29.8329.85
29.8829.80
29.88'29.74

29.56^29.51

29.59j29.62

29.7629.75

29.87J29.80
29.79 29

29.81:29

9.S5 29

29.82

29.69
29.89

29.98
311.03

29.88

29.45

29.40

29.75

29.76

29.66

29.79

29.80

29.86

29.88

29.86

29.71

29.53

29.69

29.83
29.85

29.70
29. ss

.8'.) 29. s:

.77 29.0'

29.06

29.81

29.97

29.58
2!l.9

29.90

Means 29.81,29.79 29.81

REDUCED TO SEA LEVEL

Max.
Min.
Mean
Rangt

30.21

29.51

29.99

0.70

30.23 30.24

29.47,29.61

29.96,29.99

0.76 0.63

Mean of month 29.98(

Extreme range 0.77

46.0

42.7

47.7
51.7

53.7

55.7

50.3

50.3

59.7

61.0

63.7

50.0

45.7

44.3

47.0

49.0

52.0

53.0

59.0

56.3

55.3

52.3

59.7

02.3

67.7

62.3

58.3

63.0

64.7

48.7

51.0

N.W.
S'ly

W'ly
N.W.
N'ly

W'ly
N. E.

N. E.

W'ly
S'ly

S'ly

N. E.

N. E.

N. E.

N. E.

N. E.

N. E.

N'ly

N.W.
N. E.

N. E.

S'ly

S.W.

N.W.
E'ly

W'ly
N.W.
N.W.

lE'ly
2lN. E.

2 N. E.

IjS'ly

IS'ly
IS. E'ly

21n. E.

3N. E.

3'N. E.

2'n. E.

N.W.
N. E.

W'ly
W'ly
S.W.
S. E'ly

N. E.

N'ly

S'ly

S'ly

S.W.
N. E.

2 N. E.

2; N.W.
3N. E.

S. E'ly 1 S. W.

67.7

42.7

.54.3

41.0

N. E.

N. E.

N.W.
S'ly

1;N. E.

i|s'iy

1 S'ly

liS. W.

S.W.
S.W.
N'ly

S.W.
N'ly

N. E.

1 S.W.
1 S.W.
1 S. E'ly

IS. E'ly

1 S. E'lv

2;N. E."

N. E'ly VS. W.

N. E.

N. E.

N'ly
Calm
N. E.

S. E'ly 1

IjS'Iy

2S'ly
lis. E'ly 2
2 S. W.
1 N. W.
2 S. W.
2 S. W.
l|W'ly
2N. E.

2JE'ly

1.4 1
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THERMOMETER.

At 6 A.M. At 1 P.M. At 10

April, 1848. New Moon, 3''- b^- SS"- P. M.

1

2
3
4
5

6

7

8

S 9

10
11

12
13
14
15

S16
17

18

19

20
21

22
S23
24
25

26
27
28
29

S30

29.54,29,

30.1130.
30.43i30,

30.46130.

29.8129.
29.8829.
29.7529.
29.7929.
29.8329,

29.7729,
29.7329,
30.0129,
29.57i29,

29.54:29
29.70'29

29.76129

.83129

30.13 30,

76]29.96
13 30.22

4930.49
3429.99
79 29.89

29.75
29.83

29.78

29.71

29.67

29.95

29.68

29.51

57|29.66
6829.71
71 29.75

29.94
29.98

29.88
29.82

29.79|29
29.4329,
29.8629
29.90,29

29.9129
30.19 30
29.88!29,

30.04 29,

29.99

29.97

29.94
29.92

29.89,

29.68

29.52
29.71

29.96

29.92
30.15

30.02

29.87

30.02

Means 29.88, 29. 83J29.87

REDUCED TO SEA LEVEL
Max.
Mill.

Mean
Range

30.6430.67
29.61129.63

30.06|30.01

1.031 1.04

30.67
29.69

30.05

0.98

Mean of month 30.03(

Extreme range 1.06

55
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At 6 At 1 At 10

THEHMOMETER.

At 6 A. U. At 1 P. H. At 10 p.

WEATHER.
(TE-STHS Clocdt.)

June, 1848. New Moon, l'^- ^^- SI"- A. M., and 30*- 5^ 11" P. M.

1

2
3

4
5

6

7
8

9

10
Sll
12
13
14
15

16
17

S1.8

19
20
21
22
23
24

S25
26
27
28
29
30

29.63|29.

29.72:29.

29.65 29.

29.69 29
29.69 29.

29.48*29.

29.63 29.

29.74 29

29.59 29
29.66 29.

29.65 29

29.71 29.

29.62 29.

29.58 29.

29.63 29

29.6129.
29.72 29.

29.7429.
29.75 29.

29.64 29.

29.51 29.

29.64 29.

29.76 29.

29.54 29,

29.76 29,

29.89 29
29.93 29,

29.77 29,

29. 29

;9.22 29

55 29.68

2 29.70

58 29.58

72 29.66

68 29.63

57 29.63

62 29.69

64 29.59

56 29.68

65 29.66

54 29.68

64 29.67

53 29.58

50 29.62

62 29.62

56 29.61

6929.72
72 29.75

71 29.71

62 29.57

51 29.27

70 29.71

62 29.49

,61 29.70
,74 29.68

,91 29.92

,90 29.76

,68 29.75

76 29.81

,72 29

Means 29.66,29.65,29.66

REDUCED TO SEA LEVEL.

Max.
Min.
Mean
Ranee

30.11 30.09 29.99

29.40 29.68 29.45

29.84 29.83^29.84

0.71 0.411 0.54

Mean of month 29.837

Extreme ranee 0.71

50
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BAROMETER. TIIERJIOMETEU.

At 6 A.M. At 1 P.M. At 10 P.

August, 1848. New Moon, 2S^- !>>• 53"- P. M.

1

2
3

4
5

S 6

7
8

9

10
11
12

S13
14
15
16
17
18
19

S20
21
22
23
24
25
26

S27
28

29
30
31

29.51 2;i,

.S4-J'.i,

30.(15 :;o,

29.89 29,

,9.67|29.

,9.6829

29.92 29

30.(111 -'.I

29.99 29,

29.75!29,

29.76]29,

29.99 29

30.0330

29.95J29
30.03 30
29.97

29.84

29.61

29.56

29.81

29.87

29.91

29.95

29.99

30.15 ;30. 11

30.12
29.90|29.76

29.54 29.58

29.73;29.69

29.58,29.54

i;2 29.74

ii2;-Ui.(>3

85,29.84

5929.66
70!29.78
93'29.98

'.17 :-'.ii.iio

91 ;i(i.2l

29.83

29.94
30.03

30.02
30.00

30.00

29.87

29.80

29.87
29.9:

29.84
30.04

Means|29.85,29.83 29.90

REDUCED TO SEA LEVEL,

30.29 30.39

29.6929.73
30.01 '30.08

O.6O! 0.66

Mean of montli 30.040

Extreme range 0.70

Max.
Miu.
Mean
Range

30.33
29.69

30.03

0.64

71.0

72.3

69.0

74.0

67.3

75.0

72.0

70.3

73.3

74.3

72.7

74.7

77.3

77.3

76.3

78.0

78.0

81.0

N.W.
N. \V.

N.W.
S. E.

S. W.
N.W.
N.W.
N.W.
N.W.
S. W.
W'ly
S. W.
S. E'ly

S. E'ly

S. W.
S. W.
S.W.

N.W.
N.W.
S.

S.W.
W'ly
N.W.
N.W.
S.W.
S.W.
W'ly
S.W.
S. E.

S.W.
S.W.
S.W.
S.W.

81.0

67.3

76.2

25.0

N.W.
S. E.

S.W.
S.W.
N.W.
N.W.
N.W.
S.W.
S.W.
S.W.
S.W.
S. E'ly

W'ly
S.W.
S.W.

N. E. IN. E.

7

4
Foggy
10 5

2

2

3

6

5

Shower
2
3
3

Rain

1.2

I'l-evailiug wiuds from some
point botweeu

—

Days.

N. & E 1

E. & S 3

S. & W 9

W. & N 5

8

lO.SIi'r

Clear . .

Vari.alile

Cloudy . .

Rain fell on
(13 days 01

Days.

. 6

5 of a tliuuderstor;

Till 1.. 10th. Very I

nth. V( • Iiot s

li:ili. Vciy liut. Thin fog-cUmds in the even-

i.1th. Very hot. Two light showers in the after-

141h. Frequent showers, with intervals of bright

unsLine between them.
15th. Very fine and very hot.

Ifith and 17th. Very fine.

ISth. Very heavy rain.

15th. Variable.

2l8t to 27lh. Clear.

2Slli. Cloudy, Willi lit'ht l

2:llh, 30tii, and 31st. Fair.

Note.—Tlie entries from the 18lh to the 31st,

inclusive, are taken from the barometric record

of Mr. George Boker, and reduced 1)-1U0 of an inch

—that being found by comparison to be the mean
difference in the readings. Mr. B.'s observations

are made at 9 A. M. aud 3 P. At.

September, 1848. New Moon, 21^- 4'' 27™ A. M.

1

2
S 3

4

6

7

8

9

SIO
11

12
13
14
15
16

S17
18
19
20
21

22
23

S24
25
26
27
28
29
30

29.54 29.50;29.54

29.60 29.58 29.62

29.75129.7429.78

29.79 29.73,29.71

29.76!29.7l',29.68

29.73 29.74 29.79

29.8ll29.85
29.80'29.78

29.70 29.69

29.85 29.83 29.87
29.89'29.82'29.78

29.76'29.82'29.9&

29.81

29.91

29.74

30.07

30.06

29.39

29.60

29.80

29.54
29.99

29.84

29.69

29.7

29.69

29.65

29.74

29.74
29.86

29.48
29.62

29.70

30.0230.10
29.9529.78
29.2329.43
29.60i29.68

29.76

29.67
29.95

29.74

29.69

29.68

29.65

29.63

29.73

29.74

29.74
29.44

29.60

29.73

29.71

29.84
29.92
29.65

29.78

29.67

29.66

29.71

29.67

29.88

29.59

29.57

29.65

29.79

Means 29.74 29.71 29.74

REDUCED TO SEA LEVEL
30.25130.20 30.28
29. 57' 29.41 29. (il

Max.
Min.
Mean
Range

Mean of month 29.910
Extreme rantre 0.87

72.7

68.7

67.3

69.7

70.7

70.0

59.0

61.3

65.0

62.3

68.3

59.7

50.3

53.0

64.0

51.0

53.7

59.7

59.7

66.7

61.7

49.3

45.3

55.7

60.7

.50.7

43.3

48.7
58.3

67.7

At 6 A. M.

W'ly
N.W.
N'ly

N.W.

W'ly
N.W.
N.W.
N.W.
N.W.
N'lv

N.W.
N.W.
S'ly

N. E'ly 1

S'ly 1

N'ly

N'ly

N'ly
S.W.
N. W.
N.W.
N'ly

N.W.
S.W.
N'ly

N'ly

N. VV.

W'ly
W'ly
N.W.
N.W.
N. K'ly 1

S. W. 1

S. W. 1

1.1

59.7

49.0

N. E'ly 2

N. E'ly

S.W.
N'ly

N.W.
E'ly

S.W.
N.W.
S. E'ly

S. E.

S.W.
N'ly

N'ly

W'ly
S.W.
N.W.
N. E.

W'ly
S.W.

N.W.
N.W.
N.W.
N.W.
N.W.
N.W.
N.W.
Sly
S'ly

S'ly

S.W.

N. E.

S. E'ly 3

N.W.
N. W.
N. W.
N.W.
N.W.
S.W.
N'ly
N'ly

N.W.
N.W.
S.W.
N.W.
N. E.

W'ly
S.W.
S.W.

1.1

1.3

Days.

, 6

Prevailing winds fr

point between

—

N. & E. ...
E. & S 2

S. &W t

W. & N 1(

3

2

5

9

6

10
Foggy
10

Misty

Rain

8

Rain

Rain
2

2

10

10
. 5

Shower

10
5

10
3

3

9

8

10

6

9

3

6

1

10

10
8

Ist. Fine. Light shower :

2d, 3d, and llh. Very fine

fith. Fit

Clear .

Variable
Clou.lv .

ll.iiii fell (

: ;!"

..h, 7th, and 8th. Very line.

0th. Very fine. Sprinkling of rain at C> and 9

P. M.
loth. Cloudy all day. Clear in the evening.

nth. Very pleasant.

12th. Variable. Dashes of rain from the N.W
Became very cool in the afternoon, with heav;

Clear in the evening. Total eclipse e

the 1 I observed.
13th. Very cool. Evening very clear.

14th. Appearances of storm in the eveni

occasional rain.

l.^th. Occasional light rain in morniug.

clear in the evening.
16th and 17th. Pleasant.
ISth. Rain.
19th. Fine.
20th. Mist, and appearances of rain In tl

iug.

2l.st. Pleasant.
22d. Very line.

23d. Very line, but cool for the season.

21lh. Very fine.

2.^th Pleasant.
20th. Fine.
27th. Very flne. Frost in some places

vicinity.

2Sth. First appearance of white frost

College yard. Air dry, and frost not copi

2!llh. Mild, with appearances of rain.

301h. Variable. Very warm.
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THERMOMETER. WINDS.
(Direction and Force.)

At 6 A. M. At 1 p. M. At 10 P. M

WEATHER.
(Tenths Cloudv.) Rain A

Snow
Inches op
Water,

October, 1848. New Moon, SG*- 9" SS-"- P. M.

s 1

3

4
5

G

7

8

9

10
11

1:2

13
14

S15
16
17

18

19

20
21

S22
23
24

27
28

S29
30
31

29.93 29. 97|30.01

30.19 30.19 30.24

ill. 23 30.19 30.08

1'.}.'.)^, 29. S9 29.84

29.87 29.88 29.94

30.11 30.04 30.13

30.13 30.00 29.91

;9.81 29.79.30.08

30.12 30.01 29.88

29.09 29. «3 29.79
29.'.i.''i 29.92 29.90

29.s:i 29.7'! 29.92

30.OS 30.04 30.02

29.97 29.80, 29. G7

29.6ll29.64 29.7G

29.75'29. 65 29.63

29.6529.63 29.64

29.61;29.55 29.35

29.27,29.24 29.39

29.48 29.44 29.57

29.67 29.59 29.66

29.67 29.60 29.63

29.69 29.56 29.7'.:

2!). 74 29.6229.55
29.7s 29.76,29.83
29.8ll|29.81'29.68

29.54,29.49 29.51

29.68^29.64 29.63

29.6029.58 29.59

29.67 29.60 29.54

29.58i29.57 29.60

Means 29.80,29.74 29.76 46.0

REDUCED TO SEA LEVEL

Max.
Min.
Mean
Rauffe

30.41 '30.37 30.42

29.45J29.42 29.53

29.98|29.92 29.94

0.96 0.95! 0.89

Mean of month 29.94"

Extreme range 1.00

67.3

53.0

52.3

.54.3

58.3

53.0

,54.7

54.3

45.3

52.0

42.7

49.0

42.7

42.3

51.0

56.7

66.0

59.3

54.7

50.7

45.3

42.3

42.7
50.0

49.0

44.0

43.3

44.0

57.3

59.7

56.0

S. W.
N. E.

N. E.

N'ly
N. W.
N. W.
N.W.
W'ly
N.W.

1

2 N. E.

N. E.

N'ly

N.W.
N. E.

S'ly

llN. W.
l|E'ly

S. W'ly2iW'ly
N.W. i;n. w.
N.W.
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TIIERMOMETEU. WINDS.
(Direction and Foiicii.)

Sunrise. At 1 P. h. At 10 p. m

WHATIIUU.
(Tenths Cloubt.)

Snow in

Water.

February, 1849. New Moon, 22* 8" 21'"- A. M.

9

10
Sll
12
13
14
15

IG
17

SIS
19
20
21

22
23
34

S25
2fi

27
28

30.00 29.60 29.69

29.73 29.(32 29. .'57

29..'iy 29.83 30.01

30.05 29.S4 29.84

9.f;5 29.57 29. «8

39.75 29. 7i; 29.03

29. (J5 29.IJ() 29.99

30.03 29.91 29.52

29.31 29.40 29.59

29.90 29.89 29.83

29.65 29.59 29.74

29.72 29.63,29.56

29.75 29.69,29.81

29.82 29.79 29.79

29.83 29.80 29.82

29.89 29.85 29.

29.88 29.84 29.86

29.90 29.89 30.03

30.31 30.30 30.4

30.55 30.47 30.43

30.46 30.45 30.49

30.47 30.35 30.34

30.17 30.15 30.14

30.11 30.05 29.89

29.92 29.92 30.04

30.16 30.20 30.32

30.47 30.51 30.57

30.46 30.53 30.40

Means 29.97 29.93.29.96

REDUCED TO SEA LEVEL.

Mas.
Min.
Mean

30.73 30.71 30.75
29.49'29.58'29.70

30.15'30.11!30.14

Range 1.24' 1.13i 1.05

Mean of month 30.133

Extreme range 1.

31.0

33.3

25.0

25.0

29.7

22.3

17.0

18.3

17.7
14.3

33.3

10.0

11.3

16.0

8.3

6.7

11.7

12.3

6.7

14.7

25.7

28.3

31.0

35.0

34.3

34.7

33.7

34.0

N'ly
W'ly
W'ly
N. W.
N. E.

N'ly

N. W.
N. W.
S. W.
N. W.
s. w.
N. E.

N. W.
N. W.
N.W.
N. W.
N'ly

N'ly

N.W.
N.W.
N. E.

N. E.

N. E.

N'ly

E'ly

N. E.

N. E.

N. E.

IN. E.

34.0

6.7

34 27.3

22.4

46.0

W'ly
N.W.
W'ly
N. E.

E'ly

N.W.
IS. W.
2; W'ly
IJN. W.
liW'ly
2 N. E.

i1n. W.
llN.W.
1 N.W.
iIn. w.
2 N'ly

3 N'ly

IN. W.
IjN. E.

IN. E.

i!n. e.

BIN. E.

i|n. e.

2; E'ly

3 N. E.

2N. E.

iIn. e.

1 W'ly
l|W'ly
3:N. W.
2 S. W.
1 N'ly

IN. E.

1 N.W.
2S. W.
2 N.W.
2 W'ly
iIn. E.

3iN. E.

llN. W.
llN. W.
iIn. w.
i!n. w.
2;N.W'ly3
2'n. W
N.W.
N. E.

N. E.

N. E.

N. E.

N. E.

N. E'ly

N. E.

N. E.

1.5 1.6

1.6

Prevailin.fl: winds from sonio

point botwoou— Diiys.

N. & E 14

E. & S
S. & W 1

W. cSt N 13

10
10
2

Snow
5

2

10
10

3
10

2

10
10

5

10
10
10

10
10
10
10

Snow
10

6

Snow
2

10
10

10

10
10

Snow
Snow
10
10

5.5

10
5

5

Hazy
Snow

Snow
4
10
10

19

5

10
10
10

10
M't, an

Miaty
Snow
Misty

6.2

Day».

. 7Clear .

Variable
Cloudy .

Rain or snow fell on 10
:1

iHt. Began to snow from 7 to 8 A. M., and snowfcl

very fust till 11 or 12 o'clock, the snow growinn

qnilo damp, and lining suvon oroight inches dcop.

Scarcely sny wind, liiit vanes pointing E'ly.

2il. Hogan to snow moderately from 9 to 10 A.M.,

and c.MilijiiK'd (III 1 1'. M.
:t,l, ri.'iiha.it.

11(1. rhsis;iiit. Bright corona aronnd the moon
III !i 1', M , uC lirilliaut prismatic colors.

.'ith. H'.gan (o snow moderately about 6 A. M.,

and conlunied till •! to 3 I'. M.
0th. Light snow floating in the air during the

day. Light fall of snow In the evening.

7lh. Eino.

Kth. Began to snow moderately from 7 to 8 P.M.
Barometer falling pretty fast.

llth. An inch of fresh snow on the ground this

morning. Grew cold towards night, with the wind
very severe.

loth. Cold. Appearances of snow in the even-

ing.

llth. Very mild In (he morning Wind changed

to N K. from 3 to 4 I'. M., and grew cooler imme-
diately.

12th. Began to snow from noon to 1 P. M., and
ceased from 7 to 8 P. M. At D P. M., the sky was
finite cleared, but clouded over before 11 P. M.

The wind piercing and cold.

l.'Jth. Fine.
1 nil. Flurry of snow in the evening for a short

timo.
l.'ilh. Fine.
Kith. At sunrise, thor. 1° below zero ; at 8 A. M.,

it Blood at zero ; wind very light, and morning
pleasant. Aurora in the evening.

17th. Flurry of snow from 6 to 6 P. M. Clear

before midnight.
IHlh. Raw and cold.

I'.ith. Fine, but cold. Aurora quite brilliant.

2ttth. Very raw and cold to the feelings.

21st. Very mild.
22d. Appearance of storm in the evening.

2;id. Evening very mild and very clear.

2Uh. Very mild.
2.'Jth. Began to snow gently from 11 to 12 A. M.;

:ontinued tlirough the day, with some mist.

2t;tli. Snow and mist ; the snow molting as it

'ell, and small in amount.
27th. Flurry of snow at 10 P. M.
2hth. Air full of snow in the morning. Mist in

March, 1849. New Moon, 24''- 8'' St"- A. M.

1

2
3

4
5

6

7
8

9

10

Sll
12
13
14
15

16

17

S18
19

20
21

22
23

24
S'25

26
27

28

29

30
31

30.19

30.11

30.12

30.32
30.33

30.36

29.94
29.63

29.64
9.47

29.99

30.09

30.10

30.29

30.29

30.29

29.72

29.57
29.51129. 53
•29. 37-29.41

129.4(12:

•29.59,29.69 29.74
29.72r29.75'^29.80

29. 96'30.02 30.10

30.02
30.11

30.19

30.32
30.30

30.18

29.62

29.68

29. 98129.73

29.69j'29.71

29.51 '29.67

29.62J 29.79
30.0ii,:i(i.((8

30.04

29.70
29.69

29.68
'29.91

30.05

6i29.4

29.50 29.83 30.14

30.31J30.31 30.2(

30.^22 30.09 30.12
?0.02 2il.92 29.77

29.77|29.76/29.77
29.73^29. 68 29.65

29.54
29.85

29.77

29.69

Means 29.87 29.83 29.85

REDUCED #) SEA LEVEL.

Max.
Min.
Mean
Range

30.50

29.43

30.03

1.07

Mean of month 30.030

Extreme range 1.11

30.54
29.55

30.05

0.89

30.49

29.55

30.01

0.94

At 1 At 10 Daily

40.0
30.0

28.0

24.7

25.3

32.3

34.0

33.3

30.7

29.3

32.3

36.3

41.3

35.3

36.3

37.3

45.0

38.7

31.7

44.0

50.0

39.3

34.0

43.3
46.0

36.0

34.7

40.7

43.7

45.7

50.7

Sunr At 1 I'.

S. W. 1

N. E. 2

N. E. 2

N'ly 1

N. E. 1

N. E'ly 1

S. E. 2

N.W.
N.W.
N.W.
N.W.
N.W.
W'ly
N. E.

E'ly

N.

N.

N.W.
N.W.
S. W.
S'ly

N.W.
N. E.

S'ly

S. E'ly 1

N. E'ly 1

N. E'ly '2

N. E. 3i
N. E. 2

N. E.

N'ly

50.7

23 24.7

S. W.
N. E.

N. E.

N. E.

N. E.

E'ly

S. E.

N.W.
N.W.
N.W.
N.W.
N.W.
s. w.
S.E.

AtlOp.l

S. E'ly 2 E'ly

N.W. 1 N. W.

1.5

1 N.W.
2N. E.

2N. E.

2:N. E.

2'N. E.

2, E'ly

2 N. W.
3N. W.
3! N.W.
3! N.W.
2 N. W.
2 N. W.
2 S. W.
2,E'ly

S. W.
N.W.
N.W.
S. W.

3 S. W.
UN. W.
3'N. W.
33. W.

S. W'ly4;S. W'ly2
N.W. 2jN. W.

'

S'ly 2 S. E'ly 1

S'ly 2S'ly 1

S. E'ly 2 S. E'ly 3

N. K'ly IN. E'ly 1

N. E. 3 N. E. 3i
2 N. E. 2

2;n. E. 2

2lN. E'ly 1

liN. W. 1

N. E.

N. E.

N'ly

N.W.

10
2

10

3

Sprinl'g

6

3
10
10
10

5

Rain
R'n, sn.

8
10

Rain
Misty
Rain
Misty
Rain
10

2.2 1.5

1.7

Prevailing winds from some
point between

—

Days.

N. & E 12

E. & S 4

S. & W 5

W. & N 1(1

10

7

10
5

2
Rain

2

4
10
Misty
10
2

10

5

Rain
1

4
6

10

Rain
Rain
Misty
Rain
10
9

6.2

10
3

10
Kain

10

Rain
Rain

10

Misty
R'n, h'l

Misty
Misty
Misty
10

3.12

nlng

Appearances of storm
" iuing very dimly thr

) clouds.

ugh deep haze thick

-

3d. Appearances of storm In the evening.

4th. Pleasant.
5th. Very fine.

6th. Appearances of storm in the evening.

7th. Rain very moderate and light during most
of the day. Wind came to N.W. from 7 to 8 P.M.,

and at 11 P. M. quite clear.

8th. Fine. Large eclipse of the moon : began at

6 h. 40 m. l.'5s. P. M., moan solar time; ended at

Oh. 40m. 20b. p. M.; duration, 3 h. 5 s. Clear.

9th and 10th. Very fine.

lllh. Very flnc; nearly without a cl

l'2ili. Fine. Appearances of 1

l:illi Ihi I th(

I evening.

Clear . . .

Variable . .

Clondy . . .

Kain or snow fc

1 of storm.
I.'.ih. (!. Kiin to rain about 3 P. M , and rained

ralli.r l.ii,«l<ly till 7 P.M., with wind light at

Iv S i;, n.'arly.

li;t|i ('li.iiigeahlo. Thick fog at 6 P. M.
!7lh. Very mild and spring-like.

Lsih. Pleasant. Aurora in the evening, quite

brifilit, but no streamers.
19th. Verychllly to the feelings. Evening Sno
20th. Began to sprinkle at 10 P. M
2lst. Rained quite moderately in the morning

wind pretly heavy at about S. S. W. In the afler-

noon, the rain increased. In the evening, rain

and wind both heavy. At 10 P. M., wind began

t" lull, and rain slackened. Barometer at 29.3J,

without any indications of rising.

2'2d. At sunrise, therm. 34°, barom. 29 58 and
rising. At 9 A. M., barom. 29.77. Day and even-

ing very line.

ii.i. Fine.
2 (til. Very mild.

2.'Mh. Mist during the afternoon.

2()lh. Ruin and mist during the day ; wind light

at a little .N. of E. Rain and hail in the evening.

27lh. At sunrise, the ground partly covered

with snow. Heavy storm in the afternoon and
evening. Amount of rain moderate.

2^(li. Heavy rain in the morning.
•Snh. Ilaln and mist, by turns, all day.
;t(itli. Occasional rain and mist. Between noon

and 1 P. .M., Ihesun was discernible, but showery
in afternoon. In Ilie evening, occasional glimpses
of the Stan

31s Weather mild, and evening clear.
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BAROMETER,
EEurcEli TO 32^ F.
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DAYS.
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THERMOMETER.

rise. At 1 P.

December, 1849. New Moon, U* lOi" 30™ A. M.

3

4
5

6

7

8

S 9

10
11

12
13
14
15

S16
17
18
19
20
21

22
S23
24
25

26
27
28
29

S30
31

29.45129.

29.92,30.

29.S«29
29.68129.

29.59J29
i9.53 29

29.77
30.08

29.97

29.69

29.79

30.14

30.07

29.83

30.19

29.99
29.64

30.05

30.33

29.73
29.67

29.80

29.20

29.53

29.31

30.10

29.88

30.13

29.94
29.86

29.85

39 29.58

15 30.13

66 29.5

70 29.66

49 29.55

40,29.52
80 29.92
90 29.99

86 29.59

,70 29. 7(

,81 30.02

2130.14
,97'S

,78 29.85

.08|30.14

.80,29.59

.69 29.87

.05 30.19

.21i29.93

.57,29.41

.78 29.94

.4128.85

.39 29.51

39 29.28

.39 29.65

01 29.91

87 29.95

17 30.09

.71,29.58

.91 29.98

.86 30.00

Means 29.83 29.78,29.78

REDUCED TO SEA LEVEL.

Max.
Min.
Mean
Rangt

30.51

29.38

30.01

1.13

30.39

29.57

29.96

0.82

30.37

29.03

29.96

1.34

Mean of montli 29.977
Extreme range 1.4S

27.6

39.0

24.0

41.0
34.0

36.3

36.3

27.0

28.0

27.7

30.3

2S.0

21.3

29.0

31.0

33.0

43.0
39.0

26.3

30.0

49.3

35.3

35.3

32.7

34.0

17.7

15.3

26.7

27.7

34.0

27.0

20.7

S. W.
N. W.
N. E.

N. W.
W.
W'ly
N. W.
N.W.
N. W.
W.
N.W.
N.W. 2
W N.W 1

N.W. 1

N. E. 1

S. E. 1

W'ly 1

N.W. 1

N. E'ly 1

49.3

15.3

31.2

48.0

1 N. W.
3|N. W.
3|N. E.

N.W.
S. W.
W.byS
N.W.
N.W.
N'ly

W'ly
N.W.
N.W.
WNW
E'ly

N. E.

S. E.

N.W.
N.W.
S. E.

iS'ly

N.W.
N. E.

N.W.
N. E.

N.W'lyl
N.W. 2
N.W. 1

N.W. 1

N. E. 1

N.W. 1

N. E. 2

IS'ly
2 N.W.
llE'ly

3|W'Iy
E'ly

N.W.
N.W.
N.W.
N.W.
Calm
N.W.
N.W.

1.5 1.8

N.W.
N. E.

N. E.

N.W.
N.W.
N.W.
N.W.
N.W.
N. E.

N. E.

N.W.
N.W.
W'ly
N. E.

N. E.

S'ly

N. W.
N.W.
S. E'ly 3

s.w.
N.W.
S.W.
W'ly
N'ly

N.W.
W'ly
N.W
W'ly
W'ly
N.W,
N.W

1.6

1.6

Prevailing winds from some
point between

—

Days,

N. & E 6

E. & S 2

S. &W 2

W. & N 21

4
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DATS.
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DAYS. -
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BAKI1METER, THERMOMETER.

At 6 A. M. At 2 P. M. At 10 P. M

August, 1851. New Moon, 26*- S''- 12™- P. M.

9

sio
11

12
13
14
15
16

S17
18
19
20
21
22
23

S24
25

26
27
28

29
30

S31

29.95

29.88
29.90

29.99

29.93

29.95

29.88

29.79

29.78

29.74
29.83

29.79
29.84

29.67

29.70

29.73

29.77

29.73

29.93

29.99

29.94

29.84
29.65

29.64

29.92

29.84
29.89

29.99

29.90

29.82
29.79

29.67

29.77

29.75

29.78

29.76

29.72

29.76

29.75

29.76
29.90

29.94
29.92
29.74
29.61

29.67

29.67

29.49129.57
29.98'29.95

30.06J30.03
30.0630.06
30.02 29.98

i29.94!29.90

29.90

29.88

29.95
29.92
29.92
29.91

29.77

29.83
29.68

29.79

29.77

29.83

29.77
29.65

29.72
29.78
29.69

29.85

29.95

29.88

29.95

29.68

29.65

29.72

29.53

29.84
30.01

30.05

30.03

29.96

29.96

Means|29.85l29.82|29.83

REDUCED TO SE.\ LEVEL.

61.7

66.7

69.7

65.7

68.0

73.3

75.7

72.0

67.7

66.7

70.0

74.7

71.7

66.3

60.7

62.0

63.3

65.0

65.7

73.7

75.7

74.0

60.3

58.7

64.7

64.7

66.7

72.3

N. E.

N. W.
s. w.
s. w.
N'ly

N. W.
S. W.
S. W.
s.w.
N. W.
N. W.
S. W'ly
S.W.
N.W.
N. W.
N.W.
W'ly
N'lv

N. "W.

N.W.
E'ly

S. E'ly

W'ly

N.W.
N.W.
W.
w.
N.W.
N.W.
S.W.

2lN. E. 2
S. W'ly 2

S. E.

S.W.
s.w.

S.W. 3

N. W. 2

S. W. 2

N.W. 2
S. E'ly 2

IjS.W. 2

2 S. W. 2

W'ly
N.W.

W'ly 2
N.W'lyl
N.W. 1

S. E. 1

S'ly 2

S. W'lr4
W'ly
S.W.
S.W.
N.W.
N.W.
S.W.
N.W.
S.W.
S.W.

M.ax.

Min.
Mean
Range

30.24:30.24130.23

29.67,29.75 29.71

30.0229.99 30.00

0.57! 0.49 0.52

Mean of month 30.003

Extreme range 0.5

75.7

58.7

67.7

33.0

1.7 2.0

N. E.

W.
S'ly

N. E.

S.W.
W'ly
S.W.
N.W.
W'ly
N.W.
S.W.
S.W.
S.W.
N.W.
N.W.
N.W.
Calm
N'ly

N.W.
S'ly

W'ly
W.
W'ly
N.W.
S. W'lyl
W'ly '

N.W,
S.W.
N.W.
S.W.
S.W.

1.5

1.7

Prevailing winds from some
point between— Days.

N. & E 1

E. & S 3

S. & W 14

W. & N 13

10
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BAHOMETEE, THERMOMETER.

Sunrise. At 2 p. M. At 10 p. M

Rai.n Axr
S.MlW IS

lsrHK.s 01

Water

December, 1851. New Moon, 22*- lO""- 26°'- A. M.

S 7

8

9

10
11

12
13

S14
15

IG

17
18

10
20

S21
22
23
24
25
26
27

S28
29
30
31

29.7629
29.6229.
29.52'29

6629.
29.99,30,

30.34 30.

30.24 30
29.86 29
29.76-29

29.4029.
29.64129

29.83|29

29.54129

29.9o|29.

29.65:29

29.4029
29.76

29.64
29.60

29.35

29.91

30.11

29.80

30.03

29.64
30.06

30.48

30.09

29.79

3o!oiJ29,

29.89,29

29.63

29.46

29.64
29.84
30.22

30.33
30.01

29.52

29.87

29.36

29.79

29.51

29.62

29.74

39t29.32
29.75

29.

29.60
29.44

30.05

29.94
30.05

29.62
29.94
30.32

30.33

29.79
29.95

29.88

29.51

Means 29.8l|29.77 29.79

REDUCED TO SEA LEVEL.

29.49 29.50

29.95,29.97

1.12 1.01

Max.
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THBRMOMETEK. WBATIIEK.
(Tenths Clodut.)

June, 1852. New Moon, W^- 11''- 39-"- A. M.

29.62

29.57
29.37

lin.()2

29.95 29.!

30.(11 30.

1

30. ii; 30.:

30.15 30.:

29.92 29.!

.73 29.'

.73:29.1

29.6029.1

29.6129.1

29.6229.1
29.64'29.'

29.59|29.,

no' 29.

29.67

29.54

29.65

29.64

29.43

29.64
29.4;

29.75

29.85

29.79

29.76

Means;29.72;29.58 29.71

REDUCED TO SEA LEVEL.

30.32 30.33

29.5l'29.55

29.86129.89

0.81 0.78

Max.
Miu.
Mean

Mean of month 29.883

Extreme range 0.83

V. 2WbyN
N. W. 1 W.byN.
N.W'lylN. W.
N. E. I'S. W.
N. W. IJS.

S. W. 2S. W.
S.W'lyliS. S. E.

S. W'ly2S. W.
N. W. 2W'ly
S. W. 2|S. E'ly

W. 2|n. W.
W. IjW.
V. I'S. w.
V. I'S. w.
W. IS. w.
y. 2,s.w.

25.7

67.7

44.5

1.5 2.1

1.7

Prevailing winds from some
point between

—

Days.

N. & E
E. & S 3

S. &W 15

W. & N 12
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DAYS.
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THERMOMETER.

Sunrise. At 2 p.

Snow in
iNCIIRHOr
Watbr.

February, 1854. New Moon, 26* 11" SI"- P. M.

3
4

S 5

6

7

8

9

10
11

S12
13
14
15

16

17
18

S19
20
21

22
23
24
25

S26
27
28

29. ;» 29

29.41 29

1.64 29

29.98
30.15

29.84
30.25

0.04

29.18 29,

29.56

30.03

30.26

30.20

83

29.74
29.73
29.99

30.04
29.72
30.05

29.57

29.81

29.43

30.00
30.32
30.19

29.31

30.38

29 29.34
:'.S 29.4^<

72 29.85

03 30.14
03 29.69

03 30.2-J

24 30. IS

74 29.29

44 29.4S

54 29.85

07 30.18

19 30.23

00 29.83

81'29.S2

. 29.66

7029.78
99'30.09

8729.73
83 30.03

. |29.76

5729.76
65'29.50

45 29.88
95 30.01

44 30.47

88 29.30

.67 30.15

35 30.18

Means 29.86 29.84 29.85

REDUCED TO SE.i LEVEL.

Max.
Min.
Mean
Range

30.56 30.62 30.65

29.36 29.47 29.47

30.04 30.02 30.03

1.20 1.15; 1.18

Mean of month
Extreme range

30.030
1.29

34
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BAROMETEK, THERMOMETER.

San- At 2 At 101 Daily Sunrite. At 2 P. M. At 10 p. M,

April, 1854. New Moon, 21'^- !' G"- A. M.

1

2

3
4
5

6

7

8

9

10
11

12
13
14
15

S16
17
18
19

20
21
22

S23
24
25
26
27
28
29

S30

29.54'29.

29.77:29.

30.39|30.

30.28 30.

30.10!30.

.84'29.

29.54 29

30.26

9.78

29.57
29.51

29.98

.91

30.28

29.95:29

29.82 29

29.80

29.56

29.76

29.59

29.76
29.83

29.49 29

29.74 29

29.64
29.52

29.38

29.73
30.06 30
29.86 29,

29.53

30.17

30.34
30.16
29.92

29.50

30.13

29.89

29.70
29.42

29.87

29.97
30.11

30.13

29.7:

2S.84
29.52

29.70
29.63

29.66
29.82
29.55

29.77
29.68

29.69

29.36

29.58

30.03

29.95

29.72

Means 29.81 29.76 29.80

REDUCED TO SEA LEVEL

Max.
Min.
Mean
Range

3O.57i3O.56;30.52

29.56 29.42 29.54

29.99,29.94 29.98

1.01| 1.14| 0.98

Mean of mouth 29.970
Extreme range 1.15

39
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THEKMOMIi'l'ER.

At 1 P.M. At 10 P,

February, 1855. New Moon, 16* l^' 40™- P. M.

10
Sll
12

i;!

i-t

15

16
17

S18
19

20
21

22
23
24

S25
21)

27
28

29.43

29.70
iii.oii :io.

29. (12 29.

29.4(1 29.

29.74 2.9.

29.91 29.

29.97 ;iO.

30.19 :i(i.

2'.i.(il 29.

29.44 29.

29.53 29.

29.50 29.

29.52 29.

29.tj2 29.

29. St; 29.

9.87 29.

29.66 29.

29.82 29

29.67 29,

29.42 29,

29.51 29,

29.96 30
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THERMOMETER. WINDS.
(ClUECTlON AND FORCE.)

October, 1855. New Moon, lO*- 10'' 18™- P. M.

10

u
1:2

13

S14
15

l(i

17

18

19

20
S21
22
23
24
25
26
27

S28
29

30
31

29.75
29.56

29.46

9.38

29. 5i;

29.i;8

.'I. lie

29.97 29.

>

9.11.'') 29.;

9.^)4 29.:
' 29.

29.91 29.

3 29.

29.86 29.

29.93 29.

29.66 29.

29.581 .,

29.70,29,

29.63'29,

29.44'29,

29.8929,

29.64 29

29.1729
29.82 29

29.74 29,

30.16 30

6829.61
5229.42
3029.39
33|29.37
64 29.75
.'-,2 29.38

64 29.77

:i2 :n'.i

,'•6 29.'

r,s 29.r,3

7 29.70

74 29.6'.:

74 2!l.79

76 29.86

i>6 29.

7629.83
85 29.89

96 29.79

57 29.57

,. 129.64

,69,29.75

,
3929.38
,52 29.77

,88 29.80

.50 29.58

.17 29.65

.85 29.

67 29.97

15 30.11

Means|29.7i;29.67. 29.72

REDUCED TO SEA LEVEL,

Max.
Min.
Mean
Radge

30.34 30.33 30.29

29. 35'29.35 29.55

29.8929.85 29.90

0.991 0.98i 0.74

Mean of month 29.880

Extreme range 0.99

62.7

66.3

66.0

60.0

62.7

67.3

50.3

48.3

52.7
55.0

54.7

58.0

51.0

47.7

47.3

52.3

43.0

48.0

53.3

59.3

57.0

46.7

50.3

44.7
42.3

45.3

42.3

40.3

49.3

43.0

S. E.

S. E.

Sly
N. W.
N. W.
S. W'ly
N. W.
N. W.
N. W.
s. w.
N'ly

S. E'ly

S. W.
E'ly

W'ly
N. W.
N. W.
N. W.
N. W.
S'ly

N. E'ly

S'ly

V.W.
N. E.

S. W.
W'ly
S. W.
N. E.

N. \V.

S. W.
N. W.

67.3

40.3

27.0

S. E.

S. E.

S'ly

W'ly
N. W.
S'lv

N. W.
N. W.
S. W.
S. W'lv
S'ly

S. E.

s. w,
S. E'ly

N.W'ly
N. W.
N. W.
S. W.
S'ly

S'ly

N. E.

N. W.
N. E.

N. W.
N byW.
S. W.
N. W.
N. W.
S. W.
S. W.

1.3

E'ly 3

S. E'ly 2

S'ly 1

N. E'ly 1

N. W. 1

S. W'ly 2

N. W. 1

S. W'ly 1

S. W. 1

N. E. 1

E'ly 1

E'ly 2

2'S. W. 2

2 N. E. 2

IS. W'ly 1

3;N.W.
2 N. W.
1 N. W.
2 S'ly

E'ly

N. E
S'ly

N'ly

2|S. E'ly 1

2 N. W.
"

I'S. W.
3IN. w.
2 N. W.
2'S. W.
2'S. W.
lis. W.

1.8 1.3

1.5

52.4

41.0

Prevailing winds from some
point between

—

Days.

N. & E 2

E. & S 5

S. & W 12

W. & N 12

10
Rain
10

9

5

7

8

5

5

10
10

2

2

10
10
10
3

Misty
10

6

Rain

5

Spriu'li

Rain

3

5.3

2

1

3

10
10

Rain
3

3

7
Sprin'le

10

Rain
Misty

S

Rain
10

Rain

7

Sprin'le

2

Rain
3

3

Foggy
Rain
10

10
Sprin'h

Misty

6

2

4.9

Ist. wind S. E'ly in morning, wltli

sprinliling of rain. Wind more E'ly i

ing, witii sprinkling.

Ud. Rain and mist through the day,

rain in the night.

:)d. Cloudy for the most part, with

Sprinliling of

aiu iu evening.

Clear . .

Variable
Cloudy . .

Rain fell on

4lh. Pleasant in the m
i-aiii from 1 to 2 P. M. Mu

5th. Pleasant.
tith. Cloudy in morning,

from 4 to 5 P. M. Rain in

7lh. Very flue

Sih and 9th. Pleasant.

lOlh. Pleasant. Evening very clear and cool.

nih. Pleasaut.
12lh, Cloudy tor the most part, with indications

of rain.

Kith. Pleasant.
14th. Light showers in the morning, and agam

in the evening.
l.-ith. Pleasant.
16lh. Very fine.

17th. Very fine; evening cloudless.

ISth. Very Bne.

19th. Very mild and pleasant.

2iHh. Cloudy; air damp. Began to rain at S

P M
21st. Cloudy, with occasional mist. Air mild.

22d. Cloudy, with occasional mist.

23d. Pleasant in the morning. Sprinkling of

rain iu the evening.
24th. Heavy showers at intervals. I neglected

to record the quantity of rain that fell this day,

and am indebted to Z. Allen, Esq., for supplying

the omission.
2ath. Quite cool. Evening splendid.

2lJth. Pleasant.
27lh. Pleasant. Evening flue.

2Sth. Variable and blustering. Thundershower
from S to 9 A. M.; then sunsliine, followed by
clouds and sprinkling of rain. Evening cool and
clear. At 10 P. M. , barometer stood at 29.20, being

the lowest for the mouth.
29th. Very flno.

.30th. Pleasant.
3l8t. Very fine. Up to the close of this month,

there has been no frost on College Hill to inj
--

the most delicate plants.

November, 1855. New Moon, 9^ 2'' 24™ P. M.

3

S 4
5

6

7

8

9

10
Sll
12
13
14
15

16
17

S18
19

20
21
22
23
24

S25
26
27
28
29
30

30.01 29.79 29.75

9.73 29.76 29.92

29.96 29.98 29.97

29. 98129.99 30.11

30.1630.15 30.16

30.1130.0230.01
29.99 29.9i;29.88

29.86

30.10

30.24
30.07

30.13

29.86

29.99

29.96

29.67

29.9

29.69

29.83

30.07

29.99
29.6'

29.96

29.50

30.07
29.39

29.62
29.2'

29.24

29.81i30.00

30.09 30.22

30.13:30.11

30.09 30.13

30.06|29.92
29.8729.97
29.94 29.95

29.92 29.86
29.44*29.61

29.98[29.84
,9.75'29.79

29.8229.95
30.0830.11
29.66'29.54

30.09

29.53

29.55

29.16

29.37

29.98

29.49

29.39

29.40

Means 29.86|29.85'29.S'

REDUCED TO SEA LEVEL.

Max.
Min.
Mean
Range

30.40
29.55

30.05

30.42 30.31

29.42|29.34
30.0430.03
1.00|

0.97_J).85

Mean of month 30.040

Extreme range 1.08

42

50
46
32
32
27
25

35

20
43
23
50
38

40
;
37

47 ...

37 29

38.0' 47.6 40.5

53
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THERMOMKTEK.

Sunrise. AH p. h. At 10 p. m

Rain and
Snow in

INCHKSOF
Watek.

February, 1857. New Moon, 24*- 4'' SO"- A. M.

ll!

13

14
S15

ii;

17

IS
i;i

20
21

S23
23
24

G2 29.60 2ft. 62

6f)2!l.ca 29.94

13,30.20130.29

11 29.96 30.07

l-:;o.20 30.21

JO :;(i.l5'30.53

21 :;0.15 30.07

93 29.85 29

m :'.0.17|30.30

19 29.95,30.26

41 :10.39 30.58
,sii 30.77 30.66

,33^30.09 30.08

.17 30.25 30.25

.06|29.98;29.99

.99 29.96 29.97

.94 29.87 29.

.7'.! 29.76 29.78

.i;.-. 2:1.77 29.96

.14:i0.09'29.84

..-i4 29.5529.86

.01129.91 29.86

.76 29.67 29.82

.89129.82 29.61

.5029. 45 29.67

.73 29.83 30.05

.12 29.99 29

.41
J29.40

29.43

Means 29.98;29.95;30.00

KEDUCED TO SEA LEVEL.

30.98 30.95 30.84
29.59:29.58 29.61

30.16 30.13 30.18

1.39 1.37| 1.23

Max.
Miu.
Mean
Range

Mean of month 30.157

Extreme range 1.40

34
17.7

13.0

34.3

33.0

38.3
42.3

45.7

23.0

18.0

7.0

8.7

36.0

34.3

41.3

47.3

50.0

48.3

33.3

31.0

35.7

31.0

35.7

40.3

55.0

28.0

23.3

29.3

S. W. I'S. W. I'S. W. 1

N. W. liN. W. 2N. W. 1

N.W. l^N. W. 1 N. W. 1

S. W. 1;S. W. 3S. W. 2

N. E. liN. E. i;n. E. 2

N. E. l'S.W'ly2S'ly 2

S'ly 1 S. S. E. IS. E'ly 2

S. W'ly2S.S.W. 2N.W'ly4
N.W'ly3N. W. 4N.W'ly3
W'ly 2S. W'!y3N.W'ly5
W.N.W.2N. W. 2 N.W.

"

N. E. I'N. E. 1 S'ly

S'ly 2 S'ly 3lW'ly 1

S. W'ly i;s. W'ly 2:S.W. 1

W. 2ls.W. 2S. W. 1

S. E'ly 2 S. W. 2 S. W. 1

S. E'ly 1 S. W. 2 S'ly

S. W. 1 S. E'ly 1 S'ly 1

N. E. 1 N. E. 2 N. E. 3

N. E. 2 N. E. 2'N. E. 2

N. E. lJN.W'ly2N. W. 2

N.W. I'S'ly 2'S'ly

N.W. llw'ly 3 W'ly
S. W. IS. E. 3 S'ly 1

S. W. 3|S. W. 3JN. W. 3

N.W. 2|n. W. 3 N.W. 2

N.W. 2 N.W. 2 W'ly 1

W'ly lN.W'ly3N. W. 1

55.0

7.0

1.5 2.1 1.7

1.8

32.7

71.0

Prevailing winds fro

point between

—

N. & E. ...
E. & S. ...
S. & W. . . .

W. & N. . . .

Days.

. 4

. 3

. 11

. 10

10
7

8

Rain
Foggy
10
Foggy
Snow

10
8

Foggy
Foggy
Foggy
Foggy
Foggy
10
10

2

9

3

7

Snow

6.9

10
Foggy

5

Foggy
Foggy

8

5

Rain
2

3

Sprin'le

8

10
10

3
Rain
Misty

7

Foggy
Rain

10

7

Foggy

Snow
Rain

1

2

10

Ist. Very mild. Cloudy in morning. Clonds
Ijrolien in afternoon. Evening mostly clear. Fog-
liow ami haze around the moon.

2d. I'leasant, Evening cold.

;id. Pleasant. Fog-bow about moon in evening.

4th. Mild. Light showers in the evening.
.Ith. Mild. Light rain this morning. Fog and

mist tlirough the day.
(ith. Mild and pleasant.

7lh. Mild. Dense fog all day.
Sth. Mild. Fog and mist througll day. Heavy

sho I the

4.0

Clear .... 4
Variable . . • ) •a
Cloudy . . . . )

'

Rain or snow fell ou 10

0.20

2.36

Id during day. Evening splendid.
loth. Fine. Cold and blustering in evening
lllh. Fine, but cold. Evening very clear.

12th. The barometer at 10 A. M. stood at 30.87,

being higher than I have ever before seen it. The
wind came round to S'ly early in the afternoon.
Evening cloudy, with appearances of storm. Ba-
rometer began to fall before noon.

13th. LlghtrainfromS'lyuearlyallday. Even-
ing mostly clear.

nth. Very line.

l.Jtli. Very fine. Evening still and clear.

16th. Remarkably mild. Thick fog in the morn-
ing. Sprinkling of rain from 1 to 2 P. M.

'l7th. Very warm for the season. Fog In the
morning and evening. Sunshine at mid-day.

ISth. Very fine. Snow nearly all gone, and the
frost out of the ground in many places.

19th. Light rain at mid-day. Began to 8

from 8 to 9 P. M.
20th. About an inch of fresh snow on the ground

tills morning. Hist through the day. Rain :

the evening.
21st, Cloudy in the morning. Ground covered

with sleet. Evening clear.

22d. Very fine.

23d. Pleasaut in the morning. Cloudy, and ;

24th. Very fine.

2.')tli. Pleasant, and very warm for the seasc

Tlie warmest day since October 22, 1856.

26th. Flurry of snow between 9 and 10 A.
Evening clear aud blustering. Faint aurora h
down in the north.

27tb. Air raw. Appearances of storm in t

evening.
2Sth. Between two and three inche.s of fr(

snow on the ground this morning. Mostly cl(

in the afternoon and evening.

March, 1857. New Moon, 25<'- b^- 20™- P. M.

2

3

4
5

6

7

3 S

9

10
11
12
13
14

S15
16
17
18
19
20
21

S22
23
24

27
28

S29
30
31

29.44 29.40 29.42 20

29.34'29.22;29.38 24
29.55 29.63,29.79

29.85

29.99

29.27

29.58

29.85 29.93

29.9629.87
29.18129. 54
29.71 '30.0

0.22,;50.2O 30.19

30.06

29.48

29.98

29.74
30.30

29.84
29.90

29.90

29.65

30.01

29.52
29.15

29.76

29.98

30.26

29.76

29.41

29.3:

29.53

29.56

29.63

29.81

29.86

29.69

29.88

29.85

30.23

29.58

29.96

29.77
29.71

29.98

29.21

29.36

29.73

29.33

29.93

29.71

30.09

30.10

29.70

29.99

29.59

29.96

29.86

29.10

29.69

29.79

,30.08 30.24
30.0929.92
29.i;5;29.58

29.32129.38

29.43 29.57

29.47

29.53

29.64

29.84

29.77129.69

29

29.62
29.74

Means 29.73 29.70i29.75

REDUCED TO SEA LEVEL,

Max.
Min.
Me.tn

Rangi

30.48 30.41 130.42

29.33|29.36'29.28

29.91 29.88 29.93
l.l.S 1.05| 1.14

Ht-au of month 29.907
Extreme range 1.20

Atl At 10 Daily

25.0

18.7

16.3

28.0

31.3

33.0

20.0

18.3

28.3
21.0

23.3

21.0

19

33.3

34.0

39.0

38.3

39.3

42.7

34.3

32.7

33.0

33.0

42.0

40.0

37.3
40.7

41.3

43.3

43.7

46.0

N.W.
N. E.

N.W.
S. W.
Calm
E'ly

N.W.
N.W.
E'ly

2 S'ly 2

4,N.bvE. 5

2 N. W. 2

46.0

16.3

29.7

32.2

At 10 p. 1

s. w.
S'ly

W'ly 2

WbyN4
N'ly ^

IS. E. 3

W byN 4lw byN 3

S. W. 2'S. E'ly 2

2.N.W. 3

1 S. E. 2

W'ly
N.W.
S'ly

W'ly
S'ly

N.W.
S'ly

S'ly

W'ly
N. E.

N.W
N.W
S. W'lyl
S. W. 1

N.W. 2

N.W. 1

N'ly 2

N.W'lyl
N'ly 1

N.W. 1

1.7

S. W'ly 1

S. E'ly 2

S'ly 2

N.W.
S. E'ly 2

S'ly '

W'ly
S'ly

N'ly

S'ly

S. W'ly 1

N. W.
N.W.
N.W.
N'ly

N. E.

N'ly
W'ly

N. E.

N'ly

N. W.
S. W.
S'ly

N.W.
N.W.
N. W.
S'ly

N.W.
S'ly

N.W.
S. E'ly

N. W.
E'ly

S'ly

N.W.
S'ly

W'ly
N.W.
S'ly

N. E.

S'ly

S'ly

N.W.
N.W.
N.W.
N'ly

N. E.

S'ly

W'ly

2.1 1.7

point between

—

Days.

N. & E 3
E. & S 6

S. & W 8

W. & N 14

5

Snow
3

Misty

1

1

1

Snow
7

9

9

10
3

9

7

8

Foggy
2
(I

10

10
Snow

3
5

7

10

10

4

2

10
Shower
10
10
10
10
10
3

8

3

10

10

9

Snow
Snow

10

Snow
2

Snow

7

Shower

2

10

0.50

0.75

0.75

Di.ys.

10Clear .

Variable
Cloudy .

Rain or snow fell on 11
: :!

v.-uiuc; wind N. E'

hU day; wind v
not large, butheavy. Qunutily of su

drifted.

3d aud 4th. Very fine.

.Jth. Pleasant. Indications of storm in evening.
Gth. Rain and snow last niglit. Foggy this

moruiug and calm, with light mist. Mostly cle;ir

in the at'Ieruoon aud evening.
7th. Very fine overhead, but extremely blu.s-

tering.
8th. Cool and very clear.

Sth. Mostly clear till 8 A. M., and then cloudy.
Began to snow from 3 to 4 P. M.

loth. About four inches of snow on the ground
this morning. Wind very blustering and cold fro

about W by N. Evening clear and cold.

lllh. Air very raw in the afternoon. Began to

snow rerv moderately at 7 P. M.
12th. From three to four inches of fresh su.

fell last night. Weather cold and very blusterii

Evening clear,

13th. Pleasant in the morning. Air S. E'ly a
very raw in the afternoon.

14th. Snowing very moderately about sunri
Mostlv clear in the afternoon. Evening very cle

From"one to two inches of snow.
l-lth. Very fine.

16th. Very fine at mid-day. Shower in ev(

ing, and thick fog.

17th Very fine. Evening cloudless, aud
very clear.

ISih. Pleasant, though cloudy.
I'.tlh. Heavy shower in the morning, with so

thunder.
*J(iih Snow-squallfromll A. M. tonoou. Ev.

ing very clear.

'ilst. Air raw and unpleasant.
22d. Light flurry of snow last night. Air r

aud chiliy all day.
2:id. Cloudy. Air raw and chilly in mornini
24th. Very mild. Air light at S. W'ly.
'i-'ith. Mild and pleasant in the morning. Grew
.hi in the evening.
2*:th. Pleasant. Evening clear.

27(h Vrry fine. Evening cloudy,
liMh. Chnidy Hud mild.
2'Mh. Cti.udy tlin.ugh the day. Light spriuk-
ug of rain at o P. M.
3i»th. Mild and pleasaut, though cloudy.
31st. Very tine.
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THERMOMETER.

At G A. H. At 1 P. M. At 10 P.

August, 1857. New Moon, 19^- ll'»- 18°" A. M.

1

S 2
3
4
5

G

7

8

S i)

10
11

12
V.i

14
15

S16
17
IS
ly
2U
21

22
S23
24
25

2tf

27
28
29

S30
31

29.82
29.54
29.79

30.03
29.97

29.84
29.80

29.31

9.62

29.70

83
29.93

29.71

29.82
29.91

29.95

29.95
29.54
29.53

29.96

30.00
29.70
29.53

29.61

29.86

29.76
29.80

29.59

29.86

30.02

29.88
29.83

29.67

29.83

29.71

29.70

29.93
30.01

29.82
29.85

29.50

29.62

29.55
29.65

29.93

29.62
29.80

29.88
29.89

29.95

29.65

29.46

29.83

30.01

29.51

29.54

29.84
29.98

Means 29.77 29.77 29.76

REDUCED TO SB.'. LEVEL.

Mas.
Min.
Mean
Range

30.21

29.49

29.95

0.72

30.2030.19
29.66:29.64

29.9529.94
0.54| 0.55

Mean of month 29.947
Extreme range 0.72

73.3 64.7

74.3

66.3

68.7

69.0

70.7

71.0

70.7

79.0

74.3

67.7

67.0

59.3

62.0

63.3

63.0

63.7

62.7

68.0

71.0

68.0

65.7

S'ly

W'ly
N'ly
W'ly
N'ly

S'ly

N'iy

S'ly

W'ly

79.0

59.3

66.8

31.0

S. W'ly 2

N. W.
S. W. 3

W'ly 2

N. E. 2

S. E. 3

S. W. 1

N'ly 1

1 S'ly 2

3

S. W.
N'ly

N. W.
N'ly
N'ly
N.W.
S. W.
N. E.

N. E'ly

N'ly

W'ly
N.W.

S.W.
S. E.

S.W.
N.W.
N.W.

N.W.
N'ly

N.W.
S. E.

N'ly

S. W'ly 1

S.W. 2

Calm
N'ly 1

S'ly 1

S'ly 3

N.W'ly 1

S. E. 3

S.W. 1

N. 1

N.W'ly 2

S'ly 2
S. E'ly 1

E'ly 1

S. E. 1

W. 3

N.W. 1

S'ly 2

S. W'ly 2

5JS. E.

2 S. W.
2 N.W. 2
IN. W. 2

1.8 1.8

W'ly
S.W.
N.

W.
S'ly

N. E.

N. E.

N.W.
N.W.

S'ly

W'ly
N.W.
N.W.

1.4

1.6

Prevailing winds from some
point between

—

Days.

N. & E 3
E. & S 5

S. & W 8

W. & N 12

10
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Sun- At 1 At 10

THERMOMETER.

Sim- At 1 At 10 Daily

WINDS.
(DlKECTloN AND Foanu.)

At 1 p. M. At 10 p. M

WEATHER.
(Tbnthb Cloudy.) Uaipt AND

S.VOW IN

lN(Mli:ac)F

Water.

February, 1858. New Moon, IS'^- 5" A"- P. M.

S 7

8

9

10
H
12
13

S14
15

16

17

18

19

20

S21
22
23
24
25

26
27

S28

30.1730.
29.3029.
29.(i3;29,

20.SS'2',1

16 29.94

38 29.39

69 29.84
SI 129.78

i;i;2;i.71

ti6 2S1.

29.83,29,

30.03 29,

29.13 29,

29.76 29,

30.08 29,

30.05,30

9.82 29

29.74 29

9.80 29

29.69 29,

29.83 29,

30.04 29,

29.65 29
29.5529
29.75 29

29.91 30
30.17 30
29.71 29

29.70 29

29.76 29

29.71 29

29.77

87 30.00

82 29.34

17 29.46

79 30.04

99 30.03

04 30.01

74 29.74

,74 29.85

,59 29.65

.67 29.81

87 29.96

97 29.95

.38 29.36

.55 29.59

79 29.86

.0330.3;
1.08 29.90

.5229.66

.70 29.80

.72 29.74

.59 29.51

Meana 29.79,29.75,29.78

REDUCED TO SEA LEVEL,

Max.
Min.
Mean
Range

30.35 30.34 30.50

29.31 29.35:29.52

29.97129.93,29.96

1.041 O.99I 0.98

Mean of month 29.953

Extreme range 1.19

23.0

42.0

37.0

33.3

26.0

25.3

34.7

28.7

30.0
35.0

10.7

16.0

14.7

19.3

18.7

16.7

13.3

13.3

15.3

26.0

26.3

21.7

11.3

17.3

32.0

28.7

30.7

40.3

N. W.
S. E'ly

N. W.
W'ly
N. W.
N. VV.

S. W'ly
N. \V.

N. W.
W.byS.
N. W.
N. W.
W'ly
N.by E.

N. W.
N. W.
N. W.
N. W.
N.W.
N. E.

N.W.
N.W.
N.W.
N.W.
S. W.
N.W.
S. W.
s. w.

1 E'ly

1 S. W'ly
2 N.W.
1 W.byN
2N'ly
1 N. W.
1 S. W.
1 N. W.
2 S. W'ly
1 WbyN
2 N. W.
IN. W.
IN'ly
2 N. E.

2 N. W.
2 W byN
2 N. \V.

1 N. W.
2N'ly
3N. E.

1 N. W.
1 N.W.
IN. W.
liN. W.
I'W'ly
1 N. W.
1 s. w.
IS. w.

lE'ly
3, W'ly
3iN. W.
2'w'ly
2N'ly
2 N. W.
2 S. W.
3 N. W.
2S. E.

2 N. W.
4 N. W.
2 N. W.
2 N. E'ly

2 N.byE.
3 N. W.
2 N. W.
3 N. W.
3 N. W.
1 N. E.

3 N. E.

1 S. W.
2N. E.

2 N. W.
IS. W'ly
IN. W.
1 N. W.
2S. W.
2,S. W.

42.0

10.7

24.5

44.0

1.4 2.1 1.6

Rain
3

3
Snow

5

3

7

3

3

10
1

5

2

Snow

1

1

Misty
2

6

3

10
3
10
3

2

2
10
Snow

3

10
Snow

7

7

5

5

10

10

Rain

10
10

1

Snow
Snow
10
10

2

3

1

4.3

Days.

N. & E 5

E. & S
S. & W 6

W. & N 17

Clear
Variable
Cloudy .

Raiu or snow fell on

Days.

11

: ::i

l8t. Pleasant morninK. Cloudy towards
iglit: wiud E'ly. Began to snow and hail,

'ith rain, frnm to 10 1". M.
2d. Rain in morning. Cloudy in aflor-

ocin. Mostly clear at 10 P. M., and very
lild.

3d. Very fine. Erening very clear. Frost
rly out of the ground.

4lh.
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BAROMETER,
KEDCCED TO 33= F.
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TABLE I.

MONTHLY AND ANNUAL MEAN HEIGHT OF THE BAROMETER.

Reduced to the Sea Level, and to the Temperature of 32° Fahr.

1831

1832

1833

1834

1835

1836

ISST

1838

1839

1840

1841

1842

1843

1844

1845

1846

184'?

1848

1849

1850

1851

1852

1853

1854

1855

1856

185T

1858

1859

1860

29.991

29.910

30.150

30.007

29.917

29.673

30.050

29.993

29.940

30.023

29.938

30.037

29.877

29.897

29.837

30.070

30.087

30.080

30.067

29.997

29.867

29.943

30.057

30.090

29.893

29.993

30.067

30.110

30.065

30.087

29.913

30.037

30.007

29.990

29.833

29.817

30.043

30.067

29.827

29.933

29.870

30.003

29.883

29.910

29.986

29.850

30.133

29.900

30.153

29.877

29.940

30.030

29.887

29.713

30.157

29.953

29.977

30.040

29.943

29.943

30.057

29.903

30.017

30.097

29.957

29.933

29.803

29.937

29.950

29.827

29.960

29.910

29.877

29.983

29.983

30.030

29.863

29.977

29.967

29.830

29.883

29.840

29.797

29.907

29.837

29.860

29.840

Me.\ns I 29.987 29.959

29.885

29.930

29.980

29.827

30.053

29.753

29.843

29.917

30.038

29.913

29.930

29.907

30.120

29.893

30.020

29.970

30.030

29.937

29.913

29.893

29.693

29.933

29.970

29.943

29.943

29.823

29.887

29.823

29.903

29.023 29.920

29.887

29.993

29.920

29.880

29.990

29.933

29.810

30.070

29.877

29.853

29.870

29.917

29.913

29.880

29.847

29.980

29.853

30.017

29.893

30.003

29.950

29.943

29.947

29.917

29.870

29.917

29.990

30.077

29.870

29.847

29.837

29.808

29.890

30.008

29.837

29.850

30.060

29.877

29.857

29.930

29.887

29.9.30

29.877

29.920

29.837

29.980

29.967

29.933

29.883

30.027

29.903

29.867

29.900

29.773

29.963

30.007

29.823

29.943

29.943

29.897

29.913

29.847

29.867

30.130

29.933

29.897

29.973

29.897

29.853

29.7.53

29.957

29.980

29.950

80.053

29.967

29.867

29.957

29.987

30.003

29.987

29.937

29.970

29.977

29.987

29.937

29.967

29.883

29.907

29.988

29.883

29.910

30.133

29.930

30.023

30.040

29.967

29.877

29.947

29.997

30.000

30.040

29.990

29.920

30.008

29.990

29.960

29.990

30.027

29.857

29.947

30.000

29.993

29.933

30.027

30.027

29.987

30.023

.30.063

30.003

30.093

30.003

29.920

29.943

29.977

29.980

29.903

30.020

29.953

29.910

30.037

29.983

30.107

30.037

29.990

30.063

30.067

29.983

30.047

30.047

30.006

30.010

29.970

30.048

30.060

29.933

30.033

29.867

30.257

29.967

29.900

29.970

29.850

29.963

80.070

80.110

80.080

29.947

29.963

29.900

29.963

30.000

29.977

30.090

29.880

30.020

29.950

30.057

29.931

29.920

30.020

29.923

29.953

29.933

29.917

30.087

30.127

29.880

29.857

29.980

29.983

29.890

29.793

80.023

80.043

80.040

29.943

29.987

29.933

29.920

80.208

29.859

30.040

29.993

29.953

29.887

29.936

29.967

29.890

30.080

30.093

29.947

30.067

29.943

29.903

29.713

29.967

29.923

29.980

29.963

29.837

29.980

29.960

30.068

30.050

29.977

29.963

29.970

29.997

29.878

29.863

29.983

29.943

29.987

30.093

30.041

MEAN
FOR THE
YEAR.

29.902 29.905 I 29.902 29.968 30.003
|

29.988 29.963 29.964

29.929

29.961

30.072

29.944

29.985

29.901

29.910

30.039

29.940

29.911

29.953

29.924

29.934

29.895

29.960

30.002

29.962

30.012

29.944

29.983

29.928

29.884

29.972

29.961

29.821

29.953

29.980

29 985

29.959
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TABLE II— Concluded.

MONTHLY AND ANNUAL MEAN HEIGHT OF BAROMETER AT SUNRISE, OR G A. M.; 1 OR 2 P. M.; AND 10 P. M.

29 inches must be added to each entry to make the full height.

1831

1832

1S33

1834

1835

1836

183t

1838

1839

1840

1841

1842

1843

1844

1845

184C

1847

1848

1849

1850

1851

1852

1853

1854

1855

1856

1857

1858

1859

18 GO

AUGUST.

0.94

0.97

0.89

0.91

99

0.88

0.91

1.14

0.94

1.02

1.05

0.98

88

0.96

1.01

1.01

1.03

i.op

0.93

1.02

1.00

0.97

1.01

1.04

0.86

0.95

0.99

1.01

1 to 2

P.M.

0.93

0.96

0.87

0.90

0.98

0.88

0.90

I.I3

0.93

1.01

1.05

0.95

0.86

0.92

0.99

0.99

1.01

0.98

0.91

0.99

0.97

0.95

0.97

1.02

0.84

0.95

0.99

0.97

Means

0.94

0.97

0.89

0.91

0.98

0.89

0.92

1.13

0.92

1.05

1.02

0.97

0.89

0.96

0.99

1.00

1.08

0.99

0.92

1.00

1.00

0.96

0.99

1.02

0.87

0.94

1.02

1.00

SEPTEMBER.

1 to 2

P.M.

0.95

1.04

L03

0.99

1.03

1.07

1.00

1.10

l.OI

0.93

0.97

0.98

1.00

0.91

1.04

0.98

0.92

1.05

1.00

1.12

1.05

1.00

1.07

1.08

1.00

1.05

1.05

1.01

0.92

1.00

LOl

0.97

1.01

1.06

0.99

1.08

0.98

0.91

0.91

0.96

0.96

0.92

1.00

0.91

0.89

1.02

0.94

1.08

1.02

0.98

1.05

1.04

0.97

1.03

1.02

0.99

0.975 0.955! 0.972

0.967

0.93

1.04

1.04

1.00

1.03

1.06

1.02

1. 10

1.02

0.92

0.95

0.99

0.98

0.88

1.02

0.97

0.92

1.04

1.01

1.12

1.04

0.99

1.07

1.08

0.98

1.06

1.07

1.03

Sun-

rise.

1.02

0.99

1.07

1.07

0.95

1.05

0.88

1.27

0.99

0.88

0.99

0.87

0.98

1.09

1.14

1.11

0.98

0.97

0.92

0.98

1.03

1.00

1.14

0.89

1.03

0.96

1.07

0.95

1 to 2

P.M.

1.015 0.976 1.013

1.001

1.00

0.94

1.02

1.04

0.90

1.00

0.84

1.25

0.96

0.89

0.94

0.81

0.94

1.05

1.08

1.04

0.92

0.93

0.87

0.94

0.98

0.95

1.05

0.85

1.00

0.93

1.02

0.89

10

P.M.

1.01

0.98

1.04

1.07

0.95

1.05

0.88

1.25

0.98

0.93

0.98

0.87

0.97

1.07

1.11

1.09

0.94

0.99

0.91

0.97

0.99

0.98

1.08

0.90

1.03

0.96

1.08

0.95

NOVEMBER.

Sun-

rise.

0.93

1.03

0.94

0.98

0.95

0.92

1.04

1.13

0.89

0.87

1.00

L.OI

0.91

0.80

1.03

1.07

1.06

0.97

1.00

0.95

0.94

1.22

0.87

1.04

1.01

0.97

0.90

1.13

1 to 2

P.M.

1.009 0.965 1.000

0.991

0.91

1.02

0.91

0.93

0.92

0.92

1.01

1.11

0.87

0.84

0.96

0.96

0.88

0.75

1.00

1.01

1.00

0.92

0.97

0.91

0.89

1.18

0.82

1.03

0.96

0.93

0.86

1.08

0.92

l.OI

0.92

0.95

0.93

0.91

1.06

1.14

0.88

0.8G

0.98

0.98

0.88

0.83

1.04

1.05

1.06

0.94

0.99

0.94

0.93

1.21

0.88

1.05

1.01

0.96

0.90

1.13

DECEMBER.

Sun-

rise.

0.97

0.93

1.09

1.01

0.97

1.08

0.96

0.90

0.92

0.97

0.93

0.99

0.99

0.84

0.94

0.98

1.07

1.08

1.01

0.97

0.99

0.99

0.90

0.87

1.00

0.96

1.00

1.11

1.04

1 to 2 10

P. M. P. M.

0.984 0.948 0.994

0.975

0.92

092

1.06

0.96

0.93

1.04

0.91

0.88

0.86

0.96

0.93

0.96

0.94

0.84

0.91

0.94

1.05

1.03

0.96

0.93

0.95

1.00

0.84

0.83

0.97

0.93

0.95

1.08

1.02

1.01

0.95

1.09

1.01

0.94

1.08

0.96

0.93

0.90

0.97

0.91

0.99

0.96

0.83

0.94

0.96

1.07

1.04

0.96

0.99

0.97

0.99

0.88

0.89

0.98

0.94

1.01

1.09

l.Ofi

FOR THE YEAR.

Sun-

rise.

1 to 2

P.M.

0.981 0.948 0.976

0.968

0.938

0.974

0.994

0.952

0.997

0.909

0.923

1.064

0.947

0.916

0.9C7

0.938

0.940

0.903

0.978

1.018

0.983

1.029

0.958

0.999

0.943

0.987

0.989

0.968

0.902

0.962

0.988

1.007

0.922

0.941

0.961

0.920

0.974

0.883

0.893

1.041

0.933

0.898

0.938

0.962

0.915

0.878

0.939

0.983

0.939

0.991

0.919

0.963

0.903

0.947

0.948

0.943

0.882

0.933

0.957

0.970

0.947

0.973

0.985

0.951

0.985

0.912

0.920

1.058

0.957

0.918

0.953

0.928

0.938

0.902

0.962

1.007

0.974

1.014

0.954

0.997

0.889

0.960

0.978

0.9G8

0.913

0.962

0.994

1.005

0.967 0.938 0.962

0.956
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1831

1832

1833

1834

1835

1836

1837

1838

1839

1840

1841

1842

1843

1844

1845

1846

1847

1848

1849

1850

1851

1852

1853

1854

1855

1856

1857

1858

1859

1860

TABLE V— Concluded.

MONTHLY AND ANNUAL MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM TEMPERATURES, AND RANGE.

Greatest

Least

Means

84

86

87

86

82

86

94

85

83

87

82

82

84

85

93

86

87

84

86

86

86

90

87

91

87

85

94

46

45

54

48

50

49

49

50

57

54

52

58

53

47

55

53

62

56

49

53

55

52

50

48

48

54

49

48

Range

45

38

41

33

38

32

37

45

35

26

33

30

24

31

38

38

33

25

28

37

33

31

38

37

43

39

32

31

37

SEPTEMBER.

80

45

24

34.4

76

90

86

83

83

83

88

83

85

88

90

83

84

85

78

90

Bange,

33

38

46

53

44

50

43

36

39

37

33

45

47

47

37

45

43

49

36

44

53

44

50

51

52

39

48

46

39

53

33

44.1

73

73

81

74

74

74

73

72

73

68

72

72

68

72

79

71

75

67

72

75

73

68

77

74

76

72

82

78

Range

28

25

26

34

22

23

28

26

30

26

32

32

33

26

28

22

33

32

29

30

30

32

33

33

28

29

33

29

22

45

48

55

40

52

51

45

46

43

42

40

40

35

46

51

49

42

35

43

45

43

36

44

41

48

43

49

49

KOVEMBER.

55

35

44.5

66

66

59

67

57

69

63

57

58

68

60

65

61

65

66

72

58

67

64

56

63

70

70

66

65

70

63

70

Mil). Range

72

DECEMBER.

64

37

46.9

35

51

43

55

43

57

50

47

49

52

54

46

44

56

49

55

65

62

55

52

50

63

48

48

54

50

54

58

61

!
Range

.

—1

11

12

—8

-12

4

4

5

7

9

12

7

10

9

10

7

7

—

1

10

4

3

8

—5

9

12

—2

65

-12

36

40

31

63

55

57

46

39

45

48

49

39

35

44

42

45

56

52

48

45

51

53

44

45

46

55

45

46

63

FOR THE YEAR.

Min. Ran

63

31

47.0

89

91

93

88

89

88

96

88

90

90

90

89

89

90

93

93

91

97

93

90

95

90

94

95

95

88

93

97

—7

—4

—8

—12

—6

—4

1

—8

—5

3

2

—1

2

—2

6

—4

—4

—1

—2

4

—6

_15

—8

—14

2

—11

—15
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TABLE VI.

SHOWING THE NUMBER OF DAYS IN EACH MONTH IN WHICH THE PREVAILING WINDS CAME FROM
EACH OP THE FOUR QUARTERS OF THE HORIZON.

The flguics I, 2, 3, and 4, at Ihe head of the monthly columns, indicate the quarters, as follows: 1, from some point between North and East;

2, between East and South; 3, between South and West; 4, between West and North.
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TABLE VII.
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SMITHSONIAN CONTRIBUTIONS TO KNOWLEDGE.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS

MADE NEAR

WASHINGTON, ARK.,

EXTENDING OVER A PERIOD OF TWENTY YEARS,

FROM 1S40 TO 1859, INCLUSIVE.

NATHAN D. SMITH, M.D.

[accepted FOit PUBLICATION, J A N U A K Y , I860.]



COLLINS, PKINTEK.

I>HILADEirHlA.



INTRODUCTION

The Meteorological Tables here presented, form one set of a number of daily

records, published by the Smithsonian Institution, to exhibit the simultaneous con-

dition of the weather in different parts of the Continent of North America, during

a series of years. This set is from the records of Dr. N. D. Smith, of Arkansas,

and may be relied on for regularity, and for as much accuracy as the means at the

command of the observer would allow him to attain.

The following remarks relative to the instruments and the character of the

country, are from the pen of the observer:

—

"Agreeable to your request, I herewith transmit to you a copy of my Record of

the Weather, for the past twenty years. It has been kept, intermingled with my

diary of events and business, for the satisfaction of myself and family, without the

expectation of its being appreciated beyond my household circle. But, since you

deem it worthy of acceptance, it is freely presented to the Smithsonian Institution.

"My thermometer has hung all the time in the same place, in the open air, in the

window-frame, outside of the sash, on the north side of the house, eight feet above

the ground, and protected from any injurious reflection. My rain-gauge is a deep

tin cup, set on the ground, in an exposed spot in the garden, and the rain measured

after every fall, by a rule graduated to tenths of an inch.

"My residence, where the observations were made, is on the summit of the

dividing ridge between the waters of the Red River and those of the Washita,

fifteen miles northeast of Fulton, and twenty south of the Little Missouri. From

this ridge there is no higher level for a long distance; but to the northwest, there

is a gradual ascent for about fifty miles to the foot of the mountains.

" It will be seen by the tables that we have sufficient alternations of heat and cold,

rain and sunshine, to diversify our weather. A very large proportion of our rains

fall in the nioht-time, and are generally accompanied with thunder. During the

summer, we "seldom have any but local showers, and these, though sometimes

heavy, are of limited extent. Thus, some localities may be deluged with rain,

while others, within a few miles, are at the same time parched with drought.

"Hempstead County is bounded on the south by Red River, which winds in a ser-

pentine course through a valley of from eight to twelve miles in width, much the

largest portion of which consists of level prairies, slightly elevated above the

surrounding timbered land, and was originally clothed with a tall, fine grass.

The soil beneath the dark brown surface mould, is a dark red clay, twenty to

thirty feet deep, through which wells have been ^nik, into a quicksand filled with

water The surrounding timber is of gigantic size, consisting of black walnut,
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pecan, mulberry, oak of diflerent species, Cottonwood, cedar, osage orange, with

many other species, and thickly interspersed with large cane. These prairies are

very distinct in their character from those of the uplands, and only resemble them

in being destitute of timber. Ascending northwardly from the river valley, we

pass over an elevated timber region, generally level, diversified with ridge and

valley, finely watered, soil of several varieties, sandy with pine, clay loam with

oak, hickory, and dogwood, and occasionally a tract of prairie.

" Washington, the county town, is situated on a sandy pine hill, in about the centre

of the county, in latitude 33° 42', one hundred and fifty miles west of the Missis-

sippi, fourteen miles northeast from Fulton, on Red River, and on an elevation of

about six hundred feet above the bed of Red River, immediately south. To

the north and west of the town are the upland prairies. These prairies exhibit a

very interesting appearance in a geological point of view. Where they join upon

the timbered land, the change is abrupt, from tall timber to naked rock. Tall

pine, oak, and hickory, with their roots imbedded in a tough ferruginous clay,

grow to the very margin, the line of junction resembling the shore of a lake.

The naked prairie is the soft limerock that underlies, at various depths, this

whole southwestern region. It has been penetrated by the auger, in attempting

to procure water by boring Artesian wells, to the depth of four hundred and

fifty feet, without any material change in its character, except occasionally a thin

stratum of sandstone. The rock is soft enough to be cut with a knife, and yet

cisterns excavated in its substance will hold water and preserve it in purity during

any length of time. The chemical composition, so far as I have been informed, is

85 per cent, of carbonate of lime, with a small proportion of silica, and intimately

combined with alumina, so that, when exposed to the atmosphere, the moisture

absorbed causes it to fiiU to powder. The naked prairie has the appearance of

having been denuded of its superstratum of clay and sand, and the surfixce pro-

duces a slight vegetation, which, being loosened by the action of frost, is ever

ready to be washed by the rains to lower grounds, forming a soil of increasing depth

as it descends, until, in the valleys, it sustains a growth of heavy timber and cane

—a deep, black soil, composed essentially of lime and vegetable mould. Many

of these valleys, or river and creek bottoms, are of considerable extent, and are

continually increasing in width and depth of soil, by accessions of alluvium from

higher grounds. This soil has the peculiar property of retaining moisture, and sus-

taining a drought without material injury, that would be fatal to crops on sandy

uplands. The soil is scarcely surpassed in fertility, yielding equally well all the

varied products of the North, and the cotton of the South.

" During the heat of summer, continued refreshing breezes pass over the elevated

region, which render the climate pleasant and healthful."

The leductions of the observations were made at the Smithsonian Institution.

JOSEPH HENRY,
Secretary S. I.
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P E E F A C E

In the following pages ai'e set forth the results of a long and conscientious

experimental study of the venom of the Rattlesnake.

During a large part of two years I have given to this work almost all the leisure

which could be spared from the everyday exactions of my regular professional

duties.

In its progress, I have been constantly aided and encouraged by many friends,

principally members of the Academy of Natural Sciences, of Philadelphia; more

especially am I in debt to my fellow-members of the Biological Department of the

Academy, to Prof Wm. A. Hammond, and to Mr. Vaux.

My thanks are due to the Smithsonian Institution, without the aid of which

I should have been unable to procure the serpents which were essential to my
purposes.

The historical references and the Bibliography owe much to the manuscript notes

of Prof John Le Conte, which were collected with much care and labor, that they

might be used in a research which he at one time contemplated. Becoming aware

of the investigation in which I was engaged, he most liberally placed at my dis-

posal this collection of literary materials.

To Drs. Brinton and Kane I am greatly obliged for intelligent assistance in

numerous experimental investigations, for which their ready surgical skill so well

fitted them, and I am also in debt to Messrs. Cantrell and Picot, for like aid, which,

owing to the nature of the service, was not always free from danger. My thanks

are further due to Drs. La Roche and Stille, to Dr. Fisher, the librarian of the

Academy of Natural Sciences, and to Dr. T. H. Bache, the librarian of the College

of Physicians, whose assistance in consulting its extensive collection of American

journals has been to me of great service.

With the exception of the microscopic delineations, the plates were drawn by

Dr. Packard, from my recent dissections, and owe their chief merit to his accurate

pencil.

The conclusions arrived at in the pages of this Essay, rest alone upon experi-
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mental evidence. That in so varied and so difficult a research, it may be found

that I have sometimes been misled, and at others erred in the interpretation of

facts, is no doubt to be anticipated. I began this work, however, without precon-

ceived views, and throughout its prosecution I have endeavored to maintain that

condition of mind which is wanted in experimentation, and that love of truth

which is the parent of rational inferences.'

S. WEIR MITCHELL.

1226 Walnut St., PniLADELPniA.

' The reader who desires further information in regard to the therapeutics of the subject, and to

the relative value of the various antidotes still in repute, is referred to a forthcoming paper, by the

author, in the North American Medico-Chirurgical Review, in which the whole subject will be con-

sidered from a purely medical point of view. The author takes this occasion to mention the omission

in the medical portion of the present essay of the composition of Bibrou's antidote. It contains five

drachms of bromine, four grains of iodide of potassium, and two grains of corrosive sublimate.
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INTRODUCTION.

Popular tradition has long nourished a general aversion to serpents. This

dread, fostered by the singular qualities of the snake tribe, has beQome so familiar

an idea to most minds, as to lead to the belief that it is of instinctive origin, and

not sown, as it surely is, by the hand of traditional prejudice.

However produced, dread and disgust seem to have had some influence in

preventing physicians in this country from investigating the venom of the species

of serpents, whose strange peculiarities and fatal powers have most urged them

upon their notice. It has thus happened, that with the exception of the Essays

of Barton and Brainard, the cis-Atlantic literature of this subject has been confined

to scattered notices and incomplete statements of cases, to be found with difficulty

in the pages of our numerous medical journals.

Apart from the European and East Indian publications upon snake-bites, we

know or have learned but little that is new ; and if we except the works of

Fontana, Mangili, Bonaparte, and one or two others, in no part of the world has

modern science done much to further this inquiry.

Such being the case, I conceive that no excuse is required in presenting the

results of investigations upon a subject which has peculiar claims on the attention

of our countrymen.

A large part of what is here set forth has some pretension to be regarded as

original research ; but the subject is so ample, and has presented itself under so

many points of view, that I can scarcely regard this paper as more than a re-opening

uf the matter ; and I feel that however full it may be upon some points, it is rather

tlio pledge of future labors than a complete exposition of the subject upon which

it treats. For the researches which form the novel part of the following essay, I

claim only exactness of detail and honesty of statement. Where the results have

appeared to me inconclusive, and where further experimental questioning has not

resolved the doubt, I have fairly confessed my inability to settle the matter. This

course I have adhered to in every such instance, thinking it better to state the

known uncertainty thus created than to run the risk of strewing my path with

errors in the garb of seeming truths.

In the following researches I have made use almost altogether of the single

1
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species of Rattlesnake, usually known as the Crotalus durissus. Of this I have

had living specimens from Lake George, and from various localities in the Alle-

ghanies of Pennsylvania and Virginia. In Mr. Cope's Summary at the end of this

Essay, the reader will find all the necessary details as to the zoological characters

of this serpent.



CHAPTER I.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE HABITS OF THE CROTALUS WHEN IN
CAPTIVITY.

During a large part of two years, the period which this research has occupied,

I was a portion of each day in the room where the reptiles were kept, and conse-

quently observed with care such of their habits as could be studied while they
were in confinement. In regard to these I have a few observations to make,
before considering their physiology and toxicology.

It is by no means my intention to give a full account of the habits of the
Crotalus, since this would involve a great deal of detail which is to be found else-

where, and which would be foreign to the general purpose of this essay.

The Rattlesnake of our Northern States, when at liberty, sometimes lives in
the company of his fellows, but more frequently alone. I have had, in a single

box, from ten to thirty-five snakes, and have never observed the slightest signs of
hostility towards one another. Even when several snakes were suddenly dropped
upon their fellows, no attempt was made to annoy the new-comers, while the sudden
intrusion of a pigeon or a rabbit was met with ready resentment, whenever the
snakes were fresh and in vigorous health.

The habits of Rattlesnakes, when in confinement, are singularly inactive. Even
in warm weather, when they are least sluggish, they will lie for days together in a
knotted mass, occasionally changing their position, and then relapsing into perfect

rest. The contrast between this ordinary state of repose, or sluggish movement,
and the perilous rapidity of their motion when striking, is most dangerously decep-
tive. In contrast also with their slow locomotion is the marvellously rapid action
of their rattles, which, when annoyed or molested, they will sometimes continue
to agitate for hours at a time.

It is the general experience of those who have kept rattlesnakes, that they
seldom eat in captivity. I have known a snake to exist for a year without food,

and although I have made every eflfort to tempt my own snakes, I have never
seen any one of them disposed to avail itself of food, when placed within its

reach. Dumeril states that this is the usual experience in the Garden of Plants,

but that at the end of six or eight months they commonly accept food. He also

adds that the very young pigeon is the food they are most inclined to eat.

After tempting the snakes with this, as well as with birds, mice, rabbits, etc.,

and finding the food as often untouched, I finally gave up the attempt, and con-
tented myself with feeding, by force, such of them as seemed feeble and badly
nourished. For this purpose, I used milk and insects, which I placed in their

throats, while they were properly pinioned. To effect this, the snake was secured,
and the lower jaw held in the grasp of a pair of forceps, while a funnel, with a
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long stem, was thrust down the oesophagus. Into this, insects, such as flies and

grasshoppers, were pushed, or milk poured in proper quantity. Yet, even when

this precaution of forcible feeding was not employed, the snakes remained healthy,

and secreted, as usual, a sufficient amount of venom.

To preserve them, however, in good condition, it is absolutely necessary that

they should be frequently supplied with water, especially in hot weather, and when

they are about to shed their skins. The free snake is said, in this climate, to shed

its cuticle in the month of August. My snakes lost their old integuments at

different periods, during the summer. In all cases, the old skin became very

dark, as the new one formed beneath it. If, at this time, the snakes were denied

access to water, the skin came off in patches. Where water was freely supplied,

they entered it eagerly at this period, and not only drank of it, but lay in it for

hours together. Under these circumstances, the skin was shed entire—the first

gap occurring at the mouth, or near it. Through this opening, the serpent worked

its way, and the skin reverting, was turned inside out, as it crawled forth in its

new and distinctly-marked outer covering. When the old skin was very loose, the

snake's motions were often awkward for a time. It is said to be blind during this

period, which is probably true to some extent; since the outer layer of the cornea

is shed with the skin, and there must obviously be a time when the old corneal

layer lies ujoon the new formation. It is also said that the fangs are lost at the

same time as the skin. In some instances, this was observed to be the case; but

whether or not it is a constant occurrence, I am unable to say from personal

observation.

It is most probable, as I have elsewhere stated, that not only are the fangs shed

when the skin is lost, in summer, but that their loss is a frequent occurrence, like

the loss of teeth in certain fish, and takes place at intervals, more or less frequent,

certainly oftener than once a year.

A general opinion prevails that, immediately after the loss of the skin, the

snakes become most virulent. As they are slothful during the period of change,

and strike then with reluctance, if at all, and as the loss of the fang involves, to

some extent, the accumulation of poison in the gland cavities, this view may be

correct. There is no ground, however, for supposing that the effect of this storing

up of the venom would l)e greater at this period than after a similar amount of

accumulation at another time.

After such numerous and long-continued opportunities of observation, it might

be supposed that I should be prepared to speak authoritatively, as to the still

disputed power of the snake to fascinate small animals. If the power exist at all,

it is probable that it would only be made use of when the serpent required its aid

to secure food. We have seen that even the most healthy snakes lose their appe-

tite when imprisoned, and beyond this condition, my chances of observation have

been limited. Those who are still curious in the matter will find the fullest account

of it in the Essay of Dr. B. S. Barton. In despite of the learned and ingenious

argument of this author, there are not wanting large numbers, who claim to have

witnessed, again and again, the exercise of the power of charming on the part of the

Rattlesnake and Black Snake. Dr. Barton, who does not deny that the appearance
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of fascination has been often observed, explains it hy supposing that in these cases

the parent bird, alarmed at the near approach of danger to her nest of young,

hovers anxiously about the snake, as she would about any other cause of danger,

and thus sometimes falls a victim to her maternal anxiety. This theory. Dr.

Barton believes suflicient to account for the fluttering and strange movements of

the bird, and the arguments with which this view is upheld, are certainly entitled

to great respect. While the anxiety and terror of the parent bird would readily

attract notice, the real object of the snake, and the true cause of the mother's

approach to the very jaws of destruction, would be more than likely to escape the

notice of such persons as are usually called upon to observe the supposed fact.

I have seen but one occurrence that might mislead as to the subject of fascina-

tion. I have very often put animals, such as birds, pigeons, guinea-pigs, mice, and
dogs, into the cage with a Rattlesnake. They conimonl}' exhibited no terror after

their recovery from alarm, at being handled and dropped into a box. The smaller

birds were usually some time in becoming composed, and fluttered about in the

large cage until they were fatigued, when they soon became amusingly familiar

with the snakes, and were seldom molested, even when caged with six or eight

large Crotali. The mice—which were similarly situated—lived on terms of easy

intimacy with the snakes, sitting on their heads, moving round on their gliding

coils, undisturbed, and unconscious of danger. Larger animals were not so safe,

especially if they moved abruptly and rapidly about the snakes. The birds, mice,

and larger animals, often manifested an evident curiosity, which prompted them to

approach the snake cautiously. Sometimes this was rewarded by a blow, as was
sure to be the case, when a dog indulged his inquisitiveness by smelling the snake

with his muzzle. Sometimes the snake retreated, and struck only when driven to

bay. Usually, the smaller animals indulged their inquisitive instinct unhurt, and

were allowed to live for days in the same cage with the dreaded reptiles.^

These are the sole facts which I have seen, bearing any relation to the supposed

fascinating faculty. They appear to me to lend no strength to the idea of its

existence.

There is a popular belief which ascribes to the Rattlesnake a most disagi-eeable

odor, and even naturalists have been led to believe that the serpent owed to this its

power to lure and stupefy animals. In this matter, I agree with Barton." I have
never perceived that any peculiar odor issued from my snake-box, and as to its

ability to injure birds, the facts above stated should suffice to disprove it. As
usual, however, this pound of error contains its grain of truth. When a Rattle-

snake is roughly handled, especially about the lower half of its length, a very heavy
and decided animal odor is left upon the hands of the observer. If the snake be vio-

lently treated, causing it to throw itself into abrupt contortions, thin streams of a

yellow or dark brown fluid are ejected to the distance of two or three feet. This

fluid appears to come from glands alongside of the cloaca. Its odor is extremely dis-

agreeable, and it is irritant when it enters the eye, although not otherwise injurious.

' It is proper to add, that the curiosity thus exhibited by animals, and especially by mice and dogs, was

as active when the snake was not regarding the intruder, as at other times.

' Barton, p. 24.
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CHAPTER II.

ANATOMY OF THE VENOM APPARATUS.

The subject of the myology of the Rattlesnake has been considered at length,

in several systematic works, and in the monographs referred to at the close of this

paper. For the fullest details, it would be necessary to refer the reader to the

books in question. Since, however, it is impossible otherwise to convey an accu-

rate idea of the mode in which the fangs are employed, I am forced to describe the

parts concerned, and the general mechanism of their motions. It is the more

necessary to dwell, at least, briefly, on this matter, because some of the French

observers have fallen into error, as regards the action of certaiu of the muscles

concerned in the elevation and depression of the fangs.

I shall first describe, as shortly as possible, the bones involved ; then the muscles,

and lastly the gland and its duct. Thus prepared, we shall next study the mode

in which the blow is given, and the mechanism, through the agency of which the

poison is ejaculated.

The heads of the true serpents are so constructed as to admit of a large amount

of movement in the component boues. Thus the zygomatic bones which support

the lower maxillary bones, are loosely articulated to the mastoid bone, which is

itself so mobile as to permit of the greatest possible expansion of the throat.

Anteriorly the superior maxillary bones are united, by ligaments only, to the inter-

maxillaries, and the lower maxillary bones of each side are also so connected ante-

riorly as to permit of their being widely separated, and of one or the other side of

the inferior jaw being drawn down to some distance, without involving a corre-

sponding motion on the part of its fellow. Finally, the superior maxillary bones,

the pterygoid and palate bones admit of considerable movement, so that the

arches which they form can be widened or narrowed as circumstances may require.

The mobility of these parts is essential to the motions which raise and depress

the fang, and to the deglutition of the large animals upon which the snakes are

accustomed to prey.

The poison fang, when at rest, projects downwards and backwards into the

mouth of the serpent. It is firmly anchylosed in the alveolar process, which

crowns the summit of the shortened upper maxillary bone. Fig. 1, d, whose pecu-

liar brevity is characteristic of venomous snakes. The superior maxillary bone is

of a rather irregular triangular shape, abruptly cut off below to form the alveolar

socket. One fiice of this bone is smooth, and looks inwards and slightly forwards.
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A second looks forwards and outwards. This facet is smooth below,' but is exca-

vated above into a deep fossa, which in the fresh snake is partially closed by

Fig. 1.

N/

Portion of Cranidm of Ckotalds.—Right side. Osteology. Boiies coucerued in the movements of the fang, a,

external pterygoid bone
;

b, internal pterygoid bone ; c, palatal bone ; <i, superior maxillary bone ; e, lachrymal
bone.

soft tissues, but is still sufficiently remarkable as lying between the eye and nares.

In the dry bone this large fossa opens upwards freely through the base of the bone,

and thus separates the two surfaces by which the bone articulates with the ecto-

pterygoid and lachrymal bones respectively. Anteriorly, the superior maxillary
bone presents a rounded angle, from which diverge the two lateral sides just

described. Posteriorly, the superior maxillary exhibits a third face, which is flat

only half way down the bone, and terminates in an abrupt edge forming the poste-

rior boundary of the alveolar socket.

Anteriorly, and above, the maxillary bone articulates by a ginglymoid joint with
the short triangular lachrymal bone. Fig. 1, e, which projects forwards from the
anterior external angle of the frontal bone. The articular facet of the maxilla lies

at the upper end of its front angle. It moves with great freedom on the concave
face of the lachrymal bone, its motion being partially restrained by a short, round,
strong ligament, which runs from the posterior and inner edge of the lachrymal
bone to be inserted on the back edge of the base of the maxilla, just above the
articulation of the ecto-pterygoid bone.

The lachrymal bone has itself some movement on its frontal articulation, and by
this the maxilla obtains indirectly an additional extent of forward motion. At the
upper edge of the posterior surface of the maxillary bone, it receives the expanded
and flattened end of the ecto-pterygoid bone. Fig. 1, a. Upon tracing the line of
motion, of which this bone is capable, it will be seen that it lies below the lachrymal
joint, and that, consequently, when it moves forwards, the fang must rise, as the
superior maxillary rocks on the articulating flice of the lachrymal bone.
The superior maxillary is indirectly attached to the palate bone, Fig. 1, c, and

internal pterygoid. Fig. 1, b, by virtue of the strong connection of these bones with
the ecto-pterygoid. This connection is so close that every free motion of either of

The parts are described as though in situ.
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the two former bones must inevitably aifect the latter, and through it again the

maxilla and its single tooth.^

The motion of the maxillary bone on its lachrymal articulation will, perhaps,

be better understood upon reference to the accompanying diagram of the parts.

Fig. 2.

Diagram of the Bony Parts concerned in raising the Fang.—a, pterygoid bone ; /, m, arrow marking its line of

motion ; />, e, pterygoideus externus muscle
; g, frontal bone ; d, lachrymal bone ; c, superior maxillary bone

;

b, fang.

The myology of the subject is more complicated
;
yet even hei'e our purpose will

still be answered, if we describe only the muscles concerned, begging the reader to

remember that all further details would be misplaced and useless. On reference

to Fig. 3, it will be seen that the spheno-pterygoid, a, a strong muscle, arises along

the raphe at the base of the cranium, and running backwards and outwards, is

inserted fan-like upon the pterygoid plate. Acting from the fixed base of the

skull upon the movable pterj'goid bone, it must draw this bone forward, and,

rocking the superior maxillary on its lachrymal joint, erect the fang, Fig. 2, I—7ii

and arrow.

A second large muscle, the pterygoideus externus, Fig. 3, b, arises from the tough

aponeurosis covering the zygomatico-mandibular articulation of the lower jaw, and

as it runs forward below the poison gland and to its inner side sends a strong

layer of white fascial tissue out upon the capsule of the gland. Some of its lower

fibres are finally inserted directly into the two lips or edges of the mucous sheath

of the tooth fang. A larger part of the muscle is inserted tendinously into an

apophysis of the superior maxillai'y bone exteriorly to the articulation of that bone

with the external pterygoid, and a little below it. The mechanical necessities

arising from the position of this muscle are easily seen; for when the external

pterygoid acts, it will necessarily depress the fang. This movement will be more

readily comprehended on reference again to the diagram, Fig. 2, in the text, where

p—e marks the line of action of the force applied by the pterygoid muscle to the

superior maxillary bone and to the edges of the vagina dentis, the sheath of the

fang. The action of this muscle is probably aided by the spheno-palatine, which

arises along the raphe of the base of the skull, above the spheno-pterygoid and

thus nearer the skull, and running diagonally outwai'ds and backwards finds

' These bones rest posteriorly against the articulation of the mandibulce of the lower jaw with the

zygoma ; they consequently share, to some extent, in the movements of this joint.
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insertion along the inside of the palatal bone. As its fibres cross those of the

spheno-pterjgoid, its action antagonizes that muscle and aids the purpose of the

Fi.n-. 3

Myology.—Palatal view of the mtisoles of the upper jaw and base of the skull, a, spheno-pteiygoid muscle—the

elevation of the fang is caused by its action on the pterygoid and palate bones ; 6, external pterygoid muscle—the

retractor of the fang—inserted into the outside of the superior maxillary bone ; c, fascial sheath of this muscle
attached to the capsule of the venom gland ; d, spheno-palatine muscle.

pterygoideus externus. The connection of the palate bone and the pterygoid bones,

which we have already noticed, is essential to this result.

Almost all of the muscles about the head, neck, and jaws of the serpent, take

part either in the motions which precede the blow, or those which inflict and follow it.

Most of these muscles have functions which are obvious and easily demonstrable

;

and we shall, therefore, content ourselves with the briefest reference to all but the

anterior temporal, which plays a far more important part, and requires a fuller

description.

The mouth is opened by muscles, such as the costo-mandibular and the vertebro-

mandibular, with the help of a muscular layer analogous to the platysma myoides.

The articulation of the jaws is fixed by the double action of the digastricus and
cervical angular muscles.

Of the temporal muscles there are three. The anterior temporal. Fig. 4, a,

functionally the most important, arises from behind the orbit and from the upper

Fiff. 4.

Exhibiting the Relation op the Tempokal Muscles to the Venom Gland, a—a, auterior temporal muscle ; b, its

insertion in the lower jaw ; c, venom gland ; d, the fang half erected.
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two-tliirds of the firm fascia of the poison gland. Its fibres run backwards over

this body and descend between it and the middle temporal muscle. In this course

the fibres lie posteriorly to the suspensory ligament, and the outer ones, as they

fold about the articular end of the gland, lie in contact with the prolongation of

the external lateral articular ligament upon that body. Finally, the muscle winds

around the commissure of the lips, and is inserted into the lower jaw some distance

in front of the angle of the lips at h, Fig. 4.

The middle and posterior temporal muscles. Figs. 4 and 5, arise chiefly from the

Myology. Lateral view, a—u, gland ; b, anterior temporal muscle ; c, posterior temporal muscle; d, digastricua

muscle ; e, posterior ligament of the sheath of the gland
; /, vagina dentis—the fang slightly raised.

temporal fossa and are inserted, one behind the other, into the lower jaw. As

these two latter muscles descend nearly vertically, their obvious function is to

close the jaws. The use of the anterior temporal is in part also the closure of the

jaws, but its more obvious office is to press upon the poison gland, as we shall

presently see.

The poison gland of the Crotalus occupies the side of the head, behind the eye,

and beneath the anterior temporal muscle. Fig. 5. Its posterior extremity extends

three or four lines beyond the commissure of the lips. Its anterior end lies below

and just behind the eye. Thus situated, the gland is in relation with the bony

surface behind the eye, with the middle temporal muscle, with nerves which emerge

under the suspensory ligament, and with the anterior temporal muscle above and

behind, where that muscle descends to its insertion. Beneath, the gland is in contact

with the external pterygoid muscle, with whose aponeurosis it has peculiar relations.

So much of the gland as lies below the anterior temporal and above the line of the

lip, is in relation with the skin which is here loosely connected with its fascia by

areolar tissue.

The general form of the gland is that of a flattened, almond-shaped oval, the

posterior end being somewhat obtuse, and the anterior tapering to the duct, which

begins just behind and below the eyeball.

The length of the organ, from the insertion of the articular ligament to the

beginning of the duct, was found to be eight-tenths of an inch, in a snake which was

four feet long, and weighed two pounds and two ounces. Its breadth was nearly

two-tenths of an inch, its thickness about one-eighth to one-tenth of an inch.

The poison-glands of six snakes were carefully weighed, after exhausting them

of their contents, during the life of the snakes, and after the ducts and ligaments

had been removed. In the following table, the weight of the gland, and the weight

and length of the snake are given.
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It is proper to mention that almost all of these snakes had been in captivity

during periods of from two to eight weeks.

Vfo.
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to the inner side of the gland. This ligament is remarkably strong and unyield-

ing ; it supports the gland perfectly, and even acts as a passive antagonist to the

force exerted by the anterior temporal muscle, while at the same time it shelters

the large nerves which emerge beneath it from the skull.

The third attachment of the gland is by means of a fascia, which forms a strong

expansion upon the external pterygoid muscle, Fig. 3, c, and then runs off

laterally, to be inserted upon the outer capsule of the gland. This connection is

principally with the lower and anterior portion of the gland. Its object will attract

our attention in another place.

Anteriorly, and along its upper edge, the gland is secured by areolar tissue, con-

necting it with the edges of the temporal fossa, and the posterior edge of the orbit.

At the extreme anterior point of the temporal muscle, however, a portion of its

proper aponeurosis is gathered into a band, to which run also similar fibres from

that part of the capsule of the gland which lies below the muscle. This collection

of rather delicate fibres—for in the Crotalus it can scarcely be called a tendon

—

runs forward above the flexure in the duct, and below the eye, to lose itself on the

edge of the fossa, and about the base of the superior maxillary bone. Soubeiran

describes in the Viper a tendinous insertion of the anterior temporal, as taking the

track here described. I have been unable to discover this insertion in any of my
dissections of the Crotalus.

In almost every account of the anatomy of the Crotalus, and in nearly all of

the essays upon the effect of its venom, some allusion is made to a sac, or reservoir

of poison. Strictly speaking, there is no such organ, and the only provision for

the accumulation of venom is to be found in the duct, and its enlargement within

the gland.

The duct expands somewhat suddenly, as it enters the gland, and being directed

backwards and a little upwards, forms an irregularly-rounded cavity, which runs

nearly the whole length of the gland. Into this receptacle, the smaller ducts of

the gland empty their contents. From the sides of this cavity there run obliquely

upwards, and a little backwards, from five to eight layers of white fibrous tissue,

which, lying transversely to the long axis of the gland, separate its secreting

portion into lobes, which narrow as they approach the central cavity. The septa

here described are finally lost in the capsule of the gland. On their passage out-

wards, they send off numerous branches and thin sheets of tissue which proceed

upwards, for the most part, but also across the lobes, and thus involve the

secernent structure in a supporting scaffolding, of the firmest possible character.

The gland so constructed, resembles very strikingly, in section, the appearance

of a small testicle. Its color is usually of a pearly or gray-white within, except

under certain pathological conditions, when it is full of blood, and presents exter-

nally a darkly-mottled look.

The intimate structure of the poison gland resembles very closely that of the

typical salivary glands. From the open space at the base of the gland, a number

of ducts run up into its substance, and dividing, pass towards the periphery. The
direction of these ducts is, for the most part, backwards and upwards. Owing to

the strength of the fibrous bands which traverse the gland, and to the extreme
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softness of the intermediate tissue, I have found great difficulty in tracing the

smaller ducts, Fig. 7, h. Soubeiran^ describes them in the Viper, as terminating in

minute pouches of amorphous matter. Rjmer Jones (article "Reptilia," Cyclopedia

of Anatomy and Physiology) also speaks of the ducts dividing, to form smaller

Fig. 7.

MicKOScopicAL Structure of the Venom Gland.—a, secernent cojca ; b, small ducts.

tubes, on vphich are finally developed secernent coeca, Fig. 7, a, like those of the
ordinary salivary glands. In perfectly fresh specimens, these coeca can sometimes be
made out. They are lined with pale tessellated and nucleated rounded epithelia,

and are commonly filled with amorplious and granular matter, Fig. 7, a. The
epithelia in question are very easily altered, and in glands kept for a few hours in

summer, are scarcely to be recognized. The smaller ducts are lined with a pale
and narrow columnar epithelial cell, Fig. 7, h. The cavity at the base of the gland,
as well as the main duct which connects with the fang, are lined with large pave-
ment-epithelial cells, which possess distinct nuclei. Fig. 8, a. This form of epithelia

is not usually encountered in this position, in homologous glands, whose ducts are,

on the contrary, covered internally with columnar epithelia. Outside of this cellular

layer, the poison duct is made up principally of white fibrous tissue, with a small
proportion of very fine fibres of yellow elastic tissue. The walls of the duct are

provided throughout with an abundant supply of bloodvessels.

Just above the line of the lip, and consequently at the base and outer side of
the maxillary bone, the duct, in turning to descend this bone, becomes abruptly
larger, for a distance of a line, or a line and a half. Fig. 6 B, c. Its color at this

point is also a little redder than the rest of the duct. Beyond this point, the duct
again becomes smaller. If now a probe be introduced into the duct, and its whole

' J. L. Soubeiran, De la Vipere Paris, 1855, p. 47.
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length divided, it will be observed that the calibre of the canal does not enlarge,

until it reaches the gland, and that the appearance of increased size here described,

is due to a distinct thickening of the walls of the tube.

Fig. 8.

a, Epithelial cells of main duct, and of the receptacle at the base of the gland ; b, pigment-cells of the duct.

Pig. 9.

Non-striated Muscular Fibre-cells op the Sphincter of the Duct.

Upon careful examination of the nature of this tissue, I found it to be formed

by an increase in the amount of fibrous tissue, and by the addition of a layer of
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elongated fusiform cells, Fig. 9, each having a single nucleus, and sometimes a long,

dark nucleolus.

These elements are undoubtedly the characteristic cells of non-striated muscular

ti.ssue.' Their presence, together with the form and position of this enlargement,

enables us to view it as a sphincter placed upon the duct, for the purpose of

restraining the wasteful flow of the secretion. This portion of the wall of the duct

contains numerous irregular, stellate, pigment-cells. Fig. 8, h. So far as I am

aware, no author has described this adjunct to the venom apparatus. Of its pur-

pose, however, I have no doubt ; and that some such provision does exist, is plain,

from the fact that, when in the living Rattlesnake the jaws are separated, and the

fangs caught on the edge of a thin cup, and erected, it is usually very difficult to

produce a flow of venom. Even when the operator presses upon the glands, the

poison is rarely ejected, without the voluntary aid of the snake itself^ After death,

the remnant of fluid in the gland, although small in amount, is easily forced out

along the duct, and through the fang. It is, therefore, very plain, that the snake

has the power to restrain the flow of venom, even when the fangs are in such a

position as that without the aid of the arrangement we have described, they must

inevitably permit of the escape of the poison.

Beyond the sphincter, the duct becomes smaller in calibre, and the walls thin-

ner. To reach the fissure at the base and anterior aspect of the fang-tooth, the

duct runs up the posterior edge of the fossette, and winds over the rounded antero-

lateral shoulder of the superior maxillary bone to reach its anterior face, where it

communicates with the fissure in the fang. The value of the course thus taken by

the duct, we shall elsewhere consider.

Another peculiarity in the course of the duct, should, however, claim attention,

as it has also a mechanical use. Just below the eye, the duct is abruptly bent,

as indicated in Fig. 5.

In its passage from the gl'and to the tooth, the duct is held in place by a sheet of

rather close areolar tissue, which admits of the curves in the tube being straight-

ened, as occasion requires. The part nearest to the gland also receives some of the

fibres from the dense fascia which invests the external pterygoid muscle.

The structure of the fang in venomous serpents has been so minutely described

by Owen,' that a brief synopsis of his views will be all that we shall require. I

have carefully examined the fang-tooth by the aid of fine sections, and I have

nothing to add to the following excellent description by the author above mentioned.

" To give an idea of the structure of this tooth, we may suppose a simple,

slender tooth, like that of a boa-constrictor, to be flattened, and its edges then bent

towards each other, and soldered together, so as to form a tube, open at both ends,

and inclosing the end of the poison duct. The duct which conveys the poison.

' Dr. Woodward, who was so kind as to examine these structures, agreed with me as to their nature.

" This is only true of the active animal ; when insensible from chloroform, the glands are easily emp-

tied by pressure.

' Owen on the Skeleton and Teeth, Philada. 1854, p. 257, and Cyclopedia of Anatomy and Physio-

logy, article Teeth.
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although it runs through the centre of the tooth, is really on the outside of the

tooth. The bending of the dentine beyond it, begins a little beyond the base of

the tooth, where the poison duct rests in a slight groove, or longitudinal indenta-

tion, on the convex side of the fang ; as it proceeds, it sinks deeper into the sub-

stance of the tooth, and the sides of the groove meet and coalesce, so that the trace

of the inflected fold ceases, in some species, to be perceptible to the naked eye, and

the fang appears, as it is commonly described to be, perforated by the duct of the

poison gland."

The tooth fang, in the Eattlesnake, has a peculiar double curve. The lower

curve is large, and has an anterior convexity ; the upper involves only two or three

lines of the length of the tooth from the point down, and is nearly straight, or

presents a slight concavity anteriorly. The whole length of the fang, from point

to base, was ^^ of an inch in a snake, four feet two inches long. One-tenth of an

inch below the point in this tooth, the poison canal opened on the anterior, or con-

vex surface of the fang. Above this, the fang was solid ; as the true pulp cavity

terminated some distance lower down. The point of this singular weapon is brittle,

but of an exquisite fineness. The tooth thus described, is firmly anchylosed to the

submaxillary bone, its base being luted to the portion of bone around its side and

anterior aspect. Posteriorly, the bone possesses a hollow, in which is lodged the

tooth sac. In the open mouth of this alveolar process, within the mucous mem-
brane, and upon the pterygoid bone, lie one behind and below another, the reserve

fangs, each smaller than the one in front, and less and less developed, until the

situation of the last which is visible, is marked by a minute papilla alone. I have

counted from eight to ten of these on each side. A very good account of their

gradual development has been given by W. J. Burnett.^ The details do not

directly concern us here.

When the fang is lost by a natural process, it is replaced within a few days.

When violently displaced, several weeks sometimes elapse before the next fang is

fixed firmly enough to be useful to the snake.

If the functional fang be lost or shed, the next tooth gradually assumes its

position, but of the mode in which the communication is re-established between

the poison duct and the fissure of the lower part and front of the new tooth, we
have had no correct knowledge until a recent period.

Burnett states, that " the original tooth follicle appears to him to become the

poison gland or sac." He then goes on to support this view briefly, still speaking

of the poison gland as possibly accompanying the tooth in its forward movement.

Dr. Burnett must have made this statement under a misconception, as it is well

known there is no poison sac or gland at the base of the fang, or in immediate

connection with it.

More recently, the subject of the development of the fangs and the mode in

which the fixed fang is replaced, when shed or broken, have been carefully studied

by my friend, Dr. Christopher Johnston, of Baltimore, whose skill as an observer.

• W. J. Burnett, M. D., Boston Nat. Hist. Soc, vol. iv. p. 311-323.
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as well as his peculiar knowledge of dental structures, entitle his views to great

respect.

At my request, Dr. Johnston has repeated his observations, and most kindly

placed them at my disposal. The following statement is in his own language :

—

" The study of heads prepared by me, leads me to entertain the following opinion

as to the manner in which secondary fangs establish a communication with the

poison duct. There appears to me good reason to believe that there is a periodical

fall of the venom fangs, quite independent of violence ; and this is to be regarded

as a physiological circumstance agreeing with what takes place in fishes, as Pike

or Gar, and in reptiles, as Iguana, as well as with what occurs in the jaws of

Megalosaurus, Iladrosaurus, etc. For I have not observed in the jaws of Crotali of

the same species a constant relation between the size of the serpent and of its

fangs; and when I couple with the disproportion alluded to, the fact, that at nearly

all seasons, reserve fangs and germs are found in every degree of advancement or

development, I cannot suppose that the almost mature secondaries are awaiting an

accident to effect their promotion. We know that in Alligator especially, the

secondaries occasion by their development the erosion of the base, and the con-

sequent displacement of their predecessors, and assume positions from which they

are to be in turn expelled.

" In Crotalus, the secondary fangs lie in separate capsules at the bottom of the

dens in the mucous membrane, where the fangs crouch when not erected. Their

pulps are arranged in order upon a gum which lies at the base and to the inner

side of the functioning fang ; and each developing fang is inclosed in a separate

caj^sule and points directly backwards.
" Now a transverse section of a pulp in any part of its extent, gives a crescentic

figure, hardly perceptible as a crescent at the point, evidently lunate with separate

horns on either side of the distal aperture of the poison canal, and again a crescent,

but with closely approximated cornua, throughout the rest of the crown, where the

two longitudinal folds of dentine meet along the median line and are fused together.

" As the growth of the tooth advances, a slight annular enlargement marks its

neck, or at least the limit of the crown, and then the two horns of the pulp diverge

widely, at the upper part of the base, which is in process of formation, but again

approach each other, yet without meeting, as the base goes on to completion. It

may here be remarked, that the pulp acquires greater volume at this part of the

fang, which is more extended along the posterior edge than in front, and is marked,
both internally and externally, with conspicuous longitudinal flutings.

"The dentine of the basal portion in front, necessarily follows the modelling

pulp ; and as this, by the separation of the anterior lamellte, leaves an ovoidal

hiatus, so the tooth substance investing the matrix shows the free edge of its folds

on either side as the margin of a large aperture, the inlet of the poison canal. All

this occurs while yet the tooth-capsule is entire.

" In this condition the secondary fang remains until the fang in use falls sponta-

neously or by violence ; and the secondaries behind it will be found to exhibit

successive inferior stages of development. At length the prime fang is removed, if

spontaneously, by the atrophy of the pulp, and, I believe, by erosion of the basal

3
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auchylosed portion ; if it be broken off by violence, the freedom of the pseiido socket

is accomplished by the same means. And now the first tooth of reserve is urged

forwards into a recess in the maxillary bone directly adjacent to, and on the inner

side of the fallen fang ; and the requisite advancement is brought about by the

developmental vis a tergo of the remaining reserve pulps, and probably also by the

traction in front, exerted by the cicatrizing parts. It is evident that the fang

emerges from its capsule, and that the point and crown repose in the den, but

the base is closely invested with the capsular remains under the form of a perios-

teal expansion, which is the mediate bond of union between the base and the new

and shallow socket of the maxilla.

" As may be perceived, upon examination at this stage, two sockets co-exist in

the same jaw. The inner, new one, suj^portiug the recently promoted fang, and

the outei", old, and now vacant one, which is fast being disencumbered of the ves-

tiges pertaining to its former resident. In this maxilla, the new fang occupies the

innermost part, having the old socket on the outer side, while in the opposite max-

illa, the older venom fang may be discovered in its normal situation, leaving the

recess to its inner side vacant, for the temporary lodgment of its successor. Or,

both fangs being recently fixed to the jaw, the vacuities will both be formed on

the outside, and all the reserve fangs will appear to follow backwards and outwards

in direct line.

" Now let us look at the situation of the poison duct, and examine into the mode

by which it is brought into relation with the fang.

" The venom duct arising from the gland makes a bend upwards, immediately

beneath the eye, then advances forwards under the skin, as far as the crotaline

fossette, and lying upon the maxilla externally, plunges downw.ards, and pierces

the gum in front of the fang, where it terminates in a papilla, which projects

slightly into the pi'oximal aperture of the tooth. In this position, it is maintained

by the gum which clasps the base laterally and in front, with considerable firmness,

its inferior or distal edge, encompassing the annular enlargement already alluded

to. Nor is there any other than a mediate application of the poison papilla against

the fang, for as the whole venom canal of each tooth is really upon the outside of

the organ, no special membrane lines it which might be continuous with the duct

that discharges into the upper aperture.

" Such is the condition of things in an old fang, occupying its normal exterior

position. But when the tooth drops out, or is broken, the gum is left entire; or,

if its exodus has been forced, the gum escapes with laceration only. In either

case, however, the gum remains as a barrier, limiting the progress of the advancing

reserve fang; and while the latter is establishing itself provisionally, the gum
encircles it, clasps it tenaciously, and brings the poison papilla in apposition with

its dental aperture. As time passes, the new fang moves gradually outwards to its

permanent seat; the inner maxillary recess is restored, and the first fang of reserve

is again discovered on the inner side of its senior, resting with its pulp attachment

in the bottom of the recess.

" Thus, the reserve fang has become an adult functioning fang, nor does its pulp
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relax its hold, until fate or mischance dislodge the now fatallj-armed tooth which

it animates."

Before leaving this portion of the subject, it is proper to state that the views

expressed by my friend Dr. Johnston, as to the want of direct continuity between

the duct of the poison gland and the tooth canal, have been recently advocated by
Prof Jeifries Wyman, of Boston. It gives me great pleasure to point out this

coincidence of opinion ; and while acknowledging Prof. Wyman's priority of claim

as established by publication, I must not omit to add that Dr. Johnston's manu-

script notes—which I have quoted above—bear the date of Oct. 3d, 1859, since

which time they have been in my own possession.^

The accompanying diagram, Fig. ]0, illustrates our views as to the direction

taken by the new fang, in its progress towards the alveolar socket.

It will have been observed that Dr. Johnston states, that the first reserve fang

enters the semilunar socket in the maxilla, to the inside of the active fang. Al-

though this is often or usually the case, it is not uncommon to find the two fixed

Fiff. 10.

a, Alveolar socket ; b, functionary fang ; c, its successor ; d, the nest fang in order of age ; e, remaining germs.

fangs, unsymmetrically placed, one on the inner, the other on the outer side, of

their respective alveolre, or both on the inner side; or again, both on the outer

side of the said socket.

In all other points, my own researches agree with those of Dr. Johnston.

May 16th, 1860; Proc. Boston Nat. Hist. Soc.
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CHAPTER III.

THE PHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISM OF THE BITE OF THE CROTALUS.

The preceding details will enable us to understand the following statement of

the functions of the various parts described, and to appreciate the mode in which

thej' combine to effect a given purpose.

Of the many authors who have treated of the anatomy and physiology of the

Rattlesnake and other venomous serpents, no one has entered fully into the subject

of the mechanism of the movements which inflict the bite and inject the poison.

Redi, Fontana, Tyson, Ranby, Smith, Home, Duvernoy, Soubeiran, and others,

have nearly all in turn contributed something to this subject, but I find nowhere a

full and complete account of the part played by the various muscles and of the

exact uses of many of the peculiar arrangements of tissue which characterize the

poison apparatus. Nothing, in feet, can be more admirable than the mode in

which the motions in question are effected, and yet while they interest the physio-

logist, from the wonderful example they afford of a series of complex acts following

one upon another in ordered sequence, to effect a certain end, they are not less

interesting to the physician, who may learn from their study how he may be

deceived as to the occurrence of poisoned wounds, and how the snake which

appears to strike may really fail in its object, even though seeming to have

inflicted a wound.

When the Rattlesnake is in repose and unmolested, it sometimes lies at length,

sometimes coiled, or wrapped fold on fold in the loops formed by other snakes which

may happen to be in the same box. So soon, however, as cause is seen for alarm,

the snake extricates itself, if among others, and at once throws its body into the coil

so familiar to any one who has seen serpents, whether venomous or not. Some-

times on the edge, more often in the centre of the coil, the tail projects far enough

to admit of its vibrating fi-eely, and with singular swiftness.

The head is raised a little above the rest of the body, but not, usuallj'^, more

than three or four inches, even in large snakes. The neck and upper end of the

trunk are not thrown into complete circles, but lie in two or three abrupt

curves across the mass of the coiled body. The snake is now in position to strike.

While thus at bay, in an attitude of singular grace, the long black tongue is fre-

quently protruded, a common movement among all serpents when irritated. Just

before the blow the snake makes a hissing sound, which is caused by the act of

expiration, and is due to the passage of air through the narrow glottis. It is

louder in certain innocent serpents than in the Crotalus.

Tlie mechanism of the forward cast of the body, which next occurs, is a very
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simple matter. The muscles which lie upou the convexity of the bendings formed

by the upper part of the snake, are suddenly and violently contracted, so as

abruptly to straighten the body, and thrust it forward in a direct line. The force

resulting from this motion is not very great, as I have often ascertained when a

snake has struck the end of a pole which I was holding, nor would it alone suffice

to bury the fang in a tough skin, were it not for the acts which follow and aid it.

In effecting this forward thrust of the neck and head, the serpent employs only

the upper part of its body, and, consequently, is unable, under any circumstances,

to strike at a greater distance than one-half its length, while usually its projectile

range does not exceed a third of its length. An impression prevails that when
the snake lies coiled, its head is raised very high to enable it to strike downwards.

It seems, however, to be of no moment, in what direction the danger threatens,

since it can, at will, cast itself forwards, downwards, or almost directly upwards.

As the animal comes within reach, of which the snake does not always judge

with accuracy, the latter executes the movement just described. At the instant,

and while in motion, the jaws are separated widely, and the head is bent somewhat
back upon the first cervical bones, so as to bring the point of the fang into a favor-

able position to penetrate the opposing flesh. Owing to the backward curve of the

tooth, this, of necessity involves the opening of the jaws to such an extent, that an

observer standing above the snake, can see the white mucous membrane of the

mouth, as the blow is given. The peculiar articulation of the lower jaw upon an

intermediary bone, in place of upon the body of the skull, greatly facilitates this

action. On examining the neck and head, it will also be seen that the head, under

the influence of the cervical prolongation of the mass of the spinal muscles, is

capable of being bent backwards to no inconsiderable extent. Consentaneously

with the forward thrust of the body, and with the opening of the mouth, the

spheno-pterygoids act from their firm cranial attachments to draw forward the

pterygoid plate, and thus, through its attachment to the maxillary to erect the

fang. The function of elevating the fang belongs alone to this muscle, which has

no analogue in the other vertebrate animals. I have frequently tested its power
to raise the fang, by stimulating it with galvanic or other irritants, after decapi-

tating the snake, and although some French observers seem to have had doubts as

to the agencies which effect the elevation and depression of the fang, there does-

not seem to me to be any reason to doubt the share which the spheno-pterygoid

takes in this mechanism. That the mere act of opening the mouth, of necessity

raises the weapon, has often been affirmed, but it is only necessary to separate the

jaws of a living Crotalus to be convinced that this is not the case, and that even
when the mouth is widely opened, the animal has the most perfect control over

the movement of the fang, raising or depressing it at will.

As the spheno-pterygoid acts, the submaxillary bone rocks forward upon its

lachrymal articulation. When the motion reaches its limit, and is checked by the

ligament which I have described, the supporting lachrymal bone, in turn, yields to

the power applied through the maxillary bone. These movements elevate a little

the muzzle of the snake, so as to give to the face a very singular expression during

the act of striking. Their more obvious and important result, is the elevation of
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the fang, whicli, rising, thrusts off, from its convexity, the cloak-like vagina-dcntis

so that it gathers in loose folds at its base.

As the unsheathed tooth penetrates the flesh of the victim, a series of move-

ments occur, which must be .contemporaneous, or nearly so. The body of the

snake still resting in coil, makes, as it were, an anchor, while the muscles of the

neck contracting, draw upon the head so violently, that when a small animal is

the prey, it is often dragged back by the effort here described. If now the head

and fang remained passive, the pull upon the head would withdraw the fiing too

soon; but at this moment, the head is probably stayed in its position by the

muscles below, or in front of the spine ; while the pterygoideus exteruus and

spheno-palatine, acting upon the fang through their respective insertions, into the

posterior apophysis of the submaxillary bone, and the inside of the palate bone,

draw its point violently backwards, so as to drive it more deeply into the flesh.

The muscles alluded to, therefore, antagonize the spheno-pterygoid.

At this instant, occurs a third series of motions, which result in the further

deepening of the wound, and in the injection of the poison.

The lower jaw is closed upon the bitten part, or member. Where the surface

struck is flat and large, this action will have but slight influence. Where the jaw

shuts on a small limb, or member, the consequent effects will be far moi'e likely to

prove serious, since the power thus to shut the mouth materially aids the purpose

of the blow. The closure of the jaw is effected by the posterior middle, and ante-

rior temporal muscles. The fii-st two tend simply to shut the mouth ; the anterior

temporal, however, is so folded about the poison gland, that while it draws up the

lower jaw, it simultaneously compresses two-thirds of the body of the gland.

This force is applied in such a manner as to squeeze the fluids out of the upper and

back parts of the gland, and drive them forwards into the duct. The anterior

lower angle of the gland, as well as a portion of the duct, is subjected to similar

pressure at the same instant, owing to the flat tendinous insertion of a part of the

external pterygoid upon the parts in question.

It will thus be observed, that the same muscular acts which deepen the wound,

fix the prey, and inject the venom through the duct, and into the tissues pene-

trated by the tooth.' The whole process here described at such length, is the work

of an instant, and the serpent's next effort is to disentangle itself from its victim.

This step is effected by relaxing the muscles of the neck, so as to leave the head

passive, while the continued traction of the muscles of the body pull upon it, and

thus withdraw the fang, over which glides the elastic mucous sheath as the

^ It follows from the observations of Dr. Johnston, and Prof. Wyman, that no tissue connection

exists between the venom duct and the basal opening in the fang. It becomes necessary, under these

circumstances, to explain how the jioison is can-ied from one to the other. Usually the projecting papilla

at the end of the duct, is held by the gum in close contact with the fang opening, and when the fang, in

rising, thrusts back its mucous cloak, this presses upon the parts at the base of the fang so firmly, as to

bring them into perfect apposition. This explanation is given by Prof Wyman. It does very often

happen, however, that a part only, or even none, of the vetiom enters the fang, but is violently ejected

between that weapon and the edges of the vagina dentis.
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pterygoid, again acting, depresses the fang, and the serpent recovers its posture of

defence.

It happens, not unfrequently, that the teeth of the lower jaw catch in the skni

of the bitten animal, and thus prevent the snake from retreating at once. When

this takes place, the serpent shakes its head from side to side, with a motion which

so nearly resembles the shake a dog gives his prey, that it has been mistaken by at

least one observer for an' expression of rage. It is really an attempt to escape

;

nor is it always successful, since a large animal will often drag a snake until the

fangs themselves break loose, and are left in, or on, the bitten part.

In considering this portion of our subject, it is well to notice what has been too

much overlooked, the fact that, while the snake commonly employs both fangs, it

does often inliict but a single wound. When obtaining venom from living snakes,

I have been accustomed to allow them to bite upon the inner edge of a cup, and I

have observed that on some occasions both fangs were used at once, and that on

others only one was active. Or, the fangs were used in succession, an appreciable

interval of time intervening. If this occur, when a snake at freedom strikes an

object, it is, of course, possible that the animal may escape before the second fang

is driven in by the traction of its proper external pterygoid muscle. At all events,

it is certain that these facts should receive due appreciation, in estimating the

danger of a given bite, and the value of an antidote.

There remains for consideration one muscular motion, which I have observed

"

to accompany the effort to bite, when the snake is held by the back of the neck.

It consists in a turning outwards of the points of the fangs, so as to separate them

from one another.^ This divergence of the fang points is disadvantageous, inasmuch

as it causes them to enter somewhat obliquely, and frequently throws one fang

beyond the part bitten, when that part happens to be small. It has a use with

reference to the snake itself, since the fang-points, when thus widely separated, lie

outside of the lower jaw, and are thus prevented from wounding it. This purpose

is greatly aided by the action of a muscle analogous to the mylo-hyoid, which

approximates the anterior extremities of the lower maxillary, or mandibular bones,

so as to make narrow the extremity of the jaw. The protection thus obtained is

very essential, since the serpent always closes the jaw violently when biting, but

does not always succeed in seizing its prey. Whether or not this divergence of

the fang-points occurs when the snake bites unrestrainedly, I cannot say ; but as I

have been very often astonished at the distance between the wounds, where both

fangs had taken effect, it is highly probable that it occurs under all circumstances.

We have still left for consideration certain points of minor interest, in connection

with the part played by the gland in the train of actions which I have described.

This organ, as we have seen, is violently compressed by the anterior temporal muscle,

and perhaps by the posterior temporal, as well as indirectly by the external pterygoid.

Under the pressure thus applied, the venom passes through the duct, and out of

the fang. Now, as it is clear that the temporal muscles must be often used to

' I could not determine wbetber this divergence took place wlien tlie sualic, at freedom, struck an

animal.
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close the jaws, under circumstances Avliich do not demand the ejection of venom,

we must suppose, either that the anterior temporal is, at times, functionally inactive,

or else that some provision exists for restraining the flow of poison, when the gland

is incidentally comj^ressed during the ordinary movements of the lower jaw, as in

gaping (a common action with snakes), deglutition, etc.

The closure of the duct is provided for in two ways, one of which is peculiarly

ingenious. The first and most effective of these is the sphincter, which I have

already described. The second consists in a peculiar relation between the maxillary

bone and the duct. The antero-lateral surface of the bone is somewhat rounded,

and the duct being confined at the base of the bone, and also perfectly fixed at its

junction with the fimg, it happens that when the fang tooth lies flexed in the

mouth, the maxillary portion of the duct is stretched over the rounded shoulder

of bone upon which it rests, thus flattening, and closing its canal more or less

completely.

It is worthy of remark, that the abrupt curve of the duct under the eye, has,

also, a mechanical value. First, as an additional means of interrupting the flow of

venom, when the fang is not in use, and, second, as a provision for preventing

injury to the duct, when, during the action of fixing tlie fang, the duct is drawn
backward by the muscles, and forward by the sudden and momentary flexion of

the fang, which occurs at this time. Under these two forces, the bend in the duct

is temporarily obliterated.

The power with which the venom is ejected from the tooth, depends somewhat
upon the amount contained in the gland and its ducts. When the snake fails to

strike the object aimed at, the poison is sometimes projected several feet. In one

case which is known to me, it was thrown into the eye of a man standing five or

six feet from the snake, when it struck upwards at a stick held above its coil.^

* For an account of many facts in connection with snakes, wliieli are of popular scientific interest, but

remote from my present subject, tlie reader will do well to consult Professor Leconte's paper, Shaw's

Zoology, the various Encyclopedia articles, and the memoir of Prof. Dumeril, to which I have already

referred.

The great tenacity of life on the part of snakes, is alluded to by several of these authors, and is

well known in the form of a very singular popular belief. It is certainly very remarkable in the Rattle-

snake, whose reflex motions are admirably retained for some hours after decapitation, and occasionally

are seen as late as the 36th hour. At this late period, they consist in wave-like movements, which run

from the tail upwards, and are most readily exeited by pinching the parts about the cloaca. Immediately

after the head has been cut off, the body writhes slowly along the floor, or, if hung up, returns on itself,

twining the pendant trunk around the tail. If, when the body is entirely fresh, we seize the tail, the

headless trunk frequently returns on itself, in the effort to strike the offending hand. Occasionally, this

movement is so perfectly executed, that the bleeding and headless trunk smites the operator's hand before

it can be withdrawn. In one or two instances, persons who were ignorant of the possibility of this

movement, have been so terrified at the blow which has greeted them, as to faint on the spot. To hold

thus the headless snake, has been made a test of firmness in some parts of the West ; and few have been

found composed enough to retain the tail until the innocent, but ghastly stump, struck the hand. Indeed,

any one who may try this little experiment, will discover that it is no easy task to keep* steady grasp upon

the tail, even when, in ineffectual efforts, the bleeding neck is thrown towards the irritated parts, but does

not fully succeed in reaching it. It is interesting to observe that, while the person whose nerves are thus

tried, looks at the snake, he can scarcely ever so control liimself as to be unmoved ; but, if he close his
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The study of the complicated mechanism which we have endeavored to explain,

will aid us in understanding several points of interest in connection with the bite

of the Rattlesnake.

It must be perfectly apparent that in a sequence of movements so elaborate, it

will occasionally happen that, from a foilure in some one of the essential motions,

the ultimate purpose of the whole will be interfered with. Thus, it sometimes

chances that the serpent miscalculates the distance, and fails from this cause. Or,

again, when the object aimed at is very near, the initial force of the blow is

lost, and the tooth does not enter; no uncommon occurrence, where the animal

struck is an old dog, with a tough skin. Again, if the upper jaw be not elevated

sufficiently, the fangs are sometimes driven backwards, by the foi-ce of the for-

ward impulse, as they touch the part attacked, and the venom is then apt to escape

between the tooth and the covering mucous cloak. Upon one occasion, having

allowed a small snake to strike a dog, the former became entangled, owing to the

hooked teeth of the lower maxillary bone having caught in the skin. Upon
examining the snake closely, the dog being held, I found that the convexity of the

fangs lay against the skin, on which were thrown one or two drops of venom. On
removing the snake, and inspecting the part struck, I could find no fang wound,

although the skin was visibly torn by the smaller teeth. I have seen the Rattle-

snake strike with great apparent ferocity, a number of times, when 1 have been

unable to discover any fang wound whatsoever; and this has taken place, occa-

sionally, with small animals, such as the rabbit, which must have been seriously

affected by even a small amount of venom.

It scarcely ever happens that an animal is bitten, without a part of the injected

venom being cast on the skin, near the wound made by the fangs. Tliis wasted

material probably escapes from the duct, where it is in apposition with the lower

opening of the fang canal, and may be merely that excess of fluid which the fang

cannot carry. In some cases, however, it is quite possible that the relations of

the fang and the duct are so disturbed, that the venom never enters the tooth at

all. It is certainly true, as has been already stated, and as Dr. Wyman has shown,

that the fang must be fully erected in order that the duct shall be so firmly held

in contact with the fang, as to insure the passage of the venom through this latter

organ.

Finally, it sometimes happens, that the blow is given, the fang enters, and from

the quick starting of the animal injured, or from some other interrupting cause, it

is withdrawn so soon that the larger portion of the poison is thrown harmless upon
the surface near the wound. Under these circumstances, the resulting symptoms
are, of course, trifling; and how well such an occurrence would be calculated to

deceive the observen, who employed an antidote in a like case, can be readily

conceived.

eyes or look away, the source through which the invohintary start of alarm, or nervousness, is, so to

speak, dictated, appears to be cut off, and the intellectual and memorial recognition of the snake's powers

is not sufficiently lively to overcome the force of will which is e.xerted to retain the grasp.

4
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When speaking of the difficulties which surround the study of antidotes to

serpent poison, we shall return again to this subject. Here it is sufficient to have

pointed out such of the fallacies as are due to a want of exact knowledge of the

mechanism concerned in producing the poisoned wound.

The minute details, here given, of the mechanism of the bite, are collected from

many sources already mentioned, and are carefully corrected by numerous original

observations, dissections, and experimental demonstrations of the mode in which

different muscles acted under galvanic stimulus, applied after decollation and

removal of the skin. So far as I am aware, it is the only full account of the mode

in which the bite is given, and of the parts played by the different organs and

tissues concerned.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL CHARACTERS OF THE VENOM.

TnE venom, the injection of which is the sole object of the mechanism we

have been considering, will now claim our attention. In my own researches, I

have felt seriously the want of statements as to the manipulation and mechanical

means employed by preceding observers, when handling, and otherwise using, their

snakes. For this reason, as well as to place the reader upon the same logical

ground with myself, by giving him every known condition and accompaniment of

each observation, I have, in all cases, described minutely the whole manual of

each experiment. Where these details would have confused the statements of

results, I have placed them in the form of notes.

It would have been an easy task to swell this Essay to an imposing bulk, by

quoting throughout all the comparative results obtained by those who have expe-

rimented on venomous snakes, other than the Crotalus. So full a summary would

not be without use and interest; but, since the mass of these researches have but

little value, I have contented myself with the briefest relation of the opinions of

others, where they did not directly concern the rattlesnake. My main object has

been to present, with brevity, my own results, as regards the Crotalus, with such

illustration, contrast, and comment, derived from the works of others, as seemed

to me essential to this purpose.

A^noimt of Venom in the Duels.—The amount of venom contained at any one

time in the ducts of the poison gland, varied with the size of the snake, and the

period which had elapsed since the last bite. I have again and again collected

the venom, and have found that serpents of from three to four feet long rarely threw

out more than from two to four drops, after the first ejection had taken place.

When perfectly fresh, healthy, and undisturbed for some weeks in summer, the first

gush of their venom was sometimes astonishingly large. A snake which had served

as a show in Washington, reached me in a box with a glass top, which was firmly

fixed by screws. In all probability this snake had been several weeks without using

its fangs.^ It was secured as usual, and the lip of a cup placed in its mouth. It

' Manipulation.—The authors who have written upon serpents, have usually obtained their venom

by kiUing the animal, and compressing the gland (Fontana), or by anaesthetizing it with chloro-

form (Burnett), and then exerting pressure, until the fluid exuded through the duct. Where snakes are

abundant, the first method is perhaps the best, if the head be cut off rapidly and suddenly, without
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struck at once with the right fang, but missing the cup, poured a large amount of

venom into its own mouth. The left fang struck an instant after, and threw into

allowing the snake to bite at any object, and thus exhaust its venom. Where the snakes are not easily

replaced, this plan is plainly not economical.

Others have allowed the snake to bite upon soft substances which imbibed the venom readily, and

from which it could be removed by water (Bonaparte). The methods which, after long practice, I have

found most availaljle, I will detail liere, after describing the various means which I have found useful in

securing the suakes for experiment, or in removing them from box to box.

In moving snakes, it is customary to employ long-handled tongs, or forceps, wliich are apt to pinch

and otherwise injure them. I have been in the habit of using for this purpose, a bar of wood four feet

long, aud cut off at the end, so as to present a slightly roughened surface, one and a half inches square.

On one side of the end, a piece of soft and pliant leather strap was nailed securely. This strap was

then carried across the end of the bar, and through a flat staple upon the side opposite to that on which

the strap was fastened. A stout cord, attached to the strap above the staple, was held in the operator's

hand. To use this simple instrument, the strap was drawn down, so as to form a loop, which was easily

slipped over the head of a snake, and there tightened by drawing on the cord. Where it was desirable

merely to secure the venom, the loop was slipj)ed over the head aud drawn closely around the neck.

Thus prepared, the snake was placed ou the table and retained by an assistant, while the operator

obtained the venom. When it was desirable to have an animal bitten without placing it in the cage, the

loop was carried to the middle of the snake's body, aud it was thus allowed movement enough to enable

it to draw back and strike. It is unnecessary to add that during these manipulations, the utmost caution

is necessary to avoid accident.

As it is sometimes essential to detain the snake on the table for some time, without being forced to

employ a person to guard it, I devised a little apparatus, which, although imperfect, answered my ends

well enough. A box, about four inches square, and thirty-six inches long, was divided lengthwise, and

arranged with hinges so as to close readily. The two sections were deeply grooved, so that where the

sides of the box met, the grooves formed a tube large enough to receive the body of a serpent five feet in

length. The large end of the box was fitted with a sliding door which could be secured by a wooden

wedge driven in behind it. The lower edge of the door was made concave, and a piece of leather was

tacked across the concavity, designed to press on the snake's neck, and secure without injuring it.

To employ this arrangement, the box was closed and the door raised, a cord having been previously

run through the central tube. This cord bore on its extremity a loop which was thrown over the tail of

the snake, and carried up between three and four inches. To effect this manoeuvre, I was usually obliged

to hold the snake down with a long stick notched at the end. The serpent being thus noosed, the loop

was tightened, and an assistant tilted the box over the cage, aud rapidly drew the snake backwards into

the tube, while a second person standing in front, guided the snake with a long rod.

As soon as the tail appeared at the small end of the box, it was secured by the assistant, and the

looped string which held it was wound around a nail. At this instant, the head sometimes retreated into

the bos. After waiting a moment, it usually reappeared again, and was then seized with a pair of long

forceps, and held while the door was pushed down on the neck, and made fast with the wedge. When

the snake was small, it sometimes contrived to turn around in the box before the tail emerged, and thus

reverse its desired position. This occurrence twice exposed the operator to great danger. It was finally

provided against by the aid of a large cork, which was strung upon the cord, and was used to close the

small end of the tube, when the snake was of a size to make it possible for it to turn in the tube.

When the snake was thus properly imprisoned, it could be placed on the table and studied to great

advantage, while it was still able to bite with sufficient vigor.

At various times I have employed all the methods of procuring venom, which I have enumerated

at the commencement of this note. I have finally laid aside all but the plan of stui)efying the snake by

chloroform. This is accomplished by seizing the snake about the middle with the looped staff, and

placing it on the table. An assistant then controls the head and neck, by confining the latter with a

notched stick, while with the other hand he slips over the head a glass vessel about two inches wide, and

containing at the closed end a sponge soaked in chloroform. The snake breathes for a time with only
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the cup fifteen drops of venom. This is the largest quantity which I have ever

seen ejected by natural process. In a subsequent attempt, the next day, this

serpent, which bit eagerly, threw out only one or two drops from each fang. The
snake was fifty-three inches long, and weighed two pounds four ounces.

It is diflicult to compare the amount of venom ejected by the Crotalus, with that

excreted by the Viper, and the Naja, since, although both EusselP and Fontana^

speak on this point, they seem to have secui'ed the poison from the exsected gland,

or, at least, by pressure after death, and they are, moi-eover, silent as to the length

and weight of the animals examined.

Jeter' states that the enlarged duct at the base of the poison gland will hold

usually about ten drops, when distended with accumulated poison.

In four snakes I filled the duct and gland with water. The injection was made
by introducing a small syringe into the duct itself outside of the gland. The fluid

was afterwards expressed from the gland, and measured. In place of estimating

the fluid by the gross plan of dropping it, I employed the following means : A
narrow tube was graduated, so that each division represented a drop of distilled

water. The point being drawn to a fine capillary termination, enabled me to col-

lect, by gentle suction, the venom, or other fluid, even when it was spread over a

rough surface, or accidentally spilled.

In the accompanying table, I have given the weight and length of the serpents

used, and the amount in water-drops which a single gland in each snake was capa-

ble of containing.

Weight 9i oz. Capacity of gland 11 drops.

" 18 " " " 19 "

" 3 lbs. 2 oz. " " 29 "

Color of Ytnom.—The color of the venom varied from a pale emerald green to

orange and straw color. Where the poison had remained a long time in the gland,

it was deeper in hue than when its ejection followed rapidly upon its formation.

I have also observed tiiat in some snakes, it was uniformly of a darker color

a few inches of lung which lie in front of the stick, but as it becomes more insensible, the pressure of

the stick is removed, and the strap of the staff loosened. About twenty minutes are required to com-

plete the process. If it is then found that the lower jaw hangs relaxed when opened, the neck is seized

firmly, the fangs caught on a saucer edge, and the glands stripped from behind forwards by pressure with

the thumb and forefinger. The venom usually escapes alongside of the fang, from under the mucous

cloak. To secure all of the available venom, it is best to wash the fang and the vagina dentis with the

aid of a little water, and a pipette ; but one objection can be urged against this method. One snake in

every four died within from two to five days, and this after apparent recovery from the effects of the

chloroform. It is not impossible that too severe a compression of the venom glands may produce rup-

ture of its substance, and consequent blood-poisoning. This, however, is but conjecture ; and I have

not further examined the subject experimentall}'.

Russell on the Poison Serpents of India, p. 40.

= Fontana on Poisons, Trans, by J. Skinner. Lond. 1Y87, vol. i. 27T—287.

= Poisoned Wounds, etc., a Report of a Committee to the Med. Assoc, of Missouri, by A. F. Jeter,

M.D., p. 10.

* Not inclusive of the rattles.

No. 1. C. Durissus.
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than in others ; but of the cause of this difference I know nothing, nor am I able

to associate an increased virulency with any particular hue of the poison.

Fontana^ describes the color of the venom of the Viper as yellow. Jeter" speaks

of the Crotalus poison as being more frequently of a greenish tint, though some-

times yellowish. Russell gives no information as to the color of Cobra venom,

or that of other East India serpents.

Specific Gravity.—On the subject of the specific gravity of the venom, all authors

are silent, usually contenting themselves with the statement that it is heavier than

water.

As it is very difficult to collect at any one time enough of the venom to admit

of the use of the specific gravity bottle, I was obliged to resort to other means.

Having prepared a solution of sugar in water, of a specific gravity of 1030,

I threw into it with a pipette, a drop of pure venom. Finding that it sunk

rapidly, I increased the strength of the sugar solution, until the venom was

found to float in it midway. This rather coarse means enabled me to estimate

the average specific gravity of the clear poison at 1044. The specimen employed

came from a snake which had been unmolested for several weeks. To test the

matter further, I collected some poison from the same snake on the two following

daj's, obtaining but a drop or two on each occasion. The first of these specimens

had a specific weight of 1030. The second was estimated at 1035, so that it is

probable that the poison becomes concentrated by long I'esidence in the gland.

The method of examination here employed is, of course, open to criticism, and

can furnish only approximate calculations ; but, as I know of no other facts in this

direction, I do not deem it proper to omit even the imperfect results thus attained.

Physical Characters.—The venom examined by me was always more or less glu-

tinous. In the Viper, it so nearly resembled a gum, that it was described by Fon-

tana as such.^ That of the Crotalus dries very slowly, and is as adhesive as thick

solutions of gum-acacia. When completely desiccated, it resembled dried albumen,

and presented itself in thin yellow and transparent layers, traversed by number-

less cracks which in the Viper-poison were supposed by Mead to be the edges of

crystals peculiar to the secretion.

Whether fluid or dried, the poison of the Crotalus was devoid of taste, and also

of smell, unless it had undergone putrefaction, to which, like other albuminoid

solutions, it is liable. I have tasted the rattlesnake poison repeatedly, once by

design, and several times through accident, when engaged in collecting it by suck-

ing it into a pipette.

I could not perceive that it had the slightest taste or acridity. Mead alone

describes the venom of the viper as acrid and caustic to the tongue. Fontana

could discern no taste in it, but thought that it benumbed the part on which it

was placed. Brainard* states that the Crotalus venom has "a peculiar and dis-

' Fontana on Poisons, VI. p. 12. Skinner's Translation.

^ Jeter on Poisoned Wounds, p. 20.

° Fontana, p. 263, vol. i. Skinner's Transl., where the Ablid examines and disproves this idea.

* Bi'ainard, Smillisonian Institution, Annual Report of, i'or 18.'')4, p. 12,^.
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agreeable odor, and is said to have a pungent taste." No authority is given for

the latter statement. Jeter' speaks of it as tasteless, but ascribes to it the power
to benumb the tongue when a drop is placed on that organ. I can only add
that I have never experienced the sensation in question. As respects Prof.

Brainard's account of its odor, it is proper to observe that, although, as I have
said, the venom was usually free from smell, specimens which had remained a long

time in the gland, sometimes had the peculiar animal odor of the snake itself

Reaction of the Venom.—The subject of the acidity or alkalinity of the venom of

the European viper, was very early a matter of keen dispute. Mead and James
both asserted that it reddened litmus, and was of a distinctly acid reaction. Mead
afterwards disavowed this idea, and agreed with Fontana in calling it neutral.

Jussieu, who followed Mead in his earlier view, also agreed with him in recom-

mending the local and general treatment by volatile alkali, in the hope of neutral-

izing the acid in question. Dr. Brickell," of Savannah, appears to have been
the first to examine the reaction of rattlesnake poison. This observer found that

the venom was strongly acid, and reddened litmus paper. Dr. Harlan,^ of Phila-

delphia, also describes it as invariably acid. Brainard, Barton, Jeter, and others,

do not seem to have examined the question.

My own observations on this subject were very numerous, and were directed,

not only towards ascertaining whether or not the venom was acid, but also as to

the normal reaction of the snake's mouth, when free from venom.

I- find in my notes the record of eight observations, in all of which the venom
reddened litmus paper more or less distinctly. In a great many unrecorded obser-

vations I obtained no other result. It was uniformly acid, and this reaction was
common to all specimens of the poison, whether moist or dry, dark colored or

pale in tint. One of these specimens was two years old, and, when placed on

litmus paper, and touched with a drop of water, it reddened the paper distinctly.

I do not think that the venom increases in acidity upon being kept ; nor, on the

other hand, does the acid of the venom appear to be volatile, since litmus once

reddened by it, kept the red hue, until exposed to an alkali, which restored the

original blue tint of the test paper. That, finally, the acid was not due to changes

which occurred, exterior to the body of the snake, was shown by the constancy of

the acid reaction in specimens obtained by allowing the serpent to bite upon test

paper folded so thickly as to arrest the fang, and receive the poison directly

from it.

The reaction of the mucous membrane of the mouth was almost as consistently

alkaline as that of the venom was acid. This observation of course suggested the

possibility of neutralization taking place, when the poison accidentally reached

the mouth. It was found, indeed, that litmus reddened by the venom became

blue again when left in the serpent's jaws; but, although the acid was neutralized,

* Jeter, p. 20.

» Brickell, Med. Depository, conducted by S. L. Mitchill, M. D., and E. Miller, M. P., New York,

1805, second hexade, vol. ii. p. 441.

° Harlan, Med. and Phys. Researches, 1835, p. 502.
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tlie poisonous properties of the fluid remained unaltered, as I shall have frequent

occasion to demonstrate.

The want of agreement among observers, as to the reaction of viper poison, is

such, that the point in question should be re-examined by some competent person.

Prince Louis Lucien Bonaparte,^ to whom we owe a chemical analysis of viper

poison, does not appear to have touched the matter, and contents himself with

stating that echidnine or viperine, the essential principle, is neutral, making no

allusion to an acid, when detailing the other ingredients present.

Decomposition of the Venom.—Like most albuminoid matters, the venom entered

into decomposition when long kept in the moist state, but although it then deve-

loped vibrioues, and even low confervoid growths, and smelt most horribly, it was

still poisonous. How long it would retain its virulence under these circumstances,

and what extent of putrefactive change might be needed to destroy this quality,

I cannot state from my own experience.

Many specimens of venom let fall, on repose, a white sediment, which, in a

few cases, was very abundant. The clear poison presented no points of interest

when viewed microscopically. When dry, it cracked like dried white of egg,

but under no management has it afforded me crystals. My friend Prof. Ham-
mond' has been more successful, and has obtained crystals by diluting the venom
of the C. cmifluentus, and allowing the mixture to dry slowly, sheltered by a

cover-glass. (Fig. 11.) The crystals thus formed, resembled those of ammoniaco-

magnesian phosphate, which affect the feathery form of crystallization.

Fiff. 11.

The white deposit was composed chiefly of amorphous, granular matter, with a

few pavement epithelial cells, compound granular bodies of oleaginous character,

and finally of the peculiar masses known and described as colloid bodies,^ and in

' Prince Lonis Lucien Bonaparte, Gazetta Toscana, delle Scienze Medico-fisiche, Anno primo, Firenze,

1843. I have been unable to find this memoir, and have been forced to employ Orfila's quotation of his

results. Orfila, Tox. Gen., p. 844.

» Fig. 1 1 is taken from Prof. Hammond's drawing, which he kindly put at my disposal.

» Wedl, Pathological Histology, Trans, of the Sydenham Society, pp. 38, 264, 271, etc.
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appearance so much resembling starch granules, as to have induced me to neglect

them at first, and to suppose them to be really that substance, accidentally

present. These corpuscular bodies were marked with delicate radiating lines.

Iodine stained them of a yellowish-brown. They were doubtless due to some

concrete modification of albiuninous material.

Occasionally, when the snake had been seriously maltreated, the venom contained

more or less blood.

Chemical Examination.—I much regret having been unable to collect the venom

of the Crotalus in such amount as would have enabled a competent chemist to

make of it an ultimate analysis, to which I believe it has never yet been submitted.

In the following examination, I have contented myself with a qualitative ana-

lysis, which, although not so perfect as I could have desired, appears to me to have

thrown some light on this novel and curious subject.

The fresh venom of the Crotalus begins to coagulate at 140° P., and is almost

solid at 160°. The mode in which I accomplished this observation upon minute

amounts of venom, without desiccating it, will be found detailed in the account of

the influence of temperature upon the virulency of the venom.^

When a drop of the pure poison was thrown upon platinum foil and heated, it

boiled, whitened, and at last became charred before it took fire.

When a drop of venom was thrown into cold distilled water, it fell rapidly, and

presented a white appearance, which became marked, as it dispersed through the

fluid. It finally dissolved in the water, without residue. This phenomenon of the

whitening of the venom in water, has also been noticed in regard to fresh white of

egg similarly treated.

The pure venom of the Crotalus was subjected to the action of various chemical

reagents, either with the primary object of learning how they would affect it, or

with the purpose of observing whether or not they altered its power to poison.

Nitric acid threw down from Crotalus venom a dense precipitate. Added in

excess, it re-dissolved the larger part of the precipitate, and formed a thin yellow-

ish fluid, in which floated undissolved minute yellow flocculi. Liquor ammonia),

added in excess, did not re-precipitate the dissolved material.

Chlorohydric acid threw down a dense white precipitate, and, added in excess,

completely re-dissolved it, forming a solution colorless, or of a pale yellow, from

which ammonia in excess re-precipitated the dissolved substance in opaque white

masses.

Sulphuric acid threw down from the venom a white precipitate, which, if the

acid were hastily added, or if heated, became yellow or brown.

Acetic acid caused no precipitate from the venom, whether added to it in large

or small amount.

Tannic acid produced a dense white precipitate, which proved to be insoluble in

water, and in an excess of the acid, but was re-dissolved on the addition of a small

amount of ammonia.

• These observations were amply verified at another time, when larger quantities of venom were used.

5
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Chlorine water caused a dense precipitate. A solution of iodine and iodide of

potassium Caused a precipitate whicli redissolved in an excess of the reagent.^

Soda and potassa had no visible effect on the venom.

Ammonia was also without action upon it, as was also lime-water.

Bichloride of mercury gave with the venom a dense white precipitate.

Sulphate of soda produced a dense precipitate, which redissolved on the addition

of water in excess. The precipitate was, therefore, soluble in a weak solution

of the salt employed.

Sulphate of magnesia, in like manner, caused a precipitate which proved soluble

in an excess of water, as in the last observation.

In both cases the precipitate could be reproduced by increasing the amount of

the salt present, and again, an added excess of Avater was competent to redissolve

the new precipitate.

Alcohol invariably produced in the venom a heavy, flocculent precipitate, which,

when carefully dried, turned of a pale yellow, and was still more or less soluble in

water. The latter fact was observed, even when the poison had been kept in

alcohol during five wrecks. I have also examined the poison found in the ducts of

Rattlesnakes, which had remained in alcohol for two years or more. It proved to

be very slightly soluble in water. There is in this observation, however, a cause

of error ; since in snakes which die violent deaths, the whole gland is often filled

with blood, so that the coagulated substance in the ducts -can, with no certainty,

be regarded as venom alone; unless we are informed very fully as to the condition

of the organs, when first immersed in the preserving fluid. This question is one

of considerable interest, and will engage our attention in another place.

An aqueous solution of the venom was evaporated to dryness. A drop of a

solution of sulphate of copper was then added, and the mixture treated with a

solution of caustic potassa in excess. In a few minutes it exhibited the violet

color characteristic of albuminous matters thus tested.

The venom was next examined for sulphocyanide of potassium, a constituent of

human saliva, although with slight expectation of detecting it. Five drops were

tested with sulphate of sesquioxide of iron. It produced a heavy white precipitate,

but no red color was observed. Seven drops of the venom were evaporated to

dryness, and treated with the same salt of iron, but without any appearance of the

red hue which indicates the presence of the sulphocyanide mentioned. These

examinations were repeated several times on as many specimens of the poison, but

always with a negative result. From the small amount of venom employed, they

did not entirely satisfy me, and the subject may still repay a fuller examination.

At present it is only safe to affirm that the sulphocyanide, if it exist in the venom

at all, can only be present in a very minute amount, and can in no way be con-

sidered as a causative element, in the production of the symptoms which follow

upon the insertion of the venom into the tissues of living animals.^

' Brainard's antidote—lod. potass, gi-s. xxx; iodine grs. x; water sj.

' In the following work by M. Bernard: Leyons sur les Proprietes Physiologiques, et les Alt6ratious

Pathologiques des Liquides de I'Organisme, vol. ii. p. 242, he says :
" Ainsi on a dit d'abord, que la

presence du sulfocyanure de potassium dans la salive, rappelait les glands a venin des serpents vemineux."
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Tlius far we have only learned, from the preceding details, that the venom of

the Crotalus is an acid-lliiid, abounding in albuminous matter, and yielding preci-

pitates, or coagula, with certain reagents.

It was highly probable, for various reasons, that the active element of the venom

was to be sought in the albuminx)id compound just referred to. Accordingly, the

greatest attention was paid to this substance, and at every step in the analysis

the coagula and filtered solutions were studied toxicologically, as well as chemically.

Prince Charles Lucien Bonaparte has given us the only analysis of a snake venom

with which I am acquainted ; it is that of the viper. I have been unfortunate in

not having had access to the original Essay of this observer, and have been forced

to content myself with such analyses of his paper as are to be found in the sys-

tematic works on poisons, and in one of M. Bernard's recent volumes.^ Thus

aided, I have partially followed M. Bonaparte's method of analysis; but have found

it insufficient for the thorough examination of rattlesnake venom.

The observations and analyses which I have thus introduced, were conducted in

the following manner :

—

1st. Ten or twelve drops of pure Crotalus venom were secured, as usual. Of

this, a minute amount was employed as a toxicoiogical test of the activity of the

specimen about to be studied.

2d. The remainder of the venom was mixed with two drachms of cold water, and

thoroughly boiled for five or ten minutes. A dense coagulum took place, and settled

quickly, leaving above it a pearl-colored fluid, free from sedimentary matter. On

shaking the test-tube, so as to mingle the coagulum and the supernatant fluid, and

then injecting one-half into the breast tissues of a pigeon, it was found that the

mixture proved speedily fatal. Boiling had not destroyed its power.

3d. The remaining half of the mixture (coagulum and fluid), was cast on a

small filter, and when the pearly fluid had passed through, the coagulum which

remained was carefully washed, drop by drop, with cold water. On the filter was

finally left the white coagulum, thoroughly washed ; in the filtrate were all the

parts of the venom which could be dissolved either in cold or boiling water.

4 th. The toxicoiogical test was now introduced, to decide whether the poisoning

activity lay in the cbt formed by heat, or in the separated fluid. Upon numerous

repetitions of this observation, it invariably happened that the coagulum was inno-

cent, and that the pearly supernatant fluid, with the washings of the coagulum,

was a deadly poison. The experiments were made as usual, by injecting the venom

into the breast or leg tissues of healthy pigeons.

5th. As I was aware that alcohol threw down all of the albuminoid elements of

venom, it occurred to me that it might also precipitate from the boiled venom the

material which appeared to escape the coagulating influence of the heat. Accord-

ingly, a considerable quantity of venom, about fifteen drops, was boiled, m half an

ounce of water. When the coagulum settled, the opalescent supernatant liquid was

decanted with care, the coagulum washed on a filter, and the washings mixed with

• Orfila, Toxicologie Generale, Art. Tlpfere. Bernard CI. Le5ons sur les Eifets des Substances toxiques

et mudicamenteuses. Paris, 1857, p. 393. Nysten, Diet, de Medecine, Art. Echidnme.
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the liquid. To tliis was now added a small amount of alcohol of 95 per cent. A
cloud of a white and granular character was immediately seen at the line where the

alcohol and water met. Upon tliis an ounce and a half of the alcohol was added,

when the fluid clouded throughout, and a white precipitate soon settled to the bot-

tom. The supernatant alcohol and water being poured off and carefully evapo-

rated at a temperature of 100° F., was examined toxicologically as usual. The

evaporation was, of course, carried nearly to dryness, so as to avoid the risk of

killing the bird with alcohol. No poisonous results were observed, except in two

cases, where the alcohol originally used proved to have been diluted with water,

and to have acted as a partial solvent for the active material. It is necessary, on

this account, to employ the strongest alcohol.

6th. The precipitate caused by the alcohol was washed repeatedly with succes-

sive portions of that fluid, and allowed to settle. Then the last alcohol used to

wash it was removed by pipette, and the precij^itate spread on a plate to dry. On
testing it toxicologically, it was found to be actively poisonous, giving rise, even

when employed in minute amount, to all the local and general phenomena of Cro-

talus poisoning.

The material thus obtained, was of a pale yellowish tint when dried, and was

perfectly neutral in reaction. It dissolved readily enough in water, cold or hot,

and its aqueous solutions were troubled by alcohol. Its nitrogenous nature was

established by its reaction with Millon's test of nitrate of mercury, and with the

cupro-potassa test. As it appeared to me to be the active toxicological element of

the venom, I propose to distinguish it by the name of Crotaline.

It seemed from the statements of those who quote Prince Bonaparte's method of

analysis of vijaer-poison that he procured the essential principle, which he termed

echidnine, or viperine, in the following manner : The venom was treated with an

excess of alcohol, and filtered ; the residue on the filter being well washed with

fresh portions of alcohol. The alcoholic solution was evaporated to dryness, and

found to contain a coloring matter, and a small amount of an undetermined sub-

stance, which, of course, was soluble in alcohol. The coagulum was next washed,

drop by drop, with cold water, so as to dissolve the echidnine, and leave the

"mucosine," become now insoluble from the influence of the alcohol. The echid-

nine was separated from the aqueous solution by evaporation. In all essential

particulars, Echidnine and crotaline are alike. Upon repeating and varying M.

Bonaparte's method of analysis, I found, however, some discrepancy of results.

Thus, if to the venom of the Crotalus an excess of alcohol be added, a large

precipitate occurs. In some instances, all of this precipitate was soluble in water

;

in other cases, a small proportion remained undissolved, behaving as ov-albumen

would do after being coagulated by alcohol. Generally, as I have said, the bulk

of the alcohol precipitate was soluble in water. The aqueous solution thus ob-

tained could be coagulated by boiling, so as to throw down a harmless precipitate,

and to leave above it a fluid still actively venomous, but representing in its dis-

solved albuminoid substance but a small part of the nitrogenous precipitate caused

by the alcohol in the first instance. In other words, tlic aqueous solution of the

alcoholic precipitate behaved in the presence of heat exactly like the diluted venom

itself.
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On reviewing these facts, it appears that in Crotalus venom, 1st, alcohol precipi-

tates all the arbuminoicl material, innocent, as well as poisonous. 2d. That heat

throws down from diluted venom the bulk of these albuminous compounds in an

insoluble and harmless form, and that the residual water still contains an albumi-

noid body uucoagulable by heat, but precipitable by alcohol, and of great poisonous

activity.

Now, the yield of crotaline from the plan first mentioned, and that of M. Bona-

parte, is very different. So much larger is the quantity obtained by the latter

means, that I cannot help suspecting that, besides seizing on the active principle,

the water also takes up from the alcoholic precipitate a certain quantity of albumi-

nous material which is quite innocent, and can only be coagulated by a heat of

1G0° and upwards.

Besides the two albuminoid bodies, whose presence in venom I have thus made

probable, there is also at times a little nitrogenous matter which behaves like the

ordinary egg albumen.

The ether washings of dried venom I found to contain now and then a little oil,

which was only to be detected under the microscope. As in M. Bonaparte's

analysis, when the alcoholic solution was evaporated, it was found to contana a

small quantity of uncrystalline flakes of some unknown body, tinged yellow, and

dotted here and there with specks of a deeper hue.

Besides these elements, we have also a small amount of saline constituents, pro-

bably chlorides and phosphates of alkalies. The determination of these bodies

seemed to be of no great moment in the present case, and I have therefore failed

to study them with minute attention.

We have thus far determined that the venom of the Rattlesnake is composed of—

1. An albuminoid body. Crotaline, not coagulable by heat of 212°.

2. An albuminoid compound coagulable by a temperature of 212° F.

3. A coloring matter, and an undetermined substance, both soluble in alcohol.

4. A trace of fatty matter.

5. Salts, chlorides, and phosphates.

At this period of our investigation it would be interesting to compare the venom

more carefully with the ordinary salivary fluids, a step which is rendered necessary

by the fact that De Blainville and others have considered the venom gland as the

analogue of the parotid, and the venom as only a peculiar salivary fluid.

Before we carry on such a comparison, it is necessary to state the results of a

number of experiments and observations, which, while they aid us in elucidating

the present branch of our subject, have also an important bearing upon the

question of the true character of the poison of the venom. We shall proceed,

therefore, to the statement of the observations in question, and afterwards to the

discussion of the claims of the poison gland and its secretion, to the titles of salivary

gland and saliva.

If the poison gland is a salivary gland at all, it is, of course, from its anatomical

relations a parotid gland, and its secretion is comparable only with the parotid

secretion. In the lack of information as to the nature of this saliva in serpents

generally, we can only compare the venom with the parotid saliva of the horse,
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dog, and man, a circumstance Avhicli necessarily impairs the interest and value of

this particular branch of our subject.

Since the discovery by Leuchs, of the power of saliva to convert boiled starch

into grape sugar, observers have been undecided as to whether or not pure parotid

saliva possesses this power. The weight of authority at present is undoubtedly

against it, but in the absence of any positive decision, I have conceived it neces-

sary to learn whether or not the supposed venom saliva had this faculty.

Exjjeriment.—In three test tubes of the same size, was placed an equal amount

of boiled starch-water, in which I had failed to detect the presence of grape sugar.

To the first of these were added three drops of pure venom. To the second were

added three or four drops of mixed saliva from my own mouth. The third was

left without any addition, and all were exposed to a temperature of 78° F.

No. T. Venom and starch-water was examined at intervals, but gave no re-

action with the cupro-potassa test until forty-eight hours had elapsed, when sugar

was found to be present, but not in large amount.

No. II. Starch-water and saliva contained sugar at the close of half an hour.

Within three hours the sugar was present in abundance.

No. III. Starch-water alone exhibited no traces of sugar until forty-eight hours

had elapsed, when it was to be detected, although present in no large quantity.

In a second series of experiments, results so nearly similar were obtained, that

it is needless to relate them here.

Since it has been asserted by Wright, that acid saliva does not possess the same

converting power as the ordinary alkaline fluid, and as the venom saliva was con-

stantly acid, I repeated the experiments with the following modification.

Exjjeriment.—In two test tubes was placed about half an ounce of thin starch-

water. To the first were added four drops of venom, which I had rather more than

neutralized with potassa.

The second I left without this addition, and exposed them both to a temperature

of from 77° to 87° F. At the close of twenty-four hours, neither of them exhibited

any traces of sugar, but after twenty-eight hours, sugar was present in the venom

tube and not in the other. These experiments were also repeated on subsequent

occasions with like results.

I conceive that we have a right to infer that the venom has no peculiar power

to convert boiled starch into grape sugar, and is, in this respect, almost absolutely

inactive.

My next observations were directed towards ascertaining whether the venom

gland, like the ordinary salivary glands, would yield to water its active principles,

and so give rise to infusions, in each case, resembling the saliva of the respective

glands. Thus, since M. Bernard's researches, it is well known that an infusion of

the submaxillary or parotid glands has all the properties of the normal saliva of

these organs. According to this author, the solid matters of the various salivas

are constantly deposited in the glands, and are rapidly washed out of them by a

flow of thin solvent fluid from the bloodvessels, at such times as the secretion

may be needed. If, now, the solid matter of the venom be in like manner a con-

stant portion of the bulk of the gland, it was to be presumed that an infusion of
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the gland tissues would aflbrd u considerable amount of venomous fluid, manufac-

tured, as it were, artificially.

This question divides itself naturally into two queries :

—

1st. Is the gland tissue poisonous?

2d. Are infusions of the gland tissue poisonous ?

At first sight, nothing seems easier than to answer these questions, by inoculat-

ing animals with infusions of the gland, or portions of its tissue. On direct expe-

riment, sources of fallacy at once appeared. The first of these was due to the

difficulty of clearing the gland of poison already contained in it, in the form of

venom, filling its smaller ducts. Supposing us to have eliminated this element of

doubt, and to have ready a gland tissue washed clear of its actual secretions, if

we should have in its secernent cells but a small amount of poison, it may not act

upon a large animal. On the other hand, if a very small animal be employed, the

reagent may pi-ove too delicate a test, and the animal die from a mere trace of the

venom remaining in the ducts, or even of the operation required to insert a whole

venom gland under its skin.

Mqyeriment.—A large Crotalus, fifty-three inches long, was secured as usual, and

four drops of venom obtained from it. It was then replaced in its box, supplied

with a bath, and not disturbed during five daj^s, after which an attempt was made
to rob it of the poison formed in the interval. It yielded but one drop, although

it struck several times at the collecting vessel. Seeing this, and knowing, from

previous experience, that it might be retaining its venom, I placed within its jaws

a pigeon's thigh, freed from its feathers. The serpent bit fiercely, the animal dying

in twenty-nine minutes. A second pigeon having been plucked, so as to expose

the breast, the snake was allowed to bite it three times. It died stupefied, at the

close of an hour.

A third pigeon was next arranged, so as to be bitten four times about the breast.

The snake, by this time, was very unwilling to use its fangs. The pigeon died in

two hours and a half. It is clear from these experiments, that in confinement at

least, the venom is formed but slowly, and that in the present case the gland was,

in all probability, well emptied of its juices. The snake's neck was next severed

about two inches below the head, and the glands of both sides rapidly removed.

The ducts were cut away near to the gland, the gland tissue pressed between

two slips of board, and finally washed by repeated injections, and subsequent com-

pression, until at length the returning fluid brought awaj' with it no sediment.

The whole of one gland was then minced up with twenty-five drops of water, and

introduced under the skin of the breast of a pigeon. None of the usual local or

general evidences of Crotalus poisoning followed, and within fifty hours the wound
looked dry and healthy. After this time, an extensive slough took place above

the site of the gland. As the previous signs and appearances did not warrant the

idea that any poisoning could have taken place, I made several experiments to

learn how far the skin of the pigeon can be separated from subjacent tissues, with-

out endangering its vitality. These observations soon taught me that any foreign

tissue which raised the pigeon's skin for a circumference of more than three or four

lines, was apt to occasion a slough.
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Experiment.—In this experiment, I prepared a large gland, as above described,

and inserted it in seven localities about the body, back, and legs of a pigeon.

Around two of these, on the back, a little darkening was visible, and one of them

sloughed after several days.

Experiment.—A snake thirty inches long was properly secured, a pigeon arranged

as usual, and placed within reach. The snake bit it on the neck, where a local

discoloration showed itself at once. On further provocation, by pinching its tail,

it bit the pigeon several times, until, as I supposed, the venom was exhausted. As

the snake had been used to kill a rabbit live days before, I presume the quantity

of venom not to have been large, nor, indeed, could it have been so, as the pigeon

did not die for forty minutes. The snake's head was next cut off. Placed on a

plate, it bit eagerly, but threw out no venom, even when I galvanized the anterior

temporal muscle after removing the cuticle.

Both of the venom glands were removed, squeezed thoroughly, divided length-

Avise and across, and repeatedly wiped with a soft towel. Twelve drops of water

were then added, and both glands hashed up with it, a drop or two being added as

it dried. The temperature was that of the air, 75° F. At the close of thirty-five

minutes, I carefully removed all the fluid with a pipette, and injected it under the

breast-skin, and into the muscles of a pigeon. Five hours later, the bird was well,

and the wound quite dry. Eighteen hours after inoculation, it yielded, upon pres-

sure, a little serous fluid, and around the part, infilti'ated with the artificial secre-

tion, there was a slight darkening of the skin, whether due to the presence of a

small amount of poison, and the consequent extravasation, or to my having

wounded small vessels, I am unable to say. Certainly, no other evidences of

poison were noted, and the wound healed after a little serous oozing. No slough

took place.

Experiment.—The gland tissue employed in the last observation, was dried by

frequent wiping, and being minutely divided, was put under the skin of a rabbit's

back. The animal had no constitutional disturbance as a consequence, and was

sacrificed after five days to another purpose. A small abscess had formed around

the foreign tissues, and was making its way outwards. No extravasation was

visible.

Experiment.—On another occasion, an infusion of two small glands from a snake

twenty-nine and a half inches long, was used upon a rabbit, without effect visible

to the eye. The fluid seemed to have been absorbed without local or general injury

to the animal.

Experiment.—The whole tissue of the glands just mentioned was finally minced,

bruised, dried in bibulous paper, and carefully inti'oduced under the skin of a

pigeon's breast, by pushing in a small tube laterally, and through this distributing

the crushed gland tissue as the tube was withdrawn. In this way, the inoculation

was effected without much separation of the skin from the parts beneath. In

despite of this- precaution, extensive inflammation ensued, and a large slough of

skin took place, the tissues about the wound becoming infiltrated with serum. No

local or general symptoms of poisoning were noted, but the bird sank, became

thin, refused food, and died at the close of eight days.
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It was evident from these experiments that, for some reason, the -land and its

infusions were less virulent than had been anticipated. Eeflectmg upon the great

relative size of the gland, and upon the minute amount of secretion elaborated by

it it seemed to me possible that the quantity of gland matter stored up for its

production, might also be but small, and that if this were so, the pigeon migh

not suffice as a test of its existence. The following experiments were the result

of this view.
. r- , • ui

Experiment—K large snake, weighing four pounds, and measuring three feet eight

inches, was secured, and allowed to bite a reed-bird, which died within one minute

exhibiting both local and general symptoms. The snake was then teazeduntil it

struck, and threw out a drop or two of poison from each gland, after which its head

was cut off, the ducts divided, and the gland thoroughly emptied by pressure^ It

was then finely divided as usual, washed, and dried in bibulous paper. Thus

prepared, the gland was considered to be free from any poison which might have

been already secreted in a fluid form, and was treated with twenty-five drops of

water and kept at a temperature of 90° F. for thirty minutes, during which time

it was frequently stirred, and compressed with a small pestle, while the water was

renewed as it evaporated. The whole of the fluid was next drawn up into a fane

tube, and carefully injected under the skin of the breast of a reed-bird. After

four hours and twenty minutes, the bird was seen to be weak, but the local signs

were of uncertain value. Twenty-one hours after poisoning, the bird was found

dead Its muscles were firm, the blood dark and loosely coagulated.

Experiment.—The remnant of gland tissue was put under the skin of a reed-

bird, one portion being placed in the breast, another in the thigh. This bird died

within twenty-one hours, and in it, also, the symptoms of local poisoning were

deficient. The blood was even better coagulated than in the last case.

Experiment.—^ snake of middle size (about two and a half feet long) was made

to employ its glands, and was then decollated, the glands extracted, divided, and

washed as usual. Ten drops of water were mixed with the tissue of this gland,

and being placed in a test-tube, it was left at a temperature of 85° F. for two hours.

The fluid was then drained from the gland, and injected into the thigh of a reed-

bird. In two hours and four minutes the bird was becoming weak, and the extra-

vasation of blood—which is the most marked symptom of Crotalus poisoning—was

sufficiently distinct. Two hours later, the bird was rocking on its feet, and the

extravasation was larger. It died during the following night. On examination,

the muscles about the wound were softened, and even decomposing, and the blood

was chiefly uncoagulated with an occasional clot of minute size and loose texture.

Experiment.—The remnant of gland used in the last observation was again

treated with ten drops of water, which became slightly milky in hue on being

agitated, and incorporated with the bruised tissue. After half an hour it was

finally drained from the gland, and injected as usual under the breast skin of a

reed-bird; proper precaution being always observed to avoid raising the skm too

much. Within two hours and ten minutes the bird was weak, and the breast

tissues contained a little extravasated blood. One hour and ten minutes later, the

local symptoms were unaltered, and the bird weaker. It died during the ensuing

6
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night. Its wounds were slightly tinted with effused blood; but the muscles were

not softened to the same extent as in the last case, nor were they at all decom-

posed. The blood of this bird was imperfectly coagulated.

Upon considering the foregoing experiments, it will be seen that all the pigeons

escaped but one, that the rabbit was also unhurt, and that the reed-birds all died.

These little birds are, however, uncommonly hardy, and, as we shall see in future,

do not succumb readily when mechanically injured. Again, when, at this period,

I subjected other reed-birds, to the number of ten, to similar wounds, and injected

these with water and infusions of fresh muscle, only two out of the ten died.

It is difBcult, therefore, to avoid the belief that the reed-birds which received in

their tissues the minced gland and its infusions, really perished from the rattle-

snake poison; a belief which, on the whole, was strengthened by the state of their

blood and muscles, and by the local signs which some of them exhibited. It is

also to be observed that the reed-bird is remarkably susceptible to Crotalus venom,

and will frequently die from a quantity of poison so minute that it would be hard

to conceive of its power to destroy life, until we had made the experiment. Thus,

while half a drop will often kill a reed-bird in a minute or two, one-eighth of a

drop will prove fatal after a lapse of from two to eight hours; so that it is probable

that even a smaller quantity would be found sufficient to destroy its existence.

Now, as it is possible that quantities so minute may escape any mode of separa-

tion, and thus may remain in the gland tissue until the final infusion is formed, or

even afterwards, we are not logically called upon to infer from the last series of

experiments, that the material for a sudden temporary supply of venom-saliva is

stored away in the gland in a semi-solid state. In this respect, therefore, the

venom secretion is probably unlike saliva.

Again, unlike saliva, venom is formed slowly, and thence we have some right

to infer that those provisions for rapid secretion, which belong to the salivary

glands of man or the dog, need not exist in the poison gland of the serpent, and

this view is certainly fortified, upon the whole, by the general result of the experi-

ments above detailed.

In despite of what has here been urged, it is still desirable that these experi-

ments should be repeated, with every possible modification; since, as I have

endeavored to show, this, like all other portions of our subject, is girt about with

such difficulties as may well baffle the most careful.

We have now to ascertain how much right the venom gland has to be regarded

as a salivary organ, analogous to the parotid gland.

The argument from anatomy alone would certainly teach us to respect this view

as correct, and to consider the poison gland as a true salivary organ. Its position

and general structure all favor this idea, just as the appearance and minute

anatomy of the pancreas were once believed to authorize us in placing that organ

among the salivary bodies, and in giving to it the name of the abdominal salivary

gland. But in this case, as in the one before us, the broader light of physiological

inquiry has revealed the truth, that anatomical resemblance, even to the minutest

details, does not of necessity involve physiological likeness. When, therefore, we

turn from the anatomy of the poison gland to examine it under other points of
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view, wc learn that in Crotalus its secretion is constantly acid, and in the Viper

neutral, while the saliva of the parotid in all animals yet examined is as unchange-

ably alkaline. Again, while saliva is a secretion of rapid formation, and appro-

priated to specific mechanical and chemical purposes within the economy, the

venom fluid is slowly elaborated, slowly reproduced when lost, and destined to no

end within the body which produces it. Lastly, its singular nature as a ferment,

poisonous to other animals as well as to its owner, constitutes a distinction, which,

with the other points of difference already considered, forbid the physiologist to

regard it as, in any true sense, a salivary secretion, or its forming organ as a sali-

vary gland.

Effect of Various Temperatures on the Activity of Venom.—When I contemplated a

series of researches upon the antidotes to Crotalus poisoning, I planned and executed

a large number of experiments directed towards increasing our knowledge of the

influence of physical and chemical agents upon the noxious properties of venom.

Some of these researches were modified repetitions of work already done by others,

but the majority were novel, and appear to me to cast considerable light upon the

subject.

Especially do they clear the ground for more just conceptions of the real value

and therapeutic possibilities of antidotes. Without them, also, no fitting idea of

the singular energy of this poison could be formed, nor should we be able to con-

ceive of the tenacity with which its powers are preserved in the presence of violent

chemical reagents and extremes of heat and cold.

I was well aware that the dried venom retained its potency after two years of

climatic changes, and that even the fresh poison, although prone to partial decom-

position, might also remain active, after a sojourn of several weeks in an atmo-

sphere of 65° to 70° F.

In the experiments upon the influence of rextreme temperatures, I was obliged

to resort to the following means :

—

First. I established the fact that dilution did not injure the venom; and next,

that minute quantities, as one-eighth or one-half of a di'op, were fatal to the reed-

bird within a few hours, more or less. As it was impossible to use large amounts

of venom, owing to the economy with which I was forced to employ it, I arranged

a tube of such size, that a marked half inch held one drop of a mixture made by

adding four drops of water to one of the venom.

Experiment.—The marked tube was drawn to a capillary point, and a little venom

sucked up into it, and so manipulated as to leave in the tube one drop of the mix-

ture, representing one-fifth of a drop of venom. By very gentle suction, this was

next drawn two inches up the tube, and the capillary point below, closed in the

blowpipe flame.

Thus prepared, the tube was plunged in a freezing mixture, and kept at a tempera-

ture 3° to 4° above zero F. At the close of half an hour, the tube was placed in

water at 70° F., and when the contents became fluid, the point of the tube was

broken off, and the venom ejected into the breast tissues of a reed-bird, which died

convulsed in twenty-seven minutes. Two repetitions of this experiment gave no

different result.
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The same little apparatus was also employed in the following experiments on

the effects of heat on the venom. In each case the tube was charged, sealed at

one end, and placed in water of the required temperature. In sustaining the

standard of heat, it occasionally happened that the temperature rose one or two

degrees too high, but this in no way affected the general result or its value.

When the higher temperatures were used, the finger was sometimes placed on the

open end of the tube, both to prevent the bubble of air below the venom from en-

larging in the heat so as to expel the fluid above it, and also for the purpose of

limiting evaporation.

The results attained are expressed in the following table :

—
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coagulum and the supernatant fluid were thrown into the tissues of full-grown

pigeons. Of six thus treated, all died with the usual symptoms.

In a second series of experiments, to which I have already alluded (see chemistry

of the venom), the coagulum and supernatant fluid were separated by filtration;

the coagulum washed, and the two products injected separately into two pigeons.

In eight experiments of this kind it was found that the coagulum by heat was
always innocent, the fluid as uniformly poisonous. It is unnecessary to relate

these cases in detail, but it was further observed that the fatal cases died with the

usual rapidity, a fact which permits us to suspect that the venom loses no power

by being heated, and that the albuminoid compound, which constituted the coagu-

lum, was not poisonous before its condition was altered by elevation of temperature.

We -thus arrive at the conclusion that the venom of the Crotalus is toxically

unaltered by freezing or boiling, and of course by the intermediate temperatures

to which it may be subjected.

It is not a little curious that the animals which perished from the injection of

boiled venom exhibited very trifling local evidences of the action of the poison. I

am unable to offer any plausible explanation of this curious deficiency.

Influence of Certain Chemical Agents on tlie Activity of Venom.—In the following

observations upon the influence of chemical agents on the activity of the Crotalus

poison, certain necessary precautions were carefully attended to, without which
the results attained would have been of but trifling value. Thus, for example,

in using strong acids, alkalies, etc., it was necessary to make sure that the caustic

action of these substances did not prove fatal to animals as small as the reed-bird.

This end was obtained by carefully neutralizing the substances employed, after

they had been allowed to affect the venom for a time. Where this could not be

done, as with alcohol, etc., the result was checked or tested by experimenting with

the substance alone, free from the presence of the venom.
It will be sufficient to give detailed accounts of some of these experiments, and

to state merely the results of the remainder; since the precautions employed were
similar in all the cases.

Alcohol.—I cannot find that Fontana actually mixed this fluid with venom, and
then essayed its powers, with the object of ascertaining to what extent they were
modified. Dr. Brainard^ was probably the first to make this direct observation,

not only with alcohol, but also with oil of turpentine, and the solutions of nitrate

of silver, ammonia, soda, and potassa. He found that the mixture of these agents

with venom did not alter or delay its action, provided the reagents were not of

caustic strength.

Experiment.—The venom to be used having been previously tested and found to

be potent, two drops of it were treated with twenty-five drops of alcohol. A dense

coagulum formed, and at the close of ten minutes the mixture was injected into

the breast tissues of a pigeon, which died, with slight local signs of poisoning, at

the close of thirty-seven minutes. A check experiment was made at the same
time, to learn how much the amount of alcohol used (twenty-five drops) would

' Smithsonian Report, 1854, p. 133.
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affect the pigeon when injected alone. It appeared to cause slight stuj^efaction,

which passed off rapidly.

Experiment.—About one-third of a drop of venom was treated with a drachm of

alcohol. The mixture, which was allowed to evaporate to about seven drops, was

placed under the skin of a reed-bird. It died in twelve minutes. When eight

drops of alcohol were used alone, the bird was a good deal stupefied for two hours,

but no serious result was observable.

Exjjeriment.—About one-half of a drop of venom was mixed with about one

drachm of alcohol, and kept four weeks. The precipitate at the bottom was then

collected into a pipette, dried, redissolved in water, and thrown under the breast

skin of a reed-bird. Slight local evidence of poisoning was visible, but the bird

died within nine hours; an unusually long period. A repetition of this experiment

gave a more sudden result, the bird dying in two hours.

A great number of observations similar to those just related convinced me that

mere mixture with alcohol did not render the venom innocent.

As it appeared from Dr. Brainard's experiments, that in mingling the venom

with active reagents, he had used these in a diluted state, T made a number of

observations to learn whether or not these agents would affect the potency of the

poison when allowed to act on it without previous dilution.

Experiment.—About one-third of a drop of pure venom was put upon a glass

slide, and three drops of strong nitric acid were dropped upon it. Coagulation

occurred, and in twelve minutes the acid was neutralized with liq. potassce, and

the mixture injected in three places into the breast and thigh of a reed-bird, which

died in three hours. The wound was red, and not dark as usual, a fact which may
have been owing to the presence of the nitrate of potassa. Tliis observation was

repeated twice with like results.

Similar experiments were made with strong sulphuric and muriatic acid, and

with ammonia, chlorine-water, iodine, soda, and potassa. None of these agents

destroyed the virulence of the venom. It is to be observed that in each case the

contact was preserved during several minutes, and that the substances employed

were neutralized before making the several injections.^

' When venom was mingled with certain of these agents, such as iodine in solution, tannic acid, etc.,

and then injected, the constitutional symptoms declared themselves as usual in the pigeons employed,

but the local phenomena were more or less wanting. With this latter fact Dr. Brainard has made us

acquainted, so far as iodine is concerned.
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CHAPTER V.

TOXICOLOGY OP THE VENOM OP THE CROTALUS.

The strange and subtle poison which we have hitherto considered chemically,

will hereafter claim our attention in its relations to animal and vegetable life. In
the course of study thus laid down, we shall be called upon to examine, first, its

influence upon the lower vegetable existences. Secondly, its power to affect higher
vegetable organisms, and the germination of seeds. Thirdly, its activity with
relation to the lower animals ; and, fourthly, the influence of the venom upon the

mammalia, such as the dog, and, finally, man himself.

The subject of the power of serpent venom to destroy vegetable life has attracted

the notice of but two, among the many observers who have studied the poison of

Indian, European, or American reptiles. Neither of the observers alluded to

has investigated the matter very fully, and I have, therefore, endeavored to fill

the void thus left, as completely as possible.

Before I proceed to detail my own results, it will be proper to state, briefly, the
conclusions at which others have arrived.^

Dr. Oilman says
:
" During the process of robbing several species of serpents (of

venom), I inoculated several small, but vigorous and perfectly healthy vegetables
with the point of a lancet well charged with venom. The next day they were
withered and dead, looking as though they had been scathed with lightning."

The experiments thus described are so very limited, and so wanting in state-

ment of details, that it is difficult to accord to them any great value as scientific

evidence. Even in so trifling a matter as this, the sources of error are numerous,
and we have a right to demand every possible knowledge as to the temperature
and season, the size of the plants, the amount of venom employed, and the eff'ect of
wounding similar plants to the same extent, but without the use of the venom.-

> On the Venom of Serpents, B. J. Gilman, A. M. M. D., LL. D., St. Louis Med. and Surs'. Journal,
1854, p. 25.

" An amusing story, wliicli passed tlirougli three persons, reached the Philosophical Transactions (vol.

xxxviii. p. 321) in the following form :
" Sir Hans Sloan learned from Col. Beverley (Hist, of Va., 2d

ed. p. 260) that Col. James Taylor, of Metapony, had stated to him that, having found a Rattlesnake,
they cut off his head, with three inches of his body. A green stick, the bark being peeled off, was put
to the head. It bit it, when small green streaks were observed to rise up along the stick towards the
hand. At this juncture, the Colonel wisely dropped the stick, which, in a quarter of an hour, of its own
accord, split into several pieces, and fell asunder from end to end."
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The only remaining autliority upon this portion of our subject, is Dr. Salisbur3\'

A large female rattlesnake, without food for a year, died, and on dissection its

poison ducts supplied Dr. Salisbury with a small amount of venom. This was

used on plants, without having been tested upon animals.

" About fifteen minutes after its removal, four young shoots of the lilac {Syringa

vulgark), a small horse-chestnut of one year's growth (CEsculus liippocastanum) , a

corn plant (^Zea mays), a sun-flower plant [Heliantlms annuus), and a wild cucumber

vine, were severally vaccinated with it. The vaccination was performed by dip-

ping the point of a penknife into the poisonous matter, and then inserting it into

the plant, just beneath the inner bark. No visible effect from the poison was

perceptible until about sixty hours after it had been inserted. At this time, the

leaves above the wound, in each case, began to wilt. The bark in the vicinity of

the incision exhibited scarcely a perceptible change ; in fact, it would have been

difficult to have found the points, had they not been marked when the poison was

inserted.

" Ninety-six hours after the opei-ations, nearly all the leaf-blades in each of the

plants, above the wounded part, were wilted, and apparently quite dead. On the

fifth day, the petioles and bark above the incisions began to lose their freshness, and

on the sixth day they were considerably withered. On the tenth day, they began

to show slight signs of recovery. On the fifteenth, new but sickly-appearing leaves

began to show themselves on the lilacs, and the other plants began to show slight

signs of recovery in the same way. Neither of the plants was entirely deprived

of life."

Dr. Salisbury afterwards comments upon the fact of the edges and apices of the

leaves being the parts first attacked. He also states that the leaves below the

points of innoculation were altogether unaffected, while those on the side upon

which the venom was inserted were the first to suffer.

These experiments were made in June.

An objection to the want of a precedent test experiment upon animals as to the

virulency of the poison used has been above suggested. This objection, it is true,

loses some weight in the presence of a positive result. I have mentioned it, how-

ever, because it was possible that the secretion of the snake in question might have

been altogether harmless, and the apparent results upon the plants only the effect

of a mechanical injury to their tissues. This very result occurred to me during

the summer of 1859.

A large snake, nearly five feet long, was sent to me from Iowa. It came in a

very small, fiat box, and was so coiled that it must have been difficult for it to

move. When I removed it from its confinement it was sluggish, and was only

induced to bite upon being much irritated. During the month of July the snake

made no use of the bath in its cage; and, like the rest, took no food, nor did I feed it

as I did some of its companions. A week before its death, there is a record on my
notes of its having bitten a pigeon, which recovered in spite of a deep wound from

' Influence of the Poison of the Northern Rattlesnake (Crotalus durissus) on Plants. By J. II.

Salisbury, M. D., N. Y. Journ. of Med., vol. xiii. New Series, 1854, p. 337.
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one fang in the thigh. The snake was found dead on the seventh day after this

occurrence.

Upon careful dissection, I found that tlie venom ghand and the ducts on the

right side, were full of a bloody fluid, with a faint all^aline reaction, and containing

an abundance of club-shaped epithelial cells. The gland on the left side was nearly

empty; its tissue was stained with blood. As I w\as curious to learn whether or

not the altered poison had lost its power, I collected all the fluid contents of both

glands, and their ducts, and inoculated with them the back, breast, and thigh of

a pigeon, inserting in all about nine drops. The pigeon was slightly affected after

the lapse of an hour, and was disposed to seek a corner and sleep. Four hours

later, however, it was seemingly none the worse for the operation. A small oozing

of serum took place from one of the wounds in the back, some days afterwards, but

the pigeon suffered no permanent injury.

This result was enough to convince me that disease might alter the secretion of

the venom glands, as it sometimes does that of the human salivary glands. I have

alluded to it here, in order to fortify my criticism upon Dr. Salisbury's experiments.

It is further to be observed, that Dr. Salisbury did not make any comparative

observations, by wounding in a nearly similar manner, but with a clean weapon,

plants of the same species and of equal size.

Beyond the points alluded to, there seems to be no objection to the experiments

of Dr. Salisbury. He certainly appears to have been entirely successful in poison-

ing plants, with Crotalus venom; since, of eight plants injected, each and all seem

to have suffered the same changes.

I have been the more willing to quote these results in full, because my own

efforts to affect plants in the same way were singularly unfortunate. The point

on which our experiments admit of no comparison is in regard to the species of the

plant employed. At the season when I made my researches upon plant poisoning,

I was unable to obtain the same plants as were used by Dr. Salisbury.

My first experiments upon plant poisoning were incidental to an examination of

the power of Crotalus venom to prevent the occurrence of fermentation. After

ascertaining, as I have already stated, that the conversion of starch into grape

sugar was in no way interfered with when the venom was added to the mixture, I

proceeded to ascertain whether or not the vinous fermentation would also take

place in its presence.

Accordingly, a small amount of poison having been procured as usual, I found that

it was fatal to a reed-bird, and then proceeded to make the following experiment.

Experiment.—Ivio test tubes of equal size, and capable of holding about one and

a half ounces each, were fitted with corks, through wdiich ran glass tubes, long

enough to reach to the bottom. At the lower end, the contained tubes were bent

at an acute angle, and drawn to a fine orifice. Above the cork they were also bent

so as to form a double U-curve external to the test glass. Each of the test glasses

was then filled with a solution of sugar in water, twenty grains of sugar being

placed in each apparatus. To No. 1 were added a few drops of yeast, and to No. 2

about the same amount of yeast, together with five drops of venom. Both test

tubes were next corked with care, so as to exclude any bubbles of air. and the

I
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level to which the fluid rose in the tubes having been marked, they were finally

placed in an atmosphere of 76° F. Through accident the temperature was allowed

to rise to 128° F. It afterwards fell to 80° F., was kept at this during two hours

and a half, and was then abandoned to the atmospheric temperature, which varied

during the experiment from 69° to 77° F. Experiments previously made, con-

vinced me that the accidental rise of temperature would not be likely to injure the

venom. The action of the ferment was unusually slow, but at the end of forty-

eight hours both solutions had fermented, the test glasses were half full of carbonic

acid gas, and the fluid thus displaced had risen through the tubes and overflowed

externally.

Experiment.—On this occasion, I modified the process by leaving the ten drops

of yeast in contact with three drops of venom for two hours, at a temperature of

79° F. In all other respects, the experiment resembled that last described.

Within thirtj'-nine hours, both tubes had fermented freely. The remnant solu-

tions within the test-tubes contained an abundance of yeast fungus, and I was,

therefore, driven to the conclusion that the venom does not interfere with alcoholic

fermentation, nor with the accompanying growth of sporules.

The next observations upon the effect of the venom on the lower vegetable

growths, were accidentally introduced to my notice. They appear to me to be

still more decisive than those last mentioned.

During the warm weather of August, I had mixed two or three drops of venom

with eight or ten of water, and left the mixture in a corked test-tube on my table.

It was neglected during two weeks, and when microscopically examined, was found

to contain a number of what I took to be the sporules of fungi. During the month

of September I repeated this observation upon some diluted poison which had been

left in a test-tube during three weeks. In this specimen, I found an abundance of

sporules.

As it was possible that the solution of venom might, by decomposing, have lost

its virulence, I tested it by inoculating with it the breasts of two reed-birds which

died with the usual local and general symptoms within two hours.

In passing to my experiments upon a higher order of plants, I began by using

dried venom about two yeai's old, but, as my experiments upon animals will

show, of a potency only inferior to that of the freshest material.

Experiment.—During the month of June, 1859, four young shoots of tradescantia,

a very succulent and rather tender trailing plant, were selected for experiment.

Each of the shoots was split half way through, and about one-third of a grain of

dry, pulverized venom was dropped into the opening, which was then allowed to

close on the poison. The plants were next well watered, and a drop or two allowed

to fall on the line of the incision. Four other shoots, two on the same, and two

on other plants, were similarly, or even more mutilated, and in all cases the shoots

chosen were from five to seven inches long. During a week, no result was ob-

tained from these experiments. After that period, two of the unvenomed shoots,

and one of the poisoned, became sickly, and gradually lost most of their leaves within

the ensuing fortnight. So complete a negative result forbade any definite conclu-

sions.
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Later in the year, during the month of September, and early in October, I re-

peated these experiments upon the following plants, viz :

—

A young shoot of the common bean, four inches high.

A young dahlia six inches high, and constituting the whole plant.

A long flower, or budding flower-stalk of medicinal colchicum, C. Autuninale,

about ten inches high.

Three branches of geranium, growing on a large and healthy plant.

A small succulent garden weed, three inches high, of a species unknown to me.

I had no duplicates of the dahlia, bean, and weed mentioned above, which I

could wound as a means of comparison, but in the case of the colchicum, I wounded,

without poisoning, the remaining flower-stalk, which was rather more fully in

bloom, and in the geraniums I wounded, in like manner, three branches, of sizes

about equal to those of the stalks which I both wounded and poisoned.

The mode of introducing the venom, which, in these cases was perfectly fresh,

and of tried and known potency, I varied in several ways. In the dahlia and col-

chicum I merely raised the outer bark longitudinally, and with a fine pipette slip-

ped one drop of venom into the opening. I then bent the stalk slightly, so that

the divided bark would rise a little from the surface beneath, and thus hold the

venom by capillary attraction.

The weed was inoculated by splitting it near to the earth, and inserting a full

drop of venom. The geranium branches were each surrounded by a little \\\) of

wax, withiH which I put from one to two drops of the venom, and then filled the

cups with four or five drops of water, having previously punctured the stems, so

as to place the incisions below the level of the poisoned water. The water was
renewed twice a day, and into one of the geranium branches I introduced, three

days later, about one-third of a drop of venom, just above the wax. The cups fell

off after four or five days, but neither in the bean, dahlia, colchicum, or geranium,

did the leaves die, or the plants in any way suffer, although they were watched
daily, during three weeks.

The weed alluded to was an accidental growth in the pot with the geranium.

It appeared to di'oop two days after the poisoning. This was due, I presume, to

a very cold night, after which the plants were carried into the house, when the

one in question very soon revived. In many successive efforts to poison other

plants with venom, I failed in every instance.

It is clear from the foregoing statements, that the venom of the Crotalus is not

fatal to the growth of the loioer orders of vegetable existence; but, unfortu-

nately, no such definite inference can be drawn with regard to plants higher in the

scale. My own experience, it is true, would, if considered alone, entitle me to

assume the inactivity of Crotalus venom within the tissues of the plants essayed,

and this conclusion would gain value, also, from what we know of the mode of its

influence upon animals, and from the facts which we have made known as to the

power of some forms of vegetative life to defy its influence. But, in the face of

strong aflirmative results, such as were obtained by Dr. Salisbury, I am unwilling

to draw from my own negative experiments the same definite opinion which I

should otherwise have felt authorized to base upon them. As I was indisposed to
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allow the question to remain without farther answer, I made a number of experi-

ments upon the ability of seeds to germinate in the venom, hoping to obtain in this

manner a more complete solution of my doubts.

Here, owing to the circumstances of the experiment, the result may again be a

negative one, and may still be open to all the doubts which encumber negative results.

Exjyerimenf.—October 5th, 9 A. M. I placed in each of two short test-tubes

eight drops of water, and to one of them added one and a half drops of venom of

known activity. On both tubes, upon the surface of each of the fluids, I laid a

mesh of cotton wool, and upon it in each vessel fifteen canary seeds. The water

in the two tubes was kept always at the same level, by the daily addition of the

requisite amount of fluid. On the ninth day, none of the seeds in the venom had

germinated, while two in the water were sprouting.

Twenty-one days after the observation began, the venom-tube offered no signs

of seed-growth, and smelted very unpleasantly. The germs in the water were nearly

half an inch in height.

As the small number of seeds which germinated in the water made it possible

that none but incapable seeds might have fallen to the share of the venom-tube, I

repeated the experiment without other variation of the circumstances than the

substitution of mignionette seed for those last employed, and the use of a bell glass

to limit the too rapid evaporation. Twenty seeds were allotted to each vase. This

observation began Oct. 15tli. On Oct. 24th, none of the seeds in the venom cap-

sule had sprouted, while three of those in the water were in healthy bud, and some

a little above the mesh of cotton. One additional test was required to add to these

observations all the strength that could be given to them. It was possible that

the venom, in decomposing, had lost its potency, and, as detailed previously, I

tested it on animals, but still found it actively poisonous. At various times these

experiments were again and again repeated, with slight modifications, but with no

other result than continual failure to germinate on the part of seeds put in con-

tact with venom.

It appeared probable from these observations, that venom has the power to

prevent the germination of the seeds of plants such as those which 1 have mentioned

above.

Action of Venom on Animal Life.—We have now reached a point where we turn

from the influence of the venom upon vegetables, to study its power to affect animal

existence.

In place of doubtfully deciding as to the cause of death, we are summoned to

witness the operations of a substance which sometimes acts with a potency so swift

as to defy observation, and which has a power to alter the blood and tissues in a

manner, and with a celerity, which is a source of unending wonder, even to one

who, by daily repetitions, has become familiar with the changes thus produced.

In the course of study now before us, I shall examine, as fully as possible, the

effect of the venom upon cold-blooded animals, including the Crotalus, and upon

various classes of warm-blooded animals.

After this general survey of the symptoms and pathology of the acute and

chronic forms of venom poisoning, in these various classes of animals, I shall ex-
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amine geparatoly the influence of the venom upon the muscles, nerves, bloodvessels,

and blood itself. This general practical examination will enable us to review the

theories hitherto in vogue, and to ascertain, if possible, the proximate mode in

which this mysterious substance may be supposed to act.

In following the track here pointed out, I shall relate, at length, the cases,

symptoms, etc., observed in a considerable number of animals, and I shall allude,

briefly, to a still larger number whose cases it will be needless to state in detail.

Although I shall thus record more experiments than have been made by any other

observer who has studied the subject of Crotalus poisoning, it will, I fear, be but

too plain that the research is one which demands the labors of many, and is,

indeed, of such a nature that some of the questions involved in it, can only be

settled by persons of greater leisure than myself, and who, at the same time, are

so situated as to be able to procure a constant supply of fresh snakes.

It would, perhaps, be more in order to begin this section of our subject by an

examination of the relations of serpent venom to the absorbing surfaces. It will,

however, prove a convenience, as well as an economy of space, if, in place of this

we defer the study of the absorption of venom until we have fully considered its

effects on animals ; since, in so doing, we shall be obliged to detail many of the

facts which bear upon the deferred question.

It will be remembered that, upon page 50 of this Essay, I stated that, on several

occasions I had noticed the production of fungi in moist venom, long kept upon

my table, in an atmosphere of from 64° to 70° F. I have also observed in the

same and in other specimens of venom long kept, and somewhat diluted, that after

seven to ten days, the poison acquired an odor of a peculiar and very disgusting

character. The pi-oduction of this animalized and indescribable stench was accom-

panied by the appearance of vibriones, and, a few da^-s later, of rotifera; and other

minute forms of animalcular life. The occurrence of these little beings in a fluid

so deadly, prompted me to learn whether or not it had lost, by decomposition, any

part of its specific nature as a poison; for, although I was aware that the cuticles

of higher animals opposed a perfect resistance to the passage of the venom, I did not

suppose that the delicate organisms here spoken of could, by any possibility, escape

its action, when born and developed within it. At all events, this view opened

to me a channel for observation of which I had not thought before, and whose

value I therefore proceeded to test, as stated on page 52, by determining what power

yet remained in the venom which had become the nidus of so much active vitality.

It was my intention to examine, in the next place, the eflfect of the venom

upon leeches, fish, eels, and crustacean animals, but for reasons which it is needless

to relate, I was obliged to postpone these observations until some future occasion.

I was the more desirous, however, of making these examinations, because Fon-

tana had already decided that leeches, snails, and slugs, were unaffected by the

venom of the viper, and because some of his numerous observations in this direction

were open to criticism, from his having failed to observe the animals as long as he

should have done after the infliction of the poisoned wound, a precaution which, as

I shall show, is absolutely essential when studying the influence of the venom

upon cold-blooded animals.
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Action of Venom on Frogs.—This industrious and most able writer is also the only

one who has recorded the effects of the viper poison on frogs/ and, so far as I

am aware, no one has repeated these observations. It is to be regretted that he

did not state the size of the frogs bitten, since in such facts, or in the fresher

state of his snakes, might have been found the reasons why the frogs which were

subjected to the Crotalus venom, usually lived so much longer than those upon

which the learned Abbe experimented. In the total want of knowledge as to

the power of rattlesnake poison over frogs, I shall quote the passage from Fontana,

in which he relates the results he obtained when making use of viper poison.

He says, " I procured fifty of the largest and strongest frogs I could meet with.

I had each of them bit by a viper, some in the thighs, others in the legs, back, head,

'

etc. Some of them died in less than half an hour, others in an hour, and others

again in two, three hours, or somewhat more. There were some again that were

not affected, whilst others that did not die became nevertheless swelled. There

were, likewise, others among them that fell into a languishing state, their hind legs

that had been bit, continuing very weak, and even paralytic. In some of them T

contented myself with introducing cautiously into a wound, made with a lancet at the

very instant, a drop of venom. These last, however, lived longer than those I had

bit ; neither of them, however, escaped. I constantly took the precaution to prevent

the venom I introduced into the wound being carried out by the blood that flowed

from it. Some of these frogs swelled very much, others but little, and others not

at all. The wounds of almost all of them were inflamed more or less. There were

some, however, that died very suddenly, without the smallest mark of inflamma-

tion. A short time after these animals had been either bit, or wounded and ven-

omed, the loss of their muscular force, as well as that of the motion of their

extremities, was very evident. When they were set at liberty they no longer

leaped, but dragged their legs and bodies along with great difficulty, and could

scarcely withdraw their thighs when they were pricked with a needle, of the pain

of which they seemed almost insensible. By degrees they became motionless and

paralytic in every part of the body, and after continuing a very short time in this

state died."

With this exception, and a few further remarks by the same author, we are

without information as to the effect of viper venom upon the frog.

Of the effects of Crotalus venom upon the same animal, we know as little, and,

so far as I am aware, only a single recorded experiment of this kind is to be found

in the writings of American authors f their only observations upon cold-blooded

reptiles having been made on the Crotalus itself, or other serpents. We shall now

proceed to study the details of the experiments which I have made upon- cold-

blooded animals.

Upon classifying the cases before us, it will be discovered that they divide them-

' Fontana on Poisons, Chapter VI. p. 31, vol. i. Translation ljy J. Skinner, London, HSIf.

° A single observation by Ilarlan.
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selves naturally and conveniently into two classes, which I shall term acute and
chronic, or primary and secondary poisoning.

While in the batrachia the distinction between these two sets of cases is sufScicntly

clear, it is less well marked than in warm-blooded animals. At the time I was
engaged upon this portion of my investigation, the active serpents in my collection

were not so large as those which I afterwards received. This may account for the

fact that, although I have some records of frogs more or less acutely poisoned, the

majority of those bitten lived long enough to exhibit, in a marked manner, the

secondary lesions which I shall have occasion hereafter to describe.

The class of cases which I shall term acute, were marked by the negative cha-

racter of the symptoms. In them the local signs of poisoning were very slight,

and the changes in the blood which occurred where life was prolonged after a

serious bite, were absent, or but very slightly marked.

Experiment.—A large frog recently caught, was attached to a string and lowered
into a cage containing four snakes, none of which were over thirty-six inches

long. As I had often observed, no provocation induced them to strike the frog, and,

therefore, after many vain efibrts, I drew a snake into the snake-tube, and placed the

frog in its jaws. The serpent bit with eagerness, and the frog, uttering a cry, leaped

from its re-opened jaws to the floor, and for a few moments used its legs so well as

to avoid being caught. When at length it was secured, I searched in vain for the

fang wound, which must have been very small ; I did not discover it until after

death, although I was sure that the skin had been penetrated, because a large

bubble of air had found entry to the dorsal sub-cuticular sac.

The presence of air in this situation often enabled me to be confident that the

fang had pierced the skin. It is occasioned by the attempt on the part of the serpent

to withdraw its fang, which, catching, raises the loose skin, and creating a partial

vacuum, thus draws air alongside of the fang into the subjacent cavities. A little

quivering on the right flank, also, caused me to suspect that as the part bitten.

Except in dogs, who shiver so much from mere fright, the local muscular twitchings

alluded to are also of some value in calling attention to the part bitten. Two hours
after this frog was poisoned, it was dead, having exhibited during the interval occa-

sional convulsive motions of the limbs.

P. M. Dissection.—As soon as all motions, reflex and other, were at an end, the

thorax and belly were laid open. The intestines responded to irritants. The heart
was beating feebly, but in all of its cavities, and was large and dark. It ceased to

pulsate at the close of three hours and ten minutes after the poisoning, and on being

opened, was found to contain blood which coagulated perfectly after short exposure.

The clot was well formed and firm. The muscles were irritable to all forms of

stimulus during eleven hours, and, as I have usually observed, this property lasted

longest in the muscles under the cliin.^ Nervous irritability existed until the close

of the fourth hour. The seat of the wound was the right flank, into the muscles

* Brown-Sequard, Bernard, Vulpian, and before them, Fontana, Lave noted the long retention of irri-

tability by the diaphragm muscles. In the frog, the sub-mental group corresponds in function to these,

as I have shown elsewhere.
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of which the fangs had entered ol^liquely, both teeth taking effect. There was

more serum than usual in the dorsal sac, through which the weapons passed, and

their track was marked by a little darkening of the neighboring muscles.

In twenty-four hours the muscular parts about the bite were almost diffluent,

while the rest of the frog had no odor, or any other sign of putrefaction.

Experiment.—A large snake, from which I had in vain attempted to extract venom,

was secured in the snake-box as usual. Before releasing it, I placed a small frog,

about four or five inches long, in its mouth, so that when it bit, which it did

fiercely enough, the fang entered the belly. Slight local quivering of the nearer

muscles, and some convulsive extensions of the hind legs, were the only marked

signs, and no notable changes in the pupil was perceived until death took place, when

it dilated. At the close of sixty-two minutes, neither voluntary or reflex motions

could be elicited.

P. M. Seclion.—T\\Q wound exhibited no local evidences of poisoning. The aper-

ture in the skin was small, and but one fang had entered. In passing through, or

out of the sub-cuticular abdominal walls, the fang tore these structures, so as to make

a distinct opening, through which a little serum from the dorsal sac had passed, and

carrying with it a little blood, had found its way into the peritoneal cavity. None

of the abdominal viscera were transfixed. The ventricle of the heart beat only

for fifteen minutes after it was exposed. The auricles beat feebly for one hour and

forty minutes after this period. The nervous irritability was extinct everywhere

thirty minutes after voluntary and reflex movement ceased, wdiile the muscular

irritability lasted but half an hour longer, and was thus entirely absent when the

auricles of the heart were still pulsating. The blood in the heart clotted on exposure.

Experiment.—A small snake was teased until it struck a frog of medium size, and

was itself so caught that it hung for a moment, when I drew the frog out by pulling

on the string with which I had secured it. Upon inspection, it seemed that the fang

had struck upon the spine. On being released, the frog appeared very uneasy, and

for ten or twelve minutes was incessantly leaping about in the glass vessel in which

it had been placed. At the close of half an hour, the frog became suddenly quiet,

and shortly after was attacked with a general quivering of the muscles, followed by

the loss of volitional control. Slight reflex acts were still capable of being pro-

duced, when the limbs wpre violently stimulated by mechanical means, but at the

close of an hour from the period of poisoning, these also ceased, the eyelids became

motionless when touched, and the frog being considered dead, was opened.

P. M. Section.—One fang was found to have entered the spine, and slightly

wounded the medulla, which was rather too much injected with blood, but other-

wise unaltered in structure. All the remaining viscera were healthy, and the heart

was still acting with all its cavities as late as two hours and a half after the poison-

ing, when the observation stopped for a time. Four hours later, the organ had

ceased to pulsate, and was only possessed of a slight localized irritability under

stimulus. The blood was well coagulated.

The above quoted instances were the only cases of rapid death which I was called

upon to observe in this class of animals. Their discussion will occupy us at another

time.
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From a large number of instances of death in frogs, from tlie secondary or

chronic action of the venom, I have selected the most interesting, and those which

best illustrate the nature of the symptoms.

Experiment.—Temperature 84° P. A very large frog was struck by a snake two

and a half feet long, on the back of the pelvis, upon the left side. Twenty-five hours

and five minutes after the blow, the frog was re-examined, and found to be inert

and sluggish, but still able to move. During the interval, it occupied a glass jar

containing a large wetted sponge, and partly open at top. The back of the frog was

darker than usual, and presented a fluctuating mass of fluid beneath the skin. The
eyes were natural, the respirations occurred now and then, and the lymph-hearts,

at the end of the spine were acting as usual. One day later the frog's condition

was much as before. On the third day it was motionless, except under excessive

stimulus, when it leaped once or twice, or if placed on its back, tui-ned itself over

with great difficulty. On the fourth day the swelling on the back diminished

somewhat, and the subcuticular sacs of the legs became swollen.

From this time the frog grew weaker, although put in water daily for an hour

or two, and every pains taken to preserve it in a healthy state. It died during my
absence on the fifth day.

P. M. Section.—The muscles in the track of the fang which had not entered

deeply, were dark in color, and underwent extreme decomposition within twenty-

four hours, while the rest of the body was not sensibly affected. About the

wound, in the dorsal sac, were large quantities of bloody serum, which coagulated

feebly upon exposure. The other sacs, wherever examined, were also filled with

bloody serum, and a similar fluid was found in the peritoneum and pericardium.

Bloody mucus flowed from the mouth and nostrils, and the stomach and mucous

surface of the intestines were stained with frequent patches of extravasated blood.

The lungs were shrunken, but contained no blood. The heart, which was pale

and unirritable, contained only two minute and very pallid clots, adherent to the

auricular walls. The muscles of the legs and the flanks responded feebly to gal-

vanism during one hour and thirty minutes after exposure. Those of the forelegs

were also irritable, but, singularly enough, the muscles under the jaw had lost their

power to act. The muscles were generally pale, owing to the great loss of blood.

The sheaths or fascia were stained with blood in nearly every part of the body, and
even between the separate muscles and the bone. There was no post-mortem rigor

observed.

Experiment.—Temperature 74° F. A large frog was bitten fiercely by a snake

three feet long, which thrust one fang deeply into the left thigh. The other fang

missed the leg entirely. During the five succeeding hours, the subject was watched

by an assistant, who described the wound as exuding bloody serum, while the animal

remained in one position, quite motionless. It died during the following night,

when unobserved, and was found the next day in a state of rigor, a good deal

shrunken, although great pains had been taken to keep it constantly moistened.

P. M. Section.—The bitten leg was greatly swollen, and the muscles beneath were

livid with extravasated blood. Everywhere in the injured limb the muscles were

deeply stained with blood, and this appearance was not confined to this limb, but
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existed also in the leg not bitten. About the bite, the muf^cular structure was

almost diffluent, and could be torn with the utmost ease. A slight effusion of blood

was found under both forelegs, in the axillary spaces. Elsewhere the organs were

healthy. The heart was unirritable, and contained a little thin uncoagulated blood.

Nervous irritability was extinct, and that of the muscles absent, except under the

chin, where it remained for an hour or more after exposure.

Exjierimeiit.—Temi^erntnre 74.° F. A second frog of large size was bitten twice by

the same snake which had just bitten the last one. On each occasion, a single fang

entered, the leg and the thigh being thus wounded. From these wounds, a bloody

serum continually oozed, until I ceased to observe it. Certainly, a drachm or more

of fluid exuded in this manner. On the second day, matters were as before. On

the third, the frog was very sluggish. The bitten leg was enormously swollen to

the very end of the toes, which, on being held up to the light, were seen to be

distended with red serum. The skin of this member was also soaked, in places,

with extravasated blood. On the fourth morning, the frog was found to have died

during the night.

P. M. y&c/ion.—Slight rigor mortis. The bitten leg was literally soaked in blood

to the extreme edges of the web, and was everywhere swollen by this local accu-

mulation. The flexors of the thigh were filled with blood, so as to be dark crim-

son throughout their thickness. A little bloody fluid was present in most of the

sub-cuticular sacs. The heart was pale, bloodless, and unirritable. The other

organs were normal. The nerves and muscles proved to have lost their power to

react under stimulus. The little blood found in the vessels was diffluent. As in

some other cases, the fluid of the dorsal lymphatic sac coagulated feebly upon expo-

sure to the air.

Experiment.—Temperature 73° F. A small frog was bitten on the back, below the

scapula, by a snake about three feet long, which had already used its fangs once

within twenty-four hours. The fang-mark was not visible, but from the presence

of air in the dorsal sac, I was convinced that the weapon had entered. The

muscles about the bitten part immediately began to quiver, and this motion soon

extended to both flanks. The frog became rapidly weak, and within an hour and

a half could not turn when laid on its back, and was unable to use its hind legs.

At this time the pupils were contracted, the eyes half closed, and the lids of the

right organ completely insensible, the left one nearly so. The frog shortly after-

wards lost all voluntary power, even in the forelegs, but exhibited slight reflex

phenomena up to the fifth hour-, when it was apparently dead.

P. M. Section.—The wound passed through the muscles below the scapula, and

into the liver and peritoneal cavity, which contained a little bloody fluid. The

heart was beating forty-four to the minute, auricles and ventricle acting. Halt an

hour later the auricles alone were acting, and these were arrested during the en-

suing period of ten hours, although carefully protected from desiccation. The

nerves everywhere were highly irritable, but this passed away completely within

half an hour. The muscular irritability remained good during two hours. Ten

hours later, no muscle responded to irritants. The small amount of blood found

in the heart was fluid. It is to be remarked that, in some of these cases, nothing
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was more dilTicult than to ascertain whether the minute amount of blood present

was coaguhxted or not. Both lungs were gorged with blood, and the intestines

were dotted with specks of extravasated blood, although no free blood was found

in the intestinal canal.

The cases above quoted illustrate nearly every peculiarity of the eflects of the

venom upon batrachia, whether affecting them rapidly or slowly.

It is necessary to the completion of this study, that we recount, also, the manner

in which the dried venom of the Crotalus acted upon these cold-blooded animals.

In one respect its action is undoubtedly peculiar.

I have already alluded, in several instances, to the dried venom of the Crotalus.

The specimen used in the following experiments was given to me by Prof. Leidy,

who received it from my friend Prof. Wm. A. Hammond. It was obtained in

Kansas, in the autumn of 1857, by a process similar to that which I have described

on page 28. It had been allowed to dry into thin yellow scales, and was preserved

in this condition in a small bottle, not very well secured from the air.

Prof Christison had already stated that cobra poison, fourteen years old, was still

effective. Mangili' had ascertained the same of viper poison eighteen months old.

Orfila,- in recounting the experiments of the author last named, observes that

they proved contradictory of the statements of Fontana,^ an assertion which is only

partially correct, since the learned Abbe distinctly states that viper poison is active

after being preserved for several years in the cavity of a dry fang. He adds,

moreover, that the powdered and dried venom had been kept by him for several

months without loss of its power, and he also adduces E-edi's* experience to the

same effect. At the close of these statements he remarks, however, that the

poison may lose its potency by being kept, and that this took place frequently

when he attempted to preserve it longer than ten months. As we shall have occa-

sion to see, this is not the only instance where the learned Abbe has been misquoted

and misunderstood. Few authors of such merit as Fontana have had so little justice

at the hands of those who have followed them, and tliis remark applies not alone

to his work on the Viper, but to his researches on Ticunas, and to other labors,

many of the results of which have been assiduously re-discovered by more modern

observers.

Experiment. Poisoning hy Dried Venom.—Temperature 79° F. A frog of middle

size received in the muscles of the back a small quantity of dried venom. An un-

envenomed wound of corresponding size was inflicted upon the other side of the

spine. On inspection, twenty-one hours after, the frog was found seated and quiet.

During half an hour no respiration occurred. Upon touching the eye, the frog

breathed once and moved its entire body, after which no further motion could be

provoked, and the animal seemed to be dead.

P. M. Section.—On comparison, the two wounds were so much alike, that no dif-

' Maugili, Annates de Chimie et de Pliysique, Fevricr, 1817, from Gioruale di Fisica Chimica, etc.,

vol. ix. p. 458.

^ Orfila, Traitc de Toxicologie, t. ii. p. 852.

3 Fontana, vol. i. Chapter XXII. p. 65.

* Redi, see also Russell, p. G3.
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ferencc could be perceived between them. Not the least sign of swelling, conges-

tion, or inflammation, was visible about either. The heart, which was large and

dark, beat fifteen in the minute, all its cavities acting feebly until it was cut out, at

the close of half an hour.

The nerves of the legs were irritable for rather over an hour, and the muscular

excitability endured but two hours longer, when post-mortem rigor came on. The

cardiac blood coagulated very well.

Experiment.—A little dried venom was placed in the muscles of the thigh of a

frog. As the wound bled rather freely, a second portion was inserted in the lumbar

muscles. The frog died during the ensuing night, within twenty-one hours of the

poisoning. When examined, there was not the slightest local sign of the presence

of venom, nor was there bloody serum in any of the lymphatic sacs. The nerves

and muscles were unexcitable. The heart was at rest, and was not irritable. It

contained a little coagulated blood. Other viscera healthy.

Experiment.—A fang recently shed, together with a small quantity of dried venom,

was buried in the muscles of the back. After death, the muscles about the imbedded

fang were softened, and dotted with points of blood. A little bloody serum was

found in the cuticular sac of the wounded thigh. About the spot wounded with

the dry venom, there was a little redness, but no softening or extravasation. The

remaining symptoms of the case are valueless in this connection.

The chief reason for quoting the above cases here, is to call attention to the

almost utter absence of local symptoms when dried venom was used in frogs.

Effect of the Venom upon the Crotalus.—This research resolves itself into two

propositions, or rather, questions. First, Can the Crotalus kill its own species ?

Second, can any individual snake destroy itself?

The first of these queries has been more or less completely answei'ed, as regards

certain Indian snakes, the viper of Europe, and our own Crotalus. RusselP made

a Cobra bite a nooni-paragoodoo near the anus. It died in one hour and a quarter.

A little local discoloration existed about the wound, and the lungs were full of

blood. A Cobra bit another Cobra, with a negative result. How long it was

observed, is not stated.

A Coodum-nagoo bit a Cobra, the two fangs taking effect, the result, as before,

being negative. All of these snakes were venomous.

A Coodum-nagoo bit a Tortutta, a harmless serpent, which perished within two

hours.

Fontana's" experiments on the effect of the venom of the viper upon its own
kind, were briefly as follows :

—

One viper was bitten by another several times. The wounds swelled a little.

It was killed by Fontana after thirty-six hours, and found to have been deeply

wounded, the bites being a little inflamed and swollen.

A middle-sized viper received from two large ones six fang wounds. The viper

remained agile, and was well at the end of four days. When killed, it was found

' Russell, p. 56.

= Fontana, vol. i. p. 29 ei scq. Skinnur's Iranslation.
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to have been bitten through and through. The wounds were somewhat inflamed.

Five other vipers thus bitten, did not die. Length of observation not mentioned.

Again, a portion of skin having been removed from the backs of four vipers, seven

vipers were made to bite them. None of the bitten animals died, and only one of

them was at all languid, and had a little swelling about the wound. Three vipers

were wounded in the back, and the wound filled with venom. The wounds in-

flamed, but did not swell. The animals seem to have been killed at the end of

several days. A viper was forced to bite itself; it did not die. Another was made

to bite on a piece of jagged glass, so that its mouth was wounded as the poison

flowed into it. On the seventh day the wounds were healed.

M. Bernard' recently repeated Fontana's experiments, and found that a viper

which had been both bitten and inoculated artificially with venom, died on the

third day. Upon this experiment, M. Bernard criticizes Fontana, as having ob-

served the viper and pigeons together, and having concluded that, because the cold-

blooded animal was not afiected so soon as the other, that it was incapable of being

killed by the venom. As we have seen, however, some of Fontana's experiments

were observed during periods of time much greater than that required to destroy

the viper observed by M. Bernard. Thus, although Fontana was most probably

mistaken in his conclusions, he did not fail in the point criticized, from any glaring

neglect of continued observation.

The American authorities upon this matter are brief, but decided. They refer

principally to the power of the snake to destroy itself, and to this point, indeed, my
own experiments have been directed, since it was plain that if the individual could

thus be made to kill itself, there could be no added difiicult}' in comprehending its

ability to kill its fellows.

Besides including the general proposition, the question before us has a specific

interest, from the fact that snakes are often accidentally hurt about the mouth, and

that abrasions of this cavity must frequently occur. We are, therefore, called upon

to say why the snake sufiers so little from wounds on which a poison so deadly

to other animals must fall from time to time.

Our own writers" state almost unanimously that the Crotalus is able to kill itself.

Without quoting them in full, it is enough to add that their experiments were

commonly made by switching a snake until it turned and struck itself Death is

usually described as following within a few minutes.

At the close of a series of experiments on warm-blooded animals, I made use of

some of my largest snakes in the following manner :

—

Exjjeriment.—Temperature G5° to 75° F. A small snake about twenty-seven

inches long, was caught by the neck, and its tail placed in its mouth. It bit, but

did not wound. A portion of skin having been removed from the back, it was

' Claude Bernard, Lemons snr les Efifets des Substances Toxiques, etc., IS.'iT, p. 291.

Dr. Brown-Sequard appears to have made experiments upon the Viper, but I have l)een uualjle to Gnd

his paper.

= Burnett, p. 323.
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allowed to bite again, and when the fangs were fixed in the naked muscles, the

upper jaw was violently pressed downwards, so as to wound the part deeply.

Upon the sixth day, the wound was covered with a gray exudation, such as is

usually found upon the healing surface of the wounds of serpents. This snake died

on the fourteenth day. The tissues about the bite were congested, the gall-bladder

full, mucus in the stomach, the venom glands dark from effused blood.

Experiment.—A large snake was made to bite himself twice, in a space near the

cloac, where the skin had been removed. This serpent also died on the fourteenth

day. The wound was apparently healthy, and not to be distinguished from any

other wound, except that the muscles about it were a little softened. The blood

was uncoagulated, but there was no other visible lesion of any internal organ.

Experiment.—On the same day a large snake, fifty-six inches long, had a small

portion of the skin on the back loosened and turned over, so as to make a flap.

On this wound was placed about a drop of venom from the snake itself. The poison

was finally thrust into a number of superficial cuts made in the muscles on which

the drop fell. On the second day, the snake being well to appearance, half a drop

of its own venom was put in a superficial wound half way up the back. This

W'Ound seemed to excite the snake, which, on being replaced in its box, continued

in very rapid and violent motion for some minutes, as though in pain. On the

sixth day, both wounds were covered with gray exudation, and beneath, the mus-

cles were soft, but in this, as in other cases, no effusion of blood existed about the

wound. The snake was sluggish, and indisposed to bite. It died on the tenth day.

P. M.—There were no visceral lesions, except that one lung contained a little

effused blood. The venom glands were dark and congested. The heart blood

coagulated firmly, thirty minutes after removal. In all probability this serpent

died from some other cause than venom poisoning.

Experiment.—A snake forty-si.x inches long was secured, and the skin just above

the anus removed from a space of about one inch by two. On this, the snake bit itself

three times, throwing out a good deal of venom which was thrust deeply into the

muscles of the part. On the second day, the wounded muscles were softened, but

no blood was effused. The wound had been re-covered with skin, and secured by

sutures. At the close of two weeks this snake was healthy, and bit eagerly. The
wounds were partially healed.

Experiments.—Three large serpents were made to disgorge their venom, and the

poison from each snake was injected under the skin of its back, with the aid of a

small syringe and trocar. The snakes, which I will distinguish as numbers one,

two, and three, received respectively ten, eight, and seven drops of poison.

No. 1 died in thirty-six hours. The wound was surrounded by softened tissues,

but was not stained with blood. The organs generally were normal, except the

stomach, which contained bloody mucus. The heart was full of clotted blood.

No. 2 died in sixty-seven hours. The local appearances in this case were much
as in the last one, but less extensive. The interior organs were healthy, and the

heart contained two loose and soft clots.

No. 3 died during the seventh day. Tlie wound, in this case, penetrated the

muscles, which were dark and much softened. The blood in the heart was mostly
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diffluent, presenting but a single small coagulum of loose structure. The intestines

were spotted with ecchymoscs, and the peritoneal cavity contained about a drachm

of fluid blood.

I may add to these cases the numerous instances in which I have wounded the

mouths of snakes, or torn the vagina dentis, while robbing them of poison. On

none of these occasions has any serious result followed the injury, even where

venom had fallen upon the abraded surfaces in considerable amount.

The above experiments were on the whole so definite in their results, that I did

not think it necessary to multiply them. I had very many times injured snakes

far more than these were injured by their own fangs, or the preparatory manipula-

tions, and I, therefore, felt at liberty to conclude that the animals employed on these

latter occasions really died from the venom. The length of time required for this

to occur was curious, and for exceeded in most of them that which was noted in

Bernard's case, or in the many instances of which I have been told where rattle-

snakes had stricken themselves.

One of the factors in the experiment, and one which has been too much neg-

lected, is the temperature, which in my own cases was very moderate during the

day, and fell a good deal lower at night, the observations having been carried on

during a cool period in September, 1859. M. Bernard, Russell, and Fontana, give

no record of the temperature during their observations. That it is a very important

condition in the venom poisoning of the cold-blooded batrachia I have frequently

observed, and it is highly probable that in all cold-blooded animals the elevation

of temperature carries with it an increase of danger from poisons, and especially

from those of a septic nature.

When we examine the pathological effects of the venom in warm-blooded ani-

mals, we shall see that, while the general phenomena were essentially the same

as in cold-blooded reptiles and batrachia, they were far more rapidly produced.

The Crotalus itself was a good illustration of this contrast, and was in other

respects exceptional in the mode in which it was affected, since, while the muscles

were altered, as in warm-blooded creatures, the blood coagulated better than was

usual in them, and the visceral lesions were less severe, and less frequent. On the

other hand, while the frog was for its size remarkably unirapressible by Crotalus

venom, the phenomena which in it accompanied the examples of slow poisoning,

were in no respect different from those developed in the warm-blooded animals.

To this subject we shall recur, after studying the effects of the venom upon the

hiffher animals.
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CHAPTER VI.

TOXICOLOGICAL ACTIOX OF THE VEXOM UPON WARM-BLOODED
ANIMALS.

We shall now enter, without other comment, on the study of the effects of Cro-

talus venom upon warm-blooded animals.

Of all warm-blooded creatures, birds are most susceptible to the influence of this

poison. So sudden, indeed, were its effects in some of them, that when the dose of the

venom was large, there was hardly time to observe the resultant phenomena. In

larger birds this extreme sensibility to the poison also existed, when the dose was in

pi'oportion greater. So minute, however, was the quantity required to kill a small

bird, such as the reed-bird, that under certain circumstances these little creatures

became very delicate tests of the presence or relative activity of the venom.

Experiment.—A pigeon was lowered into the snake-box, and was struck once, high

up on the back, by a snake of middle size, which had just used its fangs. Upon this

occasion, both fangs were buried deeply. On being released, the pigeon walked

across the table, and seeking a corner, remained at rest, until, at the close of three

minutes it fell down, and immediately began to breathe convulsively, now and then

gaping, and making efforts to rise. The difficulty in the respiration seemed to be

due to the general weakness, which interfered with all the other movements at the

same time. The bird became more and more feeble, the breathing more labored,

and at the end of the seventh minute the head fell to one side, the breathing

ceased, and the bird died without convulsions.

P. M. Section.—Both fang marks were surrounded, by circles of extravasated

blood, about three lines in breadth. The motor nerves of the wings and legs were

irritable nine minutes after death. The muscles remained irritable during twenty-

nine minutes, when post-mortem rigor appeared in the legs, and soon became general.

The heart beat with all its cavities, four minutes after respiration ceased. Both

auricles and ventricles were sensitive to mechanical stimulus nine minutes after

death. Two minutes later, the ventricles ceased to respond, but the auricles were

more or less irritable fifteen minutes after death. The blood coagulated moderately

well. It was very dark, but on exposure became bright red.

Ex]}eriment.—Temperature 74° F. A pigeon secured by a string was thrown into

a snake-box. Two snakes of middle size, two and a half to three feet long, struck

at it as soon as it began to flutter. The pigeon was at once removed and put on

the table, where, in two minutes it showed signs of weakness, staggered to and fro,

and at last, as usual, sought refuge in a corner. At the si.xth minute, its breath-

ing became labored and jerking, and the muscles about the wound wei'e twitching
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locally. At the sixteenth miiuite, the breathing was still jerking, but more rapid,

the bird crouched as if asleep, the eye natural; the pupil, it changed at all, a little

contracted. At the thirty-sixth minute the head fell, the eyes closed, respiration

became rare and labored, and the pupils contracted. Cloac temperature 104 2° F.

At the fortieth minute, the head was bent suddenly forward on the breast, and after

three such motions of a convulsive nature, respiration ceased at the forty-second

minute.

P. M. Section.—The head was cut off at once, and the blood received in a cap-

sule. It was dark, but became red on exposure, and coagulated firmly, at the close

of four minutes. Nervous irritability existed feebly in the sciatic nerves, nine

minutes after death. Elsewhere it continued to the twelfth or thirteenth minute,

when a probe thrust down the spine occasioned no motion. Ten minutes after

death the muscles were everywhere very irritable. Thirty-three minutes after death

this property was present only in the thighs and the diaphragm. In both of these

localities it was still perceptible fifty-six minutes after death. Ten minutes later,

I could not feel sure of its existence. The heart, which was large and dark, ceased

to beat ten minutes after respiration stopped, and two minutes later had totally

lost all irritability to stimulus. The auricles contained a little dark blood, chiefly

uncoagulated, with the exception of two small and soft clots.

Experiment.—A snake four feet long was secured and made to bite a pigeon, which

it seized so that one fang entered the knee. This pigeon had recovered from a former

bite with the loss of a portion of the pectoral muscles. It was well and active.

Upon its being bitten, I threw it from me, but, to my surprise, its wings were mo-

tionless, and it fell a dead weight on the table, and did not afterwards breathe or

move. Thirty seconds elapsed between the bite and the death.

P. M. Section.-SowiQ little delay occurred, owing to the unexpected nature of

the death, and on exposing the heart within three or four minutes, it had ceased to

beat, although it responded to stimulus feebly and locally for a few minutes longer.

The nerves in the thigh were irritable during twenty-eight minutes. The muscles

everywhere lost their irritability within two hours and ten minutes.

Cases of chronic or secondary poisoning were, naturally, rare in birds, and if

they survived a few hours, they frequently recovered. The following cases illus-

trate sufficiently well the chronic form of poisoning.

Experiment.—Temperature 77° F. A large white pigeon was thrown into the

snake-box, the inmates of which seemed, for a iime, reluctant to use their power.

Finally a snake two feet in length bit the pigeon once in the breast, and became

so entangled, that bird and serpent rolled over together. On examining the wound,

two fang marks were found in the pectoral region, but so much of the venom had

been cast upon the neighboring feathers, that I presumed the wound could not be

rapidly mortal. Three hours after its infliction, the bird drooped a little and was

disposed to sleep. A few hours later this tendency had passed away, but the

wound was dark and swollen from effused blood. No signs of active inflammation

existed. On pressure, a little serous blood flowed from the wound. Within five

days the skin gave way and the parts beneath sloughed to the bones. At the close

9
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of this process on the sixth day, the bird died, probably of mere exhaustion and

constitutional irritation.

Exiwriment.—Two pigeons were bitten by a snake which had made frequent and

recent use of its fangs. Both birds were purposely exposed in such a way that they

were bitten in the thigh. Both were enfeebled by the poison and seemed disposed to

sleep. One of them sunk slowly, lower and lower, until its head touched the

table, when it rolled on its side. It died without convulsions nearly eleven hours

after the bite. The second pigeon, which was also the last bitten, died in violent

convulsions with the head thrown backwards, during the eighth hour.

P. 31 Seciion.~ln neither of these birds was the blood coagulated, nor did it

pass into that state upon exposure. In the pigeon first struck the pericardium was

very full of serous blood, but no other organ was altered. In the second pigeon,

the lungs, air passages, and mouth were full of blood, the mucous walls of the

stomach were deeply congested in spots, and the peritoneal surface of the small

intestines was marked with star-like points of extravasated blood.

Experiment—K pigeon was struck in the back by a small snake, only one fong

entering. The bird was placed on the table, where it instantly sought a corner and

in ten minutes fell into the usual stupor with jerking, abrupt respiration. This

condition seemed to lessen an hour later, but only for a time, and the bird finally

sinking down, became weaker and weaker, and died without convulsions at the

close of five hours and a half. The pupils gradually contracted before death, and

suddenly dilated afterwards.

P. M. Section.—The wound in the back was dark, and a little thin dark blood

oozed from it. The tissues around it for an inch or more, were soaked with ex-

travasated blood, which had even passed through between the ribs, so as to stain

the tissues behind the intestines and crop. The heart was large and full of per-

fectly fluid blood. No other lesions were observed, except that the pericordial

serum was a little bloody.

My chief reason for recording at length the cases above reported, is to show

the great increase in the internal lesions which occurs when the venom is long in

killing the animal. Among these changes, it was found, as a general rule, that the

blood was most aflected, and least coagulable, the longer the death was delayed.

I have not thought it necessary to report in full the whole of the numerous cases

of the malady in the pigeon. In some instances, the birds recovered from the

immediate effect of the poison to die of the secondary lesions induced by it. In

others, the death was sudden and early, and in a third class it was delayed for a

few hours. All of these find illustration in the cases already quoted. One point,

however, appeared to me to demand further attention.

When a number of any class of animals are poisoned, certain phenomena and

lesions occur constantly, others exceptionally ; and this is true of what are usually

known as diseases, as well as of more easily studied cases of poisoning. To illus-

trate this, I have selected seven cases of a fatal character in pigeons, none of which

have been reported in the foregoing pages. To save space, I have presented them

in tabular form, so as to show, at a glance, the variety of symptoms and patho-
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logical appearances which may occur. No cases of very early death are admitted

into this report.

TABLE OF SYMPTOMS AND LESIONS IN SEVEN CASES OP PIGEONS POISONED BY CUOTALUS VENOM.
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luinous urine, and a large amount of blood mixed with feces. The symptoms of

general weakness now increased, the hind legs began to drag, the motions were

uncertain, and the bloody purging grew woi'se. The i-abbit died on the third day,

during my absence.

P. M. Section.—Rigor well developed. The period of death being uncertain, the

irritability of the tissues was not tested. The wound was surrounded by half an

ounce or more of dark fluid blood. The vessels in the neighborhood were full of a

similar fluid, but there was no vascular redness, like that of acute inflammation.

The muscles in the track of the bite, which was a double fang mark, were remark-

ably softened and could be torn with the utmost ease. The brain was highly con-

gested, and there was a good deal of bloody serum in the cavities of that organ.

Similar congestion existed in the spinal canal, and at several points the white

nervous tissue was stained with small patches of blood. The lungs were healthy.

The pericardium was curiously distended with bloody serum. The heart was con-

tracted and contained but little blood, and that dark and diffluent. The intestines

were spotted at intervals with ecchymoses four to five lines in diameter and appa-

rently just beneath the serous covering, the cavity of which contained a little

bloody serum. The intestines from the oesophagus to the rectum were dotted with

ecchymoses and filled, especially the large gut, with blood and mucus. The right

kidney was large and absolutely soaked with dark fluid blood. The left kidney

was more healthy. The bladder and ureters contained a good deal of bloody urine.

How the rabbit lived so long with such a singular complication of serious lesions it

is difficult to conceive. In most cases of chronic poisoning, some one or two organs

may become the seat of local extravasations, but for extent and character of lesion

this case stands alone in my experience.

TABLE OF SYMPTOMS IN EIGHT RABBITS.
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TABLE OF LESIONS IN THE EIGHT KABBITS MENTIONED ABOVE.
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we have here nothing to do, and the cases are quoted only on account of their

value as such.

Experiment.—A large Spaniel, weighing sixteen and a half pounds, was muzzled,

and lowered into the box containing one large snake, which struck it fiercely in the

right fore-shoulder, and again, an instant afterwards, a little higher up. Upon a

careful removal of the hair, only one fang seemed to have acted- in either wound.

The blows appeared to be excessively painful at the time, but upon removing the

dog at once, he gave no after signs of pain or distress. Within twenty-five minutes

he was languid, and remained standing with his head down, as though sick and

confused. The local twitching about the wounds was higlily marked, but there

was no general fremitus, and the respiration was only quickened a little, without

being either jerking or laborious. During the ensuing twenty-four hours, the dog

refused to eat, but drank at frequent intervals, and passed urine and clay-colored

stools. He was able to move about, but preferred to remain at rest.

The wound was not swollen, but when examined with care, a slight hardening

of the neighboring tissues could be felt, extending two inches around the wound.

On pressure, a little bloody serum could be forced out of the fang track. This

continued to be the case during three days, when pus also flowed out. The local

evil was vei-y limited, however, and the animal was so well on the ninth day, that

it was used for another purpose.

Experiment.—The dog employed in the last observation was perfectly vjpll, and

eating and drinking as usual, when he was bitten in the left fore-shoulder, and in the

left hind leg below the knee. Both wounds swelled, that in the shoulder most. The

local fremitus was very remarkable, and extended up and down the hind leg, and

for some distance around the anterior wound. Although the dog whined at inter-

vals for some hours, and, to appearance, suffered considerably, the parts bitten soon

ceased to swell, and but little oozing took place from either wound. No suppura-

tion occurred, and the dog was entirely well within two days.

Experimejit.—A black and white mongrel setter, weighing thirty pounds, was low-

ered into the cage. The only snake in the box struck him repeatedly, but without

seeming to cause much pain. Upon looking for the wounds none could be detected,

and the snake was, therefore, caught in the loop as usual, and held to the dog again,

until it bit eagerly. Still no wound beyond slight abrasions could be found, and on

the bitten skin lay adherent a large fang. On inspecting the snake's mouth, I

found that both fangs were recent, and not yet anchylosed in their maxillary sock-

ets. The snake's skin was loose, and was shed entire two days later. Two other

snakes were next caught and made to bite the hind leg and fore-shoulder of the

dog. The latter wound gave great pain, and the swelling extended to the neck

and chest. The local trembling was slight. There were no marked general symp-

toms, except a slight ineffectual effort to vomit, half an hour after being bitten, and

some evidence of general feebleness which passed off in five hours. Next day the

dog was well and -active, eating and drinking as usual. He remained thus for ten

days, during which time the wounds grew smaller, and from that in the shoulder

oozed a little red serum, and finally some pus, but neither in this or in other cases
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did the skin slough extensively. I found in most instances only a small orifice

leading into an abscess cavity, which was rarely above the size of a large walnut.

Ej:periment.—K white mongrel, weighing seventeen pounds, was placed in the cage

with a large snake. He was struck at once in the left hind thigh, and again by

the same serpent about three inches above the first wound. The dog sufiered ter-

ribly, and during two hours whined and yelled incessantly. Enormous swell-

ing occurred, involving the whole limb up to the pelvic joint. Two hours after

being struck the dog was weak, but still kept his feet, and drank almost without

ceasing. His respiration was occasionally jerking, his heart as usual rapid but

feeble.° No local or general fremitus was noted. At the third hour he was agaui

howling frightfully. The weakness was greater than before, and he staggered in

his gait, but the other symptoms were unchanged. Four and a half hours after

the poisoning, the dog became still weaker, ceased to drink, and finally lay down.

The parts wounded were still enlarging. At this time he vomited a little food and

mucus, and soon after purged and urinated. From this time he began to mend, and

although he howled all the following night, he was able to run about the next day,

with only a slight appearance of lameness. The wound discharged blood, and at

length bloody pus, and finally pure pus, up to the period of recovery, three weeks

later. During the first week of this time, the dog took scarcely any food, and was

subject to profuse dysenteric discharges, so that he became remarkably emaciated.

From this condition he gradually improved, all the symptoms abated, and at the

end of the third week he was as fat as when first injured.

The cases here related are selected from a larger number of a similar nature, all

illustrating the more or less grave character of the symptoms, and also the possi-

bility of recovery, even under apparently unfavorable circumstances. The next

case, and the last of this kind, I have placed alone, because it has especial value,

as showing how exceedingly grave may be the signs of poisoning, and yet how

rapid and complete may be the rally and escape.

Experiment—K small brown terrier was struck twice on the fore leg and shoulder

by a large snake, which I held in the loop, as usual. Within ten minutes the

dog vomited, urinated, and passed solid feces. All this time he whined a good

deal, and finally, at the fifteenth minute, lay down on his side, breathing in jerks,

and twitching in almost every muscle. No fremitus could be seen at the wound,

owing, perhaps, to the swelling, which was great, and might readily have concealed

it from view. An hour after being bitten, the dog had a slight convulsion, and

vomited again. Meanwhile I could scarcely feel the heart beat, and the respirations

were long and labored. On leaving this animal, late in the evening, and about

seven hours after he was hurt, he was lying on the floor, scarcely breathing, and

nearly pulseless. He had passed liquid and very dark stools, and some water. Even

at this period, his sensorium seemed uuafi"ected, and he felt injuries, heard well, and

followed with his eyes the movements about him. To my surprise, when I entered

my laboratory the next morning, the dog ran by me and attempted to escape
;

I

caught him with no little difficulty. His wound was like a hump on his side and

back, and discharged fluid blood in occasional drops. The floor of the box in which
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I had left liini contained a good deal of dark, semi-fluid excrement streaked with

blood, and he had drunk nearly the third of a bucket of water during the night.

The remaining instances of Crotalus bite in dogs were all fatal, and were selected,

like the last series, as being the most illustrative records in my possession. It will

be observed, as I have already stated, that no deaths took place so early as to give

us perfect specimens of acute poisoning with absence of visceral lesions, and with

a perfectly red and coagulable blood. That such cases may occur in the dog, under

more favorable experimental conditions, I cannot doubt from what I have already

seen in other animals.

Experiment.—A dog of mongrel bull-terrier breed, weighing thirty-one pounds,

was lowered into the cage, where he was struck on the outside of the right hind leg

in the thigh. lie drew up the leg when released, and whined for a few minutes.

The wound, which was double, bled a drop or two, and the muscles about it

twitched considerably at intervals for an hour, when this symptom was obscured

by the swelling. His pulse, which was naturally about 145 and irregular, was, at

the fifth minute, 140 and regular, respiration 35. At the fifteenth minute he lay

down, much weakened, pulse 160 and feeble, respiration 40. At the twentieth

minute the bowels moved loosely, with a gray discharge, and there seemed to be

some tenesmus in the rectum. Twenty-fifth minute, pupils so far natural and

mobile ; he could stand when urged, but lay down again at once, and was much
weaker. Forty-fifth minute, pulse 160, respiration 45 and laborious. Fifty-fifth

minute, loss of power in the hind legs. Eightieth minute, respiration quick and

labored, and so irregular as to make it impossible longer to count the heart pulses.

The eyes were natural, and followed my motions ; and he wagged his tail when
fondled. At this time the observation was tempoi'arily interrupted, and, on its

resumption at the third hour, the dog was found dead. He had no foam about his

mouth, and probably died quietly.

P. M. Section.—The whole muscular and areolar tissue of the leg and thigh, half

way up and down the limb, was dark wnth infiltrated blood. About the wound
the swelling was due to a mass of blood partially coagulated. The extravasated

blood extended through the limb, and on the inside it passed half way up the

sartorius and adductors, and along the sheath of the vessels to within two inches

of the femoral ring. Nearly an inch of the sheath was clear of it, but one-half

inch below the ring the tissues were shaded with blood, and the same appearance

was seen around the ring itself. From this point the extravasation extended

under the peritoneum, into the pelvis, and on to the inner face of the ilium. The
color of the tissues thus stained was a brilliant scarlet. The abdominal viscera were

healthy, except that the mucous membrane of the lower bowels was somewhat

congested. The lungs were sound. The heart was relaxed, the right side full,

the left nearly empty. The blood on the right side was a little darker than that

on the left; on both sides and everywhere else it was perfectly fluid and free from

clots. Placed in a vial, it remained fluid until decomposition ensued. Two hours

at least after death, some of the blood globules found in the heart were slightly

indented; those taken from the small vessels of the ear were perfectly normal. At
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the period of examination, the muscular and nervous irritability had entirely de-

parted.

Experiment.—A 3'oung dog, weighing nine and a lialf pounds, of terrier breed, was

lowered into a box containing a fresh snake. The snake struck at him twice

without eflect, once striking to one side of the part aimed at, and the second time

miscalculating its distance. The third blow took effect, but I could not ascertain

the exact locality wounded. The dog cried out, as though in great pain. Within

five minutes he was trembling in every muscle. At the twentieth minute he was

so much better that I subjected him to a second bite, which took effect on the

neck in front, above the left shoulder. The dog at once lay down, then rose, and

passed water and solid feces, and, at the fifth minute from the second bite, fell on

his side, and vomited freely. The vomiting was instantly followed by general con-

vulsions, in which the limbs were extended and the head thrown back. Mean-

while, the heart was very feeble, the breathing laborious, and the pupil contracted.

The character of the respirations at this time was singular. Eight or ten rapid

respirations took place, and then none occurred until twenty seconds had elapsed.

The heart-beat, previously 180 to the minute, fell, at the fifteenth minute after the

second wound, to 80, and became remarkably feeble. At the seventeenth minute

the respiration stopped, and the heart pulse, though so weak as to be counted with

difficulty, rose to 156, falling again, at the twenty-fourth minute, to 58, when it

became indistinct through weakness. The pupils rapidly dilated.

P. M. Section was delayed twenty-four hours. Post-mortem rigor came on first

about the fore legs and neck, and was complete four hours after death. It was so

strong as to snap a small cord with which I had drawn the legs of the dog apart.

The wound was the seat of an extravasation which had passed over the shoulder

and on to the neck. The vessels near it were filled with dark and difliuent blood.

The muscles near the wound were softened and readily torn. The heart contained

an abundance of blood chiefly fluid, with a number of small clots of very loose

structure, in the right side and somewhat less in the left cavities. In the pericar-

dium there was about an ounce and a half of bloody serum. The abdominal organs

were healthy, and the peritoneum contained only a little straw-colored serum.

The bladder was jjartially contracted, and held an ounce or two of slightly albu-

minous urine.

The brain was normally firm, though somewhat congested, and its vessels were

distended with fluid blood and a few bubbles of gas. At the side of the long sinus

a little blood seemed to have soaked through all the membranes to the bone, but

there was no large quantity of blood present at this spot, and no coagulum. It

looked like a post-mortem stain.

Experiment.—A white dog, weight nineteen and a half pounds, of unknown or

mixed breed, was exposed for a special purpose, to be bitten by several snakes, all of

whom had used their fangs or been robbed of venom within four days. The dog was

hit at least six times, and perhaps received some wounds which escaped notice.

Those found on removing the skin were in the neck and face, fore-shoulders and

hind legs. There were absolutely no marked symptoms in this case, except increas-

ing weakness, and consequent vomiting. The bowels also were moved and water

10
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was passed. The breathing then became jerking and labored. The fremitus, at

first localized in some of the bites, soon became general, until it disappeared before

the profound debility, which seemed to affect the entire economy. Three hours

after the poisoning the animal died without convulsions. At the moment of the

infliction of the wounds, there certainly was great pain, but at no time afterwards

was this sensation expressed. Until near death, the cerebral functions appeared to

preserve their integrity, so that the dog wagged his tail on being patted, and even

followed with his head the motions of the flies which hovered over him. The

numerous bites were really the most formidable lesions found after death. Around

them, in each case, was an irregular circle of extravasated fluid blood. None of

them, however, were much swollen, although the amount of blood spread out in

their layers and soaked into the muscles must have been considerable. Except

some congestion of the vessels of the brain and its membranes, there was no morbid

appearance in any viscus. The right heart was full of fluid blood. The left heart

also contained more blood than usual, and its color was a little brighter than that

of the other side.

Experiment.—A white mongrel bitch, weighing fifteen pounds, was put in the

cage with a large snake, which had not used its fangs for ten days. The snake

struck the animal with both fangs just above the eye, and again, after some teasing,

on the inside of the thigh high up. This latter wound gave great pain, and the

bitch, when lifted from the box, yelled and whined during several minutes. On

examination, it was found that only one fang had taken effect in the thigh. Around

this was a growing circle of flattened swelling, of which the dark color was easily

seen through the skin, which in this place was white and verj- delicate. During half

an hour the animal stood on her feet, her head hanging a little, and blood running

so freely from the wound in tlie thigh, that an ounce or two may have been thus

lost within an hour of the period of the bite. At the close of the half hour the

bitch suddenly staggered, and fell on her side, then rose and again fell. The

heart, which before the poisoning was 154, rose immediately after the bite to 175,

stimulated, perhaps, by pain and terror. When the animal fell the pulse was

about IGO, and irregular and feeble. After this, its force diminished gradually, but

the rhythm changed very little until just before death, when it fell rapidly. An

hour after the bite, the animal still lay on her side making eflbrts to vomit. Upon

lifting her up she succeeded in vomiting a little mucus. At this time she also

passed a loose stool, and soon after lying down again, made water freely. The

urine ran over a board on which the dog lay. A little of it drawn up with a

pipette, proved to be acid and to contain no albumen. One hour and twenty

minutes after the poisoning, the head was suddenly thrown back, the pupils con-

tracted and the limbs extended, although not violently. At the close of this

momentary convulsion, the bitch drew a long breath and expired.

P. M. Section.—The wound was a good deal swollen, and contained some loosely-

clotted blood, and much more that was quite fluid, and so continued upon removal.

The tissues in the track of the fang were only a little softened, but the thigh was

literally soaked with blood down to the periosteal membrane, which was darkly

stained. The other wound was but little swollen. The brain was apparently
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lioaltln'. The lungs were normal, the pericardium contained a little bloody serum,

the heart was marked over the right ventricle with three star-like spots of eccliy-

mosis, and a little ribbon of extravasated blood ran along each side of several of

the smaller coronary veins.

The abdominal organs were healthy, and the intestines the seat of active move-

ment. The extravasation in the thigh extended up through the femoral ring, and

over the brim of the pelvis, so that the areolar tissues between the left side of the

bladder and the pelvic bones were filled with fluid blood. The heart had ceased

to beat when the animal was examined, but it acted for a few seconds when gal-

vanized, and was locally and feebly irritable for half an hour. The muscles were

excitable during about the same time, and the diaphragm a little longer. The
sciatic nerves responded during thirteen minutes, and the phrenic nerves during

twenty-eight minutes.

Experiment.—A small brown dog, weighing twelve pounds, was struck with both

fangs by two snakes, one biting him on the muzzle, and one on the side. The
wound on the side did not swell, that on the flank formed within two hours a

prominent, almost pendulous mass, several inches long and wide. Within ten

minutes this animal became feeble and reeled about, as if giddy. At length he

lay down on his side, breathing heavily. The muscles about the flank wound
twitched a good deal at first, and the general fremitus was well marked within

thirty minutes. It passed off after half an hour longer, only recurring at intervals.

Meanwhile the dog lay quiet, and although evidently sensible of surrounding

objects, seemed in no pain. The heart-beat, which, after the bite, was strong and

rapid, became scarcely perceptible to the hand. At the time the dog lay down,

he passed urine and solid feces, but did not attempt to vomit. After lying thus

for five hours he died quietly.

P. M. Section.—The wound on the flank presented the usual appearance. The

skin beyond the bitten nostril was puffy and tumid, the nostrils exuding bloody

mucus. All the thoracic organs were normal, the heart as usual, the right side

full of fluid blood, with some loose dark clots, the left side almost empty. Else-

where the organs were healthy, excepting the kidneys, which were full of blood,

and presented the appearance of acute congestion. On further inspection, a long

thin clot was found in the left ureter, and bloody urine in the bladder below.

Brain not examined.

The cases above reported represent so well the character of the pathological

lesions in mortal cases of Crotalus bite, that it would be needless to intrude them
upon these pages in larger number.
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CHAPTER VI I.

ACTION OF THE VENOM ON THE TISSUES AND FLUIDS.

In this section, the subject of absorption, hitherto deferred, naturally presents

itself at the outset.

The most important of the questions raised in this connection, regards the power
of the stomach to absorb the venom of serpents, a question to which Redi^ gave a

negative reply, founded on the experiments of his viper catcher, and upon one of

his own on a kid, to which he gave internally the venom of four vipers. Fontana,-

on the other hand, took the affirmative, owing to a single experiment on a pigeon,

down the throat of which he poured nearly thirty drops of venom, killing it thus

in six minutes.^

Prof. Mangili^ has since repeated these experiments, and arrived at the conclu-

sion that the venom of the viper is harmless, when taken internally. These results

were founded on the most satisfactory data, and leave no room to doubt that the

venom is innocuous when thus administered. Before and since his experiments,
many observers have been found bold enough to taste, and even to swallow, the

venom of serpents. Thus, Mead and his assistants tasted the venom of the viper,

EusselP tasted the poison of the Cobra, but does not seem to have swallowed it,

although he has credit in some of the books for having done so.

In our own country, experience upon this matter is limited. Harlan,^ who gave
the venom internally to a single young dog, without efiect, and Jeter,' who states

that when given to fasting cats and dogs, it causes sickness, and is followed by the

usual consequences of snake bite, are tlie only authorities, if we except an extra-

ordinary statement made by Burnett" upon the authority of another person, whose

' Francis Redi, Nobilis Aretini Experimenta. Amstelodanii, 1G75. Ex. Italico Latinate Donata,

p. 14.

Also, Celsus, who says of the venom of snakes, "Non gustu, sed in vulnere nocent ;" and Lucan before

him, puts into the mouth of Cato "Morsu virus habent, et fatum dente minantur; pocula morte
carent." Fontana, vol. ii. p. 323.

^ Fontana, vol. ii. p. 32

L

^ Fontana liad previously arrived at the negative eouclusiou from experiments upon dogs, who took,

however, very small doses. Vol. i. jx ,58.

' Mangili, quoted in Orfila, Tox. Gen., vol. ii. p. 852, from 'II Gionialo di Fisica Chemica, etc. Vol.

i.x. p. 458 (ISU).
* Russell, p. 63.

6 Harlan, Physiological Researches, p. 50L
' Jeter, p. 20.

» Burnett, Proc. Boston Soc. of Nat. Hist., vol. iv. p. 323.
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iinnginative powers must have been of the strongest. Other native authors state

that the poison has this or that taste, but do not directly assert that they have
acquired such knowledge by personal experiments.

I have already stated that I found the venom tasteless. I did not venture to

swallow it, feeling no inclination to repeat the rash acts of the servants of Fontana
and Redi.

As regards the question of absorption by a mucous surface, I once saw incident-

ally made, a rather curious experiment to which I have already referred.

A large Crotalus swallowed a mouthful of its own venom, but, although watched
for several weeks, it seemed to have suffered no ill consequences.

From the experiments of Harlan, Mangili, Russell, Davy and others, it seems to

be sufficiently proved that the unbroken mucous surface of the mouth has no
power to absorb the venom of serpents, and that the stomach also is incapable of

admitting this poison to the system in any form possessing noxious properties.

Circumstances interfered to prevent me from extending my experiments on ab-

sorption to the length which T contemplated, but I hope to resume them at a future

period. I have, however, performed two experiments upon pulmonary absorption,

which possess so much interest that it would scarcely be proper to omit them.

Experiment.—A large pigeon was placed between my knees and somewhat com-
pressed so as partially to empty the lungs. At this moment a small tube, well rounded
and with an opening on the side near the end, was thrust carefully through the glottis

and down into the trachea. As soon as the tube was in place I blew into its upper

orifice, thus discharging into the trachea its entire contents, consisting of about

two drops of venom with a little water. This manoeuvre, suddenly followed by
relaxation of the pressure on the respiratory organs of the bird, secured the passage

of the venom into the smaller bronchi, and perhaps even into the air-vesicles them-
selves. A good deal of wheezing and coughing ensued, and within ten minutes
the pigeon became drowsy, I'ocked to and fro, and at the close of thirty-eight

minutes fell down. Convulsions followed at the forty-third minute, and terminated

in death at the forty-ninth.

P. M. Section.—The heart was still irritable and contained a little loosely

clotted blood on both sides. No lesions were visible, except in the lungs, both of

which contained large extravasations of dark blood soaked through their tissues to

such an extent as to make it impossible to say, whether or not, it was fluid or

coagulated.

Experiment.—Another pigeon was treated in the same manner as the one last

described, except that the venom used was three weeks old, and amounted to two
drops. Death, without precedent convulsions, took place at the close of eight and
a half hours. The blood was diflJuent in every locality examined, and the left

lung contained a large extravasation of dark blood.

The above cases render it probable that the delicate lung tissue offers no perma-
nent barrier to the passage of the venom. There is, however, a possibility of

fallacy in these experiments, and it is still desirable that they should be repeated

on a larger scale, and on higher animals.

The Wo^ind.—The wound made by the fiing sometimes penetrates half an inch.
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but is oftener more superficial. So far as a fatal result is concerned, it seems to be

indifferent, whether the bite takes place about the head and neck, or in the limbs.^

The local quivering which is so common, seems to depend upon the muscles of the

part having been wounded and envenomed, whereas, when the venom enters

only the areolar or adipose tissue, this symptom either does not occur at all, or

occurs only after a time. The swelling, which in a large majority of cases sur-

rounds the wound, is never inflammatory in the first instance, at least in animals,

and especially in those which die, and in which the rapidly increasing loss of tones

forbids the presence of such a condition. In some of the animals who recover,

secondary inflammation and gangrene, with more or less formation of pus may

ensue. The primary swelling, then, is always due to a collection of blood, some-

times partially coagulated, at others perfectly fluid, and apt to leak drop by drop,

out of the open fang track, when the opening is large, and the part bitten is highly

vascular.

The effusion of blood in such large quantities as sometimes takes place, is ex-

plained by the rapidity with which its fibrin undergoes destruction at high tempe-

ratures (100° F.), and in the presence of such amounts of venom as are occasionally

injected. Under these circumstances the usual arrest of hemorrhage by coagulation

of the fibrin of the blood fails to take place, and the incoagulable blood soaks

through all the neighboring tissues.

In other instances, as we have seen, the blood about the wound clots, owing

either to the relatively small amount of venom present, or to the fact of a sudden

and great escape of blood from some vessel of larger size than is usually punctured

by the fang. In no case are the clots thus formed of very firm texture."

The veins about the wound are commonly found to be filled with dark and un-

coagulable blood, so that the effect here described, is exerted not only upon the

efl'used fluid, but also upon that which is still retained within the vessels.

Effect of the Venom on the Muscles.—The influence of the venom upon the muscles

of the wounded part has been already described. It appears to be due to the direct

action of the venom upon the sarcous elements.

As I supposed it possible, however, that the mere puncture might be competent

to cause protracted local quivering, I punctured exposed muscles, with dry fangs,

previously boiled, and then stopped with wax. Slight twitches followed, but no

further results were visible. When, on the other hand, I exposed the living muscle

and moistened it with venom, the twitching took place as usual, while, when the

venom was injected through the fang into the interior of the muscle, the convulsive

quivering was yet more active and prolonged. To ascertain whether or not this

was due to direct stimulation of the muscular tissue, or to an indirect influence

first affecting the nerves of the part, I executed the following experiment :

—

» Unless the mere swelling destroys life, or the poison be deposited near a large vessel.

=> It is said that the pig is not liable to die from Crotalus bite, and it is well known that it attacks the

Rattlesnake with vigor and success. Its comparative immunity may, possibly, be due to the fact that its

skin is very thick and tough, and that the large deposit of sub-cuticular adipose tissue is scantily supplied

with bloodvessels. Notwithstanding this, I am assured upon competent authority, that when the pig is

struck in thin and vascular parts it enjoys no peculiar privilege.
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Ea-periment.—A large frog wfis poisoned with woorara. This active agent

possesses the power to paralyze the motor nerves, and to leave the muscles in a

highly irritable state.^ The animal was thus placed in the same condition as though

the whole motor nervous system had been removed by dissection, without serious

injury to the remaining parts. It was found that in a frog so prepared, and in

which the motor nerves no longer responded to irritants, the muscles still quivered

as long as usual when bitten by the snake, so that I felt free to infer that this

interesting local phenomenon was in reality due to the direct influence of the

venom upon the ultimate sarcous elements.

After a few minutes, or at the utmost, half an hour, these spasmodic movements

cease; but without entirely exhausting the irritability of the muscles, which will,

sometimes, continue to respond to other stimulants until their structure is more

profoundly altered by the continued action of the veu9m. The quivering often

extends to the whole muscular system, but although a frequent, this is not an in-

variable symptom, and is liable, in dogs, to be confounded with the fremitus of

terror, to which they are very subject. It is in them a more common symptom of

the poisoning than it is in rabbits, while in birds the general quivering is very

rarely met with.

The influence of the venom upon the duration of muscular irritability I have

examined in many animals, but especially in frogs. Many of these observations

were made in very hot weather, but were finally resumed in the early autumn
under more favorable conditions for the preservation of the muscular functions.

Both in the cases of acute and of chronic poisoning, the muscular irritability of

the frog was lost earlier than is usual in other modes of death.

Notwithstanding this result, the property in question was perfect at the time of

the death, and for a short space afterwards, especially in acute cases, while, in some

rare instances, it survived in the chin muscles during twentj'-four houi's.

The muscular irritability of the warm-blooded animals left them very rapidly,

but was often so well marked at, or just after, death, as to forbid us to refer the

death to the loss of muscular irritability as the immediate, or even the remote

cause.

Rigor Mortis.—The action of the venom did not seem to prevent the occurrence of

the strongest rigor mortis. It came on in different animals at varying periods, but,

so far as I have observed, was never entirely absent in any case. Even when the

blood was perfectly diflluent, this post-mortem phenomenon was noted, a fact which

should utterly forhid us to connect its occurrence with the coagidation of the blood, as

teas at one time a not uncommon opinion.

Ultimate Effect of Venom on Muscles.—The final influence of venom upon the

muscular structure was extremely curious. In every instance it softened it in pro-

portion to the length of the time during which it remained in contact with it, so

that after even a few hours in warm-blooded animals, and after a rather longer

time in the frog, the wounded muscle became almost diffluent, and assumed a dark

' CI. Bernard, Legons sur les effets des substances toxiques et medicamenteuses. Bailliere et fils.

Paris, ISST, p. 239 et seq.
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color and somewhat jelly-like appearance. The structure remained entire until it

was pressed upon or stretched, when it lost all regularity, and offered the appear-

ance under the microscope of a minutely granular mass, dotted with larger gra-

nules. The altered character of the muscle is illustrated in Fig. 12.

Tis. 12.

Appearance of muscailar fibre when mechanically disturbed after contact with venom.

Efect on tlie IZeor<.—Continuing the study of the action of the venom on muscu-

lar parts, it remains to examine the extent to which the heart is influenced.

This question is one of extreme interest, and of no less difficulty. It is so

important, however, in its bearings upon the causation of death in acute poisoning,

that I have spared no pains to investigate it by every means in my power.

My first observations were made by exposing the heart of the frog, and observing

it before and after the animal was bitten. Many of these observations failed par-

tially, or entirely, owing to the frogs having survived long enough to pass into the

stage of secondary poisoning.

In most of the cases of acute poisoning the rhythm and force of the heart became

affected before the respiration was suspended, and the organ continued to pulsate

more or less perfectly for some time after all voluntary and reflex motion had

ceased.

It is scarcely requisite to detail these observations more fully, since examples

may be found in the chapter which treats of the action of the venom on the

batrachia. I shall therefore limit myself to stating that, under the influence of

Crotalus venom the batrachian heart becomes enfeebled, and acts more slowly;

that it continues to act after the limbs have ceased to respond to stimulus by reflex

acts, and that it usually stops before the motor nerves lose their vitality.

As the heart of the frog is remarkably independent of the respiratory and other
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fuiK'tioiis, find as, moreover, it will beat longer, when cut out and suspended, than

it usually does when subjected in its normal situation to the influence of the venom,

it is diiiicult to avt)id the conclusion that it is more or less directly affected by it.

It seemed to me equall}- plain, however, that it was not owing to the arrest of the

heart that the animal died. In fact, the heart continued to act after some of the

principal nervous functions, such as reflex acts, were over, so that their loss was
not due to an arrested circulation.

The study of the effect of venom on the hearts of warm-blooded animals was
one of still greater difficulty. This aro.se from the fact that their functions are

more closely related to one another, so that the cessation of respiration necessarily

leads to loss of cardiac power, and vice versa; since, however, the determination of

the question before us was essential to a proper study of the remedies for venom
poisoning, I felt forced to continue my researches in this direction, notwithstanding

the obstacles in my path.

As in the frog, I began by a series of simple observations upon the changes in

the heart which were apparent to the eye. For this purpose, I opened the chests

of rabbits sufficiently to obtain a view of the heart, the action of which was sus-

tained during the experiment by artificial respiration.

Experiment.—Small male rabbit; pulse 280; respiration 120. Struck at 12

o'clock, 32 minutes, in the right flank. The animal fell in two minutes. Artifi-

cial respiration was at once used, and, owing to want of caution, the right lung

was torn, and the diaphragm ruptured. The chest was then opened. The heart

was acting very rapidly, and pretty well up to the thirteenth minute, when its

rhythm became disturbed, the right and left cavities acting separately. The
respiration was continued, with brief intervals, up to the sixty-third minute, when
the auricles alone responded, and the observation terminated.

Experiment.—Small black female rabbit. A string was placed under the trachea.

The heart beat too rapidly for numeration. Bitten thrice in the side by a small

snake at 6.15 P.M. Fourth minute, pupils contracting. Fifth minute, head

falling. Seventh minute, slight general convulsions ; respiration feeble and labor-

ing. Tenth minute, slight convulsions; pupils dilated. Twelfth minute, respira-

tion stopped, and a tube being placed in the trachea, regular artificial respiration

was accomplished while the chest was opened, and the heart exposed. At first, the

heart beat regularly, but not very strongly. At the eighteenth minute, its rhythm
became altered, two auricular contractions taking place during each ventricular act.

At the twenty-second minute, the organ was acting very feebly, the auricles alone

beating, and the respiration was therefore discontinued.

Experiment.—Small male rabbit. In this case, the artificial respiration was
made before the natural movement was over, about forty-four minutes after the

bite was inflicted. No convulsions were observed. Although the artificial respira-

tion was admirably sustained, the rhythm of the heart became disturbed within

twelve minutes, the auricles beating twice as ftist as the ventricles. Before this

occurred, the heart acted well, except that it did not seem to possess the energy

which it usually does under other circumstances.

Experiment.—Large male rabbit. The trachea was prepared as usual, except
11
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that a tube of sufficient size was placed in it before the bite, so that no time might

be lost.

The animal was struck twice in the left thigh at 4.20 P. M. At the seventh

minute it fell, and at the thirtieth minute, the respiration being very feeble, artificial

respiration was made, and the chest opened. The heart was acting well, but not

perfectly, the same want of completeness in its systole being seen as was noticed in

former cases. At the close of the sixtieth minute from the time of the bite, the

organ became more markedly feeble, and the ventricles acted but rarely. In this,

as in all other like observations, the heart remained irritable to galvanism for a

short time after it ceased to pulsate, and locally responsive for a still longer period.

It was plain, enough from these experiments that the artificial respiration was

capable of prolonging the cardiac functions, but not usually for any great length of

time. Moreover, the heart was always found beating in animals poisoned, and

opened as soon as respiration ceased. Again, its tissues were always alive to

stimulus for a short period after its rhythmic movements stopped, so that there

was evidently no such complete local paralysis of the muscular structures as is

caused by upas-antiar or corroval. When an animal is poisoned with these last-

mentioned substances, death begins at the heart; and so complete is the palsy of

this organ, that the most violent galvanic stimulus fails to provoke in it tlie least

response, even when applied immediately after it has ceased to pulsate rhythmically.*

These views were strengthened by the following experiment : Being aware that

the young of warm-blooded animals approximate to the condition of cold-blooded

creatures, in regard to the comparative independence of their cardiac and respira-

tory functions, I exposed several kittens of a week old to be bitten. As soon as

respiration ceased their hearts were laid bare, and found to be beating quite

actively. Thus, in one case, the kitten was bitten thrice, by as many rather ex-

hausted snakes, between three minutes of six, and eleven minutes after six.

At G.19 P. M. sensation was gone in the limbs; and at 6.23, all motion ceased,

except occasional diaphragmatic acts. At G.25, the dorsal spine was divided, and

no movement took place, the left sciatic remaining perfectly irritable. During this

time the heart continued to act regularly, and at 6.44, was still able to respond to

stimulus by feeble, but repeated pulses; one stimulation being followed by three

or four complete pulsations.

In all human cases of Crotalus poisoning, the general feebleness which follows a

severe bite is most notable. As we have seen, there is reason to believe that at

least a part of this deadly prostration may be due to an effect on the heart, while

on the whole, there is not reason to suppose that its tissues are so paralyzed as to

permit us to assert that death begins at the cardiac centre.

As it was possible that I might be deceived as to the appearance of lack of power

in the heart, I subjected the matter to more accurate examination. For this pur-

pose, I instituted the following experiments :

—

Experiment.—A large brindled dog was properly secured on the table, and his

• See a paper on new varieties of woorara by Prof. Hammond and the author, Amer. Jour, of the

Med. Sci., July, 1859.
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right femoral artery laid bare. The brass nozzle of M. Bernard's cardiomcter^ was

tied fast in the vessel, and the blood allowed to act on the column of mercury.

At 4 o'clock, 58 minutes, the pulse being 99, and the respiration 21, the constant

pressure in the artery was found to be represented by eighty millimetres of the

column of mercury, which at every heart beat rose to 115 millimetres.

The following record was then obtained :

—

Constant arterial Kising at each

Time. pressure. heart beat to ' Difference.

4.58 to 5.14 80-^ 115""" S-o-""

A clot forming, the column ceased to move. The tube was cleansed and replaced at

5.16, when again a clot formed, and the artery was tied, and the left carotid laid bare. On
inserting the tube in this latter vessel, the record was as follows :

—

5.58 110 145 35

6

6.1 One large snake was allowed to bite the dog's left thigh. The dog struggled, and the mus-

cles about the wound quivered remarkably.

6.4k 105 120 15

Respiration perfect as yet. Heart pulse 115, respiration 22.

6.6 95 115 20

6.7 Pulse beats 120, respiration somewhat laborious.

6.9 102 120 18

6.10 105 115 10

A clot haviug formed, the tube was agaiu removed, cleaned, and replaced.

6.19 85 105 15

6.20 87 109 22

6.21 85 110 25

At this time a clot formed, and as some blood was lost in replacing the tube, the

observation terminated. The artery was tied, and the dog set at liberty. He was
very sick for two or three days, but finally recovered, surviving the ligation of two

arteries, and the bite of the snake.

Experiment.—A yellow mongrel of middle size was secured as usual. About two

ounces of blood were lost while placing the tube in the carotid. At 5 o'clock,

30 minutes, the column rose to 114 millimetres, and at each heart beat to 127

millimetres, so that 13 millimetres represented the heart force.

These figures remaining the same during two minutes, and the respirations being

26, and tranquil, the dog was bitten by three snakes, so as to be the more profoundly

afifected.

* The cardiometer consists of a vessel, about three inches high, aud of the same diameter. A glass

tube, with a scale of millimetre divisions, passes down to the bottom of the vessel, and is open at both

ends. A second tube opens through the top of the vessel into its interior, and is provided with a stop-

cock. To its nozzle is attached a short oaoutchouc tube, which is terminated by a brass tube, made to

fit the artery selected for trial. The main vessel is now filled with mercury up to of the scale. The
caoutchouc tube is ne.xt filled with a strong solution of carbonate of soda, and secured in the artery.

The stopcock being turned, the mercury rises to a point which marks the lieight of a column of mercury

capable of being sustained by the constant pressure under which the blood circulates in the arteries. At
each heart beat, and at each deep expiration, the column rises a little, to fall anew, as the increased pres-

sure thus exerted is removed.
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and, as usual, the heart began to boat with excessive rapidity, but with such feeble-

ness as to raise the mercurial column in the cardiometor only five or six milli-

metres at each systole. With so feeble a beat it would have been difficult to

estimate any such slight increment of feebleness as might at first be produced by
the venom. Reluctantly, therefore, this method, which had promised so much, was

abandoned. I finally succeeded by resorting to the method detailed in the follow-

ing cases, which I have chosen for record here, as being sufficiently illustrative of

the series to which they belong.

Experiment.—A small black and yellow cur-bitch was secured as usual. The
pulse was 140 ; respiration 29. The trachea was opened, and a tube placed in it.

Next, the medulla oblongata was destroyed by pithing, during which about four

ounces of blood were lost. Respiration instantly ceased, and the heart-pulse rose

to IGO. Artificial respiration was now made about forty times in the minute.

The femoral artery was opened, and the cardiometer tube fitted in it, and secured

at 5.20 P. M. The constant of arterial pressure was sixty millimetres, the heart

beat raising the column from six to twenty millimetres. During three or four

minutes these numbers remained about the same, and accordingly a standard of

comparison having thus been attained, the dog was bitten twice in three minutes

by two snakes of large size. In the next two minutes, the column fluctuated be-

tween sixty-seven and seventy-five millimetres, thus giving but eight millimetres

to represent the heart force. The change was so notable, that my assistants sup-

posed a clot might be forming, and the tube was therefore removed, cleansed, and
replaced. It was perfectly patent, and the artery was unobstructed.

Six minutes after the bite, the constant was forty millimetres, with ten milli-

metres of rise at each systole. At the eighth minute, the constant was thirty mil-

limetres, the rise fifteen millimetres. This was, however, the maximum, and
usually the heart force was but four to five millimetres. The constant was now
rapidly falling. The heart beat very irregularly, never raising the mercury above

twelve millimetres. There was usually one strong pulsation, and then four feeble

ones, of two to four millimetres.

The quivering about the wound continued very remarkable throughout the obser-

vation. Upon studying this case, it appeared that the heart and the constant of

arterial pressure were both affected very early, but I was not disposed to regard all

the ultimate eftects as due to the venom. In a case so removed from normal phy-

siological conditions, and so surrounded with causes of depression, it was only

possible to draw nn inference from the occurrences of the first few minutes after

the introduction of a new element—the bite of the snake.

Additional observations, similar to that just recorded, went equally to show
that the heart loses power in the first stage of Crotalus poisoning, and that the

constant arterial pressure undergoes a rapid and singular diminution. Considera-

tions above stated, would have induced me to question still more rigidly the results

of experiments of so complicated a nature, were it not that they are so well sup-

ported by all the preceding evidence, and by the numerous records of symptoms in

cases of venom poisoning in man.

It is proper to add that in some instances of death, in rabbits, for example, arti-
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ficial respiration failed almost totally to sustain the cardiac power ; but even in

these the heart remained irritable to direct stimulus, and there was consequently

no such thorough paralysis of the sarcous elements as is seen in some other

poisonings.

Aciio7i of Venom on the Capillary Sijstem.—The experiments on the heart force

furnish incidental information as to the absence of capillary irritation from the

presence of venom in the circulation.

John Reid, of Edinburgh, has very well shown in his experiments on asphyxia

that when black blood, or any other stimulant, enters the capillaries, the arterial

pressure increases largely, as is proved by the rise of the mercury in the cardio-

meter. No such increase of pressure followed the introduction of venom into the

system, and we may therefore infer that it exerts no very marked influence of this

kind upon the vessels in question.

In frogs, poisoned by venom, the capillary circulation is unaltered, until the heart

itself becomes too feeble to sustain it.

When the frog's foot is placed under the microscope, and wetted with venom, no

change occurs, because the skin refuses to admit the poison. If we attempt to

introduce it into the web through a wound, the mechanical irritation produced by

the instrument so affects the local circulation as to baffle the observer completely.

Action of the Venom ujton the Intestinal Movements.—The motions of the intestinal

canal were unaffected by Crotalus poisoning, and in all cases were as active as after

other modes of death.

Action of the Venom upon Ciliary Movement.—In a number of cases of acute and

chi'ouic poisoning, I examined the cilia from the mucous membrane of the throat of

the frog. Their activity appeared to be undisturbed in both forms of the malady.

Action of the Venom on the Nervous System. Direct Effects of Venom on Nerve

Trunks.—The older observers had already shown that the direct contact of venom

and nerve matter produced no early local paralysis of the nerve thus treated. I

have repeated and modified these experiments, making use of the venom of the

Crotalus.

Experiment.—The leg of a frog, prepared as if for use for a galvanoscope, was

placed in a wide test-tube, and the long sciatic nerve laid upon a glass slide. Upon

applying gentle mechanical or galvanic irritants to the nerve trunk, the muscles of

the leg moved freely. A drop of pure venom was then let fall on the nerve, along

which it ran by capillary attraction, so as to wet about one-third of an inch of its

length. At the close of ten minutes the nerve still reacted well. In a second case

treated in the same way, but subjected to rather more of the venom, the nerve

acted well after eighteen minutes; and in a third nerve similarly situated, irrita-

bility was excellent at the close of thirty-two minutes.

In a second series of experiments, the same conclusion was reached by another

route.

Ej-pcrime7it.—A large frog was chosen, and the right sciatic nerve isolated in

almost half an inch of its course. A little gutter of wax was slipped under the

nerve, and a rather thin solution of venom in water applied to the nerve trunk

during five minutes. The wax groove, in which lay tlie nerve, served to retain
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the venom in contact with its exterior. At the close of seven minutes the leg still

moved with ease, when the frog's body was irritated. The nerve was then incised

lengthwise, and a little pure venom dropped within the slit and on the nerve.

A minute amount of moisture being applied to the nerve, with the aid of a

camel's hair brush, from time to time, it was found to carry impressions to or from

the nerve centres quite well at the end of an hour. On irritating the right foot,

both legs were moved freely, and on irritating the unwounded left leg, a like result

was observed. When released, the frog leaped about, using both legs with ease

and activity. Twenty-four hours later it was still able to use both legs, although

the muscles about the wounded part were softened by the venom, a change which

had not visibly acted on the nerve trunk. The frog finally recovered. Upon

several occasions, as opportunity oflered, I repeated these experiments, but without

arriving at any other conclusion than that the venom exerted no early action upon

the vital properties of nerves to which it was applied.

Actio7i of the Venom upon the Sensory and Motor Nerves, and tqmn the Nerve

Centres.—In the conduct of this portion of my research, I endeavored to ascertain

which order of nerves was first affected by the venom. For this purpose.

Experiment.—1 tied the left femoral artery of a frog high up, and then had the

frog bitten in the back by two snakes. At the seventy-sixth minute all motion,

voluntary and reflex, had ceased. On galvanizing the right sciatic nerve, no reflex

acts ensued, but the muscles of the right leg moved as freely as those of the other

limb, which I had insulated from the effects of the venom by cutting ofl" its circu-

lation. The motor nerves were therefore unaffected. If the sensory nerves and

the centres had been also capable of transmitting impressions, and responding to

them, there would have been reflex movements produced.

Numerous repetitions of this experiment convinced me that either the sensory

nerves had lost their powers, or that the nerve-centres were at fault. This question

was set at rest by the following means :

—

Experunent.—N frog was poisoned, and as soon as all movement was over except

that of the heart, the spine was divided, and a probe thrust up and down. No

motion resulted. The irritability of the motor nerves in the sciatic trunk was next

tested, and found to be nearly perfect.

The loss of nervous function begins, then, at the centres ; and such being the

case, we cannot infer logically that the sensory nerves are paralyzed, but only that

they have no longer any means of expressing 'their sensibility, if it still exists.

These experiments were repeated again and again upon warm-blooded animals,

in whom tlie action of the heart proved capable of being sustained for a time by

artificial respiration.

Experiment.—A. large rabbit, male, was twice struck at 5.10. At 5.20 it fell,

and in twenty-eight minutes from the time of the bite, the respiration stopped.

Artificial insufflation was then employed, as usual. It seemed to sustain the heart's

action pretty well for about twelve minutes. During this time the dorsal spine

was cut across; no motion resulted. A probe being thrust up and down the spine,

feeble quivering of the nearer spinal muscles took place, but the limbs did not
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move. On dividing the sciatic nerves, free motion was observed, and the phrenic

trunk was likewise irritable.

In another set of cases, the centres and nerve-trunks were galvanized immediately

after the natural respiration ceased, and before the heart was quite at rest. Still,

the same results were observed, so that it became clear that death took place rather

from paralysis of the centres than from loss of function in the efferent nerves.

The duration of irritability in the motor nerves of the frog was observed to be

less under venom poisoning than under death by decajjitation, for example. It is

to be borne in mind, however, that where the heart ceases to beat, or beats too

feebly to circulate the blood, the loss of nerve power may be due to this cause

alone, as Kolliker has very well demonstrated. Yet, as we have seen, this source

of Mlacy may be readily eliminated.

Effect of the Venom ujion the Calorifacient Functions.—In very acute cases of Cro-

talus poisoning, death may occur so suddenly as to preclude the possibility of a fall

of temperature. The following experiment is a fair type of what occurs in most

cases which do not perish within a few minutes.

^a;pera«eni;.—Temperature of the air 72° F. At eight minutes to five P. M., a

very accurate thermometer capable of indicating tenths of degrees^ was placed in

the cloac of a pigeon, and was found to mark 108° F. As the pigeon became

tranquil, it fell to 107.5° F. The pigeon was then exposed to the bite of a snake

two and a half feet long. Great quivering of the muscles ensued.

At the tenth minute, the temperature was 107.2° F., respiration 31.

The following record was then obtained :

—

Time after death. Temperature.

14th miuute 10G.8°

19tb " 105.5

22d " 105.8

25tli
" 104.8

28th " 104.3 The bulb at this time slipped a little further into the cloac.

31st
" 104.4

34th " 104.4

S'lth
" 104.2 Eespiratiou 40.

40th " 103.9 Respiration jerking.

43d " 103.5

46th " 10.3.3

49th " 103.1

52d " 103. Respiration 52.

55th " 102.5 Slight convulsions.

58th " 101.5 Respiration irregular and slow— 12.

61st
" Respiration ceased.

62d " 101.3

63d " 100.9

66th " 100.

• This instrument was made by J. W. Queen & Co., the well-known opticians, No. 924 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia, to whom I am indebted for much valuable aid in making and altering the numerous instru-

ments which from time to time have been necessary in various physiological researches.
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The observation liere ended. The heart blood clotted very ni|)idly, but not very

firmly. In addition to these facts, I may observe that in dogs who survived the

first action of the venom, and died at the close of twenty-four or thirty-six hours,

the temperature of the rectum was found to be a degree or more below the normal

standard. On the near approach of death it fell rapidly.

The experiments just related point plainly to the necessity of sustaining the

normal temperature of the body in severe cases of Crotalus bite. The value of

this precaution in other forms of poisoning has been admirably illustrated by M.
Brown-Sequard. All that he has said of narcotic and other depressing agents applies

with equal force to the cases before us.'

Effect of Venom on the Blood.—The study of the vital fluid in cases of acute or

primary poisoning is of a merely negative value. An animal, and especially a

warm-blooded animal which dies within a minute or two, or after even a longer

time, presents us with none of those profound alterations of the blood which

characterize all instances of secondary poisoning. A pigeon, for instance, is stricken,

it droops, falls, and dies within thirty seconds, as may happen. Its blood is red,

and coagulates perfectly. Its blood-corpuscles are ideally healthy. The tissues

and fluids beyond the wound are, pathologically, as they would be after poisoning

by opium or woorara. In such a case no physiologist could impute the death to

an altered blood, and its positive or negative eflects on the essential nutrition and

oxygenation of nerve and muscle. The line of difference here between acute or

primary, and chronic or secondary jjoisoning by Crotalus venom, is drawn most

definitely, and although every possible variety of modified cases may occur, so as

to mingle the two modes of death into one deadly draught, the two sets of fatal

cases will still remain characteristically separated, and by no stronger difference

than that of the pathology of the blood in the respective instances.

If in the secondary poisonings we examine first the obvious physical characters

of the blood, we shall observe that it is very dark in all parts of the body, but

somewhat redder in the left than the right heart. Both the color and the accumu-

lation in the veins seem to be due to the apnoea which ushers in the death, as is

clear from what I already have said, and from the experiments which I shall

presently relate in connection with the question of coagulation.

As I have before stated, the longer the death is delayed, the more apt is the

blood to become incoagulable. So diffluent was it in some cases, that I have poured

it from glass to glass like water and kept it thus until it decomposed completely.

In other cases the heart contained a few loose and very weak clots, and in others

again, only rare shreds of coagulum were met with.

What effect has the direct mixture of venom and blood ? what becomes of the

fibrin in venom poisoning ? and what is the cause of the change in the condition

of the fibrin ? are the material questions which naturally present themselves for

answer.

Experiment.—One drop of venom was put on a slide and a drop of blood from a

' Experimental Researches applied to Physiology and Pathology, by E. Brown-S6qiiard, M. D., of the

Faculty of Paris, etc. etc. N. Y. H. Bailliere, 1853, p. 26 el seq.

12
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pigeon's woundod wing allowed to fall upon it. They were instantly mixed.

Within three minutes the mass had coagulated firmly, and within ten it was of

arterial redness.

Experiment.—One drop of arterial blood from the pigeon was mixed with one of

venom. Coagulation took place as usual, but the blood did not darken.

The last experiment was repeated, substituting venous blood, coagulation ensued,

and on exposure the blood became of arterial redness.

Experiment.—Two drops of venom were added to one of pigeon's blood. Coagula-

tion took place within four minutes. Pure blood from the pigeon was frequently

found to coagulate a little sooner than this. So small a degree of retardation may
have been due to the thiclv and gummy nature of the admixed venom.

As I was anxious to verify these observations, I instituted a number of experi-

ments, some of which are briefly stated in the table below. Simple as the conduct

of such experiments may seem, they are liable to fallacies. If, for instance, care

be not taken, the blood coagulates before time is allowed to mix it with the venom.

Or again, the mechanical process of mingling is carried on too long, and the feeble

clots which alone are formed in the case of some animals, may thus be so broken

up as to escape notice in the minute amounts of blood we are compelled to employ.

No.
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chronic poi?oniiig, in which the fibrin of the blood, subjected to long contact with

venom, finally loses its power to coagulate. When under ordinary circumstances,

in summer weather, blood is protected from desiccation, the clot not unfrequently

softens after a few days, or even entirely redissolves. This change, however, is

produced by extensive putrefactive alterations in the blood, and is most readily

induced in the blood of such persons as are anajmic, or still more rapidly in the

blood of some reptiles and fish. The condition of difHuence attained within twenty-

four hours, under the influence of the venom, was such as usually requires, in pure

blood, several days of warm weather to effect. It is proper to add that in almost

all of the specimens of mingled blood and venom the odor made it evident that

putrefactive changes had taken place, an inference which was further justified by

the evidence which they soon afforded of continued progress in this direction.

Fontana's^ observations on the subject of the direct action of venom on blood

are altogether insufficient and unsatisfactory. He seems to have been of opinion

that admixture with venom darkened the blood, and prevented coagulation.

In this view he differed from Mead. Dr. Brainard," so far as I am aware, was the

first to state that when the animal bitten dies soon, the blood is coagulable, and

that when death is delayed, it ceases to exhibit this condition.

The statements of Dr. Brainard in regard to changes effected in the blood-disks

by Crotalus, or rather Crotalophorus venom, prepared me to find them more or less

altered in my own cases. He seems to have held an opinion, common enough at

the date of his paper,' namely, that woorara owed its potency to a serpent venom,

and that this poison as well as true venom seriously injured the blood-globules, and

produced a fatal result by causing their arrest in the capillaries. Fontana, who

examined the blood after death from viper bite, and who studied the mixture of

blood and venom, states that it prevented coagulation, but that he found the

globules unaltered.

The general result of my own experiments on this subject may be very briefly

summed up. I have made very many careful examinations of the blood-disks of

frogs, birds, dogs, etc., which had been killed by snake bites. In a few rare cases

of prolonged secondary poisoning, I found a small proportion of the globules

altered and indented on the edge, but in no case were these changes very remark-

able. In primary or acute poisoning, I have never been able to detect the least

alteration in the blood-cells. It should be needless to add that I examined the

cells taken from the heart and from capillaries, and that these observations were

made so soon as death took place.

I have also studied the effect on the disks of mixing the venom with blood, but

even in these circumstances no notable change took place in the blood-disks within

any brief period of time, as half an hour. Whether or not this direct contact

would affect them after a longer time, I cannot say, and it is a question which is

partially open for further study.

» Fontana, vol. i. pp. 313 and 384. Skinner's Translation.

= Brainard, op. cit.

3 Essay on a New Method of Treating Serpent Bites, et<;., by Daniel Brainard, M. D. CLicago, 1854,

pp. 14, and plates.
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Dr. Burnett' states that direct union of venom and blood causes the disks to

lose their tendency to arrange themselves in rows. This observation, also, I am

unable to verify entirely. Where the blood and venom were mixed in equal quan-

tities, the nummulation of the disks was very often prevented, but the poison is so

glutinous and gum-like that its mechanical properties may be very well supposed

to exert some effect on this process, and certainly, so far as I have seen, the presence

of venom to the amount of a tenth or twentieth in no way retarded, much less

stopped, the union of the globules of freshly-drawn blood.

One other observation was yet to be made to complete the study of the influence

of venom upon the various parts of the blood. It was clear that in slow venom

poisoning the blood plasma became profoundly altered. As it was possible that the

contents of the blood-disks might also undergo a like degradation without of neces-

sity involving changes in the form of these elements, I examined the blood of

several guinea-pigs to determine whether, after death from Crotalus bite, the blood

would still crystallize. In some of these cases the blood was very feebly clotted, in

one only was it perfectly fluid. In all of these, specimens of blood from the heart

afforded me, after the usual preparation, beautiful crystals, nor did these differ in

form, size, or color, from the characteristic tetrahedrons of the blood of this animal.

In order to complete my study of the blood, I desired to ascertain the rate at

which the fibrin disappeared from the vital fluid.

Experiment.—The first observation on this point was made upon a small dog,

weighing about ten pounds. A tube was placed in the left carotid artery, that

blood might be drawn from time to time. The various portions of blood were

received in glasses of like shape, which were labelled and set aside.

At 4.15 minutes P. M., a drachm of blood was drawn from the artery; it coagu-

lated perfectly well in three or four minutes.

At 4.20, at 4.24, and 4.26, the dog was bitten by separate snakes, which had

been frequently used within four days. From the second wound ran a little blood,

which collected in the hollow of the groin, and coagulated feebly.

At 4.37 about half an ounce of blood was drawn. At 4.36 the dog fell.

At 4.46 I removed about two drachms of blood. Like that removed at 4.37, it

clotted perfectly.

At 4.55 respiration ceased, just as a fourth specimen was taken, and at 4.58 all

motion was over. The specimen last collected coagulated rather freely.

The wound in the flank was at once laid open, and about two drachms of fluid

blood collected from the tissues, which were soaked down to the bones. The heart

blood, being drawn into a seventh glass, was still found to be coagulable, but the

clot which formed was by no means so perfect as in the blood first drawn.

At the close of twenty-four hours, the temperature being about 78° F., the speci-

mens one, two, and three were unaltered, and had no unpleasant odor; number four

was slightly altered, but -the blood from the heart was already unpleasant in smell,

and that from the wound was quite putrid. At the end of a second period of

twenty-four hours, these changes were much more marked.

Burnett, op. cit.
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Experiment.—In a second case, the dog, which was Large and vigorous, survived

the bites several hours, and died during my absence. lie was bitten by a strong

and fresh snake at 5.15, and again by a second at 5.18. At 5.57, blood drawn

from the femoral artery was red and perfectly coagulable. At the close of two

hours the blood drawn still clotted well. At this time, as I have said, I ceased to

observe him. He was able to walk when I left him, and was drinking eagerly.

I do not suppose that he could have died before five or six hours from the time of

the bite. Eighteen hours after, I returned to find him dead and rigid. IIis blood

was everywhere dark and fluid.

Experiment.—In another instance during the spring of 1859, a dog was accident-

ally 'dropped into my snake-box. He was bitten in a dozen places by as many

snakes, and perished in about eighteen minutes. His blood was entirely fluid, and

so remained. This was the most rapid case of alteration of the blood with which

I have met.
. , ,, p ,

The last observation of this series was one of great interest,^ owing to the tact

that the dog survived very serious visceral lesions and lived during two days with

his blood in a condition of complete diffluence.

Experiment.—The dog, a small terrier weighing about fifteen pounds, was intended

to make one of a set of observations on the value of Bibron's antidote. For this

purpose he was placed in the snake-box, where instantly he was struck twice by a

large snake, both wounds being double fang marks, and both being in the right

flank. On removing him I observed that from one of the wounds blood was run-

ning in a thin stream. After it had run for some time, I caught a few drops in a

watdi-glass, and found that it coagulated well. Before I thought fit to use the

supposed antidote, I was called away. Returning at the end of an hour I found

the dog standing with his head pendent, having just vomited glairy mucus. His

pulse was quick and feeble, his respiration occasfonally panting. The hemorrhage

had ceased. Owing to an accident which at this time deprived me of the supply

of Bibron's antidote, which I had prepared, I was unable to make further use of

the animal in the manner proposed, and not desiring to lose the observation

altogether, I utilized the opportunity in the following way:—

One hour and a half after he was bitten I drew a drachm of blood from the

jugular vein. It clotted perfectly.

Four and a half hours after the bite a drachm of blood from the same vein

coagulated equally well.

Twenty hours from the time of the poisoning, the dog was found lying on his

left side, having passed slimy and bloody stools in abundance. At intervals he

seemed to sufier much from tenesmus, but was so weak that he stood up with

difficulty. His gums were bleeding, a symptom I had seen before, and his eyes

were deeply injected. At this time about two or three drachms of blood were

drawn. It was very dark, and formed within five minutes a clot of feeble texture.

Twenty-seven hours and a half after the time at which he was bitten, the dog

was weaker. His hind fogs were twitching, and the dysentery continued. Three

drachms of blood were drawn as usual, but no clot formed in this specimen,

although it was set aside and carefully watched for some time. While I was col-
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Iccting the fluid for observation tlie dog suddenly discharged per anuni at least

four ounces of dai'k, gnunous blood. At this time I supplied the dog with water, and

left him. Fifty-four hours after the bite he was seen again, and found to have

drunk freely of water, and to have passed fewer stools. Up to this date he declined

all food.

From this time he improved rapidly, and took with eagerness whatever nutri-

ment was offered. On the fourth day his blood again exhibited a clot, although it

was very small and of loose texture. I made no further examinations of the blood.

The dog lost flesh as he gained strength, and had profuse suppuration from an

abscess in the bitten flank. At the close of two weeks he was active and well,

except that the wound was still open.

The case last rented is doubly valuable, as pointing out even in a single instance

the time at which the blood became altered, and also as showing, once more, how

profound may be this change, and how perfect the recovery.

The study of envenomed blood has thus far taught us—1st. That in animals

which survive the poisoning for a time, the blood is so altered as to render the

fibrin incoagulable.

2d. Experiments in and out of the body have given proof that this change is

gradual, and that the absence of coagulation is not due to checked formation of

fibrin, but to alterations produced by the action of the venom in that fibrin which

already exists in the circulating blood.

3. The influence thus exerted is of a putrefactive nature, and imitates in a few

hours the ordinary results of days of change. It is probably even more rapid

within the body, on account of the higher temperature of the economy.

4th. The altered blood retains its power to absorb gases, and thus to change its

own color.

5th. The blood-corpuscles are unaffected in acute poisoning by Crotalus venom, and

are rarely and doubtfully altered in the most prolonged cases which result fatally.

6th. The contents of the blood-globules of the guinea-pig can be made to crystal-

lize as is usual after other modes of death.

Altered Relation hetween the Blood and Tissues.—Among the most constant and

most curious lesions in the cases of secondary poisoning are the ecchymoses which

are found on and in the viscera of the chest and belly ; most frequently afiecting

the intestinal canal, they may and do occur in any cavity and on any organ. These

spots contain blood whose globules are more or less deformed, but still of dimensions

not less than usual. As they do not take place until the blood is considerably

altered, and as the intra-vascular blood-disks undergo no apparent change, this

leakage of the blood into the serous cavities and areolar interspaces is plainly due

to the loss of coagulating power in the blood, or to alterations in the vascular tubes,

or perhaps to both. Unfortunately, we can but revive anew the unanswered

question as to the possibility of the escape of blood-disks through yet unwounded
vessels. It is likely, however, that the tissues share in the incipient putrefactive

fermentation which characterizes prolonged cases of this poisoning, and are more

or less weakened thereby ; so that, with a degraded blood, and, of a consequence,

with an embarrassed capillary circulation, aided by laboring respiration, we can
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ro.idily conceive how capillary ruptures may take place, and so give rise to trans-

udations of blood in any portion of the body.

I have grouped together all the visceral lesions, because it seemed to me that,

however various the seat of the affection, it was, in all organs and thi'oughout

the tissues, alike in its character. In other words, owing to the changes in blood

or tissues, or both, extravasations are met with in the lungs, brain, kidneys, serous

membranes, intestines, and heart. As a result, we may have functional derange-

ment grafted on the main stem of the malady, and the accompaniments of bloody

serum in the affected cavities, bloody mucus in the intestinal canal, and bloody

urine in the bladder.

Causation of Death in Acute and Chronic Crotdlus Poisoning.—Perhaps scarcely

one intelligent medical reader will have followed me thus far without arriving at

the conclusion that the venom of the Crotalus, like that of other snakes, is a septic

or putrefacient poison of astounding energy. This very obvious view has long been

held by toxicologists, and the cases and experiments of this paper assui'edly do not

weaken it.

The rapid decomposition of the blood, and of the tissues locally acted upon by

the venom, leaves no doubt upon the matter, and makes it appai'ent that an

incipient putrefaction of this nature may so affect the blood as to destroy its power

to clot, and, perhaps, also to nourish the tissues through which it is urged.

The alterations thus brought about are probably the results of a continued fermen-

tative change, which, begun by a small amount of poison, is gradually made to

involve in fatal change the whole mass of the circulating fluids. Like all fermen-

tations, however, the rapidity depends on temperature and on the amount of the

primary ferment. In one instance, a dog, struck by eight snakes, died in eighteen

minutes, and exhibited an uncoagulable blood. I am aware of no other case of

loss of coagulating power so rapid. It was rendered thus by the number of locali-

ties from which the ferment attacked the system. On the other hand, the frog, a

small animal, receives the same dose of venom as would have entered the tissues of

a larger animal, yet it resists the poison most remarkably, by virtue of its powers

as a cold-blooded creature, existing at the temperature of the atmosphere itself.

Admitting, then, that the changes effected in the blood may be sufficient to

account for the fatal results in chronic cases of poisoning by Crotalus, are we justi-

fied in referring to similar causes the sudden deaths which sometimes take place in

small, or even larger 'animals, in whose tissues or fluids we can detect no change

whatsoever ?

In the present state of this inquiry, the question scarcely admits of a positive

answer. It is clear that in acute cases, the s3'mptouis of depression are most marked,

and the heart and nerve centres are suddenly and fearfully enfeebled, so that their

irritability is lessened, and is finally lost earlier than occurs in other forms of death.

If now, we knew of no other property of the poison than this one, we could pro-

perly pause here, and regard the venom as having a specific influence on the heart,

and on the nervous irritability of some part of the cerebro-spinal centres, such as

charactei'izes certain of the better known poisons, such as corroval, woorara, upas,

opium, aconite, etc. Since, however, we are aware that serpent venom, after remain-

ing for a time in the body, has a specific power of attacking at least one element of
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the blood, and tlivoiigh its degradation, perhaps, of affecting the whole circulating

fluid, we are naturally inclined to ask whether this power may not also be invoked

to explain even the ultimate nature of the sudden cases of death from the venom.

If, for instance, a pigeon is struck by a snake, and dies in thirty seconds, its tissues

normal in appearance and its blood unaltered, have we any logical right to infer

that the blood may have been inappreciably, but fotally, altered, so as to be unable

to sustain the life of the tissues which it feeds ? Is it this possible, but impercept-

ible, change in the blood which acts to produce those losses of irritability in the

nerve-centres which we have been led to regard as the proximate cause of early

and rapid death ? If such be the case, then the suddenness of the genercd change in

the blood must account for the failure of life, because it can be shown that animals

whose blood is considerably altered may live for some time, or even survive to

renew and refibrinate their vital fluids.

The cause of death in chronic or secondary -poisoning may, with propriety, then, be

referred to the incipient putrefactive changes which affect the blood, as well as to

the continued influence of the agencies which first act to depress the heart's action,

and destroy nerve function.

The cause of death in the acide cases, where the result is so sudden that no change

is perceptible in the blood in the vessels, is amply explained in the preceding pages.

But, while we ai-e able to state where death begins, and in what order the func-

tions succumb, we are still far fi'om knowing why, or- precisely how, this or that

structure is affected. The proximate causes are open to exjDerimental study, the

ultimate reason, as we have seen (page 95), is as yet unknown.

Summing up, then, what we have learned of the acute form of poisoning, we
may feel justified in concluding, 1st. That the heart becomes enfeebled shortly after

the bite. This is due to direct influence of the venom on this organ, and not to

the precedent loss of the respiratory function. Notwithstanding the diminution of

cardiac power, the heart is usually in motion after the lungs cease to act, and its

tissues remain for a time locally irritable. The paralysis of the heart is, thei'efore,

not so complete as it is under the influence of upas or corroval.

2d. That in warm-blooded animals, artificial respiration lengthens the life of the

heart, but does not sustain it so long as when the animal has died by wo.orara, or

decapitation.

3d. That in the frog, the heart-acts continue after respiration has ceased, and

sometimes survive until the sensory nerves and the nerve-centfes are dead, the motor

nerves alone remaining irritable.

4th. That in warm-blooded animals respiration ceases, owing to paralysis of the

nerve-centres.

5th. That the sensory nerves, and the centres of nerve power in the medulla

spinalis and medulla oblongata, lose their vitality before the efferent or motor nerves

become affected.

6th. That the muscular system retains its irritability in the cold-blooded animals,

acutely poisoned, for a considerable time after death.

7th. That the first eflect of the A'^enom being to depress the vital energy of the

heart and nerve-centres, a resort to stimulants is clearly indicated, as the only

rational mode of early constitutional treatment.
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Ana!o(/j/ hetween the Symptoms of Crotalus Poismiinff and (hose of Cerlain Diseases.

—I am unwilling to leave this unsatisfactory, but necessary part of my task, with-

out calling attention to the singular likeness between the symptoms and lesions of

Crotalus poisoning, and those of certain maladies, such as yellow fever.' If for a

moment we lose sight of the local injection, and regard only the symptoms which

follow, and the tissue changes which ensue, the resemblance becomes still more

striking.

In both diseases, for such they are, we have a class of cases in which death seems

to occur suddenly and inexplicably, as though caused by an overwhelming dose of

the poison. In both diseases, these cases are marked by symptoms of profound

prostration, and in both the post-mortem revelations fail to explain the death. I

have spoken, as an example, of yellow fever, but similar instances are not wanting

in cholera, typhoid, and typhus fevers, and in scarlatina.

A second class of cases, both of Crotalus poisoning and of yellow fever, survive

the first shock of the malady, and then begin to exhibit the train of symptoms which

terminates in more or less complete degradation of the character of the blood. Vary-

ing remarkably among themselves, exhibiting, as it were, preferences for this or that

organ, all of these maladies agree in the destruction of the fibrin of the blood which

their fatal cases frequently exhibit. In yellow fever, the likeness to venom poison-

ing is most distinctly preserved, as we trace the symptoms of both diseases to the

point where the difiluent blood leaks out into the mucous and serous cavities. The
yellowness which characterizes many yellow fever cases, I do not find described

as a current symptom of the venom malady, but it is often mentioned as one

of the accompaniments of the period of recovery from the bite.^ It is, indeed,

most probable, that if small and repeated doses of venom were introduced at

intervals into the body of an animal, a disease might be produced even more
nearly resembling the malady in question. In the parallel thus drawn, I have

given but the broad outlines of resemblance, nor was it to be expected that the

minor details would be alike. From a general and philosophic point of view, this

similarity is sufficiently striking to make me hope that the complete control of one

such septic poison for experimental use, may enable us in future to throw new light

on those septic poisons of disease whose composition we know nothing of, and whose
very means of entering the body they destroy, is, as yet, a mystery.

* This analogy Las been noted by S. L. Mitchill, by Magendie, and by Gaspard, who has also called

attention to the resemblance between ordinary putrefactive poisoning, such as arises from injection into

the blood of decayed animal substances, and the poisoning by venom. Neither in this, or in any other

cases of the kind, is the likeness perfect; and while, to use a naturalist's phrase, we recognize these

septic maladies as of one genus, we cannot regard them as so nearly allied as to be mere varieties of

one species. Yellow fever and putrefactive poisoning both begin, in the mass of cases, with a fever,

which is absent in the first stages of venom poisoning ; and there are other and wide diflfereuces which it

is needless to enumerate here. See Gaspard, Journal dc Physiologie, tome iv. p. 2 et seq., and tome iii.

pp. 81-85 of same Journal. See also La Roche on Yellow Fever, vol. ii. p. 59T.

" Jaundice, occasionally observed in France as an early sym]>tom of viper bite, has been usually

regarded as the jaundice of fear, a cause which certainly cannot be invoked to account for the icterus

seen in late stages of the malady caused by the venom.

13
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CHAPTER VIII.

CROTALUS rOISONING IN MAN.

Tee cases of Rattlesnake jDoisoning in man have been separated from the rest

of this paper, owing to the difficulty of grouping the phenomena of human poison-

ing with those observed in animals. This difficulty arose from the imperfect

reports of such cases as have been recorded, and from the fact that, in man, the

symptoms were possibly modified, in some instances, by the remedies used, and

were thus no longer comparable with such as had been seen to exist in animals

submitted to no modifying treatment. Some of these objections would, of course,

disappear in a collection of cases so large as to enable us distinctly to separate the

essential from the induced, or accidental features of the malady. Unfortunately,

although I have collected at least fifty cases of Crotalus bite, the most of these

scarcely deserve the name of medical reports, and among the whole number I have

been able to select but sixteen which were sufficiently rich in details, to be of the

slightest value. The numerous gaps in the accompanying table, show but too well

the want of full medical statements of the order and character of the symptoms,

even in these select cases, and it is humiliating to observe that, of the four jiost-

mortem examinations of the lesions in this mode of poisoning, but two were made

in this country.

If, then, in the table of symptoms in man, and in the following remai'ks upon

them, such a lack of detail is met with as would disgrace the most ordinary report

of " an interesting case," the blame must rest where it belongs, with the physicians

of our own country, who have failed thus much in their duty as medical

observers.

It is impossible to review the whole field of observation upon this important sub-

ject, without arriving at the conclusion that whatever may be the degree of viru-

lence in the poison of different venomous snakes, its mode of affecting the system

varies but little, whether the bite be inflicted by the Viper, the Copperhead, the

Rattlesnake, or the dreaded, but not more deadly. Cobra. Thus, in each case, we
have the local poisoning, the constitutional malady, and the possibility of inexpli-

cably rapid death on the one hand, and of a strange zymotic disease upon the other.

There may yet remain some room for doubt as to whether the apparent difference

in the activity of the venom from various serpents is not due to the quantities

formed or stored up in each case, and to unobserved peculiarities in the structure

and form of the poison apparatus. However this may be, it is quite certain tliat

two cases of rattlesnake poisoning may sometimes differ as much as either one of

them will, from a case of Moccasin or Cobra bite. This fact should make us cau-
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tious in asserting distinctions between the mode of action of the venoms of the

several poisonous serpents upon evidence of any limited number of facts.

With these brief preliminary remarks, we shall pass to the consideration of the

symptoms of Crotalus bite in man. In this review, I shall make use not only of

the cases in the accompanying table, but also of the many brief notices of cases

which were found unfit for tabular analysis. All that I have to say at present

with regard to antidotes and treatment, will be found at the close.
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TABLE OF CROTALUS

W. Mayrant

W. Mayrant

W. E. Homer

H. B. Phillips

Reporter.

Male

Male

J. Trowbridge

Hammond
(CooUdge)

John Louis
Xantug.
(de V^sey.)

13 Woodhouse

Sex. j
Seat of wounds, Early local

\i. $, fang marks. symptoms.
Later local

symptoms.

M.ale, set.

12 years

Male
(boy)

Female
iEt. 15

years

Boy

Male
(the re-

porter)

Female
tct. 12

years

Male,

adult

Instep twice

bitten

Bend of elbow
two fang marks

Struck twice

on foot

Last phalanx
of middle
finger

Foot near
small toe

Finger

Leg

Thumb and fin-

ger twice bit-

ten, four fang

wounds

Finger

Immediate or early

constitutional

symptoms.

Pain, swelling,

hemorrhage
from bites

Swelling and
pain

Pain

There seems to

have been none
felt (see re-

marks) except
itching

Small jet of

blood from
wound: swell-

Swelling and
pain

Pain and
swelling

Pain and
swelling

Pain, swelling,

and discolora-

tion

Pain, swcUiug

Continued pain, and None stated

swelling to the Icnee!

Caustics used. Small Sudden and cxces-

No immediate
swelling

Pain, shock,

and nausea

Metacarpal Bleeding from
joint of finger, the punctures;

two fang
wounds

Instep, two
fang punctures

Twice bitten on

the palm and
between the

thumb and fore

finger on the

back of the

thumb, the last

wound was
single

swelling, disco

loration

Slight swellin

and discolora-

tion

sive prostration

;

vomiting; locked-

jaw; lossof speech

Violent vomiting

and prostration

Apparently none

Vomiting, depres-

sion, and thirst

slough

Itching, pain great,

swelling

Inguinal glands en-

larged; great pain

.and swelling; mot-
tled skin

Continued swelling

up to pectoral mus-
cles, followed by
great discoloration

Leg swollen to the Probably none of

groin; great pain the usual symp
and discoloration toms, none stated

Continued pain and
swelling

P.ain and swelling dis

appeared after use

of antidote, and re-

turned in 40 minutes

Pain, swelling, etc

to the elbow

Increasing pain and
swelling

Swelling, pain
tending rapidly up
the arm, which grew
cold and sloughed
before death

Pain, swelling of

hand and arm, and
axillary glands, ve

sications over the

lymphatics on third

day

Extensive swellinj

and pain

Intense pain shoot

ing up the leg

Swelling and
discoloration at

least partially

due to the liga-

ture, which was
applied 3 or 4

minutes after

the bites

Respiration and
circulation.

Feeble fluttering

pulse

Feeble pulse, res-

piration easy

Feeble, pulse fiO

;

great gen'l swell-

ing; great thirst;

loss of speech

;

tongue swollen

Pulse 2J hours af-

ter bite 80, not

weak; after this

it became faster,

to 120, and more
and more feeble

Pulse rapid 2J hrs.

after bite

Depression and ... ... Case too short for

nausea the later constitu

tional symptoms
to develop

Great prostration

Incoherence possi-'Pulse feeble. The mind confused

biy due to drunk-
1
throughout 100 to at first, became

enness and alarm 138 clear; depression,

nausea, faint feel

ings; vomiting on
the second day

General later

symptoms.
Nervous system.

Probably none of

moment

Convulsion ; mind
generally clear up
to death

Excited manner

No increase of the

primary swelling af-

ter removal of the

ligature

Repeated and sud

den fainting and
pallor

2.] hours after the

bite almost mori-

bund; pulse feeble

and wavy; surface

cold and perspir-

ing; face swollen;

mind wandering;
pupils dilated

;

subject to sensory

delusions

Within 10 minutes
pallor, cold sweats,

anxious expres-

sion, general de-

pression

Feeble pulse; diffi- Delirium, restless-

cult respiration ; ness, anxiety, in-

hiccough somnia, incessant

thirst

Feeble pulse until Delusions, etc.,

the stimulus acted passed away un-

der the use of the

stimulus

The physician removed the ligature

in consequence of the swelling, etc.,

when

—

The pulse became The limbs insen-

feeble (50) but sible, repeated

rose to 110 before syncope, pupils

death; noisy res- contracted, mind
piration clear

At the seventh hour there was a swell-

ing of the lip ; no general tumefac-

tion ;
great anxiety

;
painful and

dilEcult deglutition and respiration.
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POISONING IN MAN.

Secretions and
discharges.

Dark bilious

stool, vomiting

Constant vomit-

ing, loss of

speech

None mentioned

State of

skin and
tempera-

ture.

Result of

disease.

Duration of

disease.

Extremities

cold

Cure

Death

Nausea and
vomiting

At work iu 3 days

Within 24 hours

In about 18 hours,

without convul-

sions

Much better in 30
hours, well in

weeks

oj hours, coma

Mode
of

death.

Local and gene-

ral consequences
if recovery
occurred.

Limited local

suppui'atiou

Small local

slough

Local
treatment.

General
treatment.

Ammonia, liga-

ture

Cups, scarifica

tiou, etc.

Scarifications,

blisters

Vomiting on 2d

day, diarrhoea

11th day, and
continuously

until death

Nausea and vo-

miting on move
ment during five

days

Continu.il nau-

sea & vomiting,

pain & stricture

at epigastrium

Vomiting of bile

took place after

a dose of carb.

ammonia, but

did not recur

Involuntary uri-

nary and fecal

evacuations, vo-

miting one hour
after bite

Constant
coldness of

extremities

Recovery

Recovery

Recovery

Recovery

24 hours

1 hour

Relief in 1 hour

Within 48 hours

Seventeenth day

Cold and
perspiring

Cold and
moist

Asthe
nia

from
typhus
state

Alcohol and red

pepper ; 2 quarts

of whisky given

in one night, and
renewed as the

pulse fell

Whisky one quart

iu 10 or 12 hours
Ammonia, olive

oil, no persistent

treatment

Mild case; alludes

to 14 cases of

snake bite suc-

cessfully treated

with ammonia.
Severe case.

In this case the

man was some
what intoxicated

when bitten.

Carb. ammonia and bevere case,

arsenic

Suction follow- Carb. ammoniaand
ing on incom-

plete excision

within half an
hour, ligature

Frictions,

olive oil

with

brandy in as large

doses as the pa-

tient could be pre-

vailed on to take

gij of olive oil

given every half

hour

Repeated appli-

cations of tinct.

iodine

None

Suppuration on|Suction,ligature

back of hand,
I

free incisions,

perhaps from' iodine injec-

local treatment tions

No general symp
toms occurred.

None

Cibron's antidote,

given twice (dose

gtt. X)

Bibron's antidote. Expressed distinct

given twice (dose relief from the use

gtt. x) of the bromine.

Recovery Gradual, the ge

neral symptoms
passed off on thel

fifth day, the lo-|

cal results were
persistent during

some months
Recovery Left his bed in a

week, depression

passed off on the

2d day
Recovery Speedy relief from

use of stimulus,

and sudden and
complete cure

within 24 hours

Death 9 hours, some relief

followed the se

vere symptoms
caused by remov-S

ing the ligature,

but during the 8th

hour respiration and deglu-

tition more and more diffi-

cult, pulse imperceptible,

and death ensued appa-

rently from syncope ; the

mind clear to the close

Slough, exfolia-

tion of last pha
lanx, anchylo-

sis of first joint

of finger

Suppuration

Remarkable and
entire relief

from hooping-

cough, under

which the pa
tient had suf-

fered

Ligature in 3 to 4

minutes, actiud

cautery within

18 minutes of

the bites

Incision, suction,

ligature, am-
monia

Relates 3 other

capis of cure by
olive oil, all in-

completely told.

Bibron's antidote,

given twice (dose

gtt. X)

Ligatures, free

excision, am-
monia, repeat-

ed washing
Scarification,

cups, local sa-

line bath, seda-

tive fomenta-

tions

Effects of 2 doses

of bromine said

to be immediate
and well marked.

Chiefly by ammo-'A severe case, well

nia .and alcoholic! reported

stimuli, with such

other remedies as

the symptoms de-

manded
Took in a few hours
one quart of 4th

proof brandy and

a J pint of whis-

ky ; intoxication

ensued but lasted

only four hours
Camphor, ammo-
nia, opium, and
treatment by
symptoms
Free use of stimu

lants, 80 grains of

carb. ammonia,
and three pints of

brandy in a few

hours, without

causing intoxica-

tion

Half ounce of olive

oil, a sedative

enema, and leech-

es to the throat,

seem to have been
the whole treat-

ment
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JScx.—It is needless to state that men are the most frequent subjects of Crotalus

bite, owing to the nature of their occupations, wliich necessarily bring them within

reach of the reptile. Children and women are sometimes bitten, and, as may be

seen from the table, even young children may recover from the effects of the acci-

dent. It is not possible or right to infer from this, that young or weakly persons

suffer no more than the strong or fully grown, because we do not know how much

venom may have been inserted in each case. Thus, a child struck by an exhausted

snake would have a far better chance of escape than a vigorous man bitten by a

serpent which had been caged for months. This element is, of course, deficient in

calculations upon the prognosis of our ordinary maladies, such as typhoid fever and

others, since in them the severity of the resultant symptoms alone informs us as to

the probable amount of poison received by the system. In the present instance,

it is an important, and usually an attainable factor, in estimating the probabilities

of any given case, which it never can be in those modes of septic poisoning which

we call diseases, and know only through their symptoms.

The Situation of the Wb^md.—In almost every reported case, the wound has been

upon an extremity, A woodman steps over a log which conceals a snake; a child

thrusts an arm into the hollow trunk, where a serpent lies; or, an intoxicated man,

ignorant and reckless, puts his hand into a snake cage, or handles a snake which is

benumbed with cold, and to appearance harmless. Another not uncommon cause

of bite, is due to want of caution in dealing with serpents which have been

wounded, or even decapitated. One of the best of the reported cases, that of Dr.

Woodhouse, was thus produced.

Local Symptoms.—The pain of the wound made by the snakeis usually the earliest

symptom, but it is by no means a constant phenomenon in either men or animals.

Thus, while one reporter speaks of the sudden and intense pain, another does not

mention it at all, or expressly states that the wound was at first disregarded. In

most instances, the bite is certainly painful, and when we consider the hooked form

of the fangs, the double wound, the injection of a foreign fluid, and the final forci-

ble withdrawal of the teeth, we can feel no surprise that, in most cases, pain is

felt, and may wonder that it is not felt in all. Certainly we need not look to the

specific nature of the venom, to explain the primary pain here described.

The succeeding local symptoms are almost inevitably swelling, discoloration, and

increasing pain. The reader who has followed this Essay thus far, will have no

difiiculty in explaining at least two of these symptoms. The swelling is due, not

to inflammation, but to a large or small collection of effused blood about the wound.

In some loose tissues the amount thus accumulated may be very great, but in

other cases the anatomical peculiarities of the part wounded may limit the early

extravasation of blood, by confining it under a fascia, of which I have seen repeated

examples in animals. The discoloration is to be explained in the same manner.

Hemorrhage from the wound may limit, for a time, the last two symptoms. It

is, however, a rare occurrence, and depends upon the size of the external opening

of the wound inllicted by the fang, and x^erhaps, also, upon the character of the

vessels accidentally encountered by the fang. In one of the dogs whose medical

history is recorded in this Essay, the hemorrhage from the fang wounds amounted

to several ounces.
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111 estimating these early local evidences of poisoning in man, as well as the local

signs which follow, it is well to remember that in almost every instance the ligature

was applied at once, and very tightly. In animals bitten and not subjected to the

ligature the swelling occurs, it is true, but forms much more slowly than is usual

in the cases of men.

The primary local symptoms thus described increase progressively, so that within

a period which varies extremely, the swelling and discoloration extend up the

bitten limb, accompanied on their march by pain of the most excruciating character.

At this time, and after the first few minutes, the increase in the local symptoms is

probably due to the influence of the septic poisoning upon the tissues near the

wound, to the irritation thus resulting, and to the direct and indirect effect of the

venom upon the local circulation. Thus the extremity becomes larger and more and

more discolored until the skin offers every tint of an old bruise. Vesications appear

on the surface, the pain lessens, the local temperature early diminished, falls still

lower, and unless the poison has ceased to act, or a potent remedy has interfered,

gangrene ensues, and the system, already weakened by the effect of the poison upon

its own tissues, dies in the effort to separate the mortified and corrupted part.

If, on the other hand, the poison is not present in a dose so large as to insure

these fatal effects, or is properly antagonized by medical agents, the swelling declines,

and the iMin disappears, tvith a celerity toJiich every practitioner or reporter has

assumed to he evidence of his own sJdll, or of the utility of his therapeutic means, hut

which, as ice shall have reason to see, is in reality, an essential and most strildng

feature of the Crotalus malady, and is either attributable to none of the remedies

employed, or to every one of the scores of them which popular credulity has placed

like blunt weapons in the too yielding hand of the physician.

It is rather remarkable, that only one reporter. Dr. Woodhouse, has alluded to

the occurrence of swelling in the lymphatic glands of the part bitten. His case

was in other respects somewhat peculiar, inasmuch as the lymphatic trunks also

appear to have been inflamed, which is not a common symptom of Crotalus bite.

The venom usually seems to enter the system through the bloodvessels alone, and

to sap the life of the parts with which it comes in contact, without of necessity

involving the lymph vessels or their glands.

Local Results.—It is not very easy to form a correct estimate of the local conse-

quences in the cases which finally recover. This difficulty will be explained upon

glancing over the column of local treatment in the table, when it will be observed

that ligatures, the cautery, excision and incision, alone or combined, were resorted

to with a freedom dictated by therapeutic despair or the fears of the sufferer and

his friends.

It is hence impossible to learn positively how much was due to remedies, how
much to disease. It seems, however, to be certain that in many cases slight or

extensive local suppurations follow the cure, that in others local gangrene and

sphacelus of flesh and bone occur, while in the graver cases, the economy is too

seriously deranged to enjoy the power of spontaneously amputating the mass of a

limb. The well-known case reported by Sir E. Home [See Table of Crotalus Poison-

ing ill Man, Case 12), approached most nearly to the condition last described. In
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this instance the poison produced great local swelling. When the system began to

recover from the pi-imary depressing effects of the venom, it found the bitten arm

for the most part dead. Intense inflammation ensued as the patient rallied, but

being unequal to the effort of repair, he died before it was accomplished.

In connection with the local signs, it is as well to note that no reporter has de-

scribed in man the local twitching which is so common in dogs and other animals.

The comtihUional symptoms of Crotalus poisoning sometimes declare themselves

very early, and if we can believe their reporters, almost immediately after the bite.

It is more probable, however, that an interval of several minutes elapses, or that

the faintness of terror and pain has been mistaken for the constitutional effects of

the venom. In a few instances these symptoms do not announce themselves for

twenty or thirty minutes, but aside from these exceptional cases, it seems evident

that the general manifestations of the influence of the venom on the system appear

with a rapidity which is sufficiently surprising, so that the local symptoms are

sometimes overshadowed and forgotten for a time, in the singular phenomena which

characterize the systemic disturbance.

The principal constitutional effect of the venom is a general prostration of the

most appalling character. Sometimes within a few minutes, sometimes within one

or two hours, this condition of profound sedation attains its height. The snake

strikes and the faintness comes on while the person injured is endeavoring to kill

the reptile. Or, as in another instance, he walks for some time and suddenly finds

his limbs giving way beneath him.

I have looked in vain through the reports for any evidence of a primary stimu-

lating power on the part of the poison, but neither in the published cases, or in

my own observations, have I met with any early symptoms of excitement which

might not with reason be attributed to terror and pain.

The condition of prostration referred to, is accompanied by a variety of pheno-

mena which are in general such as accompany the action of any sudden and violent

depressing agency. The patient staggers or falls, cold sweats bathe the surface,

nausea and vomiting ensue, the pulse becomes quick, and rapid, and feeble, the

expression anxious, and, in a few cases, the mind slightly disturbed.

A patient dying in this condition would probably exhibit no lesion of fluid or

solid, and would be an example of acute or primary poisoning, such as sometimes

occurs in the early stage of epidemics of cholera or yellow fever. So great, however,

is the power of resistance on the part of man, owing, perhaps, in some degree to his

bulk, that very early death seems to be a rare incident of venom poisoning, so

rare, indeed, that I have met with no reported example of its occurrence.

If death does not intervene, the local symptoms soon begin to play a more import-

ant role, and the swelling and discoloration extend up the limb, and pass on to the

trunk, so that when the arm has been wounded, half of the chest and back have

been seen to be discolored, as though severely bruised.

Meanwhile, the signs of general blood-poisoning develop themselves, and within

a few hours, or a day, the face and other parts become swollen and puffy. At the

same time, the general weakness remains well marked, as shown by repeated syn-

cope, the heart quick, feeble, and fluttering, and the respiration labored.
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la the majority of cases, the slight mental disturbance now passes away, and the

mind remains singularly clear to the close, whatever the event may be. In other

instances, as in Dr. Harlan's case, delirium, restlessness, and insomnia are present,

but in general the nervous symptoms of this and of the earlier stage of the malady
are confined to slight incoherence, and to rare sensory delusions.

The state of the secretions and discharges seems to have been thought of so little

moment, that in most of the cases they are not even alluded to. For example, the

state of the urine is not spoken of in any one instance. The vomiting is so fre-

quent and so enduring a symptom, that it is more constantly referred to ; but of

the character of the evacuation thus effected, we learn almost nothing. From the

fact that in some of the cases the reporter states that it was necessary to give a

purgative to complete the cure, we may, perhaps, infer that in the milder cases,

at least, no diarrhoea occurred. In two of the fiital cases, diarrhoea came on late

in the disease, and in one we are told that the stools were of a dark bilious cha-

racter, but beyond this we are left in ignorance.

Four fatal cases are found in the table. Of these, the most rapid was that of

the medical man, reported by Dr. Post (Table, Case No. G) ; the malady ending

in death by coma, within five hours and a half. This was the nearest approach

to a case of acute or simple primary poisoning, which we have met with in man.
M. Pihorel's case (Table, Case No. IG) died quietly in about nine and a half

hours, without loss of intellect, but with a rapidly increasing difficulty of breatliing

and swallowing.

Dr. Horner's case (Table, Case No. 4) terminated about eighteen hours after the

bite was inflicted. One or two hours before death, the patient had a genei-al

convulsion, with involuntary evacuation from the bowels, but without any foaming

at the mouth. He appears to have regained his senses after this time. Just

before he expired, he complained of pain in the colon, said he felt sleepy, closed

his eyes, and died quietly without agony, and without convulsions.

In the third of the fatal cases. Sir E. Home's (Table, Case 12), the sufferer

rallied from the primary poisoning, and died on the seventeenth day, with well

expressed typhous symptoms.

The duration of the various cases, and their mode of recovery or death, is of

considerable interest. If we analyze the table of sixteen cases, we shall find that,

as I have just stated, the four ftital cases terminated in five and a half hours, nine

hours, eighteen hours, and seventeen days respectively. If, again, we analyze these

four cases with respect to the question of death from primary or secondary poison-

ing, we shall discover that Case No. 12 (Home's) survived not only the early effects,

but also, to a great extent, the constitutional affection, and perished in the effort to

get rid of the gangrenous arm.

On examination, the blood proved to be coagulable. It is probable that the

blood had survived the infected condition, and was gradually regaining its normal
standard.

Case No. 4 (Horner) seems to have been a fair representative of those instances

of Crotalus poisoning which I have termed secondary or chronic. The patient
14
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never rallied completely from the depressing effect of the venom, but he was found

after death to have a perfectly incoagulable blood.

Case No. 10 (Pihorel) died in nine and a half hours. It seems to have ended

before the blood lost its coagulability, so that, although the veins of the bitten arm

contained but little clotted blood, large coagula of loose structure were found in

the main venous vessels of the trunk, and in the right auricle.

Case No. 6 (Post) was not examined after death. Of the remaining twelve

cases of the table, all recovered within variable periods. Where the patient was

several days or longer indisposed, the delayed recovery was usually due to the

local lesions, rather than to prolonged constitutional malady.

In connection with the history of the amelioration or cure, in almost every case,

we are struck by one fact, which is of singular value, because its neglect has led

to almost every one of the fallacies attending upon the use of the supposed anti-

dotes which have attained to a local or general notoriety. If the reader will glance

at the Table of Crotalus poisoning in man, and at the column headed " Mode of

Recovery," he will observe that in almost every case the relief from urgent symp-

toms was sudden, and the completed cure almost nearly so. If, again, he will

look at the column in which are grouped the constitutional symptoms, he will

certainly feel some astonishment at their gravity in relation to the character of the

convalescence. So extraordinary was this contrast, that within a few hours, or

a day in most cases, the patient, whom the physician regarded as almost moribund,

went on horseback to see him, or was able to move about the house, or engage in

his ordinary avocations. The general practical inference will at once suggest itself,

upon an examination of the numerous and varied remedies employed. It will then

be seen that, under the most different systems of treatment, the several cases grew

better, or entirely recovered, with equal abruptness. Are we not driven to the

absurd conclusion that each and every remedy is equally useful, or to the more

logical inference that sudden relief and rapid recovery are peculiarities which belong

to those cases of Crotalus bite in which the amount of venom injected has not been

so unusually large as to insure a fatal ending?

The bearings of these conclusions upon the study of antidotes require but little

comment, and must at once suggest themselves to every thoughtful physician. It

is almost needless to add that the reporters have usually assumed the suddenness

of the cures to be due in each case to the peculiar therapeutic means employed.

I have already described the local consequences of the bite. The various reports

make no mention of constitutional results succeeding recovery. One very curious

statement, however, is found in connection with case No. 5 (Phillips). The

patient, a female, was suffering when bitten, from a severe attack of hooping-cough,

of which she was suddenly and completely cured by the effects of the venom.

P. M. Section.—The three cases of post-mortem examination offer very little,

save negative information, as to the character of the lesions.

The Head.—Dr. Ilorncr found the brain of a healthy consistence, but congested

so that the cortical substance was of a deep brown tint. A good deal of serum

oozed from the cut surfaces. About a drachm of transparent serum was present in

each lateral ventricle. The medulla spinalis was healthy; its tunica arachnoidea
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being somewhat turbid in places, as if from some former cause. The veins of the

pia mater and the vertebral veins were full of blood.

M. Pihorel makes a similar report of his case. He found some thickening of the

cerebral arachnoid, which was also adherent to the pia mater, but to what extent

he does not state. The blood of the sinuses and of the dura mater was fluid. The
same condition as to fulness of blood, and the same slight excess of serum in the

ventricles and sub-arachnoid spaces, existed in Sir E. Home's case.

Thorax.—Dr. Horner found all the thoracic organs healthy, except that the left

ventricle of the heart was described as hypertrophied. The heart was nearly

empty, owing to the escape of its fluid when the head was opened,

M. Pihorel found the walls of the trachea and bronchial tubes congested, a spot

of distinct inflammation corresponding to the cricoid cartilage. The trachea and

bronchia3 were full of a red and frothy mucus. The lungs were healthy and crepi-

tant, but were somewhat congested ("premier degr6 d'engorgement sanguin").

Two inches below the pharynx the oesophagus was narrowed, but no notable altera-

tion of its tissues could be discovered.

In Sir E. Home's case the lungs were healthy, the anterior fold of the pericar-

dium was dry, resembling a dried bladder. The cavity of this membrane contained

half an ounce of serous fluid, frothy from admixture with gases which escaped in

bubbles.

Abdomen. Horner's Case.—The peritoneum contained a few ounces of serum.

The mucous membrane of the stomach was intensely injected with blood, and most

remarkably so in the wrinkles of the mucous membrane. It exhibited neither

ecchymosis or softening, and contained the articles prescribed in the morning, with

but little gas.

The mucous coat of the small intestines was dotted "with patches of acute

inflammation. These spots were of a lively red and very numerous, especially in the

jejunum. This latter intestine had its parietes considerably thickened by an infil-

tration of serum, and was partially filled with a dark bilious matter. The colon was
sound but contracted, and contained at its head some hard fecal excrement. The
liver was yellow and enlarged, which was attributed to the habits of the patient."

M. Pihorel found all the abdominal organs healthy. Sir E. Home describes the

stomach in the case of Soaper as turgid with blood. All the other abdominal organs

were healthy. In Pihorel's and Home's cases the blood was more or less coagu-

lated. In Horner's it was everywhere perfectly fluid. Dr. Horner says that the

muscles were of a brownish yellow color throughout the body.

The local swelling in Dr. Horner's case was due to serous infiltration ; in that of

M. Pihorel, but little swelling existed during life after the hgature was removed,

and at the post-mortem inspection the tumefaction of the bite between the two
metacarpal bones extended only half an inch around it. The bite on the dorsal

face of the thumb was not at all swollen. The muscles in these localities were
unaltered. Sir E. Home's case presented at the time of death extensive sloughs of

skin on the arm and forearm. A large abscess existed on the outside of the arm,

elbow, and forearm. The parts in the immediate neighborhood of the bite and in

the palm were healthy, except that there was a little extravasated blood in the
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areolar spaces. The skin still adhered to the biceps flexor muscle in the arm and

to the flexor muscles in the forearm, by a dark-colored cellular tissue. Elsewhere

in the arm and forearm, the skin and muscles fi'om the axilla down were separated

by a dark fluid of an offensive odor, containing sloughs of the dead cellular tissue

floating in it. " The muscles had their natural appearance everywhere, except on

the surface which was next to the abscess. Beyond the limits of the abscess, blood

was extravasated in the cellular membrane, and this appearance was observable on

the right side of the back as far as the loins, and on the right side of the chest

over the serratus major anticus muscle."

Dr. Horner's case occurred in Philadelphia, in the month of July, and was ex-

amined four and a half hours after death. M. Pihoreldoes not give the exact date

of his case. It took place at Rouen, and from various allusions in the text of his

report, it is plain that the weather was cold. The examination did not occur until

five days after death, but the cold was so great that the body is said to have been

in excelle^it preservation. Sir E. Home's case occurred in London, during the

month of October. It was examined sixteen hours after death.

Antidotes.—It might naturally be supposed that the question of antidotes and

remedies would be considered fully and experimentally, at the close of this Essay.

Such, indeed, was my intention when I began the present investigation, but it soon

became clear to me that a just and useful experimental testing of this matter was

out of the question until I became thoroughly acquainted with the habits and

movements of the Rattlesnake, the precise character of the venom, and its various

modes of acting on the system. Portions of this information were to be found

scattered through books and journals, but these disjointed studies were incomplete,

and it soon grew more and more apparent that a consideration of the entire sub-

ject, and a certain familiarity with the powers of the poison must still, of necessity,

precede an investigation of antidotes. Impressed with this idea, I have endeavored,

in the present paper, to render more easy the still difficult task of examining the

therapeutics of Crotalus bite.

It was w^ell said by a distinguished physician, that there are always a great num-

ber of medicines for those diseases which are either very easy or very difficult to

cure. Such has been the fate of Crotalus poisoning to a remarkable degree, for

not only have physicians exhausted their ingenuity in the discovery of antidotes,

but the popular medicine of log-cabin, or rough border clearings, has contributed

to its strange therapeutics, some twenty or thirty plants which owe their reputation

to Indian traditions, and to other, and often accidental, circumstances.

Each one of these remedies has acquired a local credit ; has passed from the

people to the physicians ; has seemed to cure in their hands, as it had done in those

of the good wife or herb doctor, and finally, after going the rounds of the daily press

and the medical journals, has died a natural death, or received a fatal blow at the

bedside of some too deeply injured patient. Accepted upon slight evidence, and

thrown aside upon equally feeble proof of inutility, such has been the career of

the many and famous antidotes, which in this and other lands have embarrassed

the therapeutics of these much-dreaded injuries.

While, however, the larger part of the reputed constitutional remedies are
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mere sudorifics, or entirely inert, the local therapeutics of Crotalus bite have been

always of the most decisive and potent character. Without entering into the his-

tory of these means, I desire to assign to them their proper place in the treatment,

and also to define the real limits of their utility. We shall, therefore, discuss them

in turn, and for this purpose shall divide them into, Ist, Those which remove the

poison and the poisoned part, as excision, amputation.

2d. Those which partially remove the venom, and more or less detain it in the

wounded part. In this class, we have a variety of agents acting in ways as va-

rious, as

Scarifications. Suctions.

Ligature. Caustics.

3d. Those agents which, being injected into the wound, or wounded part, are

supposed to destroy the venom, or to render it innocuous, as injections of iodine.

4th. Local applications of various substances, as alcohol, ammonia, indigo, olive

oil, etc.

Class 1st. Excision, the only local means which proposes to remove at once and

entirely the poison and the poisoned part has been occasionally resorted to. Dr.

Harlan, Case 14 of the Table, used it freely. In another instance, in France,

even amputation of a finger was promptly and successfully resorted to in a case of

Crotalus bite.

Excision and amputation are more or less usefully available, as the resort to them

is more or less early, and their utility is also increased when a ligature has been so

applied as to arrest the local circulation, immediately after the bite. In the French

case, the instant ablation of the part was perfectly successful; in Dr. Harlan's case

the malady was extremely grave after the operation, and we have, indeed, no

means of saying whether or not it proved useful. It seems likely that in so severe

a case, the removal by excision of any part of the poison might favorably determine

the issue of the almost balanced chances. Necessarily, excision would be unavail-

able where the ftmg had buried itself deeply in a part like the neck.

Where the snake has been long confined without using its venom,' so that the

amount injected has probably been great, and where the part bitten is a small

extremity, excision, or, rather, amputation, would be justifiable. Where, on ac-

count of the serpent being at large, we cannot judge as to the quantity of poison

stored up in its ducts, and where excision would affect important parts, it is cer-

tainly better to accept for the patient the ordinaiy prognostic chances of the poi-

soning, under a less heroic local treatment. Above all, is it to be i-emembered

that, while it may be good practice to amputate a finger within a few moments

of the bite, the value of the operation lessens as we recede from this period, because

the poison exerts its power so rapidly, that its effects soon pass beyond the reach of

any justifiable operation, and excision then could do only what other and safer

means might effect.

' It is curious that the fatal cases found in tl\c journals were nearly all occasioned liy the bite of snakes

which, during long imprisonment, had accumnlated a large amount of venom.
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Class 2d of local means acts in ways so various as to make it necessary to con-

sider these separately.

Scarifications.—It is not easy to see how mere incisions could be of much value,

unless made expressly so as to cut oif the wound from the system, by destroying

for a time its vascular connection with the centres. Where ablation or excision is

no longer justified, incisions may be made into the part, and so directed as to tra-

verse the line of the fang wounds.

Suction. Cups.—Suction by the mouth is an ancient practice, and one which is

supposed to be effectual. It is not probable that the narrow fang-track would allow

of the return of the poison under any suctorial power of which the lips are capa-

ble, unless the wound were unusually large. Where a previous incision has been

carried deeply through the bitten part, it is possible that suction may remove some

of the venom, but as Dr. Pennock has shown, it is more likely that the cups and

suction merely delay the constitutional poisoning, by retarding the local circulation

and the subsequent distribution of the venom. Either may be thus of value, as

Barry proved in regard to cups, but neither can do more than afford time for the

administration of general and more permanent local means. Cups are available

only in certain localities ; suction by the lips may be used on the small extremities,

in advance of all other means.

Ligatures.—The first resource in serpent bite has been to tie a ligature around the

limb. Of course, there are localities in which this cannot be done, and where only

cups can be used. The value of the ligature has been repeatedly tested, not only

in this, but in other modes of poisoning, and it is perfectly clear that a ligature

tightly applied above the wound will, for a time, secure the system from the con-

sequences of the venom inoculation. But this is all which it can do. Time is

obtained for the use of other means, both local and general, and then a period

arrives when the swelling and interrupted circulation threaten the bitten member

with gangrene, and at last the physician reluctantly loosens the band which qua-

rantined the deadly material, and the system passes rapidly under its influence.

Allowing the ligature—as we must do—to be of the utmost value for a time, can

we not derive from its use yet further advantages, without subjecting our patients

to the sudden influx of the poison when the guarding band is loosened ? Two pre-

cautions will probably insure the requisite end. Let the cord be loosened for a

few minutes at a time, and at intervals, with a constant eye to the constitutional

symptoms, and let the delay secured by the ligature be used not only to apply local

means, but to administer general remedies. This method, which I shall term the

intermittent ligature, seems to have been first emploj^ed by the well known natu-

ralist. Prof. Holbrook, of Charleston, South Carolina, in conjunction with Dr. Ogier.

Their experiments, which were numerous and satisfactory, have never been pub-

lished.

The precautions in the use of the ligature which I have just recommended have

been advocated singly, or together, by several more recent authors, and especially

by Drs. Alexander and Jeter.

Several writers have recognized the danger of suddenly removing the ligature,

and it would be easy to criticize some of the reports of treatment in which the
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above precautions have been neglected, and where the sudden prostration which

ensued was most appalling.

Dr. Alexander relates a singular, but instructive case, in which the ligature

was retained for sixteen hours. Meanwhile, the parts below were swollen and

vesicating, but the system remained unaffected, and readily passed under the

induence of stimulants. Either during the profound intoxication which ensued, or

soon after, at all events, sixteen hours from the time of the bite, the ligature was

removed. The swelling at once passed the line of the ligating cord, and advanced

up the leg to the body. The patient died in two hours after the release of the

previously isolated poison. Instructed by this sad case, the reporter directs that

the ligature should be merely relaxed, and the pulse kept up with stimulants as

required, and that the cord should be tightened or loosened as the symptoms direct.

This plan is so clearly recommended by common sense, that it is needless to dwell

upon it further.

Unfortunately, the ligature can be used only when the bite is on an extremity.

In other cases, cups may be similarly employed, but even these are not always

available, as where the nose is the part bitten, and moreover, they are not always

at hand.

Caustics.—These agents are supposed to be useful, not only by destroying the

tissues, and so unfitting them for absorption, but also by chemically acting on

the venom itself So far as they do act on the tissues, they are beneficial,

when fully applied along or through previous incisions. As to their power to alter

the venom, it is clear that the actual cautery does do this effectually, but, as we

have seen, potassa, soda, ammonia, and the undiluted mineral acids (Jo not affect

its toxic potency. Except, then, as they alter the tissues, it were better to reject

them, and to depend upon the actual cautery alone, where such means is deemed of

value.

Glass 3(7.—Dr. Brainard, some time ago, directed attention to the injection of an

iodized solution of iodine, as a means of destroying the activity of Crotalus venom.

His process is as follows : Ten grains of iodine and thirty grains of iodide of potas-

sium are dissolved in one ounce of water. The bitten part is first cupped, or a

ligature is applied on the limb, until the tissues are swollen with serum sufficiently

to enable the injection to be diffused through the distended areolar spaces. The

sharp point of a trocar, or injecting-tube, is then pushed laterally into the bitten

part, and the injection effected by pressing down the piston of the syringe, whde

the exhaustion of the cup is still carried on. Apart from the antidotal value of

this ingenious method, it is clear that the necessary apparatus is not easily procu-

rable in time to be of use. Moreover, Dr. Brainard adds that, to render it

effectual, we must be provided with cups of various curves adapted to fit the

surfaces of the body and limbs. Dr. Brainard states that the iodine does not act

as a caustic. M. Reynose, in an admirable paper, has examined the statements of

Dr. Brainard, and especially with reference to the action of iodine as an antidote

to woorara. He arrived at the conclusion that the iodine was a caustic, and that

its value was due to this f\ict, a conclusion in which his experiments did not entirely

justify him.
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The question of the reality of the influence of the iodine upon the active qualities

of Crotalus venom still rests upon rather insecure ground. It certainly seems to

have been successful in pigeons, but the fallacies which surround these researches

are numerous and baffling, and the experimentum crucis of mixing the iodine with

the venom before innoculating with it, was not made by Dr. Brainard. To set the

matter at rest, I have recently made a number of experiments. It was apparent

that if animals previously bitten could be saved by subsequent injections of iodine

into the part, they should run no risk when a mixture of venom and the iodine

solution was thrown into their tissues. On pursuing this method, I observed, as

Dr. Brainard had done, that the local symptoms were slight, or did not appear at

all, but whereas his cases recovered, mine died despite the absence of local pheno-

mena. The explanation of this latter fact, as well as the full details of numerous

observations upon the use of reputed constitutional antidotes, I shall set forth at

length in a future essay. At present I can only add that iodine as a local antidote

has uniformly failed in my hands, although every means was taken to give it a

fair trial. It is proper to state here that Dr. Brainard made use, not of the Cro-

talus, but of the Grotaloplioi-us tergeminus, or prairie Rattlesnake of the west. As

yet, Dr. Brainard's antidote has never been employed upon the body of man, except

by Dr. Coolidge, who unfortunately used the Bibron treatment at the same time.

Class iih.—Consists of various substances which have been applied to the skin

on and about the wound, or placed in contact with the raw surfaces of the incisions

or excisions. Among them are warm and cold water, ammonia, alcohol, olive oil,

etc. My own experiments, and the observations of others, justify us in rejecting

them altogether, so far at least as they ai-e supposed to exert specific power.

Although, as I have already said, I consider this essay as but a preparation for

the full experimental examination of the treatment of sei'pent bite, I do not wish

to conclude without some comment upon the constitutional remedies which I have

necessarily been called upon to survey and judge in the course of my researches.

A host of these may be dismissed with a word, but before I criticize those of greater

pretension, it will be proper to make some statements regarding the misconceptions

which have crept into this part of the subject.

If, as I have elsewhere urged, we could dismiss from view the mode in which the

virus enters the body, and were called upon to consider only the resultant malady,

we would as little have dreamed of specifics or real antidotes, as we now do in

yellow fever, or ordinary putrefactive poisoning. We should at least have con-

fessed that such belonged only to the hopes of therapeutics, and not to its attained

realities. Such, however, is the tangible and visible nature of the poison that we

have been continually seduced into the idea that we must possess some available

and directly efficient means of actually neutralizing its power, when once in the

system itself.

Apart, then, from the question of local antidotes, which is altogether a difierent

matter, what probability is there that we really possess specific general remedies?

Even here, the knowledge that our local means, however active, and with all our

power to place them in direct contact with the venom, are but too ineflectual,

should at least have tauglit us to receive with wise mistrust every account of con-

stitutional antidotes.
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Antidotes considered with reference to tlie 83'stcm at large, are ofonl}' two kinds.

Those which meet the poison in the vessels of the economy, and tlien and there

chtmicalhj alter it, so as to destroy its potency, and those which, like most of our

medicines, are absorbed, circulate, and counteract the effects of the poison. Thus a

sedative may counteract a stimulant, and vice versa, and each would, in this sense,

be for the other a physiological antidote, but would in nowise correspond with the

popular conception of an antidote.

The remedies which still hold repute as antidotes are few in number. They are

ammonia, olive oil, arsenic (as the Tanjore pill), Bibron's antidote (Bromine), and

alcoholic stimuli.

The pretensions of ammonia in this connection have been long since settled by

the experiments of Fontana on Vipers, and of Brainard on CrotaJophorus. I have

also tested its supposed utility in cases of animals poisoned by Crotalus venom, and

it will answer our present purpose to add that it failed almost uniformly. Notwith-

standing the continued faith still reposed in it by some, and the cures attributed to

its use, I am convinced that it has no powers which alcohol does not enjoy to a superior

degree, and I feel equally sure that its exhibition should never be allowed to sup-

plant the use of other and better stimulants. That it has no value as a chemical

antidote, the experiments elsewhere related in this paper sufficiently prove, if proof

were wanting.

Olive oil is another remedy which has been gravely urged and has received the

support of numerous successful cases. What these are worth, or with what allow-

ance they should be entertained, has, I trust, been set in clear light by the general

argument which I have founded on all the cases which I have analyzed. After

the exj)eriments of Fontana on its use in Viper poisoning, it is strange that the

most confident should have dared to employ it again.

Arsenic, unlike olive oil, certainly does not belong to the class of expectant

remedies. Its use in snake-bites comes from the East, where as the " Tanjore

pill" it attained great celebrity.

This well-known medicine is composed of arsenious acid, three East Indian roots,

two of which ai'e purgative, and one an acro-narcotic, mixed with pepper and the

juice of the wild cotton plant. Tw© of the pills, containing each three-fourths of

a grain of the arsenic, are given at once, and one at the close of an hour, a rather

formidable dose of so active a medicine. Russell (p. 65), who examined this

remedy, was riot satisfied with it, nor am I aware that it has retained its celebrity,

or that any one has used it in Rattlesnake bite.

Bibron's antidote is a more novel remedy, of the value of wiiich I am not fully

prepared to judge. Its history is rather curious. Mr. Xantus obtained it in the

first place from Prince Paul, of Wurtemberg, the well-known traveller and natu-

ralist. This gentleman stated that it had been invented and employed by Prof.

Bibron, of Paris, but neither Mr. Xantus or Dr. Hammond has been able to find

any printed account of it, nor have I been more successful. The chief evidence in

its fixvor rests upon a considerable number of experiments made by Dr. Hammond
and Mr. Xantus, and upon three cases reported by the same observers. Mr.

Xantus states one fact which I have been thus far unable to verify, namely, that

15
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dogs which were under the influence of the antidote, were for some time incapable

of being aflected by Rattlesnake bites. This experimenter states that after seven-

teen experiments, iu which three dogs were at different times bitten by seventeen

difterent serpents, he met with no case in which the antidote failed. These

results are not stated with sufficient precision as to the condition of the snake,

the number of fang-marks, or the place of the bite, but they are still sufficiently

interesting to awaken further research.

Dr. Hammond was not so fortunate as Mr. Xantus. He experimented with

the antidote on a wolf which was apparently saved by the use of the bromine after

being once bitten, but upon another occasion, having been thrice bitten, died sud-

denly, exhibiting, however, some evidence of having been aided by the remedy.

A dog severely injured by snake-bite was successfully treated by Dr. Hammond
with the bromine antidote.

One of the cases of man in which Dr. Coolidge (Dr. Hammond's Eeport) used

this antidote, was also treated with local injection of iodine, and must, therefore,

be laid aside. The patient expressed herself relieved by the use of the antidote.

The case directly reported by Dr. Hammond also seemed to experience great

assistance from the antidote, so that even the local symptoms were promptly

relieved by'its use. No local means seem to have been employed, and the case is

thus unusually free from complication.

Mr. Xantus' case was said to have been almost hopeless when the bromine

was employed. • The worst symptoms rapidly subsided when the antidote was given,

although but two doses were used. AVere it not for our knowledge of the natural

history of the malady, and of the strange suddenness with which cases almost mori-

bund rapidly amend, we could not fail to be greatly impressed with the evidence

thus furnished. As it is, perceiving no obvious adaptation of means to ends, we

can only await the issues of a larger and more general experience to determine

the question.

My own experiments upon the use of this antidote were made on sixteen dogs,

and were conducted with scrupulous care. It does not suit my present purpose to

enter into the details; it will suffice to state that their results were neai'ly negative.

Of eight dogs bitten and treated with the antidote, two died; while of eight bitten,

and not so treated, three died.

The last of the reputed antidotes which we shall criticize is alcoholic stimulus.

In one form or another this has been emjiloyed in India and in this country, and

no single remedy is so much in repute along our borders or in our Rattlesnake

regions. Perhaps the evidence in its favor is not much better than that which

exists for some other means, but its real strength, in the lack of proper and nume-

rous reports, lies in its obvious adaptation to the wants of those who seek its aid.

Moreover, the experiments on the state of the heart and nervous system of animals,

in the first stage of the Crotalus maladj^, clearly indicate a condition of things which

is to be met alone by the use of supporting agents, and these the most rapid and

effective which we can command.

When, too, we consider the state of a person bitten, and constitutionally affected,

we perceive at once that we have to deal with a degree of prostration which instantly
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suggests tlie free use of stimulus. When this is given, and is successful in raising

the pulse, the result is commonly a rapid and easy cure, but the amount of alco-

holic fluids necessary to secure even partial intoxication is scarcely credible.

Quarts of brandy have been thus taken by delicate females and mere children with-

out injury, and almost without effect. This alone is, to some extent, evidence in

favor of the remedial means under discussion.

It is very plain, then, that in the state of profound sedation, or, rather, prostra-

tion, which ushers in the general malady, stimulants are distinctly indicated. It

is also clear that the means thus pointed out is a physiological antidote, a coun-

teractive agent, and is to be used to an effect and with certain precautions.

When, therefore, a person has been bitten, it would be proper slightl}' to intoxi-

cate him, then to loosen the previously applied ligature or cup, and watching

the pulse, and relaxing or tightening the ligating cord to control thus the inlet of

the poison, with the aid of the stimulus destroy its effects in detail. Finally, the

stimulus should be most cautiously and by degrees abandoned, with continued re-

gard to the state of the system.

There is a popular, I might almost have said a medical belief, that the condition

of perfect protection is complete intoxication. Two or three authors, as Jeter,

Alexander, and others, protest against this idea, and with every appearance of right

on their side.

Profound drunkenness is a condition of sedation and not of excitement, and yet

the whole object of using alcohol in snake-bites has been among rational men to

stimulate and not to lull or depress the system. In fact, it is well known that per-

sons who were at the time " dead drunk," or nearly so, have been bitten by Rattle-

snakes, and have obtained thereby no immunity from the effects of the bite. Dr.

Brainard, who is opposed to the use of stimulus in Crotalus bite, thinks the evidence

in its favor insufhcient, and thus sums up his argument against its utility :

—

"When mixed witb alcohol, the venom is rapidly fatal, if inoculated." This

opinion is correct, but has no value as in opposition to the constitutional use of

stimuli, because they are not to be regarded as chemical antidotes, and their direct

reaction with the venom becomes, therefore, a matter of indifference.

Dr. Brainard also urges that when venom is injected into the tissues, or intro-

duced into the stomachs of birds or small animals bitten, it only hastens death.

This, he adds, is not conclusive, because alcohol is a poison to birds and other

small animals. The authority for these statements I have been unable to find.

It is not Fontana, and I cannot discover in Dr. Brainard's papers that the conclu-

sion here stated is based upon his own experiments. If true, it would have little

value, the real point in queition being whether stimulation is useful in cases of

Crotalus bite. To determine this, we should intoxicate animals and then inocu-

late them with known amounts of venom, or first inoculate and then give the

stimulant. Moreover, we should resort to as large animals as can easily be

managed ; the venom being so fatal to all small animals, and especially to birds,

as to give but little time for remedies. Again, in small animals, and particularly

in birds, it is not always easy to ascertain and govern the degree of stimulation

which may be present or desirable.
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The last argument against stimulants used by Dr. Brainard, is tlio fact that

intoxicated persons Lave died from Crotalus bite. He states that he has authentic

infonnatiou as to four such cases. Now it is plain, as I have urged, that deep

drunkenness is not the condition which we desire, and it is most probable that a

person who was in this state would be overcome by the venom with more than

common facility, as indeed may be inferred from Dr. Brainard's statement. If,

however, the cases which he refers to were only somewhat intoxicated when bitten,

it would be very requisite to know whether or not any means were taken to sus-

tain the stimulation, without which the primai'y state of excitement would very

soon disappear before the terrible depression caused by the poison.

The remaining instance of death from a bite given to an intoxicated man is the

case of Adam Lake, reported by Dr. Horner. The particulars are as follows:

The patient was in the habit of drinking daily from ha:lf a pint to one pint of

alcoholic liquors, and, as was seen at the autopsy, was constitutionally the worse

for this habit. When somewhat intoxicated, he was bitten at the bend of the arm,

both fangs entering. Some time, I presume at least two or three hours, passed by
before he sought aid, and during this period so little effect was produced that he paid

no attention to the wound until the itching annoyed him. From this time he was
under treatment, the arm rapidly swelling and becoming painful. Now, Crotalus

poison may produce but slight local effects, but when it is in such amount as finally

to kill, it does not long delay the exhibition of its influence on the system. Yet in

this person, who did afterwards die, some time evidently elapsed without any con-

stitutional expression of poisoning. Was this reprieve due to the partial intoxica-

tion of the sufferer? Whatever answer we may give, it is quite clear that this

was no case to quote against the use of stimulants, since, in addition to what I have
urged, we learn yet further that with the exception of a little ammonia and two
half-ounce doses of sp. vin. dilut., used late in the malady, he took no stimulants,

and that no regular effort was made to sustain or renew the primary stimulation,

which, at first, had so guarded his .system.

It sometimes happens that the physician finds it impossible to produce stimula-

tion in the presence of so potent a sedative as the venom. When this is the case,

it is possible that absorption does not occur with sufficient rapidity, or at all events,

that cases may occur, where it is necessary to stimulate fully and suddenly.

Under these circumstances I would recommend luliakdion of the fames of ivann

uJcu/tol, or even of ether if used witJt catUioii.

While advocating the employment of stimuli as rational therapeutic means of

meeting a most obvious indication, it is proper to admit that cases have been and
will be encountered, in which the dose of venom has^een so great, that no remedy
is of any avail. Such, however, must be rare, and it is on the whole more than
probable that the danger from the bite of the Eattlesnake has been over-estimated,

and that in a large majority of cases the patient would recover, oven if unassisted

by any remedy.

Where stimidants are of any use, the patient commonly recovers without further

diilicidty. In some cases, however, which attain to the stage of alteration in the

blood, we have to deal with conditions which are also present in other cases of
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putrefiictive poisoning, but for which we have no remedies of well determined

power. Possibly, tonics, astringents, and continued stimulation might be of some

value in supporting the strength until the blood recovers its normal condition.

In the foregoing brief indication of my views as to the proper treatment of Cro-

talus bite, I have endeavored to make it plain that in the absence of any certain

specific, this malady should be treated as the symptoms dictate, and that no other

guide can be safely or conscientiously followed in the present condition of the

therapeutics of this mode of poisoning.

It would be improper to close these pages without repeating that I have given

my views as to treatment, in the briefest and most condensed manner, and that

every criticism of the treatment advised by others, and every remedial method

recommended by myself, rests upon the authority of experiuients which I shall

detail at length on a future occasion.

I sincerely trust that the publication of this essay may induce the phj'sicians of

this country to study more zealously, and record more exactly, every case of snake

poisoning which may fall under their notice, since, without such aid, it is impossible

for the most ardent student to do justice to the subject, and since it is only by a

large accumulation of experience, that any fair appreciation of the true value of

remedies can be attained.





APTENDIX A.

AN ENUMERATION OF THE GENERA AND SPECIES OP RATTLESNAKES,

WITH SYNONYMY AND REFERENCES.

By E. D. COFE.

That large assemblage of serpents, known as the Viperidce of Bonaparte, Viperina

of Gray, or Solenoglyphes of Dumeril, exhibits the most perfect degree of develop-

ment of those points of structure which distinguish all venomous serpents from

those that are innocuous. Of the subgroups of genera and species contained in this

''familj'," or "suborder," none is more truly representative than that denominated

by the authors just mentioned, Crotalina, Crotalida;, and Crotalicns respectively,

and which is characterized by the possession of a deep pit in the maxillary region,

in front and below the level of the eye. Preeminent among the Crotalina for size,

strength, and power of inflicting injury, are those species in which the tail termi-

nates in a jointed corneous appendage, termed the rattle, from which their name

of Rattlesnakes is derived. These serpents exhibit two types of form, which are

distinguished by the following characters :

—

Anterior part of the top of the head covered by small scales. Caudisona.

Anterior part of the top of the head covered by nine plates, symmetrically arranged. Crotalus.

In the following pages will be given an enumeration of the species of these two

genera, under their correct names, with a description of the Caudisona horrida,

the species which has been the subject of Dr. Mitchell's experiments.

II.

CAUDISONA Laurenti.

ITGS. Caudisona : Laurenti, Specimen Synopsis Rcptilium, p. 92.

1789. Crotalus : LACEptoE, Histoire Naturelle des Serpens, II, 130. Nee Linna^i.

1802. " Daudin, Histoire Natnrclle des Reptiles, V, 29'7.

1817.
" CuviER, Regno Animal, II, 77.

1830. " Wagler, Naturlieh. Syst. der Amphibicn, p. 17G.

1837.
" ScuLEGEL, Essai sur le Physionomie des Serpens, II, 555.

1842. " Gray, Zoological Miscellany, p. 51.

1843. " FiTZiNGER, Systema Reptilium, p. 29.

1849. " Gray, Catal. Brit. Museum, p. 19.

1853.
" Baird et Girard, Catal. Serp. Smiths. Inst., p. 1.
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1854. Crotalui?: Dc.meril, Erp. Gcnerale, YII, 1453.

1830. TJrop.sopbus : Wagler, Natur. Syst. der Ampli., p. ITfi.

1842. " Gray, Zool. Misc., p. 51.

1843. " FiTziNGER, Syst. Rept., p. 29.

1849. " Gray, Cat. Brit. Mus., p. 19.

1843. Urocrotalon : Fitzinger, Systema Reptilium, p. 29.

Caudisona durissa.

1708. Caudisona durissa : Laurenti, Spec. Syn. Rept., p. 93. Exclus. cit. Cate.sl). et Habitat.

nCG. Crotalus durissus : Linn^us, Syst. Nat. Edit., XII, I, 372. Citatio prima; {^Amoen. Acnd,

I, 500, 1748. Grotalophorus durhsus, rlcseriptio prima, p. 501, rtcc

sectmda']. Citatio tertia falsa
;

\^Seba II, 95, f. 2, Gaud, lerrifwa

dcliiieatur'].

1788. " " var. y. Gmelin, Linn. Syst. Nat., I, 1081.

1780.
" " Lacepede, Hist. Nat. Serp., II, 423, Excl. cit. Laurenti. Nee " Le Du-

rissus," tab. xviii, f. 3, p. 390, ubi C. horrida (liujus enumeiationis)

delineatar.

1790. " " Bonnaterre, Ophiologio, p. 2.

1817. " " CuviER, Regno Animal, II, 78.

1820.
" " Merrem, Syst. Amphib., p. 150. Horaonyma accurali' enumcrata.

1830. " " Griffith, Cuv. Regne Animal, IX, 267.

1853. " " Le CoNTE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. riiilada., 1853, 41G.

1859. " " Cope, Proc. A. N. S., p. 337. E.kcIus. homon. C. casvavella Wagl. etspec.

"No. 3."

1802. " borridus : Daudin, Hist. Nat. Rept., Y, 311. Esclus. cit. Linn. Laurenti, Lacepede.
" " Wagler, Nat. Syst. Ampb., p. 176. Exclus. lioraou. C coseaurfZa "Wagl.

1837. ' " ScnLEGEL, Essai, II, 561. Exclus. cit. Laurenti, Wagler, Neuwied.

1854. " " DuMERiL, BiBRON, VII, 1472. Exclus. cit. Linn. Wagl. (in Spix Serp.

Braz.), Neuw. '/Gray.

Icones—?Seba, tab. xlv, 4. ?Bonnat, tab. iii, f. 1. Daudin, V, 69, I. ?Scli]egel, Essai, tab. xx,

xii, xiii, xiv. ?Dum. Bibr., IxxxIf, bis, 2. ??Cuv. Rf'gne Animal (Edit. Audouin, Blanch.

etc.), pi. xxxii. Diet. Sci. Nat. Cloquet, Poiss. et Rept., t. xxiv.

Habitat.—In Guiana, ? Mexico.

Caudisona terrifiea.

Laurenti, Spec. Syn. Rept., p. 93.

LACEi'iiDE, Hist. Nat. Serp., II, 130, 390. Excl. fig. 1, tab. XYIII, et cit.

Kalm.

Daudin, Hi.st. Rept., Y, 321.

: Wagler, Spix Serp. Braz., 60.

'Daud:" Neuw. Naturgeschichtc Brazil., 'p. 435.

?Gray, Catalogue Brit. Mus., p. 20. Exclus. cit. liinii. Daudin, Sclilugel

;

et bomonyra. horridus, adamanleus, rhoinbifer, Orcfjoniix.

1827. " durissus: Bote, Isis von Oken, p. 502.

Icon.—Seba, xcv, f. 1. Spix Serp. Braz., xxiv. Neuwied Naturgcscliichte Braz., tab.?

Habitat.—In Brasilia, Guiana.

Caudisona Loeflingii.

1833. Crotalus Loedingii : HuMiiOLDT, in Humboldt et ISuiijiliuid, Ivccucil d'Observ. de Zoologie et

Anat. Corap., p. G.

Habitat.—In Ycnczeula.

1768.
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Caudisona adamantea.

1799. Crotiilus adamantcus: Pal. de Beauvois, Trans. Am. Phil. Soc, IV, 368.

1842.
" " HoLBROoK, N. Am. Ilerp., Ill, It.

1853.
" " Baird et Girard, Catal. Serp. Smiths. Inst., p. 3.

1853. " " Le Conte, South. Med. and Surg. Journ., IX, 664.

1790.
" ?liorridus: Bonnat. Ophiologie, p. 1. Excl. cit. Linn. Mus. Ad. Fried, et Tab.

"1801. " rhorabifer: Latreille, Hist. Rept., Ill, 197."

1802.
" " Dacdin, Hist. Rept, V, 525.

1854. " " DuMERiL, BiBRON, Erp. Gen., VII, 1471.

1802 " durissus: Shaw, Gen. Zool, III, 333.

1853.
" terrificus: Le Conte, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philada., VI, 419. E.xclus. honiou. Caudi-

soiia terrifica Laur., p. 418.

1859.
" " Cope, Loc. cit, p. 337. Exclus. homon. terrifica Laur.

1842. ?Crotahis Orcgonus : Holbrook, N. Am. Herp., Ill, 21.

1853
" " Baird et Girard, Cat. Serp., p. 145.

Icones.— ? Shaw, Gen. Zool., Ill, t. Ixxsix. Daudin, Hist. Rept., V, pi. Ix, figs. 22, 23. Holbrook,

N. Amer. Herp., Ill, t. ii. U. S. Pacific R. R. Rept. Reptiles, tab. xxiv, f. 2.

Habitat.—In "United States" orieutalibus circa oram Maris Mexican! et "South Carolina," in

America Septentrionali.

Caudisona atrox.

1853. Crotalus atrox : Baird et Girard, Catal. Serp. Smiths. Inst., p. 5.

1859.
" " Baird, U. S. and Mex. Boundary Surv. Reptiles, p. 14. U. S. Pacific R. R.

Rept., X. Whipple's Rept., p. 39.

Icones.-U. S. and Pac. R. R. Rept. Reptiles, t. xxiv, f. 3. U. S. and Mex. Bou.idary Survey,

Reptiles, t. i.

Habitat.—In Texas.

Caudisona lueifer.

1852. Crotalus lueifer: Baird et Girard, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philada., p. 177, et (1853), Cata-

logue, p. 6.

1858. " " Girard, Herpetology U. S. Expl. Exped., p. 187.

1859. " " Baird, U. S. Pacif. R. R. Report, X, Williamson's Report, p. 10.

1859. " " Cooper et Suckley, Nat. Hist. Wash. Terr., p. 295.

Icones.—U. S. Pac. R, R. Surv. Rept. Reptiles, Williamson's Rept. Reptiles, tab. xi. Girard,

Herp. U. S. Ex. Exp., tab. xv, figs. 1-6.

Habitat.—In Oregon, California.

Caudisona Le Contei.

1852. Crotalus Le Contei : Hallowell, Proc. Acad Nat. Sci. Philad., VI, 180.

1853.
" " " Rept. Exped. Zuni and Colorado Rivs. Sitgreaves, p. 139.

1859. " " " U. S. Pac. R. R. Rept, X, Williamson's Rept., p. 18.

1853. " coufluentus: "Say," B.«rd et Girard, Catal. Serp. Smiths. Inst, p. 8. Exclus.

homon. C. covfiumtus Say.

1859. " " Baird, U. S. and P. R. R. Surv. Rept., Whipple's Rept., p. 40. U. S.

and Mex. Bound. Surv. Reptiles, p. U.

1859.
" " Cooper et Suckley, Nat. Hist. Wash. Ter., p. 295.

Icones.—Sitgreave's Exped. Colorado and Zuni, tab. xviii (icon pej.). U. S. Pac. R. R. Surv.

Rept. Reptiles, tab. xxiv, fig. 4. Ibid. Williamson's Rept Reptiles, tab. iii. Cooper and

Suckley, Nat. Hist Wash. Terr., tab. xii.

Habitat—In Nebraska usque ad "Rocky Mountains," Texas et "New Mexico."

16
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Caudisona confluenta.

1823. Crotalus confluentns : Say, Long's Exped. Rocky Alts., II, 48.

Icon.—Nulla.

Habitat.—"Red River," circa fontes.

Caudisona tigris.

1859. Crotalus tigris: Kennicott, U. S. et Mes. Roundary Surv., II, Reptiles, p. 14.

Icon.—Loc. cit., tab. iv.

Habitat.—In Eremis Gila et Colorado, "New Mexico."

Caudisona lugubris.

1859. Crotalus Ingubris : Jan, Rev. et Mag. de Zoologie, p. 156.

Icon.—Jan Prodrome d'un Iconogr. Descr. OpLid., tab. E, f. 4.

Habitat.—In Mexico.

Caudisona horrida.

1760. Crotalus horridus : Linn^us, Syst. Nat. Ed. XII, I, 572. Primo cit. Mus. Ad. Fr., I, 39, ubi

"Frous tecta squamis obtusissimis, palpebrse superiores plana; magnse"

legatur. Porro Catesby Carol. Hist. (A) et Amoenitat. Acad. (B) citantur.

(A. "Vipera caudisona americana," et "V. c. a. minor" describuntur, pp.

41, 42; sed "V. c. a. minor caput scidis magnis instructum habet."')

(B. In. Amoen. Acad., II, 139. C. durissa (Jiujus enumerationis)

(Amoen. Acad., I, 500) citatur! et " Virginianis rattlesnake" denomi-

natur .') Secundo cit. Seba, 95, f. 1, ubi C. terrijica deliueatur ! 1

1802. " " Shaw, Gen. Zool., Ill, 317.

1817. " " CuviER, Regne Animal, II, 78.

1830. " " Gray, Synopsis Rept., p. 78.

?1830. " " GuERiN, Iconogr. R. Anim., tab. n. 23, f. 2.

1831. " " Griffith, Cuv. Regne Animal, IX, 267.

1853. " " Le CoNTE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philada., YI, 417.

1859. " " Cope, Proc. Acad. Philada., p. 338.

"1801. " durissus: Latreille, Hist. Rept., Ill, 190."

1802. " " Daudin, Hist, Rept., V, 304. E.xclus. cit. Liun. Laureuti, Laccp.

1825. " " Harlan, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philada., p. 368. Exclus. cit. Linn. Laur.

Ibid. Med. and Phy.s. Res., p. 132.

1837. " " ScHLEGEL, Essai sur le Phys. Serp., II, 365. Exclus. descrip. color., p. 366,

et homon. Uropsophus triseriatus Wagl. et Grot, conjluentus Say.

1839. " " Storer, Report, Rept. Mass., p. 233.

1842. " " HoLBROOK, N. Am. Herp., Ill, 9. Exclus. cit. Linn.

1842. " " De Kay, Zoology of New York, pt. Ill, 55. Exclus. cit. Linn. Say.

1853. " " Le Conte, Southern Med. and Surg. Journ., p. 663.

1853. " " Baird et Girard, Catal. Serp. Smiths. Inst., p. 1. Exclus. cit. Linn.

1854. " " Baird, Serpents of New York, p. 9. Exclus. cit. Linn.

1854. " " DuMfeRiL et Bibron, Erp. Gen., YII, 1465. Exclus. cit. Linn. Latreille,

Wagler.

1859.
" " Baird, U. S. Pac. R. R. E.xpl. Surv., X. Wliipple's Rept. Reptiles, p. 39.

Exclus. cit. Linn.

1859. " "
? Jan, Rev. et Mag. de Zool., p. 153.

Linnaeus Syst. Nat., in C. iniliarii diagnosi.
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"1801. Crotalus atricaudatus : Latreille, Hist. Rept., Ill, 209."

Ig21.
" " ?BoiE, Isis von Okcn, p. 562.

J830.
" " ?Wagler, Nat. Syst. Ampbib., p. 111.

1842.
" " Gray, Zool. Miscell., p. 51.

1843 Urocrotalou clurissus : Fitzinger, Syst. Rept, p. 29.

1849 Uropsoplius clurissus: Gray, Catal. Brit. Mus., p. 19. E.kcIus. cit. Linn, et homon. conflu-

cntus Say, rlwmhifer Latr., triseriatus Wiegm. Wagl. Gray.

1826. ? Crotalus Catcsbaei Hempr.: Fitzinger, Neue Class, p. 63, fide Gray.

185l" ?Urocrotalon Catesbyanum Fitz.: Diesing, Syst. Helminth., II, 431.

Icones.-Catesby, Hist. Car., II, tab. xlii. LaccpMe, Serp., II, tab. xviii, f 3. Shaw Zoo .

Ill t lxx.xviii. Daudin, Y, t. Ixviii. Guerin, Iconogr. R. Animal, t. xxm, f. 2. Selilegel,

Ess'ai XX f 15 16. Diet. Univ. Hist. Nat. Atlas, II, t. xiii. f. 1. Dura. Bibr. Erp. Gen.

Atlas, t. Ixxxiv, bis. fig. 1. Holbrook, N. Am. Herp., Ill, t. i. De Kay, Zool. New York,

pt. Ill, Atlas, fig. 19. Baird, Serp. New York, t. i, f. 1. U. S. Pac. R. R. Expl. Rep.

X, Reptiles, t. xxiv, fig. 1.

Habitat.—In "United States" orientalibus, usque ad "The Plains."

This species may be distinguished by the following peculiarities :—

U.wn the top of the extremity of the muzzle there are two subtriangular shields

'

(prefrontals) in contact with each other. ' A large oval shield covers the region

over each eye (superciliary). These shields are in contact anteriorly upon each

side with a smaller one, which is in contact anteriorly with the prefrontal, and

forms upon each side, the external shield of a cross series (post-frontals) imme-

diately behind the prefrontals, which is usually composed of five plates. The

remaining part of the upper surface of the head is covered with small subtuber-

culous scales.
, , r i.

The shields bounding the upper lip (superior labials) are from twelve to fourteen

in number, the fourth or fifth the largest; those bounding the lower lip inferior

labials) thirteen to fifteen. Three rows of scales separate the eye from the supe-

rior labials. Two plates in front of the eye (preoculars), the lower usually reach-

in- the pit in the side of the face; the upper larger, and separated from the

hinder of the two plates between which the nostril is pierced (nasals), by two or

more small plates (loreals). The scales of the body are in twenty-three or twenty-

five longitudinal rows, all keeled, the row on each side next the shields of the ab-

domen (gastrostega) faintly.
x 1 1 ,•

The ground color above varies from bright yellowish tawny or fulvous to black

brown ; beneath from whitish yellow to black gray. A light line extends from the

superciliary plate to the angle of the mouth, behind which is a dark band or blotch.

Upon each side of the medial dorsal line there are two series of brown or black

spots The spots of the upper or medial series are larger, rhomboid, running

obliquely upwards and baclcwards. They are frequently confluent across the

middle line of the back anteriorly; ahoai/s upon the posterior half of the body.

The spots of the lower series encroach slightly upon the gastrostega, and poste-

riorly, unite with those of the middle series, to form zigzag cross bands. Ante-

riorly they sometimes alternate with the central series, or rather become confluent

with an indefinite alternating series, and joining the extremities of the former,

enclose the ground color, which thus forms a series of light spots. Of these trans-

verse bands or rows of spots there are twenty-one, more or less, from the head to
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tlie anus. In southwestern specimens, a narrow rufous band frequently extends

along the median dorsal line throughout tlie whole length. Tail nearly always

entirely black.

This species is found from Maine to Kansas, and from Louisiana to Florida.

Caudisona molossus.

1853. Crotalus molossus: Baikd et Girard, Catal. Rept. Smiths. Inst, p. 10.

1859.
" " Baird, U. S. et Mex. Bound. Surv. Reptiles, p. 14.

1854. " ornatus : Hallowell, Proc. A. N. S. Philada., VII, 192, etc.

1859. " " " U. S. Pac. R. R. Expl. Rept., Parke's Rept. Reptiles, p. 23.

Icones. TJ. S. Pac. R. R. Rept. Reptiles, xxiv, f. 5. Il)id., Parke's Rept., tab. li. U. S. and

Mex. Bound. Surv., tab. iii.

Habitat.—In "New Mexico."

Caudisona lepida.

1860. Caudisona lepida : Kennicott, MSS.

Icon.—Nulla.

Habitat.—In Texas australi.

Caudisona cerastes.

1854. Crotalus cerastes : Hallowell, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philada., p. 95.

1859. " " " U. S. Pac. R. R. Expl. Rept. Williamson's Rep. Rept., p. 17.

1859.
" " Baird, U. S. and Mex. Bound. Surv. Reptiles, p. 14.

Icon.—U. S. et Mex. Bound. Surv., pi. iii.

Habitat.—In Eremis Colorado et Gila.

CROTALUS LiNN^us.

nCC. Crotalus: Linnj.us, Syst. Nat. Ed., XII, 312.

1788. " Gmelin, Syst. Nat., I, 1080.

1790. " Bonnaterre, Ophiologie, p. 1.

1820. " Merrem, Tent. Syst. Amphib., p. 15C.

1827. " Boie, Isis, p. 562.

1S25. Crotalophorus : Gray, Ann. Philosophy, p. 205.

1849. " " Cat. Brit. Mus., p. 17.

1842. " HoLBROOK, N. Amer. Herp., Ill, 25.

1853. " Baird et Girard, Cat. Serp. Smiths. Inst., p. 11.

1826. Caudisona: Fitzinger, Neue Class. Rept., p. 63.

1830. " Wagler, Nat. Syst. Amphib., p. 176.

1832. " Bonaparte, Saggio, p. 24.

1842. " Gray, Zool. Misc., p. 51.

1843. " Fitzinger, Syst. Rei)t., p. 29.

Crotalus miliarius.

1766. Crotalus niiliariu.s: Ltnn^us, Syst. Nat. Ed., XII, v. I, 372.

1788.
" " Gmelin, Linn. S. N., I, 1080.

1789. " ' Lac^pede, Hist. Serp., II, 421.

1790. " " Bonnaterre, Ophiol., p. 1.
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1802. Crotaliismiliarhis: Shaw, III, 336.

1802. " " Daudin, Ilist. Rept., V. 328.

1817. " " CuviER, Rtgne Animal, II, 7.9.

1820. " " Merrem, Syst. Ampliib., p. 156.

1827. " " BoiE, Isis, p. 562.

1837.
" " SciiLEGEL, Essai, II, 569. Exc\us. homon. C. iergeminus Snj.

1854. " " DuMERiL, BiBRON, Erp. Gen., VII, 1477.

1825. Crotalophorns iniliarius : Gray, Aun. Philos., p. 205.

1830. " " " in Griflf. Regne Auim., p. 78.

1842. " " HoLBROOK, N. Am. Ilcrp., p. 25.

1849. " " Gray, Catalogue Brit. Mus., p. 17.

1853.
" " Baird et Girard, Cat. Serp. Smith.s. Inst., p. 11.

1859^
" " Baird, U. S. Pac. R. R. Expl. Rep., X. Whipple's Rept., p. 40.

1826. Caudisona miliaria : Fitzinger, Neue Class., p. 63.

1830.
" " Wagler, Nat. Syst. Amph., p. 176.

1842. " " Gray, Zool. Misc., p. 51.

1843.
" " Fitzinger, Syst. Rept., p. 29.

Icones.—Catesby, Hist. Car., II, t. xlii. ?Bonnaterre, Ophiologie, t. i, f. 1. Selilegel, Essai,

t. XV, f. 17, 18. Holbrook, N. Am. Herp., Ill, t. iv. Dum. Bibr. Erp. Gen., Ixxxiv, bis. f.

5. TJ. S. Pac. R. R. Surv. Rept., X, Reptiles, t. xxiv, f.

Habitat.—In "United States" circa oram maris Mexicani, "South Carolina," et Arkansas.

Crotalus Edwardsii.

1853. Crotalopborus Edwardsii : Baird et Girard, Catal, p. 15.

1854.
" " DuMERiL, BiBRON, Erp. Gen., VII, 1483.

1859. " " Baird, U. S. and Mex. Bound. Surv., p. 15.

Icones.—U. S. Pac. R. R. Espl. Rept, X, Reptiles, tab. xxiv, fig. 8. U. S. and Mex. Bound.

Surv., t. V, f. 1.

Habitat.—In Texas.

Crotalus tergeminus.

1823. Crotalus tergeminus : Say, Long's Exped. Rocky Mts., I, 499.

1824. " " BoiE, Isis, p. 270.

1827.
" " Harlan, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci., V, 372.

1827.
" " BoiE, Isis, p. 563.

1854.
" " DUMERIL, BiBRON, VII, 1479.

1830. Crotalopborus tergeminus : Gray, Synops. Rept., p. 78.

1842.
" " Holbrook, N. Amer. Herp., Ill, p. 29.

1849.
" " Gray, Cat. Brit. Mus., p. 18.

1856.
" " Baird et Girard, Catal., p. 14.

1842.
" Kirtlandii: Holbrook, N. Am. Herp., Ill, 31.

1849. " " Gray, Cat. Brit. Mus., p. 18.

1853.
" " Baird et Girard, Catal., p. 16.

1854.
" massasauga "Kirtland:" Baird, Serpents of New York, p. 11.

1850. " ? Aqassiz, Lake Superior, p. 381.

1830. Caudisona tergeminus: Wagler, Nat. Syst. Amph., p. 176.

Icones.—Holbr. N. Am. Herp., Ill, f. 5, 6, Agassiz, Lake Superior, t. vi, f. 8. Baird, Serp.

New York, t. i, f. 2. Ibid. U. S. Pac. R. R. Expl. Rep., X, Rept., t. xxv, figs. 9, 11.

Habitat.—In "Indian Territory," Nebraska, usque ad Michigan et Ohio.
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III.

The descriptions of the following supposed species do not coincide with those

of any species known to modern naturalists :

—

Crotalus dryinus: Linnjeus, Sjst. Nat., I, 312 (ITGC). Quoted by Graelin, Laccpede, Bonnaterre,

Daudin, Merrem.

Crotalus liorridus: Boddaert, Nova Acta, VII, IG (1783). Quoted by Gmelin, Le Conte.

The following names refer to species which I cannot identif)' with, or distinguish

from known species either on account of want of specimens, imperfect descriptions,

or references which cannot be unravelled.

Crotalus adamanleus : Jan, Rev. et Mag. Zool., 18.59, p. 153.

Crotalus atricaudatus : Merrem, Syst. Ampliib., 157.

Crotalus cumanensis: Humboldt, Humb. et Bonpl. Recueil d'Observ., p. G (1833).

Crotalus durissus: Boddaert, 1. c. Merrem, 1. c.

" "
var. a Gmelin, Syst. Nat., I, 1081 (1788).

Crotalus exalbidus : Boddaert, 1. c.

Crotalus horridus: Jan, Rev. et Mag. Zool, 1859, 153.

Crotalus rhombifer: Merrem, 1. c.

Caudisona orienialis: Laurenti, Synops., p. 94 (11 G8). = Crotalus strejntavs Daud., V, 318 (1802).

" Said to be Boa canina." Gray, Synopsis Rept., p. 78.

Caudisona Gronomi: Latjrenti, 1. c. Perhaps Lachesis mutus, Daud.

Uroj^sophus triseriatus: Wagler, Nat. Syst. Amph., p. 17G (1830). Gray, Cat. Brit. Mus., p. 116.

Perhaps Caudisona lucifer. Prof. Jan. Iconogr. descr. Ophid., p. 29, places this species in Cro-

talus ( Crotaloiiliorus) !

CrolalopJwrus co7isors: Baird and Girard, 1. c. Baird, U. S. and Me.x. Bound. Surv. Reptiles, p. 15.

Ibid. TJ. S. Pac. R. R. Expl. Rep., X, Repl., pi. .xxiv, f. 7.

The following supposed species, according to Boie, Isis, 1827, 562, is TropiJo-

notus quincunciaius with a crepitaculum of a Rattlesnake attached :

—

Crotalus tessellatus: Hermann, Observat. Zool., p. 271 (1804).

The following species are not Rattlesnakes:

—

Crotalus mutus: Linn^us, 1. c. p. 373 et Gmelin, is Lachesis mutus, Daud.

Crotalus piscivorus : Lacepede, I. c. p. 424 (1789)= C. aqualicus, Bounat. 1. c. p. 3 (1790), is Ancis-

trodon piscivorus, nobis.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY.'

Abbatius (Baldtjs Angelus). Dc Admirabili

Viperse natura et de mirificis ejus facnltati-

bus liber. Ragusa;, 1581-91, in 4.

Anatomical description principally of the or-

gans of Generation. [S.]

AcRELL (Jon. Gust.). De morsnra Serpentum.

(Linnaji Amcenitacad., VI., 91. 11C2, in 8.)

An excellent dissertation on the bite of ven-

omous Serpents. [S.]

Albertus Magnus. Opus animalium. In fol.

1651.

Reports certain erroneous opinions as to the

viper, and denies its cohabitation with the

Lamprey. [S.]

Aldovrandus (Ulysses). Serpentum et Draco-

nuni historia, libr. 11. Francforti, in fol.

1640.

Gives descriptions of the viper, etc., with

figures. [S.]

Alessandrini. Ricerclie sulle glandoli salivali dei

Serpenti a denti solcati o veleniferi confrou-

tate con quelle proprie delle specie non vele-

nate di Sublegel. (Journ. polygr. de Verone,

fasc. XXVIII, 47, 1832.) [S.]

Alexander. Medica commentaria. Edinljurgh,

II, decad. IV, B., 45. [S.]

On the employment of L'eau de Luce as a

remedy. [S.]

Alexander, J. B. Alcohol as an antidote. St.

Louis Med. and Surg. Journal, XIII, 116,

1855.

Alos, (Joh.) Dissertatio de Viperis. In 4, 1G64.

Treats of medicines made from the flesh of

the viper. [S.]

Amatus Lusitanus. Curationura medicarum cen-

turice. Cent. I. cur. I, fol. 20. Cent. Ill,

cur. 14, fol. 230. [S.]

Andrieux. Coup d'oeil sur les accidents causes

par la morsure des serpents veniraeux, enu-

meration des diflerents moyens employes pour

les combattre. Journ. des Conn. Med. et

Pharm., 181. 1849.

On the action of Mikania Guaco in snako

bites. [S.]

Anel. Art de sneer les playes sans se servir de la

bouche d'un liomme. Amsterdam, 1707.

[S.]

Angelini (Bernardino). Del morasso a Vipera

chersea rinvenuto sul territorio Veronese.

(Bibl. Ital., VII, 451.) [S.]

Anselmier (Victor). Dissertation sur les indica-

tions du cautere actuel dans les plaies viru-

lentes et envenimees. (Theses de Paris,

No. CXXIX), 1854.

Reports two successful oases of persons bitten

by vipers ; the actual cautery the best mode

of local treatment. [S.]

Aret^us. De causis et signis acutorum morl)o-

rura. (Ed. nailer), libr. II, cap. II, 100,

in 8, 1772.

Speaks of the effect of the bite of the Dipsade

and of the employment of theriac as a re-

medy for the bite of the viper (136). [S.]

ATCinsoN, T. A. Alcohol as an antidote to the

venom of the Crotalus. Southern Journal of

the Med. and Phys. Sciences, I, p. 47, 1853.

Atwell (Joseph). Observations concerning a

man and a woman bitten by a viper.

(Philos. Trans. No. CCCCLXIV, 275,

1736.) [S.]

Reports good results from the employment of

oil in viper bites. [S.l

Addodx. Observations communiquees k M. Ma-

' As a general rule, the authorities upon the natural history of serpents are not included in the list. For those

especially concerning the Rattlesnake, see Mr. Cope's " Genera and Species," p. 110. The works given by Soubeiran

in his excellent Bibliography are marked in mine with the letter [S].
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snrs de Ciizclcs. (Jour, dc M6d., XXXII,

442.)

Koporls a oaflo of vipor bite treated by applica-

tions of tlio bruiKcd head of tlio vipor, togolher

with tlioriao and a vinous decoction of tlie

flesh of the vii^or and of tlie bark of the asli

troo. Kocovory in tluoo days. [S.]

Arzoiix (L. I. I.). Dissertation sur la Viix'a-c.

(Tht'ses dc Paris, No. CLXIl), 1822.

This work gives a general statement of know-

ledge relative to tlio viper. [S.]

AvicKNNK. Canon Medicinro ex Oerardi Crcmo-

nensis versionc. In fol. II, liln-. IV, fen. G,

tract 3, Vencliis, 1008. Dc regimine mor-

sionis univcrsali. Et de cd'ugationc veneno-

soruni cl de cnrat.ionc mordicutionis Ser-

pcntuni et speciebus corinn.

Treats of the venom of the viper and of tho

treatment of snake-bites. [S.]

1?A.)0N. Monioire ponr servir :\ I'liistoirc de Cay-

enne. Maladies dc Cayenne, I, 302-35.').

States that tlio juice of tho Tayovo (^Caladium

sagillirfulium) and sugar, aro useful in snako-

bi'trM.'lS.]

15aiu('i;i,i,i. I'^ilsiini vi|H'i'iim in coiln niascnlnm

occiderc, iiisunninc a calnlis in jiarlu nccari.

irortnlu.s Kcniaiis Hononiic, in l2nio, 1011.

[S.]

Baustow. Account ol' llic siufrnliir cllVcts from

tho bite of a Ilaltlesnake. rhilmlci|ilii!i

Med. Museum, III, 01.

Tlio milk of a woman bitten by a rattloan.ako,

said to have caused the death of her child, as

well as of two puppies and three lambs om-

ployod to draw oil' tho milk.

Hauton (15. S.). On the supposed powers of

l''ii.scinalion in serpents. [0.] Pamphlet,

Piiila., 1814. Also, tho same in American

Phil. Trans., Ill, 1703. Also, General Ob-

servations on the Uattle.snalce. Am. Phil.

Trans., IV, 17!)i).

Hautiiam. On the tcctli of the Crotalus. Engl,

riiil. Trnus., ulird. L\, 00, 1793.

Haimikiion, IJiiu'K. Pharmocopce diusi5o on denx

liures, p. 300, in 4, Lion, 1040. [S.]

lUnmni'.ii (dk Saint Amiuioix). Observation

d'luie morsuro de viperc. .Tonrn. de Sei.

Med., XXVUI, 377, 1827. [S.]

liAUiiKiiAUi). Anc. Jourii. de M6d., VI, 23.'i,

17f)7.

A ease of viper bite treated successfully with

the juice of ash leaves, and poultices of the

same, as local Iroatment. [S.]

Beck. Medical Jurisprudence, II, 537.

BfeRAiiD. Gazette de Santd, No. IG, 1788.

Advises frictions witholivo oil in viper bites.

LS.]

Bernari} (Clauot:). Le9ons sur les eCfets des snl>

stances toxiques et m6dieamenteuses, Paris,

1857, p. 388 et seq.

Brief account of viper venom. Experiments

to prove tho power of tho viper to destroy its

own kind.

Bkrninck (A.). Disscrtalio scrpentcm sistens

Precs. S. F. Freuzcl. In 4to. Wittcberga),

1005. [S.]

Bertin (J. E.). Ergo specificum vipers) morsus

antidotnm aleali volatile. Paris, 149, in 4.

Ilaller, dissert, p. vi, No. 218. [S.]

Best (J. Cii.). Dissertation sur la morsure de la

vip5rc fer-de-lancc. Theses do Paris, No.

lOG, 1823.

Treats of tlie cause of death, and thinks that

fright has a great deal to do with the produc-

tion and intensity of the symptoms. [S.]

BLAiNVibbE. Observations on Crotalus Poisoning.

Bull, do la Socictc I'hilomatiqne, Paris,

1825, p. 210. [S.]

BoAO (W.). General observations on the bites of

E. Indian serpents. Asiatic Researches,

VI, 103, 1801.

BoriTART (Samuel). Ilierozoicon, sive de ani-

malibus scripturo) reeensuit suis notis, L. P.

C. Roscnmullcr, in 4, III, pars ii, lib. iii,

1793-96.

(jivos tho etymology of the word vipor, proves

that it was known to the Uebrews, and cites

many oriental authorities, &o., which make

mention of the animal in question.

Bonaparte (Luoien). Gaz. Tosc. delle sc. medi-

co lis, p. 169, 1843.

Analysis of viper venom, tho only one on

record.

Boso (L. A. G). Vipfcre Nov. Diet, d'histoirc Nat.

Dcterville, XXXVI, 82, 1819.

Natural history of the viper, with discussions

as to its habits. [S.]

Bouf; (J. P.). Dissertation sur la morsure dc la

vipere. Theses de Paris, No. 69, 1823.

Advances cases to prove the gravity of tho

malady of the vipor bite. [S ]

BouRDELOT (Pierre Miciion). Bcchcrches et ob-

servation sur les vipcres. Paris, in 12mo.,

also in English, Pliilos. Trans., VI, 3013,

1071. [S.]

Boyle (Robert). Dc niiliiale phiKisoiilii» expe-
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riinontalis. Pars II, ExevciUit, II, par 34.

Liiidavia}, I in 4to, 1692.

Reports cures from u.'iing a hot iron, wUioli

w.ns brouglit as near to the wound as it could

be borno by the patient. [S.]

Brainard (Daviu, M. D.). On the nature and

cure of tlic bite of serpents, and the wounds

of poisoned arrows. Smithsonian Reports,

1854, p. 123.

Describes woorara, and considers that it owes

its poisoning power to a venom. Advocates

the nse of iodine as an antidote to bo injected

into and about the track of the wounds made

by serpents or by poisoned arrows.

Brainard (David). Essay on a new method of

treating serpent bites and other poisoned

wounds. 8vo. i)ani))lilet, Cliicago, 1854.

Much the same as the last paper (vide supra),

with now observations on tlie phenomena of

crotalophorous poisoning.

Brainard and Grken. Comptes Rendns de I'Aca-

dcmie des Sciences, p. 811, 1853.

Contains details of observations on the use of

iodine in woorara poisoning and in snake-bites.

Breintnal (C). Engl. Philosophical Trans, abrd.,

X, 229.

Reports his own case of Crotalus bite.

Brickell. New York Medical Repository, VIII,

441, 1805.

Gives his own experiments upofl the reaction

of Rattlesnake venom.

Brooiano (Domknico). Dc Veneno Auiniantium

naturali ct adquisito, p. 38, 4to.

An extremely interesting dissertation on the

eli'eots of viper venom upon the economy of

man.

Brotonne (De). Ergo specificum viperiB raorsus

antidotura alcali volatile. Paris, 1118. [S.]

P.ulletin de 'iV'rapcutique, XXXI, 10, 1846.

Case of viper bite successfully treated by am-

monia. [S.]

Burnett (W. I.). Proc. Boston Nat. Uist. Societ}',

IV, 311, 323.

On the succession of the fangs in Crotalus,

describes his mode of procuring the venom by

chloroforming the snake and then pressing on

the glands. Also observation of the effect

produced by mingling the venom with blood.

Burton (William). Letter concerning the Viper

Catchers, and their Remedy for the Bite of a

Viper. (Engl. Phil. Trans., No. 443, 1134.)

Reports experiments tried on a man to show

the utility of olive oil in viper bites. [S.]

Camerarus (Elias). Dissertationes Epistolico

physico medico;. Tubingen, 1112, m. 2.

He seeks to.prove that the viper is not equally

venomous in all localities, and cites facts to

support this opinion. [S.]

11

Cantor. I^ondon Zoological Trans., II, 304.

On I'elagio snakes. Action of their venom on

the tortoise, etc.

Cardose. Des eCfcts d'une piqure faite par la dent

d'une vipfcre morte. Aanales de la Soc. dc

Med. pratique dc Montpcllicr, serie II, I,

119. [S.]

Carminati (B.). Saggi di osservazioni sui veneno

dclla vipera. Opusc. scelti, I, 58, 1118. [S.]

Catesby. Natural History of Carolina; also cited

by Mortimer, Engl. Phil. Trans., 1138, p. 8.

Advises the actual cautery as a remedy in

snake-bites. Early natural history of the

Rattlesnake, etc.

Cauuo. Exposition du moyen curatif des acci-

dents i)rodnits par la morsurede I'Arraignee

13 guttata ou Theridion mal mignatte du

department de la Corse, suivi de quclques

reflexions snr Ic mode d'agir de son venin

ct de celui de la vipbre, in 4to. Theses de

Paris, No. 128, 1833.

Proposes a secret remedy, camphor and opium,

which ho describes as useful in spider bites,

and which, therefore, he presumes would be

valuable iu those of the viper. [S.]

Caventou. Relation do quclques nouvellcs ex-

periences ftiites par M. Desaulx, avec le

venin dc la vipfcre. Archives General de

Medecine, serie I, XIII, 518. [S.]

Cayal. Rage communiqiu'e par la morsurc d'un

chicn, cssais de traitemcnt par Parsonic,

l'hydrog5ne sulphure et par lo venin de la

vipere, mort 10 heures aprts I'iuvasion des

premiers symptomes ; necropsic. Revue

Med., Ill, 381, 1831. [S.]

Cazentre (de Bordeaux). Notice sur los pro-

prieti'S thera|)eutiqucs de ccdroii. (.lourn.

des Conn. Mcdico-Chirurg., 1850.)

States that the ccdron is an infaUil)le remedy

in serpent bites. [S.]

Celsus. Dc re nicdica; dc medicamcntis, lib. V,

cap. XXVII, § 3, Lyon, 1856, in 8.

Prefers the suction of poisoned wounds to the

ligature, to cups, or to incisions. [S.]

CiiABERT (Jean-Louis). Du Huaco et de ses vertus

mcdiGinales in 8, 1853.

Reports marvellous effects of mikania (juaco iu

serpent bites, even of the most terrible kiud.

[S.]

CiiARAS (MoiSE). Nouvellcs experiences sur la

vipere ou I'un verra vne description cxacte

dc tovtes ses parties, la sovrce de son venin;

ses divers effcts et les remedes exquis que les

artistes peuveflt tirer de la vipere taut pour

la guerison de ses rnorsures que pour celle de
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plusieurs iuitres maladies. Paris, in 8, 1669.

[S.]

Charas (MoisE). Svitc des novvelles e.xperiences

svr la vipere, in 8, 1712-90. [S.]

Chevallier (Th.). Lettre sur I'efficacite de I'ar-

senic sur la morsure des serpents. Sedillot

Recueil period de la Soc. de Mod. de Paris.

Ill, 409. [S.]

Christison (K). Treatise on Poisons. 1st Am.

from 4tli Edin. ed., Pliila. 1845, p. 484.

Clarke (R. W.). Attempt to cure Elephantiasis

and Leprosy by the Bite of a Rattlesnake.

Lancet, I, 1838 and 1839, 443.

Singular case resulting fatally.

Col de Villars (Elie). Cours de chirnrgie dicte

aux ecoles de medecine de Paris, III. Traite

des plaies, ch. vi, p. Ill, 1T46.

Gives a short description of the symptoms

and treatment of viper bites, insists on the

necessity of internal treatment, owing to the

fact that a part of the venom always enters

the blood. [S.]

CoLBATcn (J.). Cure of the Bite of a Viper.

London, 1698, 8vo. [S.]

Collenutius (Paistdolph). Libellus de Vipera

Tenet, 1506. [S.]

Cooper (Samlel). Surgical Dictionary, 1828, p.

2T4.

Describes the viper, his teeth and his bite,

and the mode of treatment. [S.]

CosTE. Sur les effets de I'eau de Luce dans la

morsure de la vipbre. (Journ. de Med.,

XXXIII, 524, 1770.)

Reports a cure by the use of fomentations of

camphorated alcohol and theriac, followed by

scarifications, and the application of eau de

Luce on the wound. [S.]

Coster. Prophylactique du venin de la vipere.

(Clin, des Hopit., Ill, No. 43, 1828.) [S.]

Cruger (Daniel). De morsu Viperarum. (Eph.

Germ. Acad. Nat. Cur., IV, obs. LXV, 143,

1680.)

Treatment of a case of viper bite according to

ancient methods, attributes great value to

the sperma ranarum. [S.]

Daw (John). On Snake Stones. Asiatic Re-

searches, XIII, 317, in 4to.

Gives analyses of the stones whose application

to the wound is supposed in the east to efl'ect

a cure of snake-bites.

Davy (John). On the poison of three of the

poisonous snakes of Ceylon. Davy's Phy-

siological and Anatomical Researches, I.

113, London, 1839; and also the author's

account of the interior of Ceylon, London,

1821.

A highly valuable and interesting detail of

experiments on venom poisoning.

Decerfs (J. p. E.). Essai sur la morsure des

serpents venimeux de la France. Theses de

Paris, No. 27, 1807.

Contains nothing novel except the opinion

that the viper bite is not mortal in man, even

when no treatment has been employed. [S.]

Delacoux. Amputation complete de la jambe

gauche produite par une ligature circuiaire

permanente de ce memljre. Acad, de Med.

Seances des 30 Juillet et 20 Aout, 1838.

Arch. Gen. de Med., 2e ser. II, 587 et 592.

[S.]

The ligature of the limb was used after a

viper bite ; no absorption of venom took place,

but the leg became gangrenous, and was finally

amputated. A case in which the remedy was

probably worse than the disease. [3.]

Delpech. Precis elemeutaire des maladies repu-

tees chirurgicales, II, 135 et 136, in 8vo.,

1815. [S.]

Thinks that the viper bite is rarely dan-

gerous. [S.]

Demathiis. Moyen de guerir Phydrophobie. Anc.

Journ. de Med., LXI, 365, Mem. de la Soc.

de Med., p. 210, 1783.

This author treated a dog sujiposed to be mad
by allowing him to be bitten numerous times

by a viper. The dog died in four hours. The

author supposes that if the bites had been

fewer the dog would have been cured ; and

infers that the venom is a specific against

hydrophobic rage ! [S.]

Demeure. Journ. de la Soc. Gall, de Med. ho-

moeopathique, V, No. 6, 397, Oct. 1854.

Gives the case of a person bitten by a viper.

The symptoms seem to have been of an unu-

sual nature. The cure is attributed to the

fact that some of the venom from the bite in

the thumb having been absorbed in homoeo-

pathic amount, the patient was thus pro-

tected from the effects of the remaining poi-

son. [S.]

Delille. Indication de Therapeutique directe des

morsures les plus veneueuses. Journ. de

Physiologic Exp. et Pathol., VII, 113.

Desbois (de Rochefort). Cours elementaire de

Matifere Medicale, II, 280, 1789.

Thinks that the effects of the venom of tlie

viper are due to the animal being enraged,

and that it acts on the nervous system, pro-

ducing a tendency to putrefaction. Advises

sudorifics, ammonia, and eau de Luce.

Desjioulins. Momoires sur le systbme nerveux et
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I'ajipareil lacrymal ties serpents a sonuettes,

de Trigonocdphales et de quelques autres

serpents. Journ. de Phys., IV, 264, 1824.

Treats of the venom gland of serpents, and

desires to prove that it is only an adjunct of

the lachrymal apparatus. [S.]

De Vesey (Louis) Xantus. Cases.—Experiments

with Bibron's Antidote. Am. Journ. of tbe

Med. Sci., No. LXX, p. 3T5, 1858.

Dezeimeeis. Diet, de Medecine, XXX, 822.

Contains nothing new. Gives an incomplete

bibliography.

Drake. On the use of ammonia in cases of serpent

bites. West. Journ. Med. & Phys. Sci., I, 60.

DuBEBAT. Mort spontanee produite par la mor-

sure d'une seule vipere. Bnll. de Ther., X,

198, 1836.

Case of a woman analogous to that reported

by Dr. Lugeal. [S.]

Dudley (Paul). Account of the Rattlesnake.

Phil. Trans, abrd., VII, 409-410, 1722.

On the rattles, on fascination, etc.

DuGEs (Alfred). Sur les Viperes Aspis et Pelias.

Mem. de la Soc. de Biologic, II, 115. Gaz.

Med., p. 2T0, 1850.

Corrects certain errors in regard to the French

vipers
;
gives details of their habits, etc. [S.]

DuGis (Alfred). Note sur le redressement des

crochets dans les Thanatophides. Ann. des

Sc. Nat, 3e ser. XYII, 57, au pi., 1852.

Gives a new explanation of the mechanism
concerned in elevating the fangs. [S.]

DuMERiL (Constant) et Bibron (E.). Erpeto-

logie Gcnerale, VI et VII, 1844. At VII,

part II, 1399, Natural History and Anatomy
of Serpents ; reports case of M. Dumcril,

bitten by a viper in 1851.

DuMERiL (Auguste). Note historique sur !a mena-

gerie des reptiles du museum. Mem. du

Museum, VII, 273.

Contains a large amount of information on
the habits of snalies, their food, change of

skin, etc.

DuMONT. Vide Aug. Dumcril, p. 276.

On the use of cedron as an antidote and pro-

phylactic.

Duncan. On E. Indian Snake-Bites, strychnia as

a remedy in. Lancet, I, 507.

DusouRD. Effets remarquables de I'huile d'olive

employee il I'interieur et a I'exterieur daus

les cas de morsure de vipfere. Bnll. de The-

rapeut, XXVII, 489, 1849.

Approves of the internal use of olive oil in

snake-bites. [S.]

Dutertre (Jean Baptiste). Hist. Gencrale des

Antilles habitees par les Fraiieais, in 4to,

1667, 1671. [S.]

Duvernoy (G. L.). Caracteres anatoraiques pour

distinguer les serpents veniraeux. Ann. des

Sci. Nat, XXVI, 113, 1830, XXX, 5,

1832.

Gives, amongst numerous other matters, de-

tails of the anatomy of the head of the viper

;

also accounts of experiments upon the poi-

soning power of venom long kept in alcohol.

Enaux et Chaussier. Methode de traiter les mor-

sures des animaux enrages et de la vipere,

in 12mo., p. 101, 1785.

Advises cauterization. [S.]

Encyclopaedia. See article Serpents, in the British,

Edinburgh, and Rees' Eucyclop.

Erndte (Christ. Henr.). Iter Anglicauum et

Batanum, 1714, in 8vo. [S.]

Ettmuller (M.). Dissertation de Morsu Viperoe,

prajs. S. R. Sulzberger, Leipzig, 1665, 1685,

in 4to. [S.]

Fodeee. Medecine Legale, IV, 11 et 12.

Cites many cases observed in the hospital at

Martinique, which died from the bites of the

vipers of the marshes of Bos.

Fontana (Felix). Ricerche filosofiche sopra il

veleuo della vipera, in 4to, II, Lucca, 1767.

Translated into French in 1781, 4to, II, and

into English, by Skinner, in 1787, II,

8vo.
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foregoing essay.

FoucHER (d'Opsonville). Essai philosophique sur

les mceurs de divers animaux etrangers,

1783, p. 26, in 8vo. [S.]

Franzius (Wolfgang). Historia animalium in

qua plerumque animalium proecipuse pro-

prietatcs in gratiam studiosorura, theologise

et ministrorum verbi ad usum iixo^oxoyixoi/

breviter aceomodantur, in 18vo, Amster.,

1665, pars IV, cap. iii, de vipera.

Dwells on the reproduction of the viper, on

the consequences of its bite, and on the re-

medies ; but especially on the viper, theolo-

gically considered. [S.]

Freiskarn (Paulens). Dissertatio de veneno

Viperarum, in Svo, 1782. [S.]

Gaignepain. Dissertation sur les effets du renin

de la vipfere. Theses de Paris, No. 24,

1807.

Contains nothing novel. [S.]

Gale (B.). Crotalus bite cured by salt. Engl.

Phil. Trans, abrd., XII, 224, 1765.
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Galen. Opera, XII, Ed. Kuhn, Lipsife, 1826, pp.
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the use of viper flesli in elephantiasis. [S.]

Gaspard (B.). Observations snr la morsure tie la

vipere. Journ. de Physiol. Expt. et Pathol,

de Magendie, I, 248, 1831.
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a tertian by the bite of a viper.

Gaspard (B). On putrefactive poisoning. Journ.

de Phys. Exp. et Pathol., VII, Y et seq.

Gazette Salutaire de Bouillon, lYSI. Hufelaud

Neues Annalen, I, 405.
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as an antidote. [S.]

Gazette de Sante du 5 Novembre, 1822.
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[S.]

Geoffroy et Htjmauld. Memoirs dans Icquel ou
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contra la morsure des viperes. Mem. de

I'Acad. des Sci., ITST, p. 183.

Concludes that olive oil is not a remedy in
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one. [S.]

Gerdy (P. N.). Traite des pausemeuts propre-

ment dits, 2e edit. p. 152, 1839.

Case of viper bite treated by ammonia. Plan

of treatment. [S.]

GiADoROU (Vincent). Observations medico-pra-

tiques sur I'efficacite de VInula squarrosa
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de Medic, 183"?; Gaz. Medic, p. 424, 1837.
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Gii.MAN. Soda as an antidote in tha bite of the
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GiLMAN (J.). Action of Crotalus Venom on Plants.

St. Louis Med. and Surg. Journ., XII, 25,

1854.
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GocKEL (Eberhr). De peste et venenis, in 8vo,

1669, cap. xiv, p. m. 59.

GoESLiNG (I. A.) De spissitudine sanguinis multis

in morbis temere accusata. Gutt., 1747.
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GoouYEAR (Aaron). Death from snake-bite at

Aleppo. Engl. Phil. Trans, abrd., II, 816-

817.

GotiPiL. Sur la vipere de Fontainebleau et sur Its
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Gray (E. W.). Observations on the amphibia of
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Gray (J. B.). Observations on Vipers. Proc.

Zool. Soc, 1834, p. 101.

Gray (J. B.). Venomous Water Snakes. Proc.

Zool. Soc, 1837, p. 135.

Grevin. Deux liures de uenins auxquels il est

completement discouru des Bestes veni-

meuses, theriaques, poisons et contre poi-

sons. In 4to, Anvers, 1618, chap, x, p. 72.

Translations from Nicander in regard to the

bite of the viper, etc. [S.]

Grimm (J. P. C). Historia symptoraatum a morsu

Aspidis productorum et medelas. Nova Act.

Acad. Cur., Ill, 64, 1767. [S.]

Grive (Louis de la). Antiparalelle des Viperes

roraaines et berbes candiotes. Lion, 1632,

p. 77. [S.]

Gruere (J. B. Victor). Des venins et des ani-

maux venimeux. Theses de Paris, No. 9,
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Gives an analysis of the memoir of Prince

Luoieu Bonaparte.

GuBLER (Ad.). Memoire sur I'ictfere qui accom-

pagne quelquefois les eruptions syphilitiques
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Gulden (Klee). Bald. Timoeus A. Opera Libr.

vii, cas. XVIII, p. 323; libr. v. Epist. XVI,

p. m. 824, in 4to.

Cases of viper bite. [S.]

GuRiscii (Martin). Consideratio physico-medico-

forensis de saliva humana qua ejus natura et

usus insimulque morsus brutorum et ho-

minis, rabies et hydrophobia, demorsurum

delecta et defeusio, etc. Lipsia;, 1729, p.

181, de morsu viperarum. [S.]

Guyon. Le9ons diverses, II, 527.

Describes the treatment of the bite of the

viper by saliva. [S.]

Hafenreferus (Sam.). De cutis aflfectibus, in 8vo.

Tubingen, 1630, libr. iii, cap. viii, p. 461.

Relates certain facts in regard to the bite of

the viper. [S.]

Hall. Expts. on Crotalus venom. Engl. Phil.

Trans, abrd., VII, 412, 1727.
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Harder (J. J.). De viperarum morsu dissertatio.

Ept. Germ. Acad. Nat. Cur. Dec. II, An.
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Harlan (R.). Medical and Physical Researches,
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Harlan (R.). A ca.se of Crotalus bite in man.
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Herodotus. Histoire, Libr. Ill, cap. 109.

Speaks of the viper and its mode of propa-
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Herran. Graine du Ccdron employee dans I'Ame-

rique tropicale comme remede contre la mor-

sure des serpents. Journ. de Pliarin., 3e

serie, XVIII, 296, 1850.

Thinks the seed of the Simaba Cedron an in-
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IIodieuna (JoH. Bapt.). De dente vipene viru-

lento epistola, 1651. [S.]

Hoffmann (Pried.). Di.-;i)utiitio de saliva ct ejus
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Home (Sir E.). Case of a man bitten by a Cro-
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Horner (Wm.). Death from Crotalus bite—post
mortem examination. Am. Journ. of Med.

Sci., VIII, 397, 1831.
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Hubble. Prenanthes Allissima as an antidote.

N. Am. Med. and Surg. Journ., I, 447,
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Jagerschmidt. De morb. Serpentarum; Miscell.
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Journal de Med. pratique de Hufeland, Analyse

dans. Bibl. Medic, LXXIV, 125, 1821.
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ment.

JussiEU (Bernard de). Sur les effets de I'eau de

Luce contre la morsure des viperes. Mem.

de I'Acad. Roy. des Sci., p. 54, 1747.

Case of a student bitten in the hand. Cure.

[S.]

Kalm. Travels in America (Hist. CaudisouK).

1753, II, 490.
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Nazari, 1668; Collect. Academ. part, etr.,

VII.
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structure of tlie poison fangs in serpents.
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Lapre. Symptomes d'une morsure de Yipere de-
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Le Conte (J.). On the Yenomous Serpents of
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Paulet. Observations sur le Vipere de Fontaine-

bleau, et sur les moyens de remedier a sa

morsure, in 8vo., 1805.
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Paulus (jEgineta). Opera, lib. v, p. 8, in fol.,

1532.
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Peroni. Lettera su un caso di morso d'una Vipera
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Chir. di Parma, XIV, 209.

Phillips (H. B.). Case of Rattlesnake bite. Am.

Journ. of the Med. Sci., VIII, 546, 1831.
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PiHOREL. Observations sur la morsure d'un ser-
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Post. Case of Rattlesnake bite ending fatally.

Buffalo Med. Journ. and Monthly Rev., IV,

1848, 115.

PouTEAU. ffiuvres posthumes. III, 13, 1783, in

8yo. [S.]
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[S.]
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1828 ; Arch. Gen. de Med., 7e scrie, XVIII,

309, 1828. [S.]
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Saute, 5 Juillet, 1824.
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Q,uenat (Henry). Des animaux venimcux de la
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Clilorohydric acid, effect of, on venom, 33.
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Chronic poisoning in pigeons, 65.

Chronic poisoning in the rabbit, 68.

Chronic poisoning by venom, state of blood in, 89.

Chronic venom poisoning, 94.
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Color of venom, 29.
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Crotaline, characters of, 36.
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Crotalus durissus (see Caudisona, Appendix A),

122.

Crotalus Edwardsii, 125.

Crotalus, effect of venom on, 60.

Crotalus, habits of, in captivity, 3.

Crotalus miliarius, 124.

Crotalus tergeminus, 125.

Cui)s, use of, in treatment, 110.

Curve of venom duct, use of, 24.

D.

Death, causation of, in acute and chronic poisoning,

95.

Death, cause of, in acute cases, 96.

Death, cause of, in chronic cases, 96.

Death, mode of, in human cases of Crotalus bite,

105.

De Blainville, venom gland analogous to parotid,

37.

Decomposition of venom, 32.

De Vesey—see Xantus, case, 100.

Digastricus muscle, 9.

Discharges, state of, in human cases of venom poi-

soning, 105.

Dogs, action of Crotalus venom ou, 69.

Dogs, cases of poisoning of, by venom, 69—72.

Dogs, fatal cases of venom poisoning of, 72—75.

Dried venom, crystals from, 32.

Dried venom, poisoning by, 59.

Duct of venom gland, curve of, 15.

Duct, relations of, to sup. maxillary bone, 24.

Duct, terminal i>apilla of, IS.

Duration of cases of venom poisoning in man, 105.

Duvernoy, mechanism of the bite, 20.

E.

Ecchymoses in secondary or chronic poisoning, 94.

Echidnine, 36.

Ether, inhalation of, 116.

E.xcision as local treatment, 109.

Expression of snake when striking, 21.

External pterygoid muscle, action of, 8.

F.

Fallacies in the use of antidotes, 25.

Fangs, act of elevation of, 21.

Fang, depression of after biting, 22.

Fang, development of, 16.

Fang, divergence of, during act of biting, 23.

Fang, position and action of, in biting, 22.

Fang, size of, 16.
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Fang, striictiiro of, 15.

Pangs, periodical fall of, 17.

Fangs, relation of number of, used in biting, to

study of antidotes, 23.

Fangs reserve, succession of, 18.

Fangs, use of one or both, 23.

Fascination, 4.

Fascination, author's observations on, 5.

Fatal venom poisoning in dogs, t2— 75.

Fermentation, not checked by venom, 49.

Fibrin, loss of its coagulating power in chronic

poisoning, 89.

Fibrin, rate of disappearance of in venom poison-

ing, 92.

Fontana, amount of venom ejected, 29.

Fontana, action of venom on blood, 91.

Fontana, action of venom on frogs, 54.

Fontana, action of viper venom on viper, 61

Fontana, color of viper venom, 30.

Fontana, mechanism of the Lite, 20.

Fontana on reaction of viper venom, 31.

Fontana, taste of viper venom, 30.

Forcible feeding of snakes, 3.

Frogs, action of venom on, 55.

Frogs, chronic poisoning of, 57.

Frozen venom, active, 43.

G.

Gaspard on analogy between venom malady and
other diseases, 97.

Germination of seeds in venom, 52.

Gilman (B. J.), action of venom on plants, 47.

Guinea-pig, blood crystals from, after death by

venom, 93.

n.

Hammond (W. A.), case of Rattlesnake bite, 100.

Hammond (W. A.) on Bibron's antidote, 113,

114.

Harlan (R..), acid reaction of Rattlesnake venom,

31.

Harlan (R.), case of Rattlesnake Ijite, 100.

Harlan, ingestion of venom, 7'^!.

Head, lesions of, in man, 106.

Heart, effect of venom on, 80.

Heart force lessened by venom, 83, 84.

Hemorrhage from bite in man, 101.

Hissing sound made by serpents, 20.

Holbrook (Prof) on use of intermittent ligature,

110.

Home (Sir E.), case, 100.

Home (Sir E.), mechanism of the bite, 20.

Horner (W. E.), case, 100.

Ingestion of venom, 76.

Inlialation in Rattlesnake bite, 11 C.

Intermittent ligature, 1 10.

luto.xication, how far useful in venom poisoning,

lie.

Iodine as local Ireatmcnt, 11 1.

James on reaction of viper venom, 31.

Jaundice of cases of snake-bites, 97.

Jeter, capacity of venom duct in Rattlesnake, 29.

Jeter, color of Rattlesnalse venom, 30.

Jeter, ingestion of venom, 76.

Jeter on ligature, 110.

Jeter, taste of venom, 31.

Johnston, Prof. Christopher (note), 22.

Johnston (Prof Christopher) on the fang, 16.

Jussieu on reaction of viper venom, 31.

Lesions in dogs, 72—75.

Lesions in fatal cases of Rattlesnake bite in man,

106.

Lesions in pigeons, 67.

Lesions in rabbits, table of, 69.

Ligament check, of lachrymal and superior ma.xil-

lary joint, 7.

Ligature modifies local symptoms, 102.

Ligatures, 110.

Ligatures, intermittent, 110.

Local consequences in man, 103.

Local symptoms, 103. •

Local symptoms absent when venom has been pre-

viously mixed with iodine or tannic .acid, 46.

Local symptoms modified by remedies, 102.

Local treatment, applications to wounds, 112.

Loss of skin, description of, 4.

Loss of skin, relations of, to supply of water, 4.

M.

Magendie on resemblance of venom malady to

putrefactive poisoning, 97.

Man, Crotalus poisoning in, 98.

Man, Crotalus poisoning in, table of 16 cases, 100.

Mangili, dried venom, 59.

Mangili on absorption of venom, 76.

Manipulations (note), 27.

Mayrant (W.), two cases, 100.

Mead, action of venom on blood, 91.
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Mead on reaction of viper venom, 31.

Mead, taste of venom of viper, 30.

Mind, state of, in venom poisoning in man, 105.

Mitchill (S. L.) on analogy between yellow fever

and venom poisoning, 9T.

Moore (Br.), case, 100.

Motions of intestines nnaltered by venom poison-

ing, 86.

Mucous membrane of moutli of Rattlesnake, reac-

tion of, 31.

Muscles, effect of venom on, 78.

Muscles, irritability of under venom poisoning, 10.

Muscles, ultimate effect of venom on, 79.

Myology of venom apparatus, 8.

N.

Nerves, duration of irritability in, during effect of

venom on, 86.

Nerves, motor, action of venom on, 87.

Nerves, sensory, action of venom on, 87.

Nervous system, action of venom on, 8C.

Nitric acid, effect of, on venom, 33.

O.

Odor of Rattlesnakes, 5.

Ogier (Dr.), use of ligature as local means, 110.

Olive oil as an antidote, 113.

Olive oil as local treatment, 112.

Orfila, criticism on Fontana, 59.

Owen (R.), description of fang, 15.

Pain of bite, cause 4)f, 101.

Paul (Prince, of Wurtemburg), on Bibron's .anti-

dote, 113, 114.

Phillips (A. B.), case, 100.

Pig bitten by Rattlesnake, death (note), 78.

Pigeons, action of venom on, 04.

Pigeons, acute poisoning of, 64.

Pigeons, chronic poisoning of, 65.

Pihorel (Dr.), case, 100.

Plants, action of venom on, 50.

Position of snake before striking, 20.

Post (Dr.), case, 100.

Pterygoideus e.xternus muscle, function of, during

the act of biting, 22.

Rabbit acutely poisoned, 67.

Ranby, mechanism of the bite, 20.

Rattlesnakes, genera and species of (Appendi.x A),

119—126.

Reaction of venom, 31.

Receptacle of venom, 12.

Recoveries, mode of, in man, 106.

Redi, ingestion of venom, 76.

Redi, mechanism of the bite, 20.

Reynoso, criticism on Brainard's experiments. 111.

Rigor mortis after death by venom, 79.

Rotiferae in venom, 53.

Russell, color of venom of Cobra, 30.

Russell, experiments on power of Cobra to kill itself

and other serpents.

Russell on Tanjore pill, 113.

Salisbury (J. H.), action of venom on plants, 48.'

Saliva and venom compared, 42.

Scarifications as local treatment, 109.

Secondary poisoning in frogs, 57.

Sex of those bitten, 101.

Smith, mechanism of the bite, 20.

Solubility of venom, 33.

Soubeiran, anterior tendinous insertion of ant.

temporal muscle in vipers, 12.

Sonbeiran, mechanism of the bite, 20.

Specific gravity of venom, 30.

Spheno-palatine muscle, action of, 8.

Spheno-palatine muscle, function of, during the act

of biting, 22.

Sphcno-pterygoid muscle, action of, 8.

Sphincter of duct of venom gland, 14.

Stimulants, use of, in venom poisoning, 114.

Striking, mode of, action of muscles in, 21.

Suction, use of, in treatment, 110.

Sulphate of magnesia, effect of, on venom, 34.

Sulphate of soda, effect of, on venom, 34.

Sulphocyanidc of potassium, absence of, in venom,

34.

Sulphuric acid, effect of, on venom, 33.

Symptoms, con.stitutional, in man, 104.

Symptoms, local, in man, 101.

Symptoms of venom poisoning in rabbits, table of,

T.

Tanjore pill, composition of, 113.

Tannic acid, effect of, on venom, 33.

Taste of venom, 30.

Temperatures, effect of various, on activity of

venom, 43.

Temporal muscles, 9.
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Temporal muscles, action of, 10.

Temporal muscles, anterior, compression of venom

gland by, during the bite, 22.

Tenacity of life in Rattlesnakes (note), 24.

Thorax, post-mortem appearances of, 107.

Tissue of venom gland, 12.

To-ijicology of venom of Crotalus, 4T.

Treatment, local, division of, 109.

Trowbritlge (J.), case, 100.

Twitching of muscles about wound, not described

in human cases, 104.

Tyson, mechanism of the bite, 20.

V.

Venom, action of, on animal life, 52.

Venom, action of, on arterial pressure in animals

bitten by Rattlesnakes, 8-3.

Venom, action of, on blood-globules, 91.

Venom, action of, on capillaries, 86.

Venom, action of, on cilia, 86.

Venom, action of, on calorifacient function, 88.

Venom, action of, on frogs, 54.

Venom, action of, on intestinal motions, 86.

Venom, action of, on man, 98.

Venom, action of, on nerve trunks, 86.

Venom, action of, on- plants, 4T.

Venom, albuminous nature of, 34.

Venom altered so as to l&se virulence, 49.

Venom, amount of, in the ducts, 27.

Venom apparatus, anatomy of, 6.

Venom, cliemistry of, 33.

Venom, comparison of, to saliva, 42.

Venom, comparative power of, to injure frogs and

Rattlesnakes, 63.

Venom, decomposition of, 32.

Venom, direct action of, on blood, table of, 90.

Venom does not convert starch into sugar, 38.

Venom, effect of, on blood, 89.

Venom, effect of, on fibrin of blood, 92.

Venom, effect of, on heart of frog, 80.

Venom, effect of, on muscles, 78, 79.

Venom, effect of, on pigeons, 64.

Venom, effect of, on rabbit's heart, 81.

Venom gland, 10.

Venom gland, anatomical relations of, 10.

Venom gland, are its tissue or infusions poisonous?

39.

Venom gland, capsule of, 11.

Venom gland, form of, 10.

Venom gland, relations of, to fascia of external

pterygoid muscle, 12.

Venom gland, size and weight of, 10.

Venom gland, structure of, 12.

Venom gland, suspensory ligament of, 11.

Venom, ingestion of, 76.

Venom of Rattlesnake, effect of reagents on, 33.

Venom of Rattlesnake, proximate constituents of,

37.

Venom of Rattlesnake soluble in water, 33.

Venom of viper, analysis of, 35.

Venom, physical characters of, 30.

Venom, physical and chemical characters of, 27.

Venom, power with which it is ejected, 24.

Venom, reaction of, 31.

Venom, receptacle of, within the gland, 12.

Venom, sediment from, 32.

Venom, sp. gr. of, 30.

Venom, taste of, 30.

Venom uninjured by acids and alkalies, 46.

Vertebro-maudibular muscles, 9.

Vibriones in venom, 53.

Virulency of snakes after shedding the skin, 4.

W.

Water as local treatment, 112.

Withmire (Dr.), case, 100.

Woodhouse (Dr.), case, 100.

Woodhouse (Dr.), swelling of lymphatic vessels

and glands, 103.

Wound, bleeding from, 78.

Wound made by fang, 77.

Wound, situation of, in man, 101.

Wound, swelling about, cause of, 78.

Wound, twitching about, 79.

Wound, veins near, 78.

Wyman (Prof. J.) (note), 22.

Wyman (Prof. J.), on relation of duct to fang, 19.

X.

Xantus (J.), on Bibron's antidote, 113.

Xantus (J.)—see De Vesey's case, 100.

Y.

Yellow fever, likeness of, to venom malady, 97.
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